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The place of college athletics in American life has

rapidly expanded -ince its quiet beginning in the mid 19th

century. With this gro-th, it has acquired many of the prob-

lems which a b siness of Its magn tude and influence is bound

to encounter. Not surprisingly, in recent yea s several areas

within intercollegiate athletics have had _o rely on the legal

system to resolve conflicts which internal institutions have

been unable to ameliorate. This article attempts to acquaint

the -eader with these areas and the problems involved. In

addition, it present- one section which this w_iter believes

t_ be the next major source of litigation.

The paper is divided thto four sections: First Amend-

ment litigation; suits Involving student-athlete and member

institutions against the National Collegiate Athletic Associa-

tion (NCAA); cases dealing with injuries in intercollegiate

athletics; finally, the area of sex discrimination in pmateur

athletics--perhaps the next subject matter in intercollegiate

athletic litigation.

FIRST AMENDMENT LITIGATION

The rise in the mood of protest on American college

campuses throughout the 1960's is well documented. Less clear

is the extent to which the athletic programs of these institu-

tions must attempt to accommodate this Movement and the impact

which it will have o the disciplinary authority of the offi-

cials in these programs. The need for athletic provrams to
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adjust to these dee1opments arises from the First Amend ent

to the United States Constitution which,inter alla, guarantees

every citizen freedom of speech and association. While it

is judicially well established that these frecdo are not

absolutes, and their protection will vary under the circum-

stances, t_ey nevertheie s are given the lighest judicial pro-

te tion f om govern entaJ Interfernee. To the extent that

college athletes indulge in freedom of expression and associa-

tion, any restraint by college officials on their actions

must be consiste t with the judicial guidelines which_protect

these First Amendment rights in an educational setting.

til 1971, there had been no legal actions brought

by student-athletes participating in college athletics based

on Fi ot Ame d ent grounds. The cause of such a scarcity of

litigation can be attributed to a number of reasons, none of

1whl h seem sati facto y in and of them elves At t e.nresent

there is only one case, illIamsv. Eaton, ealing directly

with the area of First Amendment rights to student-athietes

at the university leVel. Nevertheless, since only as recently

as 1969 in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School Dist

the Supreme Court e United States took a definitive posi-

tion on the application of First .Amendment rights to students,

it seems probable that this area will soon see further lltigaLion.

As noted, the leading case on First Amendments rights

to student- thletes to date 1- Williams v. Eaton, an action

in which fourteen University of Wyoming football players

claimed a violation of their freedom of speech. In Eton,
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tle fourteen players sought to wear black arm -ands during

their game wIth Bri ham Young Univer,ity so a,, to d rate

their disfavor with Brigham Young's ties with the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (commonly known as the

M-rmon Church). Their protest was directed at the o ficl_l

policy of the Mormon Church of restricti g to the lower offi-

cial ranks black participation in the church community.

The demand to wear black arm ba-ds was initially

brought to head football coach Floyd Eaton. At the time they

we_e informed by Coach Eaton of their dismissal from any fur-

ti-wr athletic participation since they had violated a foot-

ball coachl-g rule prohibiting all demonstrations and protect.

An appeal from this ruling was brought before President William

D. Carlson of the University of Wyoming who subSequently re-

fer ed the matter to the Board of Trustees. After a hearing

at which all interested parties took part, the Board of Trus-

tees, following the refusal of the athletes t- refrain from

their intention to wear black arm bands at the Brigham Young

ne, ordered the dismissal of all fourteen players from the

football squad. Their scholarships, however, were not revoked

and remained In full effect subject to later review_

The udent-athlete- relied on Tinker y. Des Molnes

4
Independent School District- for their freedom of speeTh

aim. Tinker was the first case by the Supreme Court of

Unite_ States dealing with student's free speech rightS slnce

the 1943 compulsory flag salute case,5 and it upheld the righ

6



of public school students to wear black arm bands during

school hours to protest the Vietnam War. The Court described

the student's actions as "a silent, pas,live, expression of

opinion, unaccompanied by a disorder or disturbance on the

part of petitioners" constituting "pure speech" involving

"direct, primary First Amehdment rights."
6

In order to pro-

vide some future guidance in this area, the Court articulated

the basic standard to be u-ed:

A'ti ent's rIghts do not embrace merely the
classroom hours. When he is in the cafeteria
or on the playing field, or on the campus during
the authorized hours he may express his opinion,
even on controversial subjects like the conflict
in Vietnam, if he does so without 'materially
and substantially interfer[ing] with the require-
ments of appropriate discipline in the operation
of the school' and without colliding with the
ri hts of others . .

. We read [the right to free speech] to
permit reasonable regulation of speech-connected
activities in carefully restricted circumstances.
But we do not confine the permissible exercise
of First Amendment rights to a telephone booth,
or to supervised and ordained discussion in a
classroom.7

Given that their action constituted speech, the student-

athletes argued their activity fell within the parameters of

Tinker since their action would not affect the orderly process

of the educational system nor interfere wi h the rights of

others. State officials, however, saw the question not in

terms of Tinker but rather that the student-athlete's p otest

constituted action by the -tate and subject to the First Amend-

ment Establishment of Religion Clause. Since one of the Con-

stitutional mandates of this clause reuires actions by the

7



state to be neutral in matters cOncerning religion, the

act of the athletes showing disfavor of the Mormon Church

would constitute a violation. Ttfollowed therefore, that

preemptive measures by state officials to stop the acts were

proper in light of their Constitutional obligation.

The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals did not agree with

either position in their pure form, ultimately- extracting

portions -f both while holding for the state officials. Al-

though it agreed with the student-athletes that Tinker was

determinative, it took the postulate of state offIcIals of

a violation of the establishmeiit clause and applied it to the

Tinker standard. In essence, the Court determined that Tinker

did not allow speech in an educational setting where the

"rights of others" were interfered wIth. Applying the facts

of the case to thiS standard, the court found the black a

band display would result in hostile expression of religious

thought to "others," equating this with violation of the

"rights of others."

Without deciding whether approval of the arm
band display would have involved state action
or a violation of the religious clauses, we are
persuaded that the TrusteW decision was law-
ful within the limitation of the Tinker case
itself. Their decision protested against in-
vasion of the rights of others by avoiding a
hostile expression to them by some members of
the University team. It was in furtherance
of religious neutrality by the state. It
denied only the request for the armband dis-
play . . .. on the field and during the game.
In these limited circumstances we conclude
that the Trustees, decision as in conformity
with the Tinker case . . .



The value of Epiton as preced.ent In the area of First

Amendment Freedoms is mixed. Although its holding clearly

applies the Tinker case to the student- hlete--university

athletic program settAng, its application of the facts to the

Tinker standard is questionable. By not answering the issue
u .

of state action - the court's analysis must stand on t e

grounds of a student i&e;-ing to exercise his spee h

on the athletic field. In order to prohibit such speech, the

university officials must demonstrate under Tinker that the

expression either "Mat- ially and substantially" disrupted

the "discipline in the operation of the school" or that the

" ights of others" were interfered with. The first prong of

the Tinker standa d could not be met because of the lower court

ng of fact that there hadbeen no showing of "violence

or uption" in the case.
10

In attempting to meet the second

part of Tinker the court in effect found-the rights of

Others" interfered with by private individuals protesting

policies a parti Alar religion. Such "hostile expression"

by members of the team, the --t reasoned, was abridged in

"furtherance of the policy of religious neutrality by the

state. At this juncture the court s reasoning falters. Ey

pr viously refusing to decide whether there had been state

action involved, the court took a- ay all its underpinnings on

how this policy could have been made in furtherance of reli-

gious ne-trality. However, even if the state action had becn

answered affirmatively, the rational of the decision would

9



still be open to critici m_
11

Notwiths anding the defect_ve analysis and of gre_ter

saliency for the present purpose, the Eaton case crystallizes

the advent of First Amendment rights application to stUdent-

athletes at institutions of higher learning. While Tinker

is clearly the landmark cas- in the area, Eatoni in applying

Tinker to the facts before it, recognizes that student-athletes

have protection from abridgment of First Amendment freedoms

through the Tinker standard. Of special relevancein future

years will be the speech and assembly freedoms as student-

athle--- have become more boisterous and concerned about their

rights during their tenure at the University level. Any action

taken by school officials against student-athletes while the

latter indulge in these protected rights wIll ultimately

require a valid rationale under Tinker.

Although the Eaton case dealt with a demonstration

evolving out of a 'specific racial-religious conflict, future

student-athletes are likely to privately and publicly expound

their views on p olitical matters, university policieS, per-

sonal philosophies and a number of other.interests. An

example of the varied context in which litigation in this

area is likely to arise is presented in the recent proble

which Auburn University's athletic department encountered

when it forbade black athletes t_ wear facial hair.12 The

athletes refused to shave claiming this aspect of their per-

sonal grooming as a legitimate individual prerogative as well

-10



as a demon t a ion of rac

8

I pride. With- t asserting any

rationale for its ruling, exc ePt the iMPlied belief that

authority must be oebyed in order to have successful athletic

teams, the atn1etI department threatened all the 'black stu-

dent-athletes with suspension. Yet this dAsciPlAnary step

might not have passed Constit ional screening under Tinker.

The wearing of facial hair by the students for the purpose

they had indicated, seems to fall under the parameters of Fi st

Amendment "speech" as developed by the Supreme Court. If

.litigation had ensued, 1 3
liuburn University would have had

assert some valid rationale under Tinker in erfect, the court

would have been prone to inquire What disruption of "appro-

pri-te discipline or the operati

threatened by the facial hair?

n" of athletic Programs is

In turn, this inquiry serves as the sPringboard to

the ultimate key issue which lies at the core or the Tinker

standard and which the Williamson court chose to byr ss,

namely, what "disruption" in the athletic program will have

to be proven before.a student -athle te's First Amendment Rights

can be redtricted? The issue does not lend itself to broad

and simple judicial solution and Will ProbablY be resolved by

a case by case apProach. AlthOugh to venture any predictions

in the aroa is hazardous, some obs ervations on the probably

overall approach can be proffered. since the Tinker rationale

does permit for the circumstances of each casp to be taken

-thletic Prograinto account, the standard for

11
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to allow for greater leeway, because of its special setting,

than the general university community. Nevertheless, if

athletic officials are content to fall back on the special

circumstances approach and voice any rationale for their re-

strictions they are clearly mistaken. With the mandate of

Tinker, courts will not allow speech and assembly rights of

student-athletes to be -estricted by vague, unsub ,,antiated

arguments such as: team morale would be imp ired; there is

a need f r strong authoritarian rule in some sports; the con-

centration of team members will be hampered. Tinker seems

to demand more; how much more is difficult to pinpoint.

Again, the problems of Auburn University's Athletic

Department presents a good case to expound on these premises.

Under the special circumstances of a football team, a player

wearing hair under his chin would create a safety hazard to

himself because of the need to wear a well-adjusted chinstrap,

thus the regulation would seem valid under Tinker. On the

'other hand, there would seem to be no safety problem created

with the same athlete wearing a mu tache or a tack and field

athlete wearing hair under hIs chin. If the athletic depart-

ment in turn presents a morale, authority or concentration

based argument to validate such a broad regulation, it will

be faced with an uphill battle to meet the Tinker rationale.

What operative changes the Tinker case wi l'bring about

in collegiate athletic departments will depend on several

factors. Initially, of course, it turns on the present regulation!

12
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and attitudes of such departments towards freedom of ex-

pression and assembly. If such rules tend to be unreasonably

prohibitive, the effect of Tinker will-then turn on the deter-

mination of student-athletes in demanding their.Pirst Amend-

ment rights or on how sens_tive coliege-offi-ials aye to the

Tinker mandate and their willingness to change. Historically,-

in collegiate athletic programs both factions have been

noticeably lethargic in their actions in this area. The extent

that the 1960's and early 70'- have changed this pattern re-

mains t- be seen.

CASES INVOL1ING STUDENT7ATHLETES AND MEMBER INSTITUTIONS
1NST TH_ N ION L OLLGI HL I SSOCI I N N AA

By far the area of most frequent litigation In inter-

collegiate athleics in recent years has dealt with actions

involving the NCAA against its member institutions and student-

athletes. The cases have largely

member schools and particularly s

enforcement of NCAA regulations w

them .

quest

there

Most of the litigation has

ons

has

arisen from attempts by,

udent-athletes to prevent

ich would adversely affect

involved constitutional

of due process and equal protection of the law but

been some ancillary igsues raised based on state

law and even one on grounds of libel.

In order to enforce its- regulations, the NCAA uses

its own official procedure. Complaints are obtained by filings

of m mber institutions, the press or the public at large.

13
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Once a complaint is filed, a Committee on Infractions in-

veatigates the charges to see if it warrants an official

inauiry and if s_ the institution under investigation is

immediately notified. Onee the official inquiry is ter-

minated the report which includes a recommendation as to what

action to take is given to the Executive Council with the

-particular member institution being given a chance for a

hearing before the Council Vbtes on what disciplinary steps

to take. A vote of two.thirds of the Council is required for-

any disciplinary action with review allowed only if there has

been prejudicial error in any of the investigatory proceedings

or if newly discovered evidence is brought forth. There i-

no provision for student participation since it is assumed

that the.4ar,icular institution will adequately represent his

interest.

There are two diatinct categories in which most

the violations of NCAA rules and subsequent litigation have

transpired. One area is the violation of rules by member

institutions alone, exemplified by acts such as recruiting

violations or illegal kickbacks to student-athletes, The

other involves failure of a student-athlete t,c) meet the

necessary eligibility requirements imposed by the NCAA. For

both of these types of.violations, the NCAA will deal only

With the member institutions contending only indirectly with

the student-athlete. For example, if the member institu-ion

has a recruiting violation in football, the NCAA might p ohibit

14



participation by the school in any post season-b--1 acti-

vity. In effect, while the_school does suffer a reprimand

as

an

12

well as a loss of revenue and prestige, the student-athle

outside party in the dispute, -is also penalized since he

e,

ls unable to compete. .0n the other hand_ _when the NCAA -has

to declare a particular student-athlete ineligible because. of

failure to meet grade requirements, it will act through mem-

ber institutions, threatening the-school with sanctions ranging

from reprimands to loss of membership if the athlete is not

declared ineligible from further athletic competition.

Cases:

The litigat_on revolving around student-at lete_ has,

on the whole, been involved with grade requirements for

eligibility In Curtis v. NCAA_,
14

the NCAA deciai4d Isaac

Curtis and Larry Brumsey ineligible for further competition.

The school placed them on probation because of failure of

both athletes to meet the 1.600 grade point prediction15 :hen

required by the NCAA. Curtis and Brumsey.had been .permi ted

to enter the University of California at Berkley under a

four percent minority admissions program whiCh did not re-

quire an entrance examination unlike the NCAAls 1.600 rule.

After participating for two years, excelling.in'both football

and track as yell as_compiling a cumulative average higher_

than 3.0, both athletes were ordered to be declared ineli-

gible for one year by the MCAA. Berkeley was penalized as

well and placed on.probation for one year as of the time it

declared the athletes on probation -;Nevertheless, the school

15
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appealed the decision to NCAA and uPon denial, the athletes

brought suit claiming a violation of Due process and Equal

protection_of the law under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amend-

_ments to the United States Constitution. The action, however,

was later dropped when Curtis and Brumsey voluntarily trans-

ferred to San Diego State University.

A similar action arose at Centenary College in Parish

V. NCAA.16 In this case, five students, one of which was

Centenary's outstanding basketball Player, Robert Parish,

were declared ineligible by the ,NCAA because of failure to

meet the 1.600 grade point prediction requireMent. Centenary

College, however, refused to abide by the NCAA decision, per-

mitting all the student-athletes to remain eligible for

athletic competition. Sanctions were passed out against the

school and the student-athletes, with the institution's penalty

subject to reduction in the event they declared the athletes

ineligible. The students took their grievance to court,

charging denial of equal protection of the law under the

United States Constitution claiming the 1.600 rule subjected

them to requirements not demanded of other students. A tem-

porary restraining order was obtained by the athletes against

the NCAA preventing the latter from issuing any sanctions

against the athletes. Five months later, however, the same

federal'district court denied a permanent injunction against

the NCAA holding that a "substantial federal question had

not been presented, so that the court had no jurisdiction

16
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over the dispute. Nevertheless, the court went on to

deal with the merits of the action and in dicta fo'und that

the 1.600 rule met the cons itutional mandate of the equal

,protection clause.

Aside from scholast c eligibility requirements, t:e

NCAA has also found itself in court when it has declared

athletes ineligible due-to-misconduct. _In Grant v. NCAA,_1
8

New Mexico State Urniversity basketball players, Roland "Tree"

Grant and John Williamson, were accused by the NCAA of re-

ceiving illegal kickbacks for their basketball, participation.

As a result, New Mexico State was asked to declare both

athletes ineligible. Subsequently, the athletes flled,suit

against the NCAA not only asking for an injunction to inhibit

the NCAA from taking any disciplinary action, but in addition,

2.5 'million dollars in damages for the alleged libel arising

out of the public accusations by the NCAA. A teMporary re-

straining order Was obtained as well as a sub equent permanent

injunction prohibiting the NCAA from taking any punitive action

against the plaintiffs. The permanent injunction was later

dissolved after the NCAA stipulated that it would take no

action :against either party for the duration of the 1972-73

season.

In -anuary of 1974 two more cases arose-out of NCAA

termination of-athletic-eligibility.- Emanuel-Athamps_n and--

Miles Reynolds, members of Pan American University's tennis

team brought suit in federal court to restrain the NCAA from

17



.banning them from intercolleg ate competition. 1

15

The NCAA

has alleged that the athletes took the entrance exam on

the wrong day so they were technically not elizible to par-

tic pate in collegiate athletics. Denial of due pr- ess is

the central contention of the athletes' suit.

In the other litigation, Long Beach State,s basketball

-players,-Glenn McDonald-and -Ro8coe FOnderter, were ,ealared

ineligible by the NCAA after being charged that the two had

entered the University by having proxies take the entrance

exam for them. Signing statements that all the allegations

were untrue both athletes brought suit in the federal di=-

trict court to restrain the NCAA from terminating their

eligibility.
2 0

Again their suit revolved around denial of

due process of law. A temporary restraining order has been

obtained by the student-athletes enabling them to continue

to play for the basketball team, at least until the deli-

berations at a "show cause" hearing have been completed.- At

this hearing, the NCAA must come forward and show why both

of these players should not be reinstated on the Long Beach
.

State basketball team.

This a ount of litigation must not obscure the .ac

that student-athletes are subject to suspension if they

break regulations which meet all Constitutional standards.

The concern in all of these cases deals mostly with the pro-

cedure which must be afforded the stiident-athlete in such a

suspension and in a few instances, the Constitutional substa tive

18
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requirement the regulation should meet. A clear expression

of what the issue in these cases is and what is needed for

a ruling affecting the athlete to meet Constitutional,stan,

dards is set out in Beha en V. Intercolle late Conference

of Faculty Representatives.21 There, the University of

Minnesota out of its own initiative Suspended one of its

basketball players for causing a fight at pne of the games.

The student-athlete sought an injunction to prevent the school

from enforcing the suspension but the action failed. While

allowing the Inetitutions to withhold eligibility in certain

circumstances, the Court gave a stern warning that the right

of due process must not be ttRen away from the ath ete. As

the Court saw it, "interests in participation in ath1et166

are so substantial that they cannot be impaired without pro-

ceedings which comply wIth minimum standards of due process."

Accordingly, the Courtallowed the- suspension for'a limited

period of time after which it would be invalid unless the

student-athlete was given a hearing; such a hearing to com-
00

ply with the minimum standards established by the Court.`

As far as individual institutions bringing legal

suits against the NCAA's sanctioning procedure, there are

.only two reported cases.1- Perhaps the reason for the lack

of litigation is the fact that the individual institutions

are given notice and a hearing, they voluntarily join the

NCAA and any'litigation is destined to bring unwanted pub-

ricity to an institution whose reputation has already. been

19
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marred by the NCAA public announcement of the penalty. Of

the two cases, one was brought in conjunction-with the Curtis

action against the NCAA and following Curtis and Brumsey _

enrollment in another institution,- the action became moot.

The other case perhaps represents one of the few

instances where member institutions would feel litigation

could serve a useful purpose. In Board of Education for the

State o Louisiana v NCAA 24 the University of_Southwestern

Louisiana (USL ) sought to prevent the NCAA from i'mposing or

enforcing any sanction on it. According to the NCAA, USL

had committed 120 infractions of rules established by the

NCAA, most of them dealing with recruiting violations and

illegal kickbacks to basketball players. Because USt's basket-

ball team was ranked high and had ultimate hopes of a post

season tournament invitation which could lead to the national

championship, USL sought to forestall any NCAA sanctions,

one of which might prohibit the basketball team from tour-

nament participation. USL therefore, sought relief in the

form of an injunction restricting the NCAA from taking any

action i- the matter uptil August 15, 1973- The reason

given for such a delay was anchored on the argument that

USL needed more time to respond to the 120 charges leveled

against itself and the student-athletes involved. USL'also

asserted that they were the target of a disruption campaign

by other athletically oriented institutions within the State.

The contention was that USLIs fast rise to prominence in.

2 0
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basketb-11 gave rise to a desire on the part of other state

schools to bring them back down. In addition USL inti-ated

that because -f the number of black athletes on its baSket-

ball team, strong segregation sentiment around the State

nad made up unfounded rumors in order to injure USL ,

athletic program.

In the end, USL achieved its maIn objective. Although

the Th rd Court of Appeals of the State of Louisiana over-

turned the trial court's restraining order against the NCAA,

the Supreme Court of the State of Louisiana allowed the ori-

ginal trial court's order to stand. USL was invited to the

NCAA tournament but was quickly eliminated (a situation whi

leads one to conclude that what a law court was unable to

do, a basketball court could do quite well). As was expected,

USL dropped the litigation after the tournament and was sub-

ently penailzed by the NCAA by loss of membership.

Substantive Law Requirements:

The substantive baSis of actions brought by me- ber

.institutions against the NCAA are either on proced6ral grounds

(i e., insuMcient time to prepare a case) or state law

whi-h varies with each jurisdiction. Because of the narrow

scope of these actions, their substantive requirements will

not be dealt with;. suffice to note that such actions do exist.

Also, it is important to bear in mind that Some of the issi

hieh follo: regarding student-athlete litigation could apply

to suits of member Institutions against the NCAA, for reasons

21
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which will beco e apparent.

Substantive Law Requirements for actions brou ht
1m :student-athletes:

In order to be successful in his litigation; an

athlete-plaIntIff must show three things:- an- interest-sub-

stantial enough to require Constitutional protection; action

affecting such an "interest" by a governmental body, either

state or federal (state action); such action must transgress

'Constitutional parameters. The three areas will be considered

in the above order.

Does a student's in erest in participating in college

sport: rise_to_the status of an interest substantial enough

to be entitled to Constitutional protection? An affirmative

response seems appropriate and-Supportable under judicial

interpretations. All student-athletes have one or more of

three interests which arguably are substantial enough to

require Fourteenth Amendment due process or equal protection

safeguards In the sports which have a counterpart in the

professional world, a number of student-athletes have an

interest In bettering both their competitive skills-as well

as their bargaining position in future dehlings with pro-

fessional teams. An athlete who has had public exposure

along with a sharpening of athletic talent in top class com-

petition is in a much better position to demand a favorable

profeesional contract. For all athletes the payment of

educational costs repre ents the major interest. A loss of

2 2
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financial asoistance due to NCAA nelig bility'can cause

great hardship) even to the point of forfeiting a C'ellege

education. Finally, the chance for publicity and recogni-
. . .

. .

tion as well as the possibility of-attaining higher athiet c

woals such as the Wympics constitute yet another interest

to the student-athlete. This acclaim will prove invaluable

in whatever field-the athlete enters both in terms of opp_

tunity a d contacts. Most _f the courts whIch have faced

the Issue have without much difficulty used one of these

interpretations to fulfill the necessary "substantial in-

terest.
"2- 9

Some, however, have refused to, recognize that

the student-athlete has any interest at stake which falls

under the protective umbrella of the Fourteenth Amendment 26

The requirement of state action refers to the need

that actions which violate Constitutional standards emanate

from governmental or quasi-governmental public bodies as

opposed to private parties. On this issue, ,there Is com-

plete unanimity among the courts that the NCAAsanctioning

procedure involves state action. Although the state action

requirement could be narrowly ihterpreted to encompass

actions di -ectly performed by state or _federal government,

the Supreme Court of the United States has opted for a

broader standard:

The involvement of the State need llot be either
exclusive or direct. In a, variety of situations
the Court has found state action'of a nature suf-
ficient to create rights even though the partici-
pation of the State was_peripheral, or its action
was only one of several cooperative forces leading
to the constitutional violation.27

2 3
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Accordingly, the Supreme Court has established three tests

of state action, any of which can satisfy the requirement.

Two of these, the "public function" and the "sum total of

sta e-involvement" approaches, have particular relevance to

the present situation. Under the "public function" approach

--when private individuals o_ groups perform activities which

are basically governmental, they become 'agencies of the

8state and subject to its constitutional limitations."-- In

Parish. v. NCAA this test was applied in the following fashion:

Although NCAA is a nationwide association, it
does control Public schools which are State
agencies to _the extent that the high school
athletic associations control their respective
members at least insofar as regulations, sanc-
tions, and discipline are concerned. Moreover,
State funds are used by public schools to pay
membership dues to the association.
Therefore, we must and-do conclu5, that there

definitely is State action . 7
Where no specific "public function" can be articulated,

courts often turn to the "sum total of state involvement"

approach to find state action. Here, the focus is on the

wholp involvement of the State in the private activity to

see if a minimum level of state function is met thereby

triggering the factor of state action. In the instant

problem, the state is extensively involved in the suppprt,

control and regulations of the institutions the NCAA controls.

In addition, State owned facilities are frequently utilized

as forums for NCAA activities, State funds in the form of

dues are paid to the NCAA and State employees take, part in

2 4
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NCAA functIons. The sum of_ thIs state Involvement presented

above has been found sufficient to satisfy the need for state

action.3°

The substantive questi ons involved in most of the

instan_ litigation deal with either due Process or equal

protection under the Fourteenth AmiAndment tie united

States Constitution. The rights gUaranteed by the due .

process clause which are Pertinent to the NCAA sanctioning

process are termed procedural due Process. Basically, this

protection assures that citizens will not be dePrived of

life, liberty or Property without notice and a sutsequent

fair hearing being granted to the aggrieved party. Obviously,

the standard of review varies in accordance vith the gravity

of the proceeding--a criminal action will require more pro-

cedural safeguards than a civil action for property damage.

Nevertheless, among the sPeCifics Of the requirement

31cable to most cases- are: ability to confront and cross

examine adverse witnesses at a hearing; timely notice of

charges leveled against the individual; a fair and impartial

trier of facts; a right to be rePreaented by counsel; a

decision based on the factS bro light forth in the hearing.

Student-athletes have frequently been successful

arguing under procedural due proce simply because the

NCAA has denied them any of the above alementa of due pro __s

even though they have had substantial interest at stake.

Nevertheless the NCAA fails to see thd issue _his light
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arguing that it does not pronounce sanctions affecting any

particular student-athiete but only against meMber schools,

and these institutions are provided with all due process

requirements. Further ore, the NCAA contends; if the courts

feel the student-athlete is being individually sanctioned,

all the .requirements of due process are stll met by the

notice and fair hearing given to the member schools.. Since

the interest of the institution and the athlete are essen-

tially the same, it is expected that the institution will-

take every move necessary to vindicate the athlete,s interest.

As to the first argument, it is doubtful at best if courts

will let form obscure substance when constitutional rights

arc in the balance and the decisions seem to so hold. In

regards to the later argument, it is quesiionable whether

the presumption which underlies its position is valid since

. :[T]he interests of a university and its
athletes will not always coincide.

While a school normally challenges the NCAA
initial ruling'in hopes of obtaining a reversal,
it also wishes to avoid antagonizing the NCAA
and further jeopardizing its athletic program.
To protect this interest the school may choose
to comply with the ruling and on its'own declare
the offending athlete ineligible. Moreover,
the members of the NCAAls Executive Committee
have a possible conflict of interest because
they.represent competing institutions. As a
result, there may be biased interest in im-
posing sanctions on another institution, an
interest that might preclude a fair and impar-
tial evaluation.32

In any case, it is improbable that courts will allow for

due process protec-ion to be afforded in proxy fashion.

2 6
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While the due process defense is primarily concerned

ith the procedural aspect of NCAA rule enforcement, the

equal protection claim goes directly to the substantive basis

of NCAA rules. Briefly stated but dangerously oversimplified,

equal protection requires that regulations enacted by the

NCAA are reasonable in their application to individuals affected.

Specifically, this Constitutional protection guarantees that

classifications of regulations arising out of state action,

will treat alike all those and only those persons who are

similarly situated with regards to the purpose of the statute.

Because of the different interests whiCh might be curtailed

through regulations, the Supreme Court has developed two dis-.

tinct standards for reviewing equal protection cases -the low

scrutiny or rational relationship test and the hi h scrutiny

or compelling state interest test.

Under the low scrutiny approach, the challenged

regulation will be reviewed to determi , whether there i_

a reasonable relationship between Ithe classifIcation and

a valid state objective. This starlard always gives great

deference to the legislative branch, allowing for a presump-

tion of validity to the state regula- 'on. All regulati ns

are assumed to have a valid purpose L.Ild the burden is on

the party contesting the validity to show otherwise. The

state is also allowed, within the rule of reason, to deviate

from a perfect regulation so that it can be overinclusive

(persons within the classification are included in the

2 7
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regulation yet they fall outside the purpose of the statute),

or underinclusive (the purpose of the statute is not wholly

fulfilled since individuals not included in the classification

fall within the.statutory purpose

Over the years the Supreme Court has developed a

stricter test when the classification has burdened what the

Court perceives to be certain key individual interests. If

the trait by which the affected individual is classified

is deemed "suspect i.e. , race,:alienage or if the classifi-

cation itself impairs a fundamental right, i.e., interstate

travel, voting, speech, then the state must show a "compelling

state interest" for the regulation to pass ClinbtItUtibnal-

screening. Under this high scrut ny approach the burden of

proof is on the state and only after factual proof of the

state's purpose will courts balance the individual interest

involved with that of the state to see if the regulation is

valid.

As to NCAA-student-athlete litigation, the now r -

pealed 1.600 rule has been the focal point of the equal

protection claim. Of the two cases that have decisions on

the issue, both used the "low scrutiny" approach yet one

upheld the rule while the other did not. In Parish v.NCAA,

the court stating that the NCAA rule need 'only" be shown

to have "some rational relationship to legitimate purposes"

held the regulation reasonable. The purpose according to

the NCAA was to

2 8
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establish a minimum standard whIch would
prevent exploitation of athletes by the
college or university, that is, setting
up and agreeing to the prediction process
by NCAAls members in order to prevent re-
cruitment for athletic purposes along of
young men who had relatively poor chances
of obtaining academic degrees; to encourage
institutions with lower standards to elevate
[them] . . to discourage unsound and
economic practices of the past which had
allowed indiscriminate granting of scholar-
ships, resulting in too many athletes dropping
out their freshman and sophomore yearsM

34
In Associated Students. v NCAA- the court upheld the 1.600

rule per se but felt that the interpretation of it by Official

Interpretations 418 (0.I. 418) was a denial of equal protec-

tion. The interpretation penalized any student who failed

to meet the 1.600 rule and had practiced or par icipated

in an intercollegiate athletic program his first year by

declaring him ineligible for a second year. Due to this

extension of the original sanc'ion, the court concluded t e

regulation was unreasonable.

Once a :ftUdent has an earned grade point
average achieved over a reasonable period of
time, then it is unreasonable, in light of
the purpose of the rule, to impose sanctions
against the student based on the fact that he
failed to predict a certain grade point average.

Conclusion::

The present trend would seem to indicate further

litigation in the immediate future; several facto e point

to this conclusion. Student-athletes, and to a lesser degree

institutions, have been Air114- _uar.;mie'ul at attaining their

9
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desired ends through the legal system. As far as student-

athletes there is at present no guarantee of procedural

due process nor are there plans oy the NCAA to remedy the

situation despite the warnings by the courts. In addition,

although the 1.600 rule has been abolished, the equal pro-

tection issue could rise again concerning otaer classifica-

tions required of student-athletes but not of .tudents at

large. Institutions will tend to go to court for restrai-ing

orders when they are seeking to buy time to complete an

athletic season withoutprohibitory sanctions. The succes

of USL at accomplishing this will influence others. Add

to this a latent belief by many in college athletics, es-

pecially less established athletic powers, that the NCAA

sanctioning and enforcement proced_res are selective a d

biased, and looking to the courts for resolution of disputes

will more and more appear to be the worthwhile approach t

take.

There is little doubt of the detrimental consequences

this volume of litigation between participants of the inter-
.

collegiate athletic system has on college athletics. Pub-

licity, the side effects of most litigation, can be harful

especially when penalized schools begin to rebut accusations.

The present Long Beach State suit has brought charges against

the NCAA by persons involved which include racism, selective

enforcement of NCAA rules and corruption while the NCAA

accuses Long Beach State of illegal payoffs and slush funds.

30
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Another repercus ion is the distrust created among com-

peting schools arising out of beliefs that the sister

institution is responsible for the genesis of the investi-

gation. The USL litigation brings this point home as the

major athletic powers i n the State of Louisiana were accused

by USL as the instigators of all the litigation, the reason

being USL's fast rise to athletic prominence. Perhaps the

greatest harm, however, is the effect on the s udent-athlete,

the principal object of college athletics. Wi hout ever

expecting it, he is forced to the courtroom to retain a

right which he took for granted all along. Not only is

this expensive and time consuming to the student-athlete

but more important, there is a strong tendency for him to

become disillusioned with college athieticS and all that it

is supposed to stand for. Finally, all these cases have

a way of undermining the,NCAA's ability to rule effeCtiVely

at the realm of college athletics. As schools and student-

athletes are able to effectively seek redress in the courts,

they will look less towards the NCAA as the final word in

matters relating to intercollegiate sports.

In light of these consequences, esPecially the

adverse publicity and meager judicial success, it seems

appropriate to question why the NCAA has not provided hear-

ings for student-athletes. While other reasons may be pre-

sented, it is quite probable the underlykng,problem involves

lack of adequate resources to handle this situation. If
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the NCAA is to provide hearings for all sanctioning pro-

cedures, it would necessitate a, broad outlay of money and

personnel to obtain suitable proof. Obviously, the cost

would,run high and with its present financial budget, the

,NCAA appears incapable of such an all encompassing arrange-

ment. Nevertheless, cou. ts are not amenable to arguments

that economic cost is prohibitive when Constitutional rights

lie in the balance. This aspect leads to the conclusion

that if the NCAA is to perform a proper regulatory function

in intercollegiate athletics it must be prepared to provide

sufficient money and personnel or in the end, itstability to

govern effective y will be severely curtailed.

Not only should the NCAA be concerned about this

type'of litigation, but individual member schools e pec-

ially state schools, should heed its warnings. While all

the litigation to date has involved the NCAA, there is no

protective veil around individual institutions providing

immunity if they fail to furnish Constitutional guarantees.

These institutions should be pre arned of the emerging legal

constraints applicable to their actions and shape thei- moves

accordingly.

Finally, the overall impact of the cases discussed

in this section and the consequendes flowing from them seem to

indicate a call for formalization in the disciplinary aspects

of sports. This trend is not surprising since it has been

seen in a number of social institutions which affect large
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groups of i-dividuals. In addition the certainty brought

about by the advent of formalization will erase some of

the arbitrariness currently found In the NCAA's discipl_ ary

procedures. While some disadvantages such as limited flexi-

bility for individual cases are present the advantages are

substantial. Most'definitely, a careful and thorough con-

sideration of formal disciplinary procedures by athletic

administrators seem warranted.

INJURIES IN INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS

The problem of injuries in inter _ legiate athletics

has remained a constant throughout its histo y. Because of

the need for strenuous physical activity in sports, injuries

in a sense are inevitable. Not surprisingly, most inter-

collegiate athletic progra s provide for most or all of

the medical costs incurred from injuries while participating

in Intercollegiate sporta.

Nevertheless, in cases where the student-athlete is

not compensated:or even if .he is, the athlete still has

recourse in the courts to obtain financial losses which either

he has not been compensated for or go beyond mere medical

co t. There are two areas which the studentathlete might

meet the requirements. The first is the usual civil remedy

in tort based on the negligence of the institution or it

e ployees. Under this legal theory, the athlete could recove

3



not only hi- medical expenses but also for his pain and

suffering and loss of future power to earn -on _y which have

resulted from the injury. However, as a result of the student-

athlete's inability in most instances to meet the various

burden_ of proofs necessary for a plaintiff and coupled with

the aff rmative defenses open to _he defendants such as assump-

tion of risk,or contributory negligence, these actions are

-seldom brought. 37

The second recourse of the student-athlete is in the

area of workmen's compensation. Unlike an action based on

tort, there is no need to show fault of the defendant nor

is the action barred by affirmative defenses Because of

several cases in this area dealing directly with scholarships

athletes in intercolle iate athletics and the possible appli-

cability of present NCAA financial aid rules to this area,

an expanded discussion follows.

Briefly, workmen's compensation acts allow for coi:

pensation to employees who, in the course of their employment

receive accidental injuries. -Compensation comes regardless

of fault_ although the employee must not consciously inflict

a self injury. The employer's common law defenses are taken

away in exchange for the limited liability provided by statu-

tory law enacted in all fifty states. The injury must o_cur

while working for the employer and the liability is dependent

on the status created by employment. While the employer-

employee relationship must be proven and the employee must
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be under regular employment, all the requirements have

usually been given a broad construction by the courts be-

cause of the remedial nature of the statutes.
38

In Ilniversity_of Denver v, Nemeth, 39
a case of firs-

impression, the Supreme Court of Colorado upheld the position

that a scholarship.athlete, under certain circumstances,

meets a requirement as an employee and therefore is entitled

to benefits under the workmen's compensation act. The facts

revealed that Nemeth was employed by the Uniyersity of Denver

to keep the tennis courts free from gravel and litter, and

was given meals for lower rates by the athletic department.

Availability of the job and the meals was dependent on

whether Nemeth's performance on the football field was satis-

factory to the coaching staff. Nemeth injured his back while

participating In a football practice and was unable to con-

tinue either the employment or athletic participation. In

upholding the Industrial Commission Ruling that Nemeth was

entitled to workmen's compensation, the court found su 'ficient

evidence to sustain that Nemeth was an employee of the Univer-

sity and that his iniury had come about as an incident of that-

employment. While admitting the case was one of first impres-

sion, the court reasoned that the controlling questi n was

whether "under all the circumstances, the injury arose from

something which was incident to the employment,"and added,

hat as to this issue, a number of prior decisions supported

4
the CoMmission's findings.

c)
The cases cited in the opinion

5



dealt with a variety of employer-employee relationships.

From this case, the,court inferred the proposition that once

the employer-employee relation was established, any activity

by the employee which in any way was incident to the continua-

tion of that employment was covered under workmen's compensation.

"The obligation to compensate Nemeth," the court concluded,

"arises solely because of the nature of the contract, its

incidence and the respons bilities assumed in order to not

"41only earn his remuneration, but to retain his Job.

A similar issue was presented to the California

District Court of Appeals in Van_Horn v- Ind-- rial Acciden

Commission. 42
Here, the athlete was granted a one year foot-

ball schola.ship and "rent money" by the athletic department;

this aid continuing throughout the year without regards to

the participation or performance by the athlete. There was,

however, a tacit understanding that such aid would be renewed

on the basis of the athlete's participation in the football

program. The athlete was killed -on his return to California

from participating in a regular scheduled event in Ohio.

While the Industrial CommisSion denied the decedent's

family workmen's compensation death benefits on grounds that

the student-athlete did not- meet the necessary criteria to

be an- employee of the school, the Appeals Court reversed.

The court found that the financial aid the athlete received

was, in effect, remuneration for the decedent's participation

in the football progra thereby forming an employment relation-7

-
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ship between the decedent and the school.

In defense of its .onclusion, the Commission made the

following policy arguments. First, that-holding for the

athlete would impose too great a burden on institutions of

higher learning, thus coltravening public policy. The Van

Horn court, however, correctly observed that the embodiment

of public policy is workmen's compensation; the protection

of the laborer carrying more social import than difficulties

which might disturb the employer. Second, that if the scholar-

ship athlete falls under the workmen's compensation act, any

scholarship student would be eligible for such compensation,

thereby discouraging the granting of schOlarships making it

incompatible with legislative intent. Here, the opinion draws

a sharp line. While holding firm to the premise that "there

is authority for the proposition .that one who participates

for compensation as a member of an athletic team may be an

employee within the s atutory scheme of the workmen's com-

"43
pensation act, the court nevertheless admitted that some

athletes under financial aid may not be eligible for benefits

under workmen's compensation. The controlling factor is

whether the institution has establi-hed a "contract for em-

ployment" with the athlete and such a contract exists when

the appropriate quid pro quo is present. In the instant case

the court found the necessary consideration although the Com-

mission's finding had shown the one year scholarship not to

be contingent on the athlete's athletic pa_ticipation. The

3 7
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court concluded that ,ut for" the athlet1 ,.! participation

the 'tudent would have never received a scholarship. This

the cou t held to be sufficient to establish the necessary

"contract of employment" for workmen's compensation to apply.

Finally, in connection with the previous contention, the

Commission argued that allowing rec v ry to scholarship athletes

under workmen's compensation would discourage the institution

from awarding such grants. The court, in accordance with

its previous argument, impliedly re- gnized this po..sibility,

but suggests that scho-ls which were con/ cerned about _uch

consequences, should avoid any contractual arrangement wi

the athlete by making the aid wholly gratuitous. That is, by

neither attaching performance or participation in the prog

a condition for renewal of financial aid, the institution

could negate the implication that there was a contractual

relationship involved.

These cases have become of special relevance due to

the recent changes of the financial aid rules in inter-

llegiate athletics. Most scholarships to student-athletes

are being given on a year to year basis as opposed to the pre

1973 custom of granting a full four year grant-in-aid. Re-

newal of the scholarship Is -ostly left up to the head coaches

or to some type of committee whose criteria will most likely

include, and be determined by, athletic performance. Under

these circumstances, the facts are parallel to the Van Horn

case.



The evidence was that to receive an athletic
scholarship a student must have maintained a 2.2
grade average, must be a member of an athletic
team and be recommended by the coach to the scholar-
ship committee. He recommended only those who were
on the team. There was evidence that the coach had
no power to overrule the committee or to terminate
a scholarship before the term for which it was granted
had elapsed but that evidence does not support the
inference that there was no relationship between the
scholarship and [the student's] athletic prowess or
participation. The only inference to be drawn from
the evidence is that decedent received the scholar-
ship 12e.cause of his athletic prowess and participa-
tion."

Nevertheless, to date, only two states have decided

these type cases and there are no decisions under the present

NCAA financial aid rules. Although two out of the three

decisions so far have been favorable to the student, it is

too early to project what the majority of courts will do.

Almost surely educational institutions will argue no employee-

employer relationship based on a variety of factors which

4-courts might find persuasive. Whatever the outcome, however,

the present NCAA financial aid rules have certainly detracted

from the institutions factual position, enabling students

to more easily advance_a contractlial relationship under a

Van Horn type analysis.

The cobt of workmen's compensation insu ance td colleges-

and universities will, in most instances, not prove burdensome.

Nevertheless many of these institutions might desire to avoid

the aura of a contractual relationship between itself and

the athlete because of the many possible repercussions from

an employer-employee relatiomhip.
46

To do so, the_tailoring

3
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of athletic financial aid grants will have to more closely

approximate that of true scholarships. This avenue presents

a troublesome alternative to a number of athletic departments

because of the financial pressures which are currently facing

them. Perhaps the only viable course of action available to

them will be to continue their performance related grants.

In dhoosing this path, however, institutions should be pre-

pared for the po--ibility of increasing emphasis by the courts

on the busIness nature of the relationship.

The treatment of athletes in what is supposeC:',

amateur status as employees of the university is unfortunate,

and not surprisingly, seems to point to the broader problem

f the business orientation of intercollegiate sports. As

it relates to the present topic, two aspects can be noted.

Fir t to the extent that the business orientation fluctuates,

a corresponding change will probably be reflected in the way

the athlete's position looks to the courts--a scholarship

student as opposed to an employee. Thus this area might serve

as a reflection to how far a business perspective has encap-.

s lated collegiate sports. Secondly, if there is no move

towards less professionalization, institutions should con-

sider total compensation--_edical costs, salary, disability

pay--towards an injured student-athlete. Not only would this

be ethically proper if a strong business atmosphere prevails,

but the cases presented give at least some indication that

courts might be ready to consider such comprehensive programs.

4 0
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SEX DISCRIMINATION

Although there had been .no reported cases until the

last three years,- litigation babed on sex dis rimination in

amateur athletics has begun to appear in large numbers. To

date, there is no reported litigation at the intercollegiate

level even though there exists a considerable volume of

litigation at the high school stage, the ramifications of

which are likely to be -felt in college athleti This latter

conclusion is based on the following premises. First, there

is a lack in both minor and major athletic programs of either

athletically induced financing or even athletic participation

available for females while there exists a large amount of

both for male participants. Second is the increasing success_

that females have had in litigation at the high school level 47

and the favorable attitude the public.has taken toward such

actions. Finall- there is now federal legislation prohibit ng

any sex discrimination in federally assisted institutions.

Title IX of The Higher Education Act of 1972 provides that

No person in-the United States shall, on
the basis of sex, be excluded from participa-
tion:in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to-discrimination under any educa-
tional program or activity rgeIvIng Federal
financial assistance . . 4

The impact of this legiSiation has been recently heightened

by regulations promulgated by the Office of Civil Rights and

the Department.of Health, Education and Welfare which would

require "equal opportunity" for women within the realm of all
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collegiate activities--including such areas as athletic

scholarships, facilities, scheduling and coaching, 'While the

impact of this legislation on Intercollegiate athletic pro-

grams is not clear, 49
there'IS a distinct possibilitTthat'-,

litigation might arise from it.

Pressure on higher education to eliminate differential'

treatment based on sex is growing; not surprisingly institu ions

have begun to act before unwanted litigation or finandial aid

restrictions become a reality. Already the Big Eight Conference

has deleted the word "Male" from-its eligibility requirements

thus opening the 'door to female participation in sports rang-
.

ing from gymnast_cs, track and golf to contact events such

as football and wrestling:50 In a more direct approach; four-

teen athletic .grants for females only; each based on the $2,500

tuition cost are being awarded by the University of Miami.51

AS.stated by the head.of :the scholarships cOmmittee, the aith

of the grants is to place women in equality with men as far

as facilities and opportunities and not in equal footing as

athletes. The University of North Carolina- has also -fol owed

suit but their number of grants is _considerably fewer.

If litigation based on sex diScrimination does reach

the collegiate level, administrators_can_expect_the,equal_.

Trotection clause to be basis of the action juSt'ae it has

been the backbone of thelaigh school cases. [For a general

discussion of this area of Constitutional law see discussion

on equal protection starting on page 19 ] Arguments on both

4 2
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sides are also likely to resemble the suits at_the high school,

level. In regards to the student, once the State action re-

quirement is passed, she must demonstrate a substantial in--

terest at stake such'as educational value of comPetitive

athletics, enhancement of personal reputation bkbarticipation

or the improved instruction of coaching staffs52 The interes

mUst subsequently be shown to be barred to the student by

reason of sex, a basis which would be asserted to be unreason-

able.

In order to get the more favorable "high scrutiny"

test of the equal protection clause the argument has been

made that sex should be treated as a "suspect" classification

but to date, the courts have refused to so hold. The reason

probably lies in that the Supreme Court of the United States

has not dealt With sex as a "suspect" classification. In

the only recent case before the Court based on a sex category,'

the classification was found to be unconstitutional but under

a low scrutiny approach. 93
Following suit, the lower courts

have dealt with the sex category in high school athletic

under the low scrutiny standard yet like the Supreme Court,

have demanded more justification from the state than under

the usual low scru iny test. In effect, this new method of

dealing with equal protection cases falls somewhere in the

middle of the other ,two approaches, and the exact parameters

64of the test are difficult to define.-

To meet this new standard or at least the flow scru ny



approach, school administrators have promulgated_several

reasons for a classification based on sex. Foremost is the

obvious cost increase required to develop and maintain new

programs and facilities. Physiological difIerences in terms

of ability to participate competitively with males has also

been advanced. In conne tion with the latter argument, school

officials have indicated the strong possibility that women's

athletic programs would be eliminated since opening male teams

to both sexes would require a reciprocal move by female teams.

Given the overall superiority of male participants, they would

soon predominate over female membership in all teams.

These-arg ments have not attained a favdrable reception

in the courts. As to cost increase, cot_rts have observed that

if tnis is the case, at the very least the state is obligated

to split up the present cost between the male and female par-

ticipants- Concerning the female ability to compete, this

is,based on speculative consideration of females as,a class

which does not take into account individual abil ty within

that class to participate successfully. In fact, this Is

the evil which the Supreme Court was trying to suppress in

Reed v. Reed, 55 the only case to go before the Court (Mall nging

a.law based on a sex classification. As stated in Brenden V.

Independent_School District,

in our view, Reed precludes a state from
using assumptions about the nature of females
as a class, to deny to feinales an individualiz d
determination of their qualificat_ons for a
benefited provided by the state.5-
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After refuting the school administrator's position,

most'courts have held the classification unconstitutional

under the equal protection clause._ The majority have re-
,

quired the opportunities for males in all athletic partic

pation to be opened up for female membership.97 At least one-,

court has expressly held that a separate but equal arrangement .

would meet the equal protection requirement. 58

Whether the sex discrimination-issue will affect inte

collegiate athletics., through personal litigation., as pro-

foundl as it-has high school sports is -still questionable.

As noted, no reported litigation-has transpired at this level.

In addition, there are arguments that athletics at the col-

legiate level have a purpose different from its high school'

counterpart and that, therefore, the sex dichotomy serves

a substantial state Ourpose For example college athletics

is mo-e of a business which must cater to the wants of the

public in order to obtain financing and the public demands

male participation because of high male perMeation in pro-

fessional sports. Whether this and other arguments can

satisfy the Constitutional mandate of the equal protection

clause remains to be seen.

If intercollegiate athletic programs fail to satisfy

the equal protection test on the sex discrimination grounds,

the resultant effect on athletic programs will turn on the

remedies fashioned by the courts. If an equal access approach

is decreed, institutions will experience less disruption in

4 5



their present programs. -All tea_s and facilities will need

to be opened to female participation b t -their capacity to

remain in the program will be dependent on their ability. It

is unlikely that major capital outlays Avill be-requi ed by

this approach, neither will there be a great inflUx of female

participants in most-sports. Their inherently inferior

physical skills in male oriented athletic events will prevent
.

this outcome. A completely different result will transpire,

however, if the courts conclude that an equal opportunity,

or its corollary, separate but equal approaCh, is necessary.

Under this remedy, institutions would need to establish

such things as equal facilities, athletic:scholarships and

COaching for women which would not only split present athletic

budgets down the middle but require capital outlays solely

for females in _p-der to build facilities whi h are presently

only available to males. This is the solution which the new

HEW guidelines indicate and which prompted the following

sharply worded reply by the NCAA.

If athletics are to be covered [under Title IX
of The Higher 'Education Act] they should be covered
in a reasonable) practical manner, not through
regulations which ostensibly seek to severely damage
by:design the revenue-producing sports program and
increase- greatly the present09.5 million annual
deficit of NCAA members in conducting intercollegiate
athletic programs59

In effect, if the HEW guidelines are enfo bed by the cou_ts

or ir the courts feel such an approach is necessary once the

isaue is presented in a private action, the structure of

intercollegiate athletics will be _evamped, in p obably the

4 6
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most sweeping chan e since its inceptJ n,

CONCLUSION

Litigation in the areas-Covered-in this paper Is by

no means quieting down, rather the indication Is that there

will be expanded activity. Although the present oourt actions

do not as of present constitute a major threat tothe strue

ture of intercollegiate athletics, it is a source of -oncern

which could lead toradical,structural changes if the system

does not heed its warnings and adjust to the times. The

ability of intercollegiate athleticS to da so will- depend on

farsighted college administrators who understand what the

present realities of-college- athletiOs are as opposed to

recognizing only what they were.twenty yea-- ago;



While it can be argued that no First Amendment rights have
in fact been vidlated, this position is unde,?mined by recentwriters. Scott, the Athletic Revolution (1971); Shaw Meat
on the Hoof, 1972; The Miami Herald July 4, 1971 at 6-13;
Meggysey, Out of Their League 1970. Furthermore,- just,the
long time span covered coupled with the authoritarian natureof most sports would seem to indicate) at the very least,
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protected rl.ghts. Yet even with the advent- of a more aware
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of treatment of student-athietes.
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have good ideas. We would be foolish.if we
didn't listen to them." Paul: "Bear"Bryant,-
University of Alabama football coach, in
Durham Morning Herald, Sept. 2, 1973 at 3C.
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Again this premise is undermined by the small amount of
litigation today when both the legal and lay communities are
receptive to such actions.

2468 F.2d 1079 (1972).

-393 U.S. 503 1969).
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-Id

5
-First Amendment prohibits compulsory flag salute in public
schools. West Virginia State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319
U.S. 624 (19)43).

6393 U.S. 503, 50 1969).
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. . " 468 F.2d 1079, 1084 (1972).
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broad, had.a chilling effect on speech and was therefore
per se unconstitutional.

12
Durham Morning Herald, Feb. 1974 @ B-it 3

13-
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14
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1
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16Robert Parrish, Welton Bookshire, Rich Jacobs Dale Kinkelaar,
and Jerry Waugh v. NCAA, U.S. District Court Wes ern Dist of
Louisiana, 1973 Civ. No. 18733.

17Parish v. NCAA, 361 F.Supp. 1220 (1973)
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basis for such punishment. The proceedings should be recorded
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23Go1den Bear Athletic FoUnda ion-v. NCAA, No. C-711930
ACW N.D. Cal. Oct. 6, 1971).

214Bd. of Education for the State of Louisiana, InUividually
-and in Behalf of the University of Southwestern Louisiana v.
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of Louisiana.

25$ee Behegen v. Intercollegiate Conference of Faculty Rep.
346 F.Supp 602 at 604, 1972 for an example of judicial
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26
See Parish v. NCAA 361 F.Supp. 1220 (1973).

27United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, 755-56 1966)
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Evans v. Newton 382 U.S. 296, 299.

29361 F.Supp. 1214, 1219 (1973).
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31
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3224 Stand. L. Rev. 903, 908.

361 F.Supp. 1220, 1226 (1973).
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35Id.
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-See Los Angeles Times Jan. 18, 1974; Part III.

375ee Cramer v. Hoffman 390 F.2d 19 (1968); FOr one dase in,
this area, but at the high school level, which the defendant-
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239 So.2d.1156.

8See 99 C.J.S.

3
9127 Colo. 385, 257 P.2d 423 (1953).

40
Id. at 426.
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--Id. at 430.

4233
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45_
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Hacademic function of scholarships and that their treatment
of athletes in no way resembles that of an employee-employer
relationship, i.e., there is no withholding Of wages for
socialsecurity or taxes, there is no mandatory minimum wage.

46Need to withhold taxes and social security. Possible need.
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to form unions by student-athletes.

..47
Morris v. Michigan State Bd. of Educ., 472 F.2d 1207

(6 Cir. 1973); Haas v. South Bend Community. School Corp.,
289 N,E. 2d 495 (Ind. 1972); Brenden v. Independent. Schobl
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48_
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Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which forbids
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49
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federal funds and athletic programs or whether a peripheral
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50Big Eight Conference Decision, March 2, 1973 meeting.
MinuteNO. 2295 2 at 1356.
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FINANCIAL PROBLEMS OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIcS

The financial dimension of intercollegiate athletics Is perhaps

the least understood facet of an activity that is constantly

presented to the public through the press, television, and radio.

other hand, within particularly the NCAA Division I institutions,

the financial dimension probably gets more attention from univer-

sity administrators than any other aspect of the program. This

reflects the fact that intercollegiate athletics is big business within

the major institutions. In ,his 1970 study, Financial Anal_ sis of

Intercollegiate Athletics, Mitchell H. Raiborn concluded that the

median NCAA Class A institution (cOrresponding roughly to the present

Divisi.on I. classification) spent $1.3 million .on its intercollegiate

athletics program in 1969. With some rough extrapolations for the

succeeding 4 years, it is probable that the median is now about

$1.9 million. A number of the institutions we examined had programs

in the $2.5 to $3 million and above range.

The National Commission on the Financ ng of-Postsecondary Edu-

cation has estimated that higher education is, in rough terms, a

$30 billion per year industry. Walter By6rs,,,..Executive Director of

NCAA testified before a U.S'. Senate Subcommittee two.years_.ago that

it was reasonable to assume that four-year institutions spent about

$270 million annually on intercollegiate athletics. In very rough

terms, then', intercollegiate athletics amounts to about 1% of the



budget for higher education in the United States. (The $270 million

figure is for four-year institutions and the $30 b'l lion figure is

for all institutions and thus the 1% figure allows for the expendi-

tures of 2-year institutions).

Intercollegiate athletics is viewed as a theoretically self-

supporting auxiliary enterprise in those relatively few (about 100)

ins-titutions with major competitive programs. The American Council

on Education has defined an auxiliary enterprise as follows:

"An entity that exists to furnish a service to students,
faculty or staff, and that charges at a rate directly'
related, but not necessarily equal, to the cost of
service. The general public may be served incidentally
by some auxiliary enterprises."

The definition is ironic as applied to bigtime intercollegiate

athletics because the "service" of tha general public is by no means

incidental to a major athletic program. Indeed, it is the sale of

tickets to the general public that keeps such programalive and

hence as we shall see, the program is in fact addressed less to

the faculty, students, and staff and more to the outside public..

Auxiliary enterprises, it may be'noted, comprise about $3.5 billion

of the $30 billion expenditures for higher education. In dollar

terms, intercollegiate athletics is probably the 3rd most important

auxiliary enterprise, after the dormitories and food service.

It is important -to realize that intercollegiate athletics is

classified as an auxiliary enterprise only in the major institutions

where gate receipts are a significant income factor. In the NCAA

Division 2 and 3 institutions, which comprise most institutions wi -h

2
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intercollegiate athletics programs, such programs are not viewed

as auxiliary enterprises. Rather athletics is a part of the regular

budget of the institution in much the same manner as instruction.

Ironically, then, it is the institutions in Division 2 and 3 of the

NCAA which do not have large programs supported by gate receipts,

that have achieved the greatest institutional acceptance of the

importance of athletics as manifested in institutional budgetary

support. On the other hand, the institutions within Division 1,

which have the largest gate receipts, the most publicity, and the

most compe itive schedules, have at the same time received

relatively less institutional budgetary support. This reflec s

the historic presumption in these institutions that athletics will
'

be a ,self-supporting auxiliary enterprise rather than an integral

part of the institution's bUdgetary expenditures for its students.

The Raiborn study indicates that revenues for intercollegiate

athletics programt varies markedly by type of institution. For

the Class A institutions (118 institutions with strong football

schedules) and Class E institutions (170 institutions which do not

compete in football and are not major competitors in basketball),

the following table indicates revenue sources-by major type in 1969:



A Class E

Ticket Sales

_Class

51% 40%

Student Activity Fee or
Student TicketSales 7% 36%

Other Student Assessments
Unrelated to Admissions 8%

Ticket Sales from Away Games 11% 4%

Alumni Contributions 5% 10%

Radio-Television, and
Post Season Game Income
Distributed Through
Conferences 5%

Direct State or Other
Governmental Support 2% 2%

Other 14%

100% 100%

Median Total Revenue $1,273,000 $10,000

As a very general statement, the most successful big-time compre-

hensive programs in the nation, from the point of view of spectator

income, generate not more than about $2 million from 'gate receipts,

which is 2/3 or less of their total income. Television and radio

(generally shared among institutions in a given conference) could

amount to another roughly $200,000 and shared income from conference

participation in a post season football game might amount to about

$100,000. Private gifts for the athletic program (mostly for

financial aid) might amount to another $200,000 though this varies

5 8
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considerably as between institutions. This amounts to about $2.5

million. Other income includes concessions, student activity fees,

legislative fee remissions and the rental of facilities. A major

athletic program in a large institution will be in the $2 million

to $3 million range and the sources of income will be roughly,pro-

portionate to those indicated.

The smaller institutions with small programs generate most

-f their income from the institutional budget or from student

activity fee. There is thus a vast range .of-revenues from about

$20,000 per year (the above.$10,000 figure is badly outdated) to

$3.5 million. The variables accounting for the differences include

size of program, size of institution, extent to which coaches are

supported from general institutional as opposed to athletic funds,

and whether athletes are granted financial aid from athletic funds.

At the time of the Raiborn study, expenditures were for the

following major purposes:

5



Class A Clrass_E

Financial Aid for Athletes 31% 24%

Distribution of Income to
Visiting Teams 14% 1%

Salaries and Wages 29% 36%

Travel 14% 19%

Equipment and Uniforms 4% 9%

Other 8% 11%

100% 100%

Median Total Expenditures $1,299,000 $43 000

As in the case of income, the differences between types of

institutions are very.large. While Class A institutions were

generating approximately as much revenue as they were spending, the

Class E institutions were spending $43,000 and taking in only

$10,000. The balance reflects general institutional support.

We have pursued the study far enough to feel comfortable with

the notion that the problem of financing intercollegiate athletics

is for the bulk of the institutions which comprise the NCAA member-

ship -- and those not members of the NCAA but with some intercollegiate

athletics programs,----simply one of the many factors to-be considered

in institutional budgeting. In these institutions, the athletics

program is an accepted part of the institution's general program

and budget and, from our limited ihterviewing, we suspect that it

is no more nor less of a budget problem than food service, dormitories,

6
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or physical plant maintenance. Its priority varies from one ins-

tution to another. The major point, however, is that there is

very little logic to including such institutions in a study of

intercollegiate athletics financing when there is so little in common

between an institution with a-$50,000 program and a 3 million program.

Their common interest in athletics and thus the membership in NCAA of

all types of institutions is a function of the desirability of

common rules of eligibility and recruitment and of rules for parti-

cular sports. Beyond these matters, the University of Michigan

athletic program has very little in common with that of Pomona-Pitzer.

The financial crunch in intercollegiate athletics can reasonably be

interpreted as meaning the NCAA Division 1 institutions with complete

schedules in the major sports and with large grant-in-aid programs.

Within these major institutions, the usual arrangement is for

a multi-sport Program (say 8-15 intercollegiate sports) with football

income supporting the entire program except for the other sources

of income previously noted. In some institutions basketball is also

a budgetary winner and in New England and some Midwestern schäols,

-hockey is an increasingly popular spectator sport, which often

generates a profTh In the Raiborn study,_football accounted for a

median of about 70% of the total athletics revenue of Class A

institutions during most of a ten-year period ending in 1969. During

that same period, football accounted for only about 0% of the

2x2ftridiunn and thus the 20% differential (about:$250,000) was

7
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available for the rest of the athletic program. Basketball is generally

a break-even operation except at very successful institutions such

as UCLA with access to large arenas which they can fill with

spe,:tators most of the time. Among the institutions we contacted,

only Marquette carries its entire athletic program (but with no

football team) through basketball. Marquette is usually in the top

10 teams and it rents the Milwaukee arena for $2,000 to $3,000 per

home game. Hockey is a budgetary winner at places such as Wisconsin,

the 1973 NCAA championship team, where it Contributes about $100 000

.pro it to the rest of the program.

Turning from the examination of income and expenses by sport

to an overview of expenditures as a whole, the two largest items

are salaries and wages and financial aid, The Raiborn figure of

about 30% for salaries and wages in Class A institutions was confirmed

in our examination of the budgets of a few of the institutions we

reviewed where salaries and wages in 1973-74 are expected to range

from 1/3 to about 40% of the total expenditures. These expenditures

are associated with coaches, assistant coaches, maintenance personnel,

clerical employees, and administrators. In 1969, the median Class A

institution had a staff of 41 of which about half were coaches. There

has been a marked trend to increase the coaching staff, particularly

in football, because of increasing specialization. As the athletic

6
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program has grown in dollar terms, there has also been a tendency

to increase the size of the non-coaching staff. Only about half

of the growth-in staff size in the 196015 (from 32.6% to 41.1%)

according to the Raiborn study, was in coaching and the remainder

is in administrative, clerical, and maintenance staffs.

Financial aid as a proportion of total budgets will vary

considerably as between public and private institutions. 'At

Minnesota, Michigan, and Wisconsin, it amounts to less than 20%.

At the more expensive private institutions such as Stanford, the

percentage can be somewhat, though not significantly, higher.

While tuition is many times higher at private institutions than

for -state -tudents at a state university, the grant-in-aid

costs for private institutions are not alwaYs significantly higher

for two reasons. First, financial aid for athletes as for other

students is based on the total cost of attendance, including tuition,

room and board_ and miscellaneous costs of about $500 to $600 per

student. Only tuition varies much as between public and private

institutions and even at on expensive private institution, tuition

ir seldom more than 60% of the total cost of attendance. Secondly,

the extent to which financial aid costs are higher at private than

at public institutions will be mainly a function of the extent to

which the public institution uses mainly student athletes from its

3
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own states or non-residents. Non-resident tuition at many public

institutions approaches that in private institutions and thus

most of the public-private differential disappears. The University

-f Michigan is an example of a larbe institution with a high

proportion of out-of-state athletes. Thus Michigan's financial

aid program is 90% as costly as Northwestern's but Northwestern's

is $200,000 or 39% higher than the Big 10 average.

Travel and recruitment are two other major items of costs.

13oth the.Raiborn study and our own inquiry indicate that travel

accounts for 6 to 14% of the total budget with the variance being

largely a function .of schedules and the numbers of sports.

Recruiting is often cited as a major item of cost, but our inquiry

suggests that direct recruiting costs seldom amount to more than

$100,000 and are generally much less. This is about 4% of a

$2.5 million budget. That recruiting is a major problem in inter-

collegiate athletics we would not argue but it should not be

thought of as a major cause of financial difficulty.

The cost of maintaining and operating physical facilities

varies greatly from one institution to another. In some institutions,

10
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the athletic program has paid for all of its facilities and

maintains, heats, and lights them. In other cases, the institution

has built the facilities and either rents them to the athletic

program or has turned them over to the athletic program for opera-

tion and maintenance. In a number of cases, the institution pays

for certain maintenance and utility costs inrecognition of the

fact that certain athletic facilities are used for recreation as

well as intercollegiate athletics purposes. There is some evidence

to suggest that there may be a strong correlation between budgetarily

successful athletic programs and programs which have to operate and'

maintain few or none of their own facilities. The University of

Southern California and Marquette come to mind as examples of

institutions which are operating in, the black at least partially

because they do not operate football or basketball facilities.

A cost to a number of major athletic programs is the require-

ment that the athletic program contribute to the recreation program

of the University. This can be a costly element in the budget of a

number ofinstitutions and relief from this obligation was one of

the solutions proposed by athletic directors when their programs

began to encounter budgetary problems.

11
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Recent trends

During the decade of the 1960's, the budgets of institutions of

higher education were increasing at an annual average rate of about

12%. During this same period athletics budgets were increasing at

about 9% in the class A institutions of the Raiborn study. There

is some evidence to suggest that both athletics and general insti-

tutional expenses have grown at slower rates since 1969. The United

States Office of Education, Higher Educational General Information

Survey, Financial 8tatistics of Institutions of Higher Education can

reasonably be interpreted as reflecting a growth rate in the budgets

of intercollegiate athletics between 1968-69 and 1971-72 of about 8%

annually. Preliminary evidence suggests that this is roughly consis-

tent with general budget growth during this period though the relevant

HEGIS figures have not yet been officially release_

Raiborn has presented an interesting analysis of the factors

causing increased expenditures for the ten years prior to 1969 as

follows:

more athletes and general progra_ expansion 25%

better coaching and more goods and services

per athlete 32%

inflation 34%

other 9%

100%

Thus 2/3 of the increase would appear to be within the discretiOn of

the institutions.

What is the problem?

The present state of intercollegiate athletics financing IS
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is quite analagous to that of a liberal arts college. Its costs for

the present program level are largely outside of its control, i.e.

financial aid costs are determined principally by the level __ fees

set by the institution, salaries and wages will inexorably rise at

rates determined by the institution Zor its total staff, travel costs

are uncontrollable and rising rapidly. At the s:-e time, the costs

of the program which are in theory dis :etionary (Raiborn's 2/3 of

the total) are, upon examination, in the nature of keeping up wi h

the competition. If one intends to play big time football, one

would be foolish to have many less than the present 105 maximum

players allowable under NCAA rules. The same is true for the other-

revenue-producing sports (principally basketball and hockey) because

a deterioration in the athletic success which might attend a cutback

in financial aid in these sports would appear at the ticket window

and the entire program could rapidly be put in jeopardy. The size

of coaching staffs, at least in the major spoi7ts, is likewise a

function of the standards of the league within which the institution

competes. Travel and training table costs can be cut in virtually

any major institution but again the standards are Largely determined

with an eye to the competition.

Adding to the combination of significantly uncontrollable costs

and costs which are controllable but subject to the standards of the

company one has chosen to keep is the fact that the pubLic demand

for the product is probably price-elastic Intercollegiate athletics

competes for the marginal entertainment clollar. At $7 (o- $8 next

Fall in some institutions), the cost of-a football ticket far ekceads

that of the movies amd of many plays and most,musical events. Within
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athletics, it compares with professional football which is formidible

competition in some major cities. With the energy crisis looming, the

elasticity of demand for tickets not only becomes a function of price

but of the availability of fuel as well.

Attendance seems to go hand in hand with success. The Wisconsin

experience (Wisconsin is third in the nation in football attendance

with a relatively unsuccessful team) is a notable exception to the

general rule. Many conferences (e.g. Atlantic coast Conference)

have stadia which would not permit significantly greater attendance.

Institutions in the Big 10, Big 8, or Pacific 8, have facilities

which allow for greater attendance but the fact that virtually every

conference is dominated by one or at the most two teams is a factor

in hold ng down attendance at events in which the major contenders

are not participating. Almost no one interviewed believed that

increased football attendance would be a major factor in the years

ahead. Basketball and hockey are possibilities for schools with

successful progra s but this is again very dependent on the size of

the facilities available. Basketball and hockey are sports in which

the interests of the students and the economic requirements of big

time athletics clash. In many if not most institutions with

successful basketball programs, the institution has had to limit free

or low-income attendance by students in : der to generate income

from full paying customers. The contradictions of intercollegiate

athletics are nowhere more apparent than in the case of depriving

the Students of the opportunity to view their fellow students partic-

ipating in an amateur athletic event for the sake of generating income!

Thus, we have three major factors at work causing a crunch in
c

intercollegiate athletics financing. First, we have costs which are
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increasingly uncontrollable and very responsive to the current infla-

tionary trends of the economy. Secondly, we have costs which, while

theoretically discretionary, are in reality determined by the market-

place in which your institution chooses to compete.'.Finally, about

2/3 of the income necessary to support the enterprise comes in the

form of gate receipts volatility of which is influenced by factors

such as success on the field or court, competition from other forms

of entertainment including but not limited to professional sports, and

the extent to which facilities are already used to capacity.

Alternative solutions

1. Put financial aid on a needs basis.

Athletds in major institutiona are generally granted full

financial aid (tuition, room and board, miscellaneous fees, and

books and personal expenses) simply by virtue of their athletic

prowess. -The Ivy League is the ma or exception to this. (Ivy League

schools provide no financial aid to athletes 22E. se. They actively

recruit athletes who are granted financial aid by the University, not

the Athletic Department, on the same basis as other students.) In

most institutions, financial aid is awarded to non-athletes on the

basis of a financial needs analysis system which-starts with a

Parents Confidential Statement listing income and assets. The system

is complex but systematic and generally regarded as fair. Athletes

are the major exception to the statement that financial aid is awarded

to students principally on the basis of need.

Critics of the need system or defenders of the athletic grant-.

in-a d system have several argu ents. First, the Big 10, which was the

last of the major conf renees to adopt an athletic grant-i - id
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program, abolished the old needs system because of the abUSes which

, it encouraged. To attract a young man who might not ,qualify on a

needs basis for full-aid, the athletic department and/or its outside

supporters would arrange for " nder the table", ar angements with the

athlete. When all athletes in all4natitutions are treated the same,

as is now the'caSe; the temptation to do this is largely, though not

entirely, negated. Secondly, supporters of.the present system point

out that student athletes have to devote many hours to their sport;

the commitment in time is probably greater than for any other extra-

curricular student activity. Finally, the critics of the needs system

for athletes are generally and philosophically opposed to it. The

system does discourage thrift and certainly penalizes the family that

has worked hard to set aside money for the education of its children

while rewarding the less prudent family.

The fact remains that a needs program for athletes, whatever its

philosophic and operational problems, would save the major athletic

programs of the nation several hundred thousand dollars per year. It

was considered more than a year ago by the NCAA with very little support

It is safe to say that a move in this direction will not be forthcoming

from within the NCAA or the ranks of Athletic Directors.
M1

2. Eliminate financial aid in non-r venue_producing_sports_.

In the Big 10 alone, this would save an'average of about $150,000

per institution, excluding hockey which produces revenue in some

institutions. There is no athletic justification for singling out the

revenue-producing sports in this manner. The justification rests quite

baldly on the assertion that it is the revenue-producing sports that

are carrying the program and in these sports it is essential that the
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institution be competitive, which it can only be t -ough grants-in-

aid.

This is a politically more acceptable alternative than the first,

bur it rather clearly requires concerted acti n within one o

conferences. The major obstacle is that some institutions specialize

in a particular non-revenue producing sport (Indiana in swimming, for

example) and would presu-able resist the elimination of grants-in-aid

for such sports. The "wild card" wywtem to permit tenders for one

sport outside of the revenue producers has been suggested as a sol tion

to this problem.

3. _Remove. _the non-revenue oducin s orts from the Lnterco

iate athletics budget.

This is often suggested by those who note that football and

basketball are the only sports which support themselves and these sports

should not be asked to carry the entire progra . The advoca es of this

solution often contend that the non-revenue producing sports should be

continued but with general institutional financial support. The count

argument is that the purpose of the athletic program is not to make

money but to afford athletes an opportunity to compete and their fellow

students the chance to be spectators. The critics argue that this

solution is an open admission that intercollegiate athletics is a

business and Phe more wholesome (i.e. less pr

being cast out in favor of big.time fo tball.

4. I)* of intercolle iate athletic

sional) sports are

ofessional ath uti

A number of institutions, notably Michigan and Morthwestern,

have derived revenue from th- use of their stadia or field houses Cor

professional foothel or basketball games. A number of univers ties

have stadia or field houses which have more seating capacity Chan

71
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generally available to pro teams and hence, the attraction to the pros

is-obvious.--There-hes --however;-beert--considerable resistance to this

by some universit es because it supposedly taints the amateur

university programs _ith professionalism. In recognition of this

concern, the Big 10, for example, has adopted a policy which permits

pro football games only before or after the university season. The

use of facilities for professional events is, of course, an option

available only to a limited number of institutions and could probably

not be regarded as a generalized solution to the financial problems

of intercollegiate athletics.

It is often contended that big time intercollegiate football

and basketball are really in the nature of "farm" operations or the

minor leagues leading to the major professional leagues. The logic

of the argument is that if the pros want it that way they should pay

for a part of the cost rather than asking the universities to sub-

sidize what is really a business unrelated to education. The counter-

argument, of course, is that football and basketball now pay their own

way and it is essential to separate amateur and profess onal athletics.

Indeed, much of the effort of the NCAA is devoted to the maintenance of

at least theoretical amateurism and thus it is politically and perhaps

morally unfeasible to look to professional athletics fur direct sub-

sidies of intercollegiate programs.

5. Save money in recruiting.

It is often suggested that cutting down on aggressive recruiting

is a way to save money and to discourage many of the presumably

corrupt practices associated with intercollegiate athletics. A

previously noed, recruiting is not one of the major costs of large

athletic programs and saving half of such costs would only be a

7 2
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savings -f 27. to 3% of total expenditures. Cut throat recruiting

is a serious problem in intercollegiate athletics, but it is not

primarily a budgetary problem. There is one step that could be taken

which would save considerably in the way of coat and even more in terms

of the tension and hostility wIdAJI recruiting produces; that would ,

be the establishment of a national letter of intent. Presently, there

are only deadlines within conferences by which an athlete has' to

.notify an institution-of his intention to enroll. Since the dates

vary between conferences, institutions are often forced to recruit

twice, once prior to conference deadlines and a second time in-

competition with anoth6r conference with a later date. The establish-

ment of a national (NCAA ) deadline would be helpful and would save

some expenditures.

6. Save money _in travel and training tables.

The standards of travel (nature of accomodations, di

versus bus travel, etc.) and the existence of training tables are

items on which there can be savings. Training tables are desirable,

but certainly not necessary items of expenditure. Yet if one insti-

tution in a conference has this amenity, others feel forced to offer

it to compete. The same true with the level or standard of

accomodations for athletes in travel. A number of institutions now_are

trying to schedule multiple sport events at a given time with another

institution in order to avoid repeated travel to the same city.-

The use of buses rather than air travel is also more frequent.
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7. Minimize the extent to which the athletic prram is

res onsible for the o eration of facilities.

Mention has previously been made of the budgetary success

of certain major institutions which do not have their own facilities.

It seems clear that the operation and maintenance of facilities is

a major drain on a number of institutions. Many of thT stadia were

built in the 1920's, and some have received very little attention

since then. Frequently adjoining field houses were built about the

same time. The facilities have in some cases been allowed to

deteriorate and are in need of deferred maintenance.

7 4
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In the financial crunch of recent years, allowing the physical

plant to deteriorate:has beedbudgetarily attractive -hough-penny-

wise and pound foolish. While a football stadium is seldom useful for

something else, fieldjtouses are often multiple-use facilities, and

. athletic departments are making increas ng efforts either to collect

rent for such uses by other departments of the university or by out-

side organizations or to ask the university to pay for all-or a share

of the maintenance and utilities cost in light of the multiple use of

facilities.

B. Do not re uire intercolle iate athle ics to support intra-

ural recreation programs.

Ohio State, Michigan, and Stanford are examples of institu-

tions where the athletics program has not only supported itself but has

provided a subsidy to recreat on programs, not only-by making facilities

available, but also by direct subsidies of operating coats. Such

subsidies are often justified by the institution .by reference to

a mandatory student activity fee, some of ate proceeds of which

go to the athletic program. Most athletic programs are no longer

in a position where they can even support a multiple sport inter-

collegiate program,snd the burden of carrying a recreation program

is_becoming intolerable. Thus, efforts are now being made t- have

the university pick up these 'costs.

9. EliMinate two platoon football.

.Separate offensive and defensive teams and the attendant

double couching staffs are a ma.jor-item of expense, and at least

one major athletic director with whom we spoke argued for the

elimination of this costly system. This seems quite unlikely given

'the influence of the pros, but is certainly worthy of consideration;
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seort of the athletics -am.

The athletics programs of DiviSion 2 and 3 inStitutions

generally receive some institutional subsidies because their gate

receipts are inadequate to cover the program. There is the anomalous

situation in Wisconsin, for example, wherein the athletic programs

of every campus in the University sysLem except Madison are supported

by State funds. If intercollegiate athletics is a valued part of

the educational enterprise, then arguably should be accorded

some me sure of support. The historic fact that the major athletic

programs were regarded as self-supporting "auxiliay enterprises"

should not, so goes the argument, preclude such support. In fact

subtle forms of ins- tutional support are beginning to emerge. They

take several forms:

institutional support of all or a portion of the costs
operating the physical plant-- justified in terms of
the multiple use of facilities.

- institutional support of women's intercollegiate _ hletics -
the cost of which is rapidly increasing.

institutional absorption of some financial aid costs such
'as fee remissions.

- institut_onal assuption of athletic deficits
Northwestern and the Minnesota proposal).

a mandatory student activity fee - all or a portion
of the proceeds of which to go to intercollegiate
athletics.

It is likely that these more subtle forms of subsidy'will have more

appeal to university administrators than 'line itee appropriations

for the athletic program, which could stimulate considerable faculty

and st dent opposition.

7 6
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Of particular importance at this moment is the financing of

women's intercollegiate athletics programs. Historically, women's

programs have grawn up in generally under-funded departments of

physical education for women. The programs were underfinanced,

and the facilities were generally inferior to .those available to

men. Federal legislation and court decisions are all tending now

to insisf on equal access to all facilities, and the movement to

greatly increase the support of woen's.intercollegiate programs

is underway. Expenditures this year are often in the $20,000 to

$50,000 range, and the 74-75 budget discussions now underway

quently call for at least doubling this level of expenditures.

The common pattern up to this point has been for either the athletics

department or, more frequently, the President to provide the funds.

As the ante is raised, however, this becomes more difficult.

Athletic directors are mostly supportive of the effort to expand

women's intercollegiate programs but:they fear that this may be

done at the expense of the men's programs. The ultimate logic of

the present women's athletics movement is separate but budgetarily

equal prograi_ and a few co-ed. programs). If intercollegiate

athletics has to be self-supporting and also include women programs,

then this could certainly be fatal to some men's programs.

The movement will go in one of two ways in the future. One,

the women's program wi11 be separately funded and administered, with

general institutional support and routed through.the women's physical

education department. Alternatively, it will be included within the

athletic departments, with an a sociate or co-directorship of the

athletic department, accompanied by a university commitment to support
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the athletic department. The "co-opting" of women by the.inter-

collegiate athletic department is probably a wise move by an athletic'

director shre-d enough.to accompany such a move with a pitch for .

univers'ty support directed primarily at the women's p ograms. It

now only opens the door to a politically palatable form of university

support, but it also probably results in the women beco ing major

supporters of the men's program, the survival of which will be seen

as essential to the advancement of the women's program.

11. Raise more_uiyate funds.

There are a few institutions, notably Notre Dame, which as

a matter of principle do not raise private funds to support the athletics

program directly, but most institutions now have major efforts to

attract such funds. The state institutions have generally not been

as aggressive as the private schools in this,regard. The most

successful conference in the nation in terms of private fund raising

has been the Atlantic Coast Conference, partly because this conference

has small stadia and has had to have private support to carry its

programs and partly because of a long tradition of p ivate giving for

th se institutions. In our review we found that for major public

institutions $200,000 to $250,000 was about the most that could be

ed in the form of gifts, while at some ofthe major private

Stanford and USC), the figure reaches as high as $400,000

$500,000 per year. It is our general impression that in most

institutions private fund raising for annual budgets has been pressed

as far as it can be. Bricks and mortar are always appealing to

prospective donors agar fo- cognition, and is still fruitful.

7 8
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There is some sentiment that it may be possible to _aise private

funds to support the newly emerging women's programs, though it is still

too early to know if this will be possible. In any event better

private fund raising should not generally be regarded as an important

solution'to the financial 'problem of intercollegiate athletics except

for those major institutions with support well below the figures

indicated above.

Some Thou hts about Further Stu

Rasically, the question is not one of further study because

the facts about the financial problems-,of intercollegiate athletics

are well known. It would be quite worthwhile to update the Reiborn

study with four additional years of data and this would not be

particularly costly nor time consumims;. The protocols for that

study are available, and it was well designed and well presented.

Thus, our first recommendation is to update the Raiborn study.

Beyond that, it is essential that each institution set forth a

five to ten year projection of expenditures and income. We believe

that such a projection will bring home rather vividly the cold truth

that not many athletic programs in this nation can survive more

than five to ten more years with the present revenue configurations.

With this assertion in mind, our third recommendation is that the

chief executive officers (Presidents or Chancellors) of each conference

dev lop a confe nce- ide strategy for approaching the financial

problem. It is essential that this be approached by the chief executive

officers, and on a conference-wide basis It is simply not politically

feasible for one institution within a conference to take a major step

to cut back a pro

diaadvantage.

rem when, in doing sop it puts itself at a competitive

7 9
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A fourth recommendation is to develop a plan for women's inter-

collegiate athletics within the same five to te- year horizon as has been

suggested above. 14hether this plan leads to roughly equal expenditures

within a given time period will be dependent-On-the aspirations of parti-

cular institutions, but in virtually all cases women's programs will

b- a major factor in the future. Whether such progra-:- will be admin-

istered in the athletic department or elsewhere is less relevant than

the need for a financial plan.

Finally, and perhaps most tmportantly, it is simply not realistic

in the ye is ahead to expect many major institutions to support

athletic programs from gate receipts, radio and television.income,

and private fund raising for athletic purposes. -The uncontrolled

nature of costs and the elasticity of demend for the product milit te

against this. Thus institutions will have to address themselves to

some combination of institutional subsidies and program reductions.

Of the latter, the most attractive to us is to chip awa)%at grant-

in-aid costs with the ultimate object _ve of eliminating athletic

grants-in-aid and putting athletes on the same basis as other students,

though we would have no objection,to counting athletic participation

as mpus employment for purposes of financial aid packaging.

These steps would give proper budgetary recognition to the im-

portance of intercollegiate athletic_ omething long-recognized in

institutions not dependent on gate receipts for the support of programs -

and would counteract some of the mere-insidious aspects of the pressure-

to win. While we recognize that the pressure to win is inherent-in

the American psyched and will be preaent in most worthy programs,
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it seems unarguable that it is found in extremis in many institu-

tions. Coaches under pressure from athletic directors under pressure

from alumni will inevitably trans it this pressure to athletes.

"Putting fannys in the seats" is not a complete explanation of the

pressure on coaches, but it is an important and educationally un-

desirable pressure, The joy of competition and of play needs to be

restored. Flaking intercollegiate athletics les of a business and

more of an extra-curricular educational experience would be a

step forward. While we have expressed a preference for the form that

the reduction of program and expenditures should take, we have no

particular preference for the forms of institutional subsidy. They

will vary between institutions.

Finally, we recognize that whatever is done within institutions

and within conferences must be done with a minimum of fanfare so as

to avoid the kind of controversy which would destroy the effort.

The professionalization of collegiate athletics has come as the

result of enormously formidable political realities which must be

reckoned with in any cutback era. It will take skillful and quiet

politicking to change the situation:. Sweeping recOmmendationslnd

drastic cuts would be neither efficacious nor in the interests of

athletics.

If further study of the financial question is deemed necessary

as anununif ion for those wahting to change the status_quo,

have a few thoughts beyond the already expressed recomm ndation

that the Raiborn study be updated:

I. The Raiborn study could be supplemented by case
studies of three or four institutions in five or
six of the major conferences. We would suggest
Pacific 8, Big 10, Big 8, Atlantic Coast, Ivy
League, Southeast and Southwest Conferences.
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The case studies would draw upon the institutional
data-supplied to the updated Raiborn study, and would
be somewhat more qualitative in nature, examing
attitudes toward the financIal problem of athletics
by trustees, administrators, faculty members, students,
alumni, and the athletic power structure.

3. We reconmiend a systematic effort to survey the:attitudes
of chief executive officers within the Conferences
selected for case studies. The effort wouLd.be ro try
to categorize their opinions on the finaltAal crurA:u
and their attitudes toward possible solutions

8 2
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The special taste that the men of democratic
times entertain for physical enjoyments Is not
naturally opposed to the principles of public
order; nay, it often stands in need of order that
it might be gratified. Nor is it adverse to regu-
larity of morals, for good morals contribute to
public tranqUility and are favorable to indus-
try.. it may even be frequently combined with a
species of religious morality; men wish to be as
well off in this world without foregoing their'
chance of another. Some physical gratifications
cannot be indulged in without crime; from such
they (Americans) strictly abstain. The enjoy-
ment of others is sanctioned by religion and
morality; to these the heart, the imagination_
and lifa itself are unreservedly given u'O, till,
in snatching at these lesser gifts, men lose
sight of their more precious possessions which
constitute the glory and greatness of mankind.

--Ale.kis de Tocqueville



The Morril- Aot of 1861 is recognized as a milestone

n the hi tory of American higher education. Part -f the

Ideological baggage which attended the movement culminati--g

in the Act was inherent in the agrarian-democratic tradition.

Much of the rhetoric sUggested that the newly created unl-

,versitIes would be taken to "the people." Concomitant with

this movement were the first,indications that intercollegiate

athletics would flourish; it is significant,that the two devel-

opments began almost simultaneously. Revisionist interpreta-

tions of the early Land Grant history suggest that the instI-

tutions which were born during this time were not as democratio

as the early publicity contended they would be. However, ath-

letics do seem to have aided in providing a proper democratic

veneer to the colleges and universities. One statement of the

Land Grant philosophy was the Wisconsin Idea. While the crux

-f the Wisconsin Idea -- the Land Grant philosophy incarnate --

was to make education available to all people of the state, it

Is notable that the'University's football fight song, "Oft* s-

consIn," het become better known.

The gradual development of a national academic market

created divided loyalties for these publicly supported insti-

tutions. While professors began to circulate among colleagues

In national associations and students from other states began to

be attracted by the low costs, athletics survived as one link

with alumni and other local sources of sustenance. Promi-

nence in an academic dIvipline seldom required the kind of
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applied research which would take the s.holar into a nearby

community. As pressures,for cOnformity to scholarly folk-

ways and standards intensified, the athletic establishment

was increasingly expected to mollify locals.

Athletics* then, as viewed by some members of academe,

are a buffer from the vagaries of publio sentiment and ful-

fill in many respects the same function as a board of trus-

tees. They tend to focus society's attention on the periphery

of the university while enabling controversial work of the

faculty to continue within the confines of the institution.

Historically' there has been another related, but perhaps

unintended consequence of the presence of athletics. Lawrence

Veysey has contended that the early survival of the univer-

sity depended partially on the naar oblivion of its consti-

tuents to one another. Football and other extracurrioular

ctivities may have provided a common external focus for

faculty and students diverting their attention from certain

internal affairs. As long as they eould remain hostile to

or friends of, a symbol which carried their name into battle

outside the inst tution would they be distracted from jealousies

and altercations which inevitably arose within the university.

It was during this embryonic period that state legis-

lators began to take a keen interest in higher education, par-

ticularly in athletics. Success on the playing fields gradually

became equated with success in the legislative halls. Since

that t me, conventional wisdom has held that often legislative

generosity is contingent on the records of the athletic teams

of s ate-supportedjnstitutions. Many reputable state universi.
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prebidents while abhoring the consequences of big- ime

athletics have believed that successful teams were good

advertisements. More recently, legislat ve friends of higher

education have reluctantly admitted that they feel that

athletics are a "good Public relations gimmick for getting

more money for our colleges."

Although there Is seldom a one-to-one relat onship

between belief and fact, the former is important because

often informs aotion. However, the small amount of empiri-

cal evidence which is available suggests a weak relationship

between benefactions and athletics as a promotional technique.

Arnaud C, Marts found in a study conducted during the lati

1920's that intercollegiate athletics were not profitable for

a group of average-size institutions whioh cultivated them

for this purpose. A simple correlational analysis of the

football and basketball records of major state-supported insti-

tutions and subsequent increases in legislative appropriations

(1959-1968) indicates a small and statistically insignificant

positive relationship between the two variables see Table I).

If the analysis had been controlled for enrollment shifts,

chances are good that the evidence of the relationship would be

'44egislative appropriations to higher education

during the 1959-1966 period were quite sensitive to flows of

students. Of course, it Is not unreasonable to suppose that

student migratory patterns may vary with intercollegiate ath-

letic records. even the Yales, who are not prone to being dis-

consolate about prospective enrollments, feel that a Victory



TABLE I

IV V

.2175 .6225 .2365 .2160

.0145 .2294 .1159

III 1 .1939 .1131

IV 1 .4654

V 1

Winning percentage football (1959-1968)

II Winning percentage basketball (1959-1968)

III Number times in national top ten, football

IV Elazar-Sharkansky political culture scalel

V Percentage Increase in state appropriation (1959-
1969)2
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over Harvard in "The 'fame° assists in enticinr.r a hand VuL of

vacilLating mutual applicants into the New Haven rola.

Ahile the impact of -inning teams on the financial=

al- osition of legislai,ors is virtually imperceptible, the

destinies of politicians and athletes are subject to a similar,

if not the same, set of social forces. Each, -t various times,

have been dependent upon the other for succor. Yet tney Llave

naa their share of lover's quarrels. In fact, the current un-

surge in divorce rate pales beside the frequent disaffections

between solons and the athletic establishment. Divorce will

never occur because the two were never married. Intercolle-late

athletics has been the mistress of many state LegisLatures,

sureotiouslv suPported by public subsiales, but unlike a

mi trees, publicly enjoyed. This survey indicates that the

olic ha- begun to aemand a marriame or qt least some evidence

the extent to which the public vi leasure or need (depend-

unon one's persuasion) i, sunnorted.

It should be no surprise that many state legi 1:tors and

the athletic establishment are so entwined, Similar epithets

have been hurled at both. Thomas Desmond called state legis-

lato "dinoseurs;" athletes were barbarians to Thorstein Veblen.

Both have been commended for thier "Horatio-like courage" and

for the accomnlishment of "Herculean tasks." Among the more

cherished gambits in a politician's repertory of means of

Identifying with constituents is the sports metaphor. Credit
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for actually having participated is a bonus worth claiming

no matter how li ited the invo1vement04 There are many varia-

tions on the theme, some of which do not always redound to the

benefit of the story's protagonist.

A cursory review of the history o- Amer can higher educa-

tion from the emergence of the university to present reveals

that polities and athletics had a close if not always har-

monious, relationship. However the tendenoy to generalize

from aneotdotal evidence has provided material for a mythology

whioh obfusoates the real nature of the assoolation. Single

causes are assigned behavior which is often the confluence of

a complex set of so ial factors. The resulting interpretations

have sometimes been a disservice to politician and athlete alike.

Several examples Illustrate the point.

1. In 1870 the Massaehusetts oultural College's

baseball viotory over Harvard prompted a contemporary oommen-

tator to submit that it "marked the agricultural school as a

real °allege." The chronicler of the ineident noted that soon

thereafter the Legislature increased its appropriations accor-

dingly. A reader of the history cannot escape the impression

that the Legislature's liberality was the result of the athletic

accomplishment. Although this is an attractive explanation,

that agricultural colleges across the country were being lavi hed

with Increased support from state legislatures warrants note.

2. A recent article in a Maryland newspaper reported

that the State LegislatAre was contemplating narrowing the

University of Maryland's discretion 1W-fiscal matters, The



article implied tat much of the Univer ity's autonomy in

these affairs had been acquired two decades ago when the insti-

tution was a national football power. That may very well have

been the case. However, an unsuspecting reader is left with

the ImOression that the current eoneern of the legislature was

motivated by winless football at the University. Scrutiny of

the particular circumstances prompting legislative action re-

veal- that several cif the catalysts are present In other states

and have had comparable effects; for example, institutional

control of federal dollars and the maintenance of presidential

mansions and personal staff.

A- letics: A Mantaulatable S mbol for State Politicians

It is almost passe to mention the frequency whichrecurring

tuations in government are held analogous to athletics. Allu-

sion to tdam sports is most.common. (Although news pictures

suggest that jogging is popular among public servants, few of

these leaders ever make reference to:the -"loneliness of the

lOng distance runner ") Implicit is,the Assumption that all

will recognize the speaker as the "playmaker" or the "quarter-

baok."

Many polit_ iansl while not understanding the nuances of

the games, recognize potential in athletics for garnering votes.

Historically, several governors have tried to "use" state univer-

sities for this purpose.

While Huey Long was Governor Qf Louisiana, he affec ionately

referred to LSU as "my university."- A-ong other things, he was
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interested in the development of a first-rate band which could

be the pride of the State. Every good band ought to have a de-

cent football team to complement it, he reasoned., Therefore,

Long set out to get a team for the Tigers. Characteristic of

his other endeavors, he did not spare passion or energy in ttLs

pursuit. Undaunted by his early ignorance of the game Long was

soon giving rousing ha ftime speeches to the players 5

Long probably viewed the LSU football team as one vehicle

for carrying him into the national political arena.6 To acquire

national prominence LSU had to play a team of undisputed sta-

ture. Thus Army, was scheduled. The "Kingfish" choreographed

the rest of the show with the possible exception of a sound lick-

ing at the hands of the Cadet- Nonetheless, football at LSU

entered the so-called big-time.

While.Long's antics in Louisiana were relatively_innocuous,

one other governor was willing to disrupt the operation of the

entire state university in order to field better athletic teams.

At least he used athletics to ra ionalize his action. M. M.

Neely, a former Governor of West Virginia appeared before a

special meeting of the West Virginia Unive sity Board of Gover-

nors to make a personal plea for a change in the President of the

University. Subsequently, he defended his stand in a statewide

radio broadcast. Emphasis was put on:the mediocrity of the

athletic program at the University and its unattractiveness to

West Virginia athletes. The Governor found the University's

lack of national acclaim especially worrisome. Intercollegiate

athletics have probably never received as grandiloquent suppo t

as th Neely's speech:
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Duty, judgment and conscience jointly warned me
with trumpet voice that temperizing should end
at once and reform should begin without delay.
If you desire that the University may be lifted
high above the Dead Sea level of inferiority in
which visionless greed has long kept it, and that
it be made a fountain of everflowing blessing
for you and your children after you, join me in
this important fight for reform, and help render
an inesteemable service to all the average men
and women of the state--.-7

Two cases doth neither damnation nor commendation make,

but they do pose questions. The first and obvious question:

has gubernatorial interest in intercollegiate athletics per-

sisted? If yes, then what are the consequences for athletics

and higher education in general?

There is evidence that some governors still relish an

ide-tification with the- intercollegiate athletic. 'enterprise.

One has to be careful, though, not to generalize .about all

fifty states from the experience of a few. Several examples

might prove instructive.

1. The governor of one state has earmarked income

from invested federal revenue sharing funds for the construc-

tion of a new football stadium for the state university.

2. The governor of a Midwest state has discouraged

a move by six state colleges to form a new athletic conference

which would exclude a predominately black institution.

3. Several governors have been willing to lend their

prestige to recruitment and fund-raising efforts. Usually, the

major state university is the-recipient of this kind of assis-_,

tance.

4. A repo-t of the Carnegie Commission, Campus and
Capitol, intimates that in one state the football record of
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the state university influences state elections in ways which

are not usually unnoticed by incumbent governors.

5. The governor's budget analyst in anothe- Midwestern

state, after identifying the extent of state subsidy for Inter-

collegiate athletics, has recommended "user's fees" as a poten-

tial alternate means of financing the programs.

On balance appears that the nature of gubernatorial

responsibilities tends to m ke the state university the object

of attention when governors choose to become involved in ath-

letic affairs. Governors in states with several large, com-

peting universities are more hesitant in allying themselves with

particular institutions.

The context in which s ate legislators i;:ork creates a set

of concerns dissimilar from those of the governor. Obligationa

to a local constituency requires legislators to give a modicum

of attention to state colleges and more recently to community

colleges. 8

Since line items for intercollegiate athletics have ordi-

narily not been included in budgetary requests, capital outlay

decisions frequently reflect the concerns of le islators. Ex-

amination of state budget documents produced during the 1960

suggests that logrolis occurred from time tottime with respect

to capital projects for athletic purposes. If one institution

got a swimming-gymnasium complex fuLled one year- It was notun-

usual to find that the next year other institutions would re-

quest and receive support 'for similar undertakings.

That:which masquerades aa a IogrO11 to tnJ Ui 7 with

cynical proclivities is viewed as-equity by thc

erous bretheren. The label may be unimportant oon-
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sequences are significant. Because of excessive aspirations

during the last decade, many institutions are now trying to

support comprehensive programs and facilities with insuf-

ficient resources. A few legislators may have visited injury

upon athletic programs they intended to nurture. Institutional

presidents maintain that this assistance was proffered some-

times with and as frequently without the blessing of the insti-

tution. A case of the latter has wormed its way into the cur-

rent session of a state legislature. As a result, the adminis-

tration of an institution haS been placed in the awkward position

-f OPPOS-ing legislation which Would provide a fa ility for Its

basketball games. The legislator who introduced the bill saw

the local univers ty as means of extracting support for a local

municipal center. The bill will probablynot be enacted because

other members of the legislature feel that it would augment an

already onerous student fee structure.

This case exposes a common characteristi of sta -e-s °ported

colleges and universities. In some respects they are hostages

of the communities in which they reside. The university-s im-

mobility makes it vulnerable in the bargaining which takes place

in- state legislatures. Several years ago a state senator intro-

duced a bill which would have enabled local governments to levy

an-entertainMent tax on gate receipts from events attended by

two thousand people or more. The legislator represented the

district in which the state university was located. Although'

the bill did not pass, it raises issues which may return to_

haunt university officials. Since, as many university ad-



ministrations contend intercollegiate athletics is an 'auxil-

iary enterprise" or business run separately from the academic

prog ams of the institutions, should it not be subject to the

same local taxes which other bUsinesses pay? Or, should

not the portion of university property dedicated to these

purposes be assessed for local tax purposes?

.InterColle late Athletics: A "Goblet Issue" for Le 1-lat_res

A common assertion, often emanating from academe, is that

intercollegiate athletics are a "mirror of society. The im-

plicitly pejorative nature of that contention often suggests

that the university has little control over what is attached

_o it. Such a perspective seldom reveals little more than

the,eynical world view of some members of the academic com-

munity. Their turn of argument usually attempts to indict

intercollegiate athletics, stressing that they are a parasitic

type of disease which has attached itself to higher education,

not an infection which has festered from within nor a response_

to needs felt by members of the university community. This

argument not only oversimplifies the relationship betwen

intercollegiate athletics and higher education, but consequences

of its acceptance may be detrimental to the.entire educational

enterprise. The reasons for this merit brief explication.

Lay Persons are often given the responsibility for judg-

ing the effectiveness of professionals. Inhibiting that de-

cision-making process are professional claims of esoteric

knowledge which imply the desirability of self-regulation.

A feW recent incursions into their domain notwithstanding,
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academicians have been generally successful in convincing

state legislators that the technical core of colleges and

universities, instruction and research, can best be evalua-

ted by members of the institution particularly faculty. Yet,

legislators still must have some means of maintaining a sem-

blance of control over the Institutions for which they are

.ultimately responsible. In much the same fashion as other lay

persons who are asked to evaluate professionals, legislators

develop simple decision rules with which they become comfortable

over a period of years.9 For example, in many cases legislators

prefer the certainty of current enrollments vis a vis projected

figures as a basis for a_propriations. The general rule is to

find a goblet issue," -something they know about. Using essen-

tially the same method of reasoning which statisticians employ,

legislators make inferences about the unknown from the known.

Intercollegiate athletics is one area in which legislators

share a good deal of knowledge; It, then, is seen as a "mirror"

of many institutions. That intercollegiate athletics should

be such an issue is as much a tribute to the success of the

promotional campaign of the institution as it is the legislators'

interest.

When university presidents and other professional educa-

tors are confronted with this seeming preoccupation -7ith

trivia, their chagrin conceals a failure of a large part of

the higher educational community. Until a reliable, compre-

hensible technology is developed for evaluating outcomes of

the instructional process, legislators will have to content

themselves with a focus on the periphery of higher education.
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This situation led Jacques Barzun to write ,Wistfully that

academics should attempt to discover rigorous standards of

discrimination which are equal to the ones applied to college

athletes. Of course, instruction is not, or probably should

not be, a zero sum contest but many legislators do feel that

purposes and outcomes can b_ more artfully articulated than at

present.

If athletics a-e viewed as one measure of an impenetrable

inst tution's internal affairs- th n the serious repercussiona

resulting from abdication of control of the program are under-

scored. A paradox emerges too. Institutions which yield to

public pressure for changes in the athletic program in return

for expected increases in support for other programs run a

high risk of incurring criticism of the latter regardless of,

merit. Finally, institutions which have heeded the advice of

legislators and other influentials in athletic matters have found

they have created similar expectations with respect to other

policy areas.
10

Le gjj,ative Inaction

State records show that legisla -ors have introduced only

a s all number of bills which relate directly to intercollegiate

athletics. Why, then, despite ostensibly broad and intense in-

terest has so little been done formally to _foster or to regu-

late this domain? Several proposed explanations deserve con-

sideration.

One explanation relates to the nature of legislators.

Legislators alit legislators have a small input lnto a rela-



tively large tem; I tie legislature itself. Theref-re,

the individual legislator often prefers to deal with an issue

in a personal rather than formal fashion or in a forum which I

most likely to respond positively to his initiatives. As parent,

alumnus, or worker the legislator assumes other roles and has
11

access to other decision-making bodies. In alternative roles

outside the legislature, the legislator is often accorded status

and influence he cannot claim otherwise. Since many universi-

ties and colleges are willing to accede to certain personal

dema_ds of legislators which they view as relatively cheap,

there is no cause to carry the issue to the capitol for resolu-

tion. In sum, the legislator controls the possibility of trou-

ble and uses this as a: lever to get institutions to do relatively

minor things which are important to him but unimportant to the

university. Since many of the issues relating to athletics

tend to be important to the legislator but unimportant to the
12

central administrations of institutions, it follows that very

few issues end up being resolved within the formal decision

making process of the state legislature.

A counter theory has been proposed by a legislator. He

suggests that the appearance of external influence is an arti-

fice devised by cunning university presidents to maintain con-

trol of athletics while shifting the responsibility for conse-.

quences of bad decisions to legislators and alumni. First, there

is rarely a olear alumni or public mandate for institutional ac-

tion on athletics. That support which is available is suffi-

ciently diffuse to neutralize the influende of any single bene-

factor. In the confusion that ensues, the university does as
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pleases

A second explanation stresses the attitudes of legislators.

Where intercollegiate athletica have been most popular, there

co-exists a uniquely parochial ideological commitment of leg-

islators. They see themselves as representing institutions in

their districts rather than the general welfare of all of higher

education in the state. In effect, the legislator becomes a

neutral conduit through which local requests flow. When these

same legislators are interested in athletics, they hesitate to

vent problems publicly for fear of jeopardizing the status which

is already ac orded sports. Among those who are interested in

athletics, a few feel that they will be able to do more if lit-

tle fanfare is given their activ1ty-0 They reason that the best

way for a legislator to help cultivate athletic programs is by

doing nothing, or appearing to have done nothing. The self-

support myth has provided a satisfactory rationale for this

posture.

In some states athleti s are obviously popular, but deemed

o-thy of the attention of state legislators. Legislators

tend to have role models which dictate the types of concern

they should have. Taxationt-welfare, education and industrial-

ization leave little room for athletics, especially since pro-

fessional educators have argued that intercollegiate competition

is not pa t of the edam ional process. However, some legisla-

tors have become interested in athletic- problems when they have

coincided with other, widely-held values which have forceful

spokesmen. For example, concern has been expressed over the

television rights for intercollegiate eontests. In several
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cases wh re commercial stations were competing wi h educational

stations legislatures have acted to assure the for er's access

to the market. During a public budf;et hearing in another

legislat re, the finance committee formally commended the ath-

letic director at the state university for contracting wi h a

commercial station

There is a fin and compelling argument for the relative

inac ion of state legislatures in athletic affairs. It suggests

that -ost legislators are concerned about the problems of inter-

collegiate athletics, especially problems of -ore recent vintage

but they are convinced that they can only be suitably resolved

in other forums. TheSe problems can best be addre,'sed in Con-

ess or by an appropriate organization w_ose scope of operation

is national. Each state does not want to hamper Its university

1.n competition with other state universities; harnessing it

with strict regulations would have that effect. If we move uni-

laterally, "we would be putting our necks in a noose." For

similar reasons state legislators have waited for stric fed-

eral regulations to curb industrial pollution and strip mining.

They fear they will place their businesses

advantage in a national market.

The above arguments may partially explain the dearth

formal legislative action on intercollegiate athletics and may

also give a clue to the nature of intervention which has occurred.

To the extent that the state politics of athletics re-

sembles in many ways L,he highly personalized, Informal style

which described anti-New Deal urban politics can we expect the

at a competitive dis-
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policy outputs to place a similar premium on people. Hence,

iruplicit in much of the sport legislation introduced during

the last decade has been the recognition of the athlete and

occasionally the coach as a resource of the state. This

outcome pgar be as much a function of advancing technology

in related fields as it is a consequence of any unique pro-

perties of intercollegiate athletics. Economists and educa-

tionists have supported eloquent arguments with hard data to

demonstrate the effects of human capital d fferentials; meas-

urement of human resources has also become fashionable in the

accounting profession. Prompted perhaps by this work, several

rofessional athletes have tried to claim capital depreciation

on their bodies. More likely, legislators have been spurred

by the same kind of pride which resulted in Brazil's declara-

tion of Fele, its world renowned soccer player, as a national

re ource.

Legislation thus inspired appears in several general

forms. Although many bills of this nature have been precipi-

tated by concrete incidents, they reflect the legislator's de-

sire to preserve the quality of athletic teams despite some-

times overlooking the rights of the individual athlete. One

genre of bills, which ha3 been unsuccessful in terms of en-

actment record', seeks to insulate underclass athletes from

the lures of recruiters representing professional organiza-

tions. The rationale for a Texas bill of this nature rested

on twin concerns: for student-athietes' completion of the

full college course ahd for the manner in which professional

contract- tended "to corrupt the morals of young men ...

and disrupt collegiate athletic program This bill and a

similar one in Kentucky were introduced subsequent to the sign-
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-f a prominent college athlete.

The amateur athlete is nat the sole focus of legislative

interest. Upon the resignation of the basketball coach at the

State University, the 4est Virginia House of Deleo'ates passed

a resolution urging Jerry West, presently employed by the Los

Angeles Lakers to consider the position. In part the resolu-

tion states that West (a former West Virginian) "not only

brought fame honor and riches upon himself, but has brouFht

prestige and acclaim to the state of West Vi ginia by his per-

formance, ideals and sportsmanship."

The rare bill which is introduced relating to intercollegiate

athletics has usually been one result of a particular incident.

legislation which is hurriedly dra ted and passed in the wake

of natural disasters, these bills are narrow in scope. An exam-

ple, which joins the bills to limit professional recruitina:

practices, is a Kansas statute which orohibits the alteration

f an athlete's academic records.

Combined effects of limited formal attention and person-

alism have a major consequence aside from siring narrowly con-

ceived remedies for Present problems. The entire network of

intrastate relationships in which intercollegiate athletics

are embedded is highly personalized. Whether individuals in

this enterprise are actually as important and influential as

they seem to be is academic. Individuals are perceived as

important by legislators. Therefore, it becomes natural to

associate problems with individuals. Wi h the scapegoating

which follows as the night the day comes an almost inevitable

train of simplistic solutions. Thus, legislators feel no
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compelling reason( _o act on problems as long as culpable indi-

viduals are identified and dismissed.

Since many state legislators key their interest on alloca-

tion patterns, their ooncern for intercollegiate athletics tends

to fix on the fiscal. Although a few legislatures have shown

a new restraint during the past several years toward capital

outlays for intercollegiate athletics, much pf the recent activ-

ity has been devoted to assuring that the athletic programs of

state-supported institutions remain solvent. Rarely has there

been malice aforethought when legislators have asked institutions

to report the amount of state subsidy. In the few states where

accountin7 systems have been geared to ide- tif ing these costs,

many legislators have accepted the subsidy as a legitimate bur-

den of the state.

Contrary to the belief of the proponents of full disclosure

f the state subsidy (by identification In the budget) of inter-

collegiate athletics, there is evidence to suggest that this

alternative may exacerbate older problems. Identification of

athletics in budgetary requests, especially in states wher

lump sum appropriations are made to institu ions, subjects

the issues to a radically different process of negotiation.

There Is an adage, bandied about by politicians- which

is relevant to this issue and may'shed some light on the pos-

sible consequences of the disclosure strategy: "i nelt what

you do-in politics that counts, but what you get credit for
13

doing." One consequence of this attitude is the ceremony

which often attends -olitical activity. Simple solutions to

complex problems are given dignity by the rituals in which
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they are embedded. Moreover, the appearance of right or de-

cisive action is more often important than the quality and

,consequences of tne action, since action and consequences are

so easily separable. Recent experience in two states is sag-

gestive of consequences of the disclostue stratagem.

In Tennessee and New Mexico athletics have been speci

cally isolated In-the budgetary process. In New Mexico, after

the new line item was introduced in the budget request to the

legislature, an interesting simplification process, character-

istic of much legislative decision making, began to operate.

Although the justifiable needs of the State institutions varied --

due to different travel requirements and attendance rates -- de-

mands for the appearance of eauity have resulted In equal allo-

cations for the state colleges. In Tennessee, the Higher Educa-

tion Commission's formula for generating budget requests pro-

vides 440,000 each for the athletic programs of state colleges.

Identification as a separate line item in higher education

budgets at the state level may have two ,other consequen es.

If all sports are identified, the minor ones may begin to

burgeon as a result of the inertia of governmental bud eting.

The beneficent Incremental drive o _.the budget would tend to

Sweep these items along. However, that same inertia may make

it difficult to eliminate a sport because money has been pro-

vided annually for that purpose. Budgetary inflexibilitles

may impede the diversion of those funds to other institutional

activities.

The impetas behind many of the objections to state expendi-

tures for intercollegiate athletics stems from the decline in
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local influence. Rosters of many state universi 7 te_ms have

shown a marked- Increase in the number of out-of-state players.

If athletics were a crucial link with locals, even it is being

weakened by large-scale recruitment efforts. One state budget

officer volunteered that the thing which offended his sensibili-

ties most was having to approve out-of-state travel requests

for recruiting trips. Although a large number of state-funded

scholarships have historically been awarded to athletes, this

practice did not become objectionable until there occurred a

substantial overlap in out-of-state and athletic categories-

notably.In Wisconsin and Colorado. In light of this concern,

it is interesting to note that Oklahomans, when qUestioned

about the altered high school transcript of an OU football player,

point out with some relief that the lad is a Texan.
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e Coach As Poltici

It may belabor the obvious to say that one does not

have to be an elected official to be a politicia- It may

not be so readily apparent th t there are advantages to being

a politician without a public office. Many of the traits

which are required to woo young athletes help a coach develop

a following around a state and even a region. Not a fe:

legislators probably covet the multitude of ban-uet s eaking

engagements received by coaches.

A Southern senator once proffered his formula for a suc-

cessful speech. He counseled neophytes to quote the Eibl-

Sh eare, and the Constitution; many coaches have manaii.

to master at least two of these elements of style. Where

preachers use the oil of football analogies, the sociologi

can expect the coach to use the salve of Biblical anectdotes

At least one coach enhanced his reoutation in a rural state

by frequenti the pul_its of churches in the vicinity of h-

institution. He apparently kne' -hereof he s-_oke wrien he told

Monday morning quarterbacks where to go.

The Popularity of coaches is not without conseque ce in

some state legislatures. I talked with severallegislators

bent on minor reforms of 1ntercolegate athletics who felt

that their efforts were for naught because of the influence

of certain well-entrenched coaches. In several states, a fel

legislators contend that after the governor, the state univer-

sity football coach is best known. In this context, a few

legislators are reluctant to ask questions about an institu-
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tiol 's athletic program. Many of these legislators would wel-

e an effort at the federal level which would give currency

their views.

in he Equation: Statew_ e Sovernin..2;_ andNew Factor
Coordinatn Boards.

Men the fi Carnegie study of intercollegiate athletics

was published in 1229, there were five statewids higher educa-

tion rovernirig boards. Ourinp: the Iasi, two decades, statewide

governing and coordinating boards have proliferated across the

country. their interaction with legislatures in the policy

formulation process has important consequences for intercol-

legiate athletics. An understanding of the imp-tus behind their

creation and the oowers they have been given is critical in

assessin- their real and potential influence.

Their birth has been a response to the magnitude of ublic

hi4her education Problems, to the abbolu e growth of the public

sector, to the need to arrest the uoward spiraling cost of state-

supported institutions, to the need felt by legislators to reduce

the number of controversial issues which they were asked to re-

solve and finally, to the acknowledged lack of expert advice

available to many legislatures. These boards ordinarily serve _-

at least initially as an intermediary between the legislative

and executive branches and the individual institutions. They

have been granted varying degrees of Dower, from fulfilling

advisory capacities to the full governing responsibility for

the daily operations of all public Institutions in a sta e.

The trend across the country is to ard increasing power and
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centra ization in these boards. In _fact, of the.fifty statutory

changes which have been made in the: form of state-wide coordina-

tion during the last two decades all bUt two have augmentedthe

power of these boards. Primary among a variety,of responsibili-

ties assumed by these boards are budgeting, programming, and

planning. 'Although planning has been urged as the most critical

function, it appears that once created, budget Ity responsibilities

become more urgent and most likely to attract the attention of the

professional staff. Since these boards have no alumni and no pre-

existing political constituencies, their viability is tenously

insured by awkward and shifting alliances.

The pblicy priorities of these boards is difficult to as-

certain from their public doeuments. The simbolic or ultimate

goals for higher education which they artioulate are essentially

the same as those mentioned by state legislators. However, their

operational concerns, as manifest in their annual reports to the

Education Commission of the State, have been several. Intercol-

legl,ate athletics has not been among the twenty-five most press-

ing 161311013 listed for each of the past few years.

Although it is difficult to assay the future of these

boards, we may venture several predictions. It appears that

increased demands on higher education resulting from shrinking

resourne's will justify the existence of the boards as a forum
14

for increased interinstitutional, joint decision making.

If their history parallels that of other governmental regula-

tory agencies, they in all likelihood will gradually be cap-

tured by the institutions they.were created to control.
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Therefore, they may become war eoun- ls where Institutional

presidents can devise plans for their annual assault on the

state legislature. However, with competent, professional

staff these boards, with institutional cooperation, may s ill

have the opportunity to frame policy choices In new ways for

legislatures. And finally, during times of financial strini-

gency, these agencies may be the arena in 'which peripheral types

of programs will try to gain legitimacy. For example, it is

not without the realm of possibility that intercollegiate ath-

letio programs would intensify their efforts to become a formal

Part of the curricUlum. Capital outlays for intercollegiate

athletic facilities are already being justified on educational

grounds. Although athletics have not been important to these

boards, their preo cupation with cost reduction will probably

result in analyses Of athletic programs. The Illinois Board

of Higher Education has already designated involuntary physical

education,as a low program priority making it susceptible to

budget cuts. Similarly, the increasing popularity of zero-

base budgetihg-tay very well turn the eweller's eye on inter-

collegiate athletics.

With interested legisla ors generally itlactive in any

formal capacity, governors ordinarily willing to make only

token gestures, university ,presidents paradoxically yielding

responsibility in the name of autonomy, and state-wide boards

of higher education largely ignoring intercolle late athletics

because they feel pressed by more urgent issues demanding reso-

lution, it is remarkable ttiat any state level authority has

begun to examine the problems of intercollegiate athletics
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and to act. However, offi als in a handful of states have

reacted -to grumblings-about the condition of athletics.

Legislators, legislative agencies, and state-wide .coordi-

nating boards have moved singly and jointly in an effort to

identify and .to solve problems which relate to the state sup-

port of intercolle iate programs. While the state-wide boards

have been the first to address the problem, their effor

have proven-futile without the support of legislators.

The recent history of the older, stronger and more vital

of these state boards may offer a clue to the future disposi-

-tion of fledgling boards toward intercollegiate athletics.

Usually the first task undertaken by the staff of newly

formed boards is the creation of a data base for managerial

decisions. Several principles have guided this effort. Being

placed in the midst of the state budgetary.cycle and being ex-

pected to produce well-documented recommendations concerning

the needs of higher education combine to create a sense of

urgency which has often resulted in the use of existing in-

struments for the collection of informa ion. As a result,

many boards'now have accounting systems which were tailored

originally for individual institutions. ACE's Collage and

University Business Mana-ement has had an unmistakable influ-

ence on fiscal officers of state boards. Many use its ac-

counting categories with few questions of relevance and its

narrative without citation. Classification of intercollegia e

athletics as an auxiliary enterprise has become conventional

wisdom due in part to this publication. Few, if any, consid-

erations are given the behavioral implications of classificatory
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systems, The adop_ on-o -information systems which may have

suited the needs of some people in some places has proved,a

liability to several state boards, particularly when the in-

formation requested,concerns intercollegiate athletics. In

the mid 19601sethe Virginia Council on Higher Educatio ap-

pealed unsuccessfully to the Governor in its effort to require .

a11 pubiic institutions in the state to report lateral trans-

fers from educational and general funds to.intercolleglate

athletics. .

Much of the detailed information required for the ma age-

ment of single institutions is simply not relevant to the de-

cisions made by legislators and state boards. For example,

the New Mexico Board of Higher Educational Finance discovered

that much of the data collected on athletic revendes and ex-

Penditures were superfluous. Even ardent advocates of tight

controls at the state level hesitate to recommend that all

revenues-be reported because they fear that the practice might

jeopardize certainbenefactions.

D,eficiencies of their information systems aside staff

of state-wide boards have taken.the lead in exploding the

self-support myth. While a few.individuals have.had a salu-.

tary,impact, their apparent motives have varied. Drawing on

his experience as an institutional researcher at the Univer-

ity of Chicago, John Dale Russell, as Executive Secretary

of the New Mexico Board of Higher Educational Finance, studied,-

income and expenditures attributable to athletics. He produced

evidence, to the surprise of presidents and legislators alike,
showing that no institution had a aelf-supporting athletic
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prograi After identifying the extent of state subsidy, Dr.

Russell argued that the legislature should-approve this amount

since it was responsible for the use of state tax reteipts.

The amount Was included as a line item in the budget reaues

in order to make the legislature face the question. Actually,

the BEF did not want the amount to detract from a substantial

salary increase it was recommending for faculty. Rather than

confront the issue, the legislature decided to incorporate

the item in its lump sum appropriation and gave the board the

full amount it had recommended. Several years later, 19599 the

le islature decided to use the line item strategy for inter-

collegiate athletics. During the last five years that line

has increased by 74 percent; for the same period, educational

and general appropriations grew by 66 percent.

Most o ten coordinating boards which have only advisory

duties must rely on their accOunting_systems as an attention

directing device. Action resulting from data is predicated

on the will:of the legislature. Andt selective inattention is

not:an unknown ploy of legislators. Where possible conse-

quently, these boards try to act in concert with executive and

legislative support offices. There are two notable examples

whichrelate to intercollegiate athletics.

1969 the Colorado legislature was.apprised of a sub-

stantial deficit resulting from the operation of intercollegiate

athletics at Colorado State UniversitY. InStead of granting a

supplementary appropriation to render the institution solvent

the legislature authorized a study of the intercolle- ate ath-

letic programs in all state colleges and universities; While
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the commiitee's report acqui ted the athletic department

CSU, it encountered problems of analysis due to accounting

snarls. As a result, it did recommend that the Commission

on Higher Education develop a standardieed format and uni-

form definitions to be used by all state-supported institu-

tions for reporting athletic transactions.

Cooperation between the legislature and the coordinating

board in Colorado is evident in another area. A concern over

the distribution of tuition waivers contributed to the legis-

lature's decision to create a state scholarship program to

be administered by the Commission on Higher Education. In

its request to the legislature, the Commission identifiep the

amount to be allocated to athletes. The legislature has main-

tained a careful-watch on the amount of funds used to recruit

out-of-state athletee.

The Tennessee 14-igher Eduo-tion Commission, in coopenation

with the State Comptroller and the Department of Finance and

Administration, has developed a comprehensive schedule for

reporting fiscal data; intercollegiate athletics is included.

The schedule does depart from standard practice and classifies
15

-.athletics as part of the regular operation of the .colleges

and only at Memphis State as an auxiliary enterprise. Inter-

collegiate athletics at the:University of Tennessee are ope-

rated as a separate corporation. Using data generated from

these reports, the Commission has provided for intercollegia-e
16

athletics in its budgetary formula.

The interest of state-wide boards In athletics in these

states May be exceptional. One board in another state, after
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producing studies revealing a substantial state subsidy of

intercollegiate athletics, has been content to wait mutely,

until the legislature deighs to act. Since intercollegiate

athletics represents only 3 percent of the state budget for

the entire system, the board staff reasons that there are othi_

issues which deserve its attention. Another state higher edu-

cational agency has produce(1-physioal education program cost

data which show a wide'varlation among institutions. ,Since

athletic costs are sometimes camouflaged in physical education

programs, further investigation would have been logical.

There is no evidence of action taken as a result of the infor-

mation. Finally, another state-wide board found in a study of

high-cost programs that physical education was among the five

most costly. Again, there is no evidence of a subsequent study

for the purpose of ferreting out the causes.
z_

In many re3pects, the rhetoric of coordinating board s aff

has the ring of the public pronouncements of early Twentiet

Century university presidents which prompted Veblen to call
17

them "captains of erudition." Their common call is for the

introduction of sound business principles to the management

of higher education. Consistent with thebusiness model they

have creditably addressed the troublesome questions concerning

educational productivity. Their studied indifference to inter-

collegiate athletics is curious inasmuch as it has Alen classi-

fied as an auxiliary enterprise and auxiliary enterprises are

generally conceded to be the most business-like aspect of

higher education. Although most states have produced what

commonly known as a "master plan" for hi her education, not
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one providet for the future _ of intercollegiate athletics.

The Legislative Auditor's office in Wiseonsin has produced ,

one of the few long-range (five years) projections of the
18

needs of athietie programs. The oversight may be, a tacit

admission that intercollegiate athletics- despite claims to

the contrary, cannot be operated as a business operation in

many states. One reason for this Is reversion statutes

hieh make it virtually impossible to accumulate a financial

cushion in year-end balances. It may also be an aeknowledgme t

that in other, more prosperous days athletics provided sup-

port for struggling academic programs. However, short organi-

zational memories make the latter explanation implausible.

Many state officials haie shown a marked interest In dele-

gating-control of intereollegiate_athleties. Before=the crea-

tion of coordinating boards, legislatures relied heavily,on

the reg onal aCcrediting associations to atsist in the main-

tenance 'of quality academic programs. In'a manner reflecting

a similar willingness to give responsibility to quasi-public

organizations, several statewide boards have enoouraged insti-

tutions to join athletic conferences. One legislature, rather

than involving itself with the detailed control of intercol-

legiate athletics, simply passed a resolutibn encouraging

state-supported institutiona to follow the "letter and spirit

of NCAA regulations.' 'From a fiseal vantage point, one legis-

lature and one governing board have realized that conference'

affiliation with institUtions whose gate receipts are paltry

can be a burden to the state. The legislature has created an

interim committee to find a satisfactory way of extricating.
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the public institutio s from the unsatisfactory arrangement.

Finally, the controversy over women's participation in

athletics reveals several of the problema and 'prospects for

state-level action concerning.interoolleglate athletics gen-

erally.

HEW regulations accompanying Title IX of the Higher Edu-

cation Amendments ofA972 seek to endthe sepirateand unequal

treatment of.women athletes. Reaction of the states -- leg-

islators boards of higher education and the athletic estab-

lishment has been cautious. One legislature passed a reso-.

lution asking for "equal treatment of women athletes. With

no instructions regarding the 'specific actions required to

satisfy the "equal treatment" clause, institutions have guard-

edly held the line on current policy. Atypical is the:one

legislature which did appropriate funds to begin a gradual re-

duction in the gap between levels of support for'men's and

women's programs. The state board of regents In another state

a convinced students to assume the financial burden of elimi-

nating discri ination by assessing-themselves additional fees.

The executive secretary of another state governing board can-

didly admitted thst . he intended to take no substantive a tion

until his counterparts in other states provided am example.

Such grudging acceptance of this responsibility may force the

issue into the courts. The ACLU is studying the possibility

of a suit In Nevada.

The movement to r-ot out diserimin tion against women

in a hletics introduces two significant general factors which

have to be considered when assessing the future of policy
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formulation for intercollegiate athletics.

First, having acquired .the right to vo e, student- have

an opportunity to affect political outcomes directly. Recog-

nizing their potential for influence, students have formed

organizations at the state level for the purpose of expressing

their:concerns. The Associated Student Lobby of the University

of California has worked to effect changes which would benefit

students as students. Should local campus representatives fall

in 'efforts to equalize treatment of women athletes, the ASL.

would be prepared to use its resources to assist them at the

state level.

Student political organizations are certainly not unique

to California. Several groups have been formed in other states.

If recent student opinion polls are a precursor of additional

issues which will be addressed by these groups, governing

boards and legislatures can expept more aointed.questions about

the mandatory fees levied-to support intercollegiate athletics

as well as the,distribution of general student activity fees.

A second factor, court action, has potentially more far-

reaching .consequences. Historically, court decisions have

influenced the administration of athletic programs in a mar-

ginal way. For example, atttition of the sovereign immunity

principle has caused some state legislatures to provide lia-

bility protection for coaches and institutions and insurance

for athletes. If however, a recent article in the Stanford
19

Law_ Review presages an imminent course of action for the courts,

states mar no longer yield responsibility for the regulation

of Intercollegiate athletics to national assoeiations and
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conferences. The authors have argued that the NCAA's d

ciplining of inst tutions for violations or its regUlations

may oonst-tute "state, action," and therefore Is required to

extend to individuals the due process guarantees of the

Fourteenth Amendment. Should the courts begin to hold the

states indirectly accountable for the actions of these volu

tary associations which have assumed public'functionst then it

is likely that st_te legislators will.pegin to formalize their

historic interest in intercollegiate athletics by creating

intra-state regulatory agencies as in Kansas, or by vesting

'this duty in existing governmental agencies.

20
Somonolusive_ questions

the data lacunae In this brief survey allow few

conclusions; it does suggest additional questions which will

require painstaking research. Due to the informal nature of

relationships in and about the athletic community, careful case

study analysis of the poll ies of athle ics in several states

Would be most fruitful.

The following normative and empirical ques ions might

p ovide the parameters for such stUdies:

L. What is the magnitude of public subsidy of

intercollegiate athletics? Which athletic programs should

receive publicsupport? (e.g. particular sports? athletics in
fi

private institutions?)

2. What has been the impact of the self-support myth?

3. Are there alternative ways of financing intercol-

legiate athleti-s in public insti-utions (e.g. user's fees )?
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4, Is state reg lation of Intercoliegiate athletics

°referrable to the Quasi- overnmental conferences?

5. Wnap are the behaviorat implicattons of account-

ing systems used by state coordinating and governing boards?

If intercollegiate athLetics is a business what are the Im-

plications for public policy?

6. What has been the impact of state. leFistation

designea to rid Intercollegiate athletics of unethical prac-

tices? wnat prumpted It?

7. Is state Leiiative a t on perferrable to Con-

ress1ona1 action?

R. What social benefits does a state derive from

teFri te sthlettcs in its Public Institutions?
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FOOTNOTES

1. Daniel J. Elazar, American Federa s- A View

States, (New York: Thomas Y. Crowel 19 P. :he

scale was constructed by Ira Sharkansky and appeared In 'is

article, "The Utility of Elazar's Political Culture."
Elazar has classified states as moralist, thdividualsist or
traditionalist according to perceptions of their orientation
to political,action., to bureaucracy, to new programs, and to

government intervention in the economy. The classifications

form a continuum; traditionaliat States were assigned high

scores. The Southern states clustered at this end.
A study completed by a. national citizens' committee ranks

state legislatures on five dimensions: representativeness,
independence, information, accountability and functIonal.
A composite of these rankings correlates positively (+.415)

With the political culture scale. Although there are several

exceptions, legislatures which have considered the highest

numbef of bills relating to intercollegiate athletics tend

to be in traditionalsit states. Aside from Colorado and

Wisconsin, these legislatures tend to have a low composite

ranking on the citizens' committee scale.
Although the indices of state characteristics constructed

by political scientists and.aociologists have shortcomings,

they could provide an invaluable framework for a systematic

analysiS-of differences among the states in the treatment of

intercollegiate athletics.

2. The Center for_ ReSearch And-Development in Higher-Ed-cation

at the University of California, Berkeley, reports that In-

creases in legislative appropriations for higher educatior (1962-

1967) were greatest in the South. The Carnegie CommissicL has

also indicated that state burden for higher educatioWis highest

among Southern states. Burden is defined as (state and local

taxes/personal income) x (state and local income for higher

education/state and local taxes).

3. Data are from sixty-one major state-_upported institutions

of higher education; they were reported by M.M. Chambers.

Aside from the "athletic success-appropriation" relationship,

other Interesting "tendencies" are evident. As expected,

there is a stronger relationship -- although relatively weak

statistically -- between football success _(i) and legislative

appropriations (V) than between basketball'success (II) and

appropriations. One further observation may merit additional

exploration. The relationship between football success (I)

and the political culture scale (IV) Is stronger than the

relationship between football success (I) and the number of

MgliAt:Vonsr-
nattotlal.top tentfor football_

One gested by these da:a.is that the
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press in tradi ionalist areas may not have the influence necessary

to give acclaim oommensurate with the records of-the state uni-

versity teams they most often write about. Dan Jenkins (Saturda-'_s

America; Little, Brown and'Company: Boston, 1970) has discasse-

regional,influences in the selection of Reisman winners.

4. Brooks Hays, former Congressman from Arkansas was wont to

boast of his fifty-five second appearance In the annual Thanks-

giving high school game. A congressional colleague, after woe-

ful nodding.of the head and 0.0 "only fifty-five seconds."

See Hays' delightful compendium of political humor, Hotbed_of

Tranquility (Macmillan Company; New York, 1968).

5. T. Harry Williams, gatyjAna (Knopfo New York, 1971)0,

6. Ibid.

7. quoted in J. Douglas Machesneyo "The Evolution of Statewide

Governance of Higher Education in aest Virginia, " an unpublished

,doctoral dissertation, West Virginia University Archives, 1971.

8. Community college athietios have not received the same kind of

support wiich has enabled the sports programs of other state-

.

supported institutions to prosper. One reason may be the extensive

local support of the institutions. Another is the fear held by

some legislators that good athletes may be diverted from the state's

major Institutions. Despite the early community college litany

which did not include intercollegiate competition and the lack of

early state support, these institutions have managed to develop

substantial programs. Any national study must analyze the pro-

blems unique to these burgeoning institutions.

9. See C.P. Sno. Science and Government.

10. The "athletics-as-a-diversion" thesis receives some support

from the New Mexico experience. While the New Mexico legislature

has been Insouciant to the Board of Higher Educational Finance's,

recommendations concerning appropriations for intercollegiate ath-

letics, it has heeded the Board's advice in other areas.

11. Several of the legislators interview had sons and daughtt _

presently engaged in oollegiate athletics; many were former

athletes themselves. In Texas, several recent bills relating to

intercollegiate athletics have been introduced by former "stets."

In at least one instance, a legislator has ttervtd as a, spokesman

for his alma mater, a'private institdtion. By assuring'intra-

state competition between his institution and other '"big-time"

universities, he sought to keep "Texas money in Texas."

12. It has been suggested that thelegislator's greatest interest

is merely in receiving football tickets gratis. Most universities

are usually cooperative. 'However, the ploy of one state universtty

president generated some 111-feeling. In addition to giving tickets
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to members of the legislature, the president 'decided to give
tickets to individuals running against them in the fall elec-

. tions. However, incumbents were seated on the fifty yard
line; their opponents in ground-level seats at the goal line.
It was a poor year for the party-in-power.and no doubt, the
president's prestige suffered a bit as.welll

13. See Murray Edelman, The S abolic. Uses...of Politics, Univer- ty
of Illinois Press: Urbatta 21. .

L. Any national study of problems in intercollegia e athletics
must avoid one pitfall; that ist a preoccupation with major
institutions: and interstate rivalries. Another tier of less
visible state colleges warrant scrutiny. Although problems re-
sulting from their competition'may be solved in part by state
coordinating boards, their use of federal financial aid funds to
attract athletes is cause for national concern. The president
of a state association of financial aid officers asserted that mis-
use of federal funds, particularly work-study, was blatant. Super-
ficial examinations by the legislative auditors and infrequent
federal audits were cited as contributory factors, not to mention
the predispositions of a few aid officers and the pEssure exerted
on them.

15. This has also been the pract -e at the University of Maine.
Intercollegiate athletics do not seem to have aroused much public
interest over the years in Maine. There has been some negative
reaction to the new president's mention in his inaugural address
of bolstering the athletic program. 'AthiLe there is discussion
of a new athletic emphasis, there is concurrently a talk of re-
classifying intercolleRiate athletics as an auxiliary enterprise.

17. In a recent Carnegje sponsored publication, Michael Cohen
and James March have shown the American college president's
penchant for the business imag.e. Leadershipl_and Ambigu it-
The American College PresidencI NewTork 1q74)
.pages 41-81.

18, The Auditor's study recommended a ,action in the number
of intercollegiate sporcs, an increase ti ticket prices, a re-
auction in the number of complimentary tickets, soliciation
of more gifts and donations, and rentIng of athletic facilities.

19. Kenneth-J. Philpot and 'John R. Mackall, "Judicial-Review of
Disputes Between,Athletes and the NatiOnal Collegiate Athletic
Association Stanfard_Law Review, Vome 24; May, 1972, pages
903-929.

20. See Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A

Interview Questions
for Intercollegiate Athletic

Study

1. What is your gene al impression of the current status of inter-
collegiate athletics in your state? (If any problems, probe further.)

2. What is your usual source of information concerning athletics in

your state colleges and universities? (newspapers, cone e officials,
students, etc.)

3. Are intercollegiate ath etics an instrument of state unity?

4. The WICHE Program ClasSification Structure includes categories
for intramural and intercollegiate athletics. Do you know of any
inter-institutional or inter-state exchange of information with
respect to these categories? What.type, if any, of cost studies
have been done for publicly supported institutions using these
categories? Who uses them? With what results? Do institutions
make budget requests tor these categories specifically?

5. If you receive requests for support for intercollegiate athletics,
how do you evaluate those requests? inter-institutionsi comparisons?
Which ones?

6. What percentage of your capital outlay requests over the last
five years (and ten years) has been .for physical education-inter-
collegiate athletics facilities?

7. Often colleges solicit funds for intercollegiate athletics from
alumni and other benefactors. Should these institutions be required
to report this income to a state educational agency or the legisla-
ture?

8. What kind of turnover has. there been on the coaching staff of your

institution? Why?

9. Many coaches also teach. PhysIcal education facilities are also
used for intercollegiate athletics. How do you assign expenditures
for each? ,

10. How do you accoutitt =for athletic revenues_and exPenditures?
Include in operating cOsts? Charges for operation and maintenance of
physical plant? Assign general administration and overhead? Charges

for debt service? Which, if any, funds revert to the state?

11. Have anvdetailed studies of charges or methods of operations
of Intercollegiate athletics been conducated in your state?

12. Have any studies -of financial aid to athletes been conducted?



Athletic
Two

If so, w
ships

state le

uestions

th what resul
to athletes?)

effect does a winning team have on appropriations from :he
islature?

.g. What perdentage of Regents' scholar-

14. "Faculty and students must accept extra-curricular activities,
including intercollegiate athletics, as an integral part of the
educational program." (President's Commission on Higher Education,
1947) . Do you agree or disagree? Why?

15. "It is assumed that the primary intent of intercollegiate
athletics is to enhance the student's development." (Western
Interstate Commission on Higher Education, 1970) Do you agree
or disagree? Would you elaborate?

16. How does the legislature in your state express its concern
for intercollegiate athletics? (if at all)

17 Has the statewide governing or coordina ing board for higher
education in your state adopted any policies relating to inter-
collegiate athletics?



YYTHODOLOP]ICAL NOTE

Severat complementary methods were usea to colle-t
information for this paper. A questionnaire Was dis-
tributed to the legisLative reference service in each
state. Copies of all. bilis relatinv directly to
intercollegiate atnietics which had been introduced
in the last decade were requested. Responses were
supplemented by a search of the state codes and ex-
amination of the Legislative Digest published by the
Education Commission of the states.' nudgetary docu-
ments and cost studies produced by statewide govern-
inL3 and coordinating boards were analyzed in the
library of the Center for Research and Development
of Higher Education at the University of California,
2erkeley. State legislators and staff of the state
boards were interviewed by telephone.

A special note of gratitude is due Mary Del Cont
(reference librarian for the West Virp:inia Legisla-
ture) for her kind forbearance and willing assis-
tance. James Fairweather's celerity with the Stan-
ford computer and Elaine Reece's transcription of
my hieroglyphics were heroic.
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REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE BLACK ATHLETE

Submitted as a
part of the inquiry
on the feasibility
of wriational study
on intercollegiate
athletics,by the
American Council
on Education

Roscoe C. Brown, Jr., Task Force Chairman
New York, New Yolk

March, 1974
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The Task Force on the Black Athlete reviewed dozens of

studies and statements about the concerns of the Black athlete..

As a result: of these deliberations, the Task Force concludee

that racism permeates _ev.
This finding was not altogether unexpected not only because

the publicity that has been given to the concerns of Black

athletes but also because of the depths to which racism

has penetrated every phase of American society. The Tlsk

Force identified specific problems whieh should be investigated

in any national study of intercollegiate athletics. In addition,

they specified a va *ety of research strategies to collect data

on these proble - and to develop recommendations to alleviate

them.

Specifically, the Task Force finds that there is con-

siderable evidence, both of an informal and formal nature,

which reflects discrimindtion and unequal treatment in athletics

Among these c_ ce- s are such things as: inadequate educational

programs, lack of tutoring, failure of BlaA athletes to receive

degrees in a similar proportion to their white counterpa_

inequitable treatment concerning financial aid, summer j bs and

jobs for wives, position stacking, playing quotas, social iso-

lation, limitations on dress, political ex -ression and dating



practices, lack of Black coaches and Black officials., limited

opportunities for Black women athletes, and concern for the

breadth and scope of athletic programs in Black colleges.

Needless to say, such a listing of grievances and

concerns points the way to the need for serious, in depth

study to identify the factors that cause them and to develop

approaches to eliminate discrimination in college athletics

immediately. The Task Force feels that elimination of the

basic problems of the Black athlete would do much t- root

out the cancer that is spreading throughout intercollegiate

athletics.
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RACE, SPORT AND ACADEME

REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON TUE BLACK ATHLETE

Race sport and academe: how are they related, what

are the problems, and what are the solutions?

"If I thought I would be burned __175, another
boycott/, I wouldn't recruit any more Black
athletes"

"It is the w rst possible kind of exploita-
tion that Black athletes do not eventually
obtain their degrees"

"Black youngsters pour their time and
energy into sport; theY're deluded and
seduced by the athletic flesh market;
used and discarded"

. "Every morning the world of sport
wakes up and congratulates itself on
contributions to race relations. The
litany has been repeated so many times
that it is believed almost universally"

The above quotes merely serve to highlight the concerns

Black coaches and educators about the status of the Black

athlete in today's wold of sport, both college and professional.

It was these concerns that the Task Force on the Black Athlete

tried to uncover. These concerns must be viewed in the entire

context of intercollegiate athletics in 1974. The Chronicle

Higher (September 24, 1974) highlighted them

thusly: "An Unprecedented Economic and Ethical Crisis Grips

Big Time Sports."
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The magnitude of the situation in college athletics

is reflected ih the following statistics:

During the 197:-73 football
season, more than 400 :million
Americans witnessed 2,997 games
played by 620 colleges.

The games involved about
60,000 players, coaches and
trainers.

. . The total TV audience for
the season was estimated at 350
million.

. In the 1972-73 college
basketball season, for example,
there were 32,318 games played
by 1,243 colleges with an atten-
dance of 25 million.

With these stagge ing statistics, it is easy to understand how

increasing pressure is borne upon coach, athlete and college

presidents alike. The Black athlete is pivotal in this crisis

because he provides so much of the energy, the talent and

the excite ent that woos the millions of people into the sta-

diums and arenas of the nation.

As American society, cognizant of the depth of racism

in it has moved to alleviate some of the most striking in-

equities and indignities facing Black people. the Black athlete

and his supporters fro- the Civil Rights Movement have inten-
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sified their fight on racism in sports. In protests, such

as John Carlos' and Tommie S ith's raised fists at the 1968

Olympics, Black athletes have dramitized their anger over

racism on the field, in the classroom and the campus.

They are demanding results, and the athletic establishment

cannot afford to ignore their demands.

APPROACH OF THE TASK FORCE

The Task Force on the Black Athlete was to examine

various concerns and propose strategies for studying them.

Membership of the Task Force was dra n from a spectrum of

experiences, institutions and geographical locations and

included the-following people:

Dr. Leon Coursey
University of Maryland Eastern Shore -- Dr. Coursey is a

young person in the profession and is Director of
Athletics at his institution. He has also written
on the subject of the Black athlete.

Dr. Melvin Evans
Jackson State College -- Dr. Evans has recently received
his doctorate and has been active in various efforts to
obtain equal opportunities for Blacks in physical educa-
tion and sport.

Dr. Robert Green
Michigan State University -- Dr. Green was one of the organize

of the activities in the Big Ten to obtain equal opportuni-
ties for Black athletes there. He is Dean of the College
of Urban Development at Michigan State University.



Dr. Charles Henry
Grambling College -- Dr. Henry is a graduate of the Universi y

of Iowa and has had many years of experience in the inter-
workings of bringing the Black athlete into the mainstream
of Auerican athletics, particidarly in the NAIA.

Dr. Nell Jackson
Michigan State University -- Dr. Jackson is a former women's

Olympic coach and has been in the forefront of the efforts
to obtain changes for both Black and white women athletes.
She is Assistant Athletic Director for Women at Michigan
State University.

Dr. John Loy
University of Massachusetts -- Dr. Loy has published several

studies on the role of racial discrimination in sport and
is a nationally known authority in sports .sociology.

Dr. Roscoe C. Brawn, Jr., Chairman
New York University -- Dr. Brown has written widely on the

topic of the Black athlete and is an authority on higher
education for Black youth. He is Director of the Institute
of Afro-American Affairs.

The Task Force held two, day-long meetings, several telephone

conferences an_ prepared several papers Wiich identified issues

of paramount importance to the Black athlete. They a identi-

fied those problem areas which see ed generic to all college

athletes, i e., problems in which considerations are similar

for both white and Black athletes. The deliberations resulted

in the identification of the following areas as areas for in-

depth study:

I. Discrimination against the Black
athlete

II. Education and the Black athlete

III. The Black woman athlete
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IV. Black coaches and officials

The Black colleges

V- The media and the Bl-ck athlete

in the following report, each of these areas will be discussed

in terns of the problems or concerns in the area, possible
.

research strategies to-examine the problem, and an estimate

of the approximate cost to carry out that phase of the study.

I. Discrimination and the Black Athlete

The following concerns were identified by tho

Force as areas'in which Black athletes feel that there is

discr- 'nation:

1. social isolatibn

2. stereotyping of Black athletes by white
coaches and administrators

inferior housing for Black athletes

4. position stacking (Black athletes are
often made to compete for the same
position)

5. playing quotas (Black athletes are
often limited in playing time in order
to maintain a racial balance of the
athletes on the field)

inability of Black athletes wives
to obtain jobs comparable to their
educational training
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7. individual grooming habits of Black
athletes

8. dating habits of Black athletes

9 ineffective communication between
Black athletes and their white
coaches and other white'athletic
officials

10. intolerance of Black athletes
political and religious views by
white coaches and ,white adMinis-
trators

11. general institutional racism and
its policy of benign neglect when
it comes to Black students

In listing these proble s, the Task Force does not propose

that they are all of similar magnitude or that they occur

at every institution, but it,was the concensus of the group,

ths. i these issues .are the ones most frequently voiced by

Black athletes.

The following s Ate tnt from a study on racial discrimi-

nation in c llege and professional basketball (see Appendix 1

for the conclusions of the study) by Norman Yet-an and D.*Stanley

Eitzen aptly summarizes the views of critical observers of the

current athletic scene:

"whatever the factors operating, the conclusion
that Black athletes encounter discrimination

. seems inescapable. Despite the myth,
to the contrary, equality .of opportunity for
those of equal skills is not operating."
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Research Strategy.

Despite general i pressions about discrimination against

Black athletes syste_atic collecton of data on these prolf.em-

should help focus attention orthem, thus establishing a basis

fortrecommendations and action to alleViate them. In examining'

these concerns, it is important to provide more than A static

survey of the state of affairs.. Some effo t should be devoted

to attempt to obtain at least a partial insight into-the causal

mechanisms underlying.these problems. Since longitudinal i

vestigation is not practically feasible, it is suggested that

a comparative analysis be made and that this comparison in-

clude the following factors:

1. race

2. degree level (freshman,. senior

3. type of sport

4 type of institu _s ze, region,

form of control

In order to accomplish this, it is recoriendod that

a stratified sample of 25 institutions be selected. From each

institution 50 thietes-; 30 White and 20 Black, wo-ld be

selected for the study. They would be interviewed and asked

to complete an in-depth questionnaire. It is proposed that
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two graduate students be employed at each- institution to con-

duct the collection of data. The analysis of the data -,ould

be conducted by' central staff. Thc -estimated cost -f such

study will probably be around $_2.5400. (Some comments on

research methodology and samples. Of possible inte -iew questions

are presented .in Appendices 2 and 3.)

II. Education ancUThe. Blaek Athlete .

Probably the greates_ -15ecifie grievance of the Black

athlete is the fact that mo e tjmes than not he does net-get

the degree for which he attends college. SeVeral,Studie- have

shown that the graduation rate of Black a_hletes is significantly

below that of white athletes in general there is about a

two,to one ratio. Twice as many white athletes graduate as

Black athletes. An analysis of athletes at one major mid-

western university, f r example, showed that 82% of white

..-,athletes graduated while only 46% of the Black athletes

graduated. (The published graduation rate for the total

male population at this university is 65%.) At a major

Far Western university in a. ten year period of twenty Black

football players, only seven graduated. At another Western
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university of 46 Black athletes only 12 eventually received

degrees and so it goes at one major universitrafter another.

Om often-stated hypothesis to explain these ho
a

statistics is that there Is a low expectation of Black athletes'

academic abilit? by coaches, instructors and student peers.

The relationship between expectation and educational perfor-

mance has been well documented in the general literature of

educational psychology. In addition, the Black athlete

enters the white university with a background from his high

school that is usually inferior because of the inferior

staffing and financing of the secondary schools which most

Black athletes attend. Further, the Black athlete may

feel that he does not belong ona predominately white

campus. The point is 'driven home time and time again

that he is there as a ,paid Ugladiatorfl and.that. hie role

s to perform in accordance with the wishes and desires

of-th9 coaches to ,"bring_home the_bacon" o- $aturday_

afternoon.

It is generally'agreed that personal and educational

counseling is the key to tmproving the sitation. Green

and his colleagues An a recent monograph make the followin
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recommendations about counseling athletes at predominately

white universities: 1

Black and,white college and university
counselors must,join together forming
a coalition of experts to present the
case of the black student athlete .to
appropriate officials in the school
administration and to the leadership
of the athletic conference to which the
school belongs. The legitimacy of the
athletes' case can only be strengthenedby a black-white Coalition and will
force White administrators and the
white community at .large to give greater
credencefto the facts presented with
regard to the'unique counseling needs
of black athletes

2. Academic counseling .for all athletes
should be 'removed from the athletic
departments and placed'in the hands
of counselors whose major concern will
be the educational needs of the stu-
dent rather than his continued eligi
bility at any cost. There should be
sufficient number of counselors to
meet the requirements of all athletes.
Minority counselors should be hired
to work with all athletes, but they

1
Green, Robert L., Thomas S. Cunnings, Joseph H.McMillan and Gloria S. Smith. "Black Athletes: Educational,Economic and Political Considerations." To be published asa monograph of the Journal of Non-White Concerns, a divisionof the American Personnel and Guidance Association.
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should also speak to the financial
and other immediate needs of minority
athletes.

A personal counselinrprogram for
black athletes should'be developed
to help the black student on the
white campus deal With the new
social milieu in which he finds
himself,. A similar-program for
white Athletes should also be in-
stituted if there is an assessed
need for such-a program.

4. University counselors, both black
and white,,Mustform. a pressure group
pushing the university to employ
greater numbers of black people in
meaningful jobs ut all levels within
the athletic department. The employ-
ment of blacks in significant capac-
ities can provide relevant role models
-which:are important to the black
athlete in his academic and personal
development.

The recruiting program for athletes
should be overhauled to give black
students a realistic picture of the
schools they choose to, attend. Every
prospective black recruit should be
encouraged to consult-with a school
counselor during his visit to campus
in order to discuss the.educational
and personal problems he may confront
in the white campus community. Minor-
ity counselors should work with coaches
involved in the recruitment process so
that they will not make promises to
athletes that violate conference
regulations or which they cannot
honor.
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6. University counselors should begin a
liaisbn program with high schools in
those states supplying the greatest
'number of black athletes to the school.
The purpoSe%ofthis program would be
to educate high-idhool counselors on
the real problems of black student
athletes so that the'student and his
high school_coutselor can,make_realis-._
tic educational and career decisions
at that stage.

7. The athletic governing board of every
college and university should make
provi.ons to include in,itS member-
ship at least one faculty member in
the field of minority counseling,
either with vote or ex officio.
The presence of a counseling-expert
will provide a new.perspective on
the council which 'must be taken into
account as certain decisions affecting
student athletes are deliberated."

treen, e ,9 present a detailed analysis of the educational

concerns of the Black athlete in Appendix 4.

It is apparent from reading these recommendations that

not only does the athletic .establishment haveHmudh.to do to .

help Black athletes earn-degrees inthe -same proportion-as

the rest of the student body, but also the faculty, adminis-

t_ative and counseling staffs must reorder their priorities

in order t- become more effective with Black athletes. (Soi.e

comments by Brown on possible solutions to the educational-

- he 'Black athlete are presented in Appendix 5.)

Research Strategy

The following research strategy is recommended to
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obtain up-to-date data on the comparative educational progress

of Black and white athletes.

All instiputions in the major athletic conferences will

be asked to respond to-a questionnuire on the rate of credi

earned, GPA's, and graduation rate of Black and white athletes

Three k nds of institutions should be identified:

1. Those in which both Black and white athletes

are achieving satisfactory academic success;

2. Those in which both Black and white athletes .

are not making satisfactory academic progress;

Those universities in which white athletes

achieve satisfactorily but Black athletes

do not. (Satisfactory academic success would

be defined aS rate of credits earned CPA

and graduation rate.)

After identifying the three kinds of universities, in-

depth studies of the formal and informal support services and

academic climates would be conducted at five institutions in

each category. The purpose of this investigation would be to

document how the three kinds of universities differ and to

identify those factors that appear to be related to the

academic success of Black athletes. The basic questions to
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be answeredare:

1. Do fhe academic success and graduat -n rates

of Black athletes dit=fer in different sports7

2. What factors distinguish colleges and univer-

sities that have high rates of academic success

and graduation rates for both Black and white

athletes?

What factors distinguish colleges and univer-
#

sities that have high rates of academic success

and graduation rates:for white athletes but low

rates for Black athletes?

What factors distinguish colleges and Univer-

sities that have low rates of academic success

and graduation rates for both Black and white

athletes?

Data Needed

1. The numbers-of Black and white athletes perhaps

operationally defined as those offi- d an athletic

scholarship) admitted to each university in the

sample since Fall, 1960.

The entrance test scores, high school averages,
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and college academic records of every athlete

since 1960.

Descriptions of the support services (formal

and informal) provided to both Black and white

Athletes at each university including codnseling

(academic, personal and career), tutorial services,

and financial support.

Descriptionsof the university climate as it

affects both Black and white athletes i cluding

expectations ofthe coaching staff, counselors,

faculty and students.

The data could be provided by the registrar's office of each

of the institutions once the athletes to be included in the

study are identified. Graduate assi-tants operating under

the direction of a central staff consultant would collect

the data on each campus. The data would.be coded to preserve

the annonymity of ,both the institution and the individuals.

The analysis would be conducted by the central staff or by

a specialist hired by the central staff. Assuming that this

study was conducted at fifteen institutions, it is estimated

that this study could be done at a cost.of approximately _$_25,000
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III. The Black Woman Athlete

Concerns of the Black woman athlete parallel the concerns

of the Black male athlete. In adtP.tion, however, the conce-ns

of the Black woman athlete also parallel the concerns of white

woman athletes, pa ticularly in view of the fact that woman's

athletics in colleges have generally been very limited. Re-

cently, however, attempts to implement Title IX of the Educa-

tional Amendment Act of 1972 regarding discrimination in womens'

athletics have created nationwide attention.

The traditional stereotyped female role in athletics

is presently undergo ng a dramatic change. Perhaps, the

most significant development in girls' and womens' sports

in recent years has Seen the growing interest in expanding

programs for inter cholastic and intercollegiate competitive

sports. Competitive opportunities between 1920 and 1960 were

limited mainly to intramurals, playdays and sportsdays. The

highly skilled gi ls were largely ignored. These girls had

to seek their competitive opportunities through such organiza-

tions as the AAU and USBVA. Today, the picture has changed

drastically and women physical educators speak enthusiastically

about the values to be gained from participation in properly
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conducted competitive sports programs. However, de.spile -he

development of additional athletic programs for girls and

women, the n:mber of Black particirants has been noticeably

few.

An examination of some of the proble s sur ounding the

participation of the Black female athlete are presented below,

first at Black colleges and then at predominately white insti-

tutions.

In Black Colleges

1. Financial Support

In most instances, financial support for a

competi ive program is very limited. It ranges

from no support, therefore no program, in some

schools to some support in others. In schools

where there are no programs, administrators and/

or teachers have indicated the following reasons

for the lack of programs: (1) insufficient

interest among the girls; (2) lack of qualified

women to coach; (3) belief that the needs of the

students are-met through other programs such as

intramurals and 4) lack of funds available

women's programs.
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The colleges that support a competitive program

for the girls range from $500.00 to approximately

$5 000.00 in financiAd support. A few of the

schools in the south ald southwest offer athletic

scholarships to female student athletes. The

number of scholarships tend to vary with each

school, however, the majority of the schools

offering athletic scholarships have concentrated

on offering them in track and field. The scholar-

ships vary in number with each school, some have

as few as five while others number up to approxi-

mately ten.

2. Teacher and Coach Qualifications

A large percentage of the women physical education

teachers do not have the background to coach com-

petitive teams. As a result, the number of

schools presenting competitive opportunities

to their female students is rather limited.

Many of those offering a program have male coaches.

This is especially true in track and field. Most

f the women who are coaching have a background

in competitivb sports and compete in sports at
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one stage of their undergraduate education.

Biports. Most Freaueptl Offered

The following sports are found most often in

the p ogram: basketball, volleyball and track

and field. A.few.schools indicated_ they have--

_
competitlon in tennis.

4. Access_to Facilities

Some Black schools indicated that they have

adequate access to facilities for practice and

competition while others indicated they do not

have desirable practice times. The question

of access to facilities tends to be, more of a

problem wjth the use of the gym instead of

outdoor fac lities such as the track.

Summary

The competitive sport program for.women in Black colleges

is in its formative stages. Many schools had active progra s in

some sports in the 40's and 50's, but the programs were de-

emphasized or dropped during ecle 60's. Now, having gone full

circle, there is an interest in reviving many of the inactive

programs.
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Few of _he programs currently in operation are adequately

funded. The crux of the problem for a large percentage of the

Black colleges seems to lie in-the following areas:

1. Lack of administrative support for a bonafide

competitive program where interest exists.

Lack of adequate-financial support for a bona-

fide program vAlere interest exists.

Too few women physical educators willing to re-

tool tbermvoesAt technique of coaching skills

in schools where-there is an interest a_ ong the

students.

Too many female students who enter college with

poor phyical skills;. therefore, the teachers-

have to spend an unnecessary amount of ti e

deve oping basic skill patterns necessary for

learning certain sports.

In White_Colleges

The number of Black urimen- competing on competitive sport

teams in basically white colleges is relatively limited. The

best estimate Dr. Nell Jackson, a Task Force me ber, could pro-

vide is approximately six percent. Colleges within the metropol-



itan areas tend to have a slightly higher ratio of Blacks on

such teams as bask tball and track and field.

The sports most frequently cffered in the program arr:

basketball, golf, gymnastics, field hockey, softball, swimming

and diving, tennis, track and field and volleyball.

1. Financial Support

Funds spent on women intercollegiate sports

programs vary from $1,000 to $85,000. The

larger budgets include funds for salaries of

coaches and athletic directors. Perhaps it

would be more realistic to indicate operational

budgets ranging up to $54,000.

2. Teacher and Coach qualifications

The percentage of Black women physical education

teachers in white schools is relatively small.

Many physical education administrators indicate

that they cannot find a "qualified" Black woman

to fill vacancies. Their search for a person

involves asking their fellow administrators and

friends for a recommendation. As a result of

these kinds of hiring practices, there are few
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Black females coaching collegiate sports.

Black female graduate students also have

problems in completing their work. In some

schools the Black students are told they must

make up certain course deficiences while white

students with the same deficiencies are not

required to do this.

Hole Modeling

The lack of an adequate number of Black female

women in the teaching and coaching fields leaves

a void for many of the Black female students in

"role models." The visibility of Black women

successfully performing professional jobs

could have a positive influence on the career

aspirations of the students. However, if the

students cannot find these women, then many

students will assume there are no opportunities

available for them at that level.

Stereotyping in Sports

Some of the white coaches tend to associate Black

athletes with certain sports - mostly track and
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field and basketball. Ho ever today, more

Blacks are coming from schools with strong

physical education aid athletic programs. We

are beginning to see more Black women coming

to college with a be- er than average background

in tennis, volleyball gymnastics, tumbling and

fencing. However, when a Black woman is cut

from one of the latter sports she is often

told (suggested) that she should try-out for the

track or basketball team regardless of h

interest.
0

5. Selection (Team)

Generally, the team members are selected for

teams based on their abilities as defined by

the coach. However, some Black women experience

a capricious form of selectlon by their coaches.

Listed below are some ixamples of capricious

selection:

l. In basketball, a girl was told she was too

fast (s:ift) for the squad;

2. Girls are being stacked int_ -ositions;
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Underestimating abilities in some spor s,

rating their skills below that of their

teammates when pEers know better;

4. Putting them in certain positions during

try-outs where they will have to lea

new movements;

Using a quota system; and

Requiring more from the Blacks than other

students.

Interestingly, some teachers and coaches are not

aware of the capriciousness used-J.n-selecting and

conducting their teams. On the other hand, some

are quite aware of the entire process.

Summary

The problems associated with Black wo en in competitive

in __-collegiate sports in predominately white colleges tend

to fall in the folle-i g categories:

1. Teachers and coaches. The administrators are

still playing the same old game of not being

able to find qualified" Black women for the

positions in spite of the affirMative action
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plans that are suppose to be in _-eration.

Teachers and coaches need to be made aware

their conscious and Lnconscious techniques us d

to select their teams.

Teachers and coaches need to be made aware of

the stereotyping used with the Black athletes.

Since women, in general, are becoming more in-

volved in competitive athletics, they must

realize that the program is not another form

of intramurals or sportsdays and requires a

great deal more -nderstanding, planning, co-

operation and commitment than previously.

Research Strategy

The following areas for research on the problems of the

women athlete are listed below:

1. The Black colleges

a. administrative support

b. finaneial support of the women's intercollegia e

programs

c. qualifications of female coaches

d. access to facilities

sports offered

f.
. number of participants
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The White Colleges

a. financial support

b. sports offered

c. percentage of Black athletes in program

d. sports in which Blacks participate

problem of stereotyping

qualification of coaches

(1) percentage of Black coaches

(2) qualification of Black coaches

need for Black role modeling

h. team selection.- capricious forms of

selection

Again, a sampling procedure should be used. In this'

instance sampling both Black and white colleges. It is

re o_-Tended that 20 Black institutions and 20 major white

institutions be surveyed. It is retommended that a question-

naire be used as a ma- -r means of data collection with follow-

up with selected administrators and coaches using structured

interviews. The cost of this phase of the study should not

exceed ILgsio.

INI; Black Coaches_and_0fficials

The Black coaches at predominately white schoo s might
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well be the most proficient tight rope walkers who have ever

performed on the high wire. Cursory observations indicate

that Black coaches are exploited ii. many ways similar to

Black athletes. There hrve been situations where Black high

school coaches were g ven assistant coaching positions-in

order to influence some blue-chip athletes to attend that

school. If the Black athlete does not live up to expecta-

tions, the Black coach is tr_ sferred to some other.part

of the unIversity as a dormitory counselor. In some in-

stances things are made so disqUieting that they must leave

the university or pay theIr own way by means other than

support fro- the athletic depar- ent.

In some situations where the Black athlete lives up

to expectations, the Black coach enjoys the title of assistant

coach and little else. Generally, Black assi-stants are given

no field assignments and have little or no authority in the

organization. The head coach expects him to keep the Black

athlete "happy," do the biddings of other assistant coaches,

and be 8een a d not heard.

The few Black assistant coaches who have asserted

themselves have not remained in their positions long,
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Generally, these coaches finish their doctorate degrees and

move on to less .emanding positions where they can exercise

their riglits and privileges as professional coaches.

One of the questions that has bothered Black athl tic

personnel for years is why are there so few Black officials

involved in athletics? It would appear that since there are

so many Black participants, there should be better representa-

tion of Blacks in the area of officiating. When one thinks of

the competencies required to be an official, one would have to

be puzzled at the paucity of Black athletic officials in this

country. In most recent years Black athletials have dominated

collegiate and professibnal basketball in .rn parts of the

country. It is quite infrequent that oLe sees less than

seven of the starters of any two teams who are not Bla

It is just as infrequent that one sees a Black official in
.

these contests. This latter fact can probably be -ttributed

to overt and subtle racism that has plagued sports in this

country for years. The theory that Blacks should be controlled

.2rmeates the entire sports structure. Rarely, if ever, does
.

any part of the structure permit Blacks to be in control.

Research Strategy

Data about Black officials and Black coaches could

be collected by means of a questionnaire survey. The study

1 9
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of Black officials would involve each of the malor conferences

recognized by the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

Each conftrence commissioner would be sent a questionnaire

designed t_ solicit answers to the questions raised relative

to Black officials. Among these questions are:

1. the number of Black officials;

2. how Black officials are assigned (are they

assigned only to certain games or certain

areas);

3 what assignments they are given on the field;

4. what kind of attempts are made to recruit Black

officials?

The survey of the status of the Black coach would be

based on a questionnaire sent t_ a sample o 25 institutions

in the major athletic conferences to determine the number o

Black coaches and the types of assignments they are given.

Appendix 6 for sample questions concerning the Black coach and

the Black official.)

In addition to sending questionnaires to athletic

directors of these institutions, questionnaires will be

sent to the Black student union,if one exists, on each

campus to obtain the views of Black students on the same

topics. If there is no Black student organization on campus,

1 0
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an attempt will be made to send questionnaires to Black faculty

members or Black student athletes.

In order to get answers to ome questions, interviewc

will be necessary. A graduate student at each institution or

group of institutio s would be employed to give the interview.

A central staff consultant would coordinate the efforts of

the graduate students and would be responsible for analysis

of the data obtained from the questionnai es and interviews

for both studies. The cost for these studies would be approxi-

mately $7OOO.

V. The BlackrColleges

The focus of the study of the Black athlete and the

Black colleges would-be to dete_mine whether there are certain

facto_s operating in the Black colleges which may be deleterious

to the Black athlete and the Black coach. It is well known

that the Black colleges are now suffering in their competition

with their white counterparts for student-athietes. This is

particularly true in the southern part of the country. Some

institutions which were predominately white-now have-special

admissions programs for Black ,students which make it possible

for white institutiOns to en oil outstanding athletes vho have

weak academic-backgrounds, and thus not be admissible to Bin I
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colleges. Since these at letes are in a special pro ram and

are considered eligib]e to compete on varsity teams, the Black

colleges rre placed at a disadvant

Research Strategy

In order to obtain data on these and other factors

such as educational progress, counseling, and financial aid

at Black colleges, a questi nnaire should be sent to all of

the Black institutions in the major Black conferences. The

study would be coordinated by a cent al staff consultant

person employed for the purpose and probably could be com-

pleted for approximately $5,000. (See Appendix 7 for sug-

gested questions on questionnaire.)

VI. The Media and the Black Athle e

The media, particularly, the electronic media, but

also the weekly and monthly sports magazine% have great

influence on the image and stereotypes presented to the

public of both white and Black athletes. In view of the

fact that championship events may be seen. by _s many as 30

to 50 million people, study of- the media is a significant

area of investigation when one attempts to weigh the impact

of various factors which impinge upon the status and role

of the college athlete. Black athletes, in pa ticular, often

are faced with either biased reporting or reporting that tends

to emphasize certain negative features of Black athletes or

their positions. In addition, the media presents a sugar-

16
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coated portrayal -f the situation of the Black athlete, thus

create false images of "Shangri-La f-r Black youth. The

situation in the media is exacerbaed by the fact that ther,72

are relatively few Blacks employed in the sports media, In

parti- lar, there are no play-by-play Black announcers on

major television networks or stations in either football or

basketball or feature sports writers on the major dailies.

(Some comments by Brown on the media and the Black athlete

are presented in Appendix 8.)

Research Strategy

It is proposed that the study of the media and the

Black athlete as well as his white counterpart, involve

tw- phases. First, a content analysis of newspaper- sports

magazines, selected radio and TV programs covering bo h the

Black press and the white press should be done to exm ine

themes and trends in sports reporting concerning Blacks.

Second, media executives should be surveyed by questionnaire

deterrgine the extent of employment of Black media person-

nel a'S well as the policy of the media on sports coverage.

In additi n, seleCted media executives would be interviewed

on the same issue. A -edia expert should be employed to

conduct this phase of the sports study. The study would

probably cost about $10,000.

6 3



RY OF COSTS 1

I. Discrimination and the
Black Athletse

II. Education and the Black

5 000.

Athlete 25,000.

III. The Black W _an Athlete 5,000.

IV. Black Coaches and Officials 7,000.

V.- The Black Colleges 5,000.

VI. The Media and the Black-
Athlete 10-000.

Total $77,090.

1
These costs do not include central staff personnel who

would be responsible for coordinat om of the overall study on
the Black athlete.
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MEMBERS OF THE TASK FORCE ON THE BLACK ATHLETE

Principal Area of Responsibility

Dr. Leon Coursey
Head of Physical Education

and Director of Athletics
University of Maryland
Eastern Shore (Maryland StatE

Dr. Melvin Evans ,

Chairman of Physical.Education
Jackson State College

Dr. Robe t Green
Dean
College of Urban Development
Michigan State Univelsity

Dr. .Charies Henry
Professor and Head af He l h,

Physical Educativaand
Recreation

Grambling College

Dr. Nell Jackson
-Assistant Director of Athletics

for Women,
Michigan State University

Dr. John Loy
Professor of Sociology and

Physical Education
University of Massachusetts

D . Roscoe C. Brown, Jr.
(Chairman)

Director
Institute of Afro-Araeican
Affairs

Professor of Education
New York Uniyersity
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Excerpted from:
BLACK AMERICANS IN SPORTS:

UNEQUAL OPPORTUNITY:FOR EQUAL ABILITY1

"Conclusicn

Although the patterns are not so strong among pro as
.among college tedms, these data have consistently shown that
black players in organized collegiate and professional basket-
ball.,hdve been found disproportionately in Starting roles.
Several possible:explanations for this phenomenon have been
:advanced. first, it has 'been suggested that blacks are natu-
rally better athletes and their predominance in starting roles
,can be attributed tà their.innate athletic superiority. As
sociologists, we are inclined to reject interpretations of
black athletic superiority as genetically or physiologically
based,- although our itance Must be an agnostic one, since
there is too little evidence on the question. What is im-
Portant tojipte,here, however, is that although.a genetic
interpretatiOh is a logical (if not entirely convincing)
'explanation of the disproportionate percentage of blacks
found oncollege and pro teams, it cannot explain their
provalencein starting roles. Even if blacks possessed
genetically.based athletic.superiorit5i, they should not
be systematically overrepresented in starting positions,
but should:still:be randomly distributed throughout the
entire.team. As Jim Bouton, a former Major league base-
ball player who has challenged the racial composition of
major league.baseball teams, has written, 'If 19 of,the top
hitters are-bIack,9then: almost two-thirds of all hitters
should be black. ObvioUsly it is not that way.1* An in-
terpretation based on the natural superiority of blackd
must, therefore, be rejected.

A second poStible explanation is discrimination in
recruiting practices. :Harry Edwards has charged that college
coaches, in their recruitment of blacks, seek to obtain only

LYetman, Norman R. and D. Stanley Eitzen. "Black Americans
in Sports: Unequal Opportunity for Equal Ability." Civil Rights
Digest, 5:2 August 1972.

*Jim Bouton, Ball Four (New York: World Publishing
Company, 1970) p. 3-02
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those players who are almost certain to be starters.

A black athlete generally fares
well in athletic.competition
relative to other in(.oming
athletes-at a white-dominated
college. The cards are .$6me-
what stacked for him,-however,
beCause few black high school
athletes get what are typically
classified,as second-and-third
string athletic grants-in-aid.
One simply does not-find black
athletes on 'full-rides' -at
predominately whiteschdols
riding-the bench or playing
second-or-third team. positions.
Second-and-third team athletic
grants-in-aid are generally
reserved for white athletes.

This appears to be a plausible explanation of the data for both
college and professional players. On the one hand, the coach
may- be consciously or unconsciously prejudiced and may find the
idea of having black team members repugnant, but nonetheless
he may recruit black 'star' Players because their presence will
enhance his team'a performance. In thisisituation the black
player who is capable, but not outstanding,,is'liable to be
overlooked, while his white counterpart is not. In addition,
coaches-are.sensitive to criticism of their-Coaching policieS
by powerful-alumni, booster organizationsand fans. In a
situation where these groups are perceived by a white coach
as bigoted, even if he himself is not, it is likely that his
recruitment of black players wilI be calculated to minimize
criticism of his coaching policies. Therefore, black team:
members are more likely to be outstanding athletes, for the
performance of average ballplayers would be inadequate to
counterbalance the criticism their preSence would create.
For_many years,a 'quota' system, limiting-the number of black
starters, operated informally in both college and professional

*Harry Edwards, The Revolt of_hBlack Athlete
York: The Free Press, 1969).
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basketball.*

The selective recruitment of only those blacks certain
to be starters may be undertaken consciously or unconsciously,
but it woLld appear seldom to be-aAknowledged by a coach.
However, one the Nation's most highly successful dollege
coaches, one who has been 'acclaimed as a:recruiter adept at
communicating with young black .ballplayers, has advanced a
sophisticated rationale-for the reason three of the four blacks
on his 1970-71 squad were starters. 'The ghetto environment
of the black demands,that ho-be'A star, if he is to participate
at all,' he explained. 'He could never justify an understudylp
role.to himself or to the brothers he left behind in the play'-_
ground. Thus there is no point recruiting blacks who will not
start.'** Whether this impressiOniatic theory of black sport
role socialization is valid or merely a justification for'
selective recruitment must be more fully..assessed.

Another explanation that has been advanced to explain
the disproportionate number of black starters is that of
structural inequalitiesespecially educational and economic--
that are found in the larger society and have disproportkonate
effects on black, as Contrasted to white, athletes. Thus.
athletic ability, talent, and associated skills are not the .
only criteria by which a±potential college athlete is selected.

.

Aeademic'ability is also,a-crucial factor to be weighed in
the decision of whether or not to award an athletic'Schbla ship.
One of the major problems in the recruitment of an athlete
to compete for a college or university is that he may'be
acadeinically unqualified for the academic demands that a
college athlete must face. Since the quality of elementary
and secondary education received by blacks has been demon-
strated to be inferior,***a greater perceatage of potential
black'athletes would tend to be marginal students.

Moreover, most universities reflect a.white middle class

*William F. Russell "Success is a J urney"i
Illustrat d (June 8, 1970), pp. 81-93.

'Quoted by Robert Lipsyte in the New York Times
(Marcl 1, 1971), p. 37.

***Jaes S. Coleman, :AiLla1lly._2f_!cillional.222a2rtunli....y
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, 1966).
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cultural bias that represents a substantial:hindrance to
students from backgrounds other than..white and middle class'.
Thus, while a coach may offer a scholarship to an outstanding
player who is a marginal student or to.a.-marginal.player who
iS an outntanding student, he will most likely hesitate to
offer a scholarship tp a.marginal- player who is,also amarginal
student. These factors are important ones for the college

_coaah to weigh, and, although racial factors may-tot:enter
into these calculations directlyi.the.effects of'theSe kinds
of policies will be felt dipproportionatYIY -by blacks.

This appears to be-a. plausible interpretation of- the
data and,.indeed, there are undoubtedly situations in which
these kinds of considerations have operated. Fortunately
we possessed some data that enabled us to test how signifi-
cant a factor this may have been in-explaining our earlier
findings; As part of ouroriginal request of-sports informa-
tion directors, we requested information on the grade-point
averages(GRA's) of the players. .We received information on
all members of 110 integrated teams. If the argument that
academic potential is a significant variable influencing the
relative recruitment of marginal black players is valid, then
one would conclude that the GPA's of second-string black
players would be higher.than those of first-string blacks,
for whom the academic considerations would be a Iess crucial
factor.

We found that the average GPA's of the 106 starting
blacks in our sample was 2.26 (on a 47point scale), whereas'
the average of 98 secon&string players was 2.33. Although
this slight difference is in the predicted direction, it did
not even approach statistical signifiFance. Thus, although
these considerations may have been operative in sPecific
cases, they must be dismissed as factors in substantially_
influencing the distribution of the data.

The limited access of blacks to institutions of higher
learning may also be instrumental in contributing to the
patterns described above in another way. Each competing
educational institution has only a limited number of athletic
scholarships to dispense each year and these are awarded to
outstanding players.. Jiowever, often a_squad will have players
from the student body--'walk-ons'--who'have not been recruited
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by the coach but who 'try out' for the squad-and make it.
Because blacks comprise an'extremely small 'proportion of the
student bodies at predominately white institutions, most such
non-scholarship-athletes Will be:white. Thus,- A team may
be composcd of.several outstanding black and white players
on scholarship and several mediocre players who are white.

A final explanation of the disproportionate black
prowess in both college and professional basketball resides
in the structural limitations to which black children and
adults are subjected. Since opportunities for vertical
mobility by blacks in American society are circumscribed,
athletics may become perceived as one of the few means by
which a black can succeed in a highly competitive American
society; a male black child's and adolescent's primary role
models are much more likely than a white's to beuathletic
heroes.* And the determination and motivation devoted to
the pursuit of an athletic career may therefore be more'
intense than for the white adolescent whose career options
are greater. Jack Olsen, in his The Black Athlete, quotes
a prominent black coach:

People keep reminding me that there
is a difference,in physical ability
between the races", butHI think there
isn't. The Negro boy practices longer
and harder. The Negro has the keener
desire to excel in sports because it
is more mandatory for his future op-.

--,-
portunitiiathan it is for A white-
boy. There are nine thousand dif-,
ferent jobs available to a person
if-he is-white.

On the other hand, James Green of the University of
Wisconsin, Green Bay, has.luestioned..whether the lure of a
professional career completely explains the strong emphasis

*The prominence of sports sta s among role models of
black adolescents has been suggested by Joseph Himes, "Negro
Teen-Age Culture" Annals, 1961.



on athletics among blacks. He argues that the explanation
that blacks mnifest aHkeener desire to excel ....because
it is mandatory for.his. future.' simply reflects the-
commentator's. awn fUture orientation. An alternative ex-
planation of strong black motivation, according to .Green,
is the positive emphasis in.black subculture that is placed
on the importance of physical (and.verbal) skill'and dexteri y.
Athletic prowess in men is highly valued by both women and
other men. The athletically capable male is in the com-
parable position of the hustler or the blues singer; he
is something of a folk .hero. He.achieves a level of status
and reCognition among.his peerswhether he is a publicly

.

applauded sports hero or not.

Whatever:the factors operating, the conclusion that
black athletes encounter discrimination in. collegiate and
professional basketball seems inescapable. Despite the
myth to the contrary, equality of opportunity for those
of'equal skills is not operating. This conclusion has-im-
plications that extend beyond,the sports- world. If dis-
crimination occurs in so public,an arena, one so generally
acknowledged to be discrimination free, and one where a
premium is placed on individual achievement rather than
upon ascription, how_ much -more subtly pervasive must dis-
crimination be in other areas of American life, where personal
interaction is crucial and where the actions of power wielders
are not subjected to public scrutiny
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SOME METHODOLOGICAL CONCERNS ON THE
STUDY OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THE BLACK ATHLETE

John W. Loy

Introduction

Profess-r Coursey and I have been asked to address

ourselves t_ the topic of "The Social Roles of the Black

Athlete and inf-rmal Support Systems. As D- Coursey has

well delineated the substantive concerns related to the role

of the black athlete, I shall largely emphasize'the method-

ological issues associated with our topic.

I believe that the major methodological problem of

,the proposed project is that of developing a. research design

which will provide more than a "static descriptive survey"

of the current-state of affairs viz;-a-Viz. sport and highe-

education with special reference.to the black athlete. Thus,

not-ithstandingthe imporance f adequately describing the

parameters of present problems, I contend that efforts should

be made to obtain at least partial insight i-to the casual

mechanisms underlying these problems. Moreover, although

a longitudinal investigation is not practically feasible,

I suggest that cross-sectional data should be utilized in
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such a manner so as to offer some estimates o_ personal a-d

social change. In short a gue that a comparative perspec-

tive on mLtter_ is mandatory.

Sampling

For purposes of comparative analysis sampling procedur s

should control for:

1. Race (black, white other

2. Sex (femal ale)

3. Age (freshmen, senio s

4. Level of Sport Involvement varsity, intramural,

recreational)

5. Type of Institution s ze, region,

control, etc.)

Many other faclors could be considered but these five seem

a must for any sampling frame constructed for the project.

Reaearch Outline

With .respect to the social'roles and educational

experiences of the black athlete a 4.1before, during and after

paradigm is in order for comparative purposes. A suggested

model
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I. PreCollege Characteristics of Students

A. Personal Background - abilities, attitudes,

attributes

Social Background family, friends, community

C. Academic Background interests, achievements,

aspirations

D. Athletic Background interests, achievements,

aspirations

Other Activities - in e ests, achievements,

aspirations

II. College Characteristics and Student Perceptions of

Campus Environment

A. Organizational Characteristics

B. Environmental Press and Individual Needs

Student Subcultures

D. Faculty Subcultures

E. Racial Integration

III. Student Transition and Adjustment

A. Effects of an Adaptation to "Subcultural Shock"

B. Academic Problems and Coping Strate ies

C. Athletic Problems and Coping Strategies
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D. Social Problems and CopingStrategies

E. Formal versus Informal Educational Experiences

IV. The Impact of Institutiins u on Individuals

A. Basic Skills

B. Personality Traits

Attitudes

Values

Occupational Choice and Career Plans

V. The_Impac.t of Individuals. upon_Institutions

A. Administ ative- (e.g., hiring administrators

to represent minorities)

B. Academic

programs)

C. Athletic (e.g., hiring black coaches)

D. Residential ( g., modification of student

housing patterns

Social R9lations (student life-styles, dating

behavior, etc.)

VI. Post7CQUege_Conseguences_fo_r_S_tudents

A. Educational Mobility

Geographical Mobility

establishing blaCk studies

17
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C. -OccuPational Mobility

D. Community Involvement

E. Social Orientations.

Note: Professor Loy goes on to review certain, observations

from the,literature on these'concerns. He also presents

a bibliography which might be of value to investi,gators

studying these topics and is appended on the.next three p ges,_
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Appendix 3
Suggested curvey Instrument on Study

Discrimination Against the Black Athlete
Leon Coursey

PROPOSED SURVEY INSTRUMENT

1. Age

2. Vars ty spor spor s

3. College'

4. ScholastiC Averag

5. Ma ltal Status:

a. Single

b. Married

C. Divorced

d. Engag d

6. S x:

a. Female

b. Male

a

7. Number of academic credit: carrying thin semester

I feel discriminated against wf?110 participating in inter

ileglate athletics because I am:

White

b. Yellow

c. Black

d. Other

9. My social life on c mpus

b.

oyable

r ble

Tolerable

d. Other

1 0
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10. My place of religious workship

Church

b. Mosque

C. Synagogue

d. Other

II. My parent's average annual Income Is approxim_t

a. Below the na lonal average

b. National averace ---

c. Above the national averaq

d. Other

Y

12. The fr quency in which I attend campus social funct1en s
be characterized as:

a. Frequent

b. Anf' quent

c. Never

d. Other

L. I eat pork , I do not eat pork

14. 1 believe that blacks working within the system are selling
out. Yes No---

IS. Fly acade7Ac m jor

Indi-ate the snort/sports in which you partic: ate In:

17. I have

13. 1 hav
iI,..EW.35.5liSff

brothers and siste g.

sons and daught-

19. I am economically responsIble fo people,
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20. ,
father is employ as a:

21.

a. Factory rker

Of*ice worker

Self-employed worker

Other

mother Is a:

Factory worker

b. Office work r

c. Domestic worker

-d. Other

22. I prefer to date:

Blond coed

b. Sisters

c. Light skin sisters

d. Others

23, 1 do not experience any problems wh n I go on a social date.

Yes No

24. 1 plan to graduate 'rom college

3-1/2 years

4 years

4-1/2 y-ars

d. Other

25. After undergraduate school, I plan to:

a. Attend qraduate school

b. Work

c. Play professional bell

d Othe
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26. Our school has black coaches and other black-
athletic personnel. Yes No

-porting

27. Our college has the following black athletic personnel:

Head Coach

b. TraIner

Assistant Coach

d. Other

28. My undergraduate academic major was selected by:

a. Me

h. Head Coach

My

c. Tutor

d. Unknown ---

atration is comple ed by:

a. .Mo

Head Coach

c. Tuto

d. Unknown

30. I strongly feel that our college has a need for:

a. More black coaches

b. More white coaches

d.

More black supporting personnel

whlte supporting per onnel

31. I enjoy playing against the teem that we are scheduled to
conlpete against. Yes No

Are black stud nt-athletes needed in only speci _c posItIons
on your team? Yes No

The number of blacks on my team who are not startIng Is:
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d. 5 nd over

34. Do you
playing

b Hove that your coaches operate your team under a
uota for lack s policy? Yes :No

35. I carry a pick:

a. Sometitres

b. N ver

c. Yes

d. Other

36 The posit! ons on our team where blacks are specifically
p!a ed are:

Quarterback

b. Pitcher

Defensive bac*

d. Other

1 w ar mod clothes such as:

:High heel sh

Wide brimmed h_ts

Bright colored clothec

d. N-ne of the ab

33 -A,y coaches wear clothes such as:

High h- I shoes

Wide brTmred hats

Bright colored

d. N-ne of the abo

clothes
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I feel that I can confide in my coach In ref rence to psrsonnI
matters. Yes No

k

40. My coaches wear:

Long side burns

G- t

c. Afro

d. Mono of th

41. I wear:

Goatee

b. Afro --
c Long side burns

All of these

None of these

42. I feel morn at ease soclallz ith;

Black people

White people

c. Any pcople

d. Other

My high school acadomic exper nce was:

a. Good

b. Bad

c. Adequate .m.Iya

d. Other

a student-athlete, my primary -rob on campus Is to obta n:

a. PartIcipate in athletIcs

b. An academic degree

185
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I was academically prepared to attend college at the hIgh
school level. Yos No

46. Are you more tolerant of white people as a result of your
participation in Intorcollegiate athletics?

47.

48,

49.

50.

Do you feel that

Do you feel that

Dc, you
No

foel that

no you fool th t
No

black athletes are laZy7 Yes

white athletes are lazy?

black afhl

Yes No

Ye, No

nrc Irresponsible?

whIte athletes are lrr ponsible?

51. Would you consider joining !Meal par Yes

Yes

Yes1

52. Do you Alko to hear the Star Spangled t3annsr prior to our
athlot c contests? Yes No±I YE a.

53. Do you date white coeds? Yes No

54. Do you like to hear the Black National Anthem prior to our
a. letic contests? Yes No

Do you 1 ke to see the Confed rate tiag flying alon lde the
American flag? Y s No

56. Do you discriminate aealnst white tearatos because your
Nofriends do? Yes

57. Do you I1G to see the Black atIonalist colo
side the Ame ican flag? Yos No

Which of the f b loi1ng parties would you joil:

Panth r

b. KKK

c. Conservative

d. Dernoncratic

Ropubt ican

F. C -muni

.1=N=

186
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J. Do you date black coeds? Yos No

60. Do you discri inate against black teammates bectuso your
friends do? Yos No
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Many would hail org nized athletics as society-s pioneer in pro-

viding equal opportunity to black Americans. White Americans bel

that sports have always be_a a wide open field where blacks could excel.

.et the protests and demands made by black athletes and non-athietes

over the past fet) years are evidence that inequities prevail in organized

sports both at the collegiate and professional levels. For example,

black studentS protesting at a Rutgers University basketball game in

December 1973 demanded the school hire black h coaches and

in estiga e institutional racism in the university. This demonstration

caused the ,chool to forfeit the game.

ccording to Yetman and Eitzen (1972 ), "the idea that organized

soor _ has escaped the pervasive effects of ra,ism has become one of

the most cherished myths in American life" 20).

Green, et al. (1972), also concluded:

The most glaring fallacy about intercollegiate
athletic competition in the United States is the assump-
tion-that fairness is inherent. Indeed ... college sports
is not the haven of fair play and equal opportunity that
we have been led to believe. To black..athletes, coaches
and officials, fairness and equal opportunity are myths.
Thn patterns of racial discrimination, both overt and
covert, institutional and individual, found in the larger
society are reflected in and perpetuated by athletics in
the United States p. 12).

Changing the illusion of fairness to fact means altering the

tra lye and employment policies of college athleticd2partmnts;

it also -ns rshapirg ceaise1ing pro9rams..for black at 'etas an re

ava1ain goals and purposes of collegiate atn etic pronrar:Is. By

e;amiuinj the history of black-athletic protest and focusirg on the

189
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demands made by black athletes, especially during th- 1972 Big Ten

Protest, the authors Lope to foster an understanding of the black

athlet dilemma. Understanding the need for change is the first

step in removing the barriers to equality and fairness in American

sports and American soc ety.

HISTORY OF BLACK ATHLETIC PRpTEST-

Black participation in intitutionalized sports goes back to the

days of slavery (McPherson, 1971) when boxing was a common activity,

for southern slaves. Matches were held between slaves on the same

plantation and between champions ,from different plantations. A.

successful boxer would often gain preferential treatment and special

status from the plantation owner. 8y 1890, black boXers wer- re-

cognized as world champions in nest weight divisions.

Blacks were also involved in organized baseball in the 1860's

and evidence indicates they participated in a variety of other sports

prior to 1900.

In the late 1800's, however, the overt discrimination of the gene-al

society began to carry over into the athle'ic arena. At this time

Senator Tillman of South Carolina was advocating the slaughte- of

30,000 blacks in his home state and a book entitled The Neoro,

a best sell- Boyle, 1./53_, p. 103). It's no surprise that in 1E91

Spprtino Life reported that a e first. slide into second base waS

innovated to physically attack and injure a black second baseman

(Boyle, 1963 pp. 103-105). Then Charles Dana of the

warned the p.iblic about the growing threat of black su2r,:- in
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athletics and particularly in boxing. He vote that it was humiliating

to have blacks domi-ate the fight division. Soon black boxers had to

co .sert to lose before they could obtain a match.

Until World War II, professional baseball, faatbl1 and basketball

were entirely segregated (Henderson, eL al., 1968). The breakthrough'

in athletics cam_ when Jackie Robinson joined the Brooklyn Dodgers in

1947 and Larry Doby signed with the Clevelarid Indians. Golf and tennis,

the social sports, did not break racial barriers until the 1960's.

In the late 1940's blacks also began participating in athletics at

predominantly white colleges and universities. Spectator interest and

the resultant increased gate receipts made it impossible far white

schools to continue "to sit idly by And allow Negro colleges to siphon

off potentially val lable athletic prospects merely because of an accident

f birth" (Govan, 1971, p. 18). White schools began sending recruiters

to the South to actively seek out black athletes, particularly football

players, Wno could help pack the stadiums and athletic depa-tment coffers.

These athletes were welcome on the field and court, but not on the

rest-of thL campus. McPherson (1971) noted that a frequent complaint

. of black athletes, collegiate and professional, is that "once they leave

locker room they are subjected to the same prejudices and discrimina-

tion as a Harlem resident who ventures out into white society" (p. 10).

Olee (195,4 wrote that black athlotes feel they are being dehumanized,

pl it2d, and discarded, and some even say they were heppthr in the ble. ck c n-

munity. A poe:y -ntitled tha "Black FblibrIck" 2xpressc4s the black

athlet:e's feeling, very well:
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They cheer me in each alien stadium
Like a horse that runs well,
But there is no affection in that mob yell.
The players show some teanwork,
And slap my hands for touchdowns.
But in the stadium I am one of the clowns.
I glory in the running, and the money,
But I am still a thing to sell
Like my forefathers
With the Plantation Bell ... (Carter, 1970, p. 59)

The black who criticizes conditions in American athletics is

often branded as "ungrateful, a cur that bites tha. hand" (Olsen,

1968, p. 15). Nevertheless, black athletes and non-athletes began

raising their voices in protest. As early as 1917 Paul Leroy Robeson,

a Rutgers University All-American (Edwards, 1971), turned his back on

"the recognition derived from playing the role of the 'responsible

Negro athlete'" and spoke out aguinst black discrimination and

humiliation in a white society (p. 32).

In 1967 a group of black students from San Jose State College

met with sociology professor and former athlete Harry Edwards. At

this meeting the decision was made to boycott the 1968 Olympic games

in Mexico. At another meeting, more than 50 Olympic squad candidates
.

agrLed not to compete under the U.S. flag (Edwards, 1968, p.6).

The 1968 Olympic boycott was aimed at breaking what Edwards

called the "system of athletic slavery" (1969, p. 16). The boycotters

were "dramatizing the hypocrisy of their oln situation...Black

athletes are oeginning to realize that brea,<ing records doesn't alter

their own status as cond rate citizens outside the sports arena"

(Edwards, 1959 p. 10). Edwards and his supporters Olseo, july 1,

19_8) accused.the American athletic establishment of " _t up false

goals, perpetuating prejudfce and establishing an insid s bonda ='t all

its own" (p. 12).
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Tha proposed Olympic boycott brought the black athlete out of an

unri_ 1 world of pretended fair play and equality and forced him to

i en_ fy 41 c the black protest movamOnt in society at large.

The roots of the revolt of the black athl_Le spring
from the sere seed that produced the sit-ins, the freedom
rides and the rebellions in Watts, Detroit, and Nevark.
The athletic revolt springs from a disgust and dissatisfaction
with the same racist cerm that infected the warded rinds
responsible for the bomb murders of four black girls as
they prayed in a_Dirmingham, Alabama, church....The revolt
of the black athlete arises also from his new awareness of
his responsibilities in an increasingly more desperate,
violent and unstable America. He is for the first time
reacting in a human and masculine fashion to the disparities
between the heady artifical world of newspaper clippinos,
photographers, and screaming spectators and the real world
of degradation, humiliation, and horror that confronts the
overwhelming majority of Afro-Americans (Edwards, 1970,
p. xxvii)

The response to Edwards boycott plans was h- -ful. Edwa-ds foul-

his two doos shot, cut up and dumped on his front porch. He and his

staff received death threats almost daily, and sums amountino to more

tl-n S125,000 were offered to call off the boycott (Edwards, 1969).

Dut the protest could not be halted and the seed plant,id by Edwards

that year spread to campi. -- all over the country as black athletes

began to demand changes.

35 college campuses black athletes stunned coaches and admini

trators with sweeping demands for change including the addition cf

black coaches, black trainers, black cheerleaders, and 'new black

di -ity" (News!eC, July 15, 1968, p. 6). Black basketball 01,,y,rs-

at n University of California at Berkeley rallied behind a piayr
who vas thrown off the basketball team for refusinq to CI ve up his

satu: 1 hairout The athletes presei._ d the universit7 a list of

oe ds wIlich included the hiring of black coaches The h-ad coach
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and athletic director s bseguently resigned and a popular white coach

s named head coach with a black assistant. Berkeley's black football

players expected similar treatment. When they did not get it they

walked out of '..,prino practice (Newsweek Juiy 15, 1968). Pt the

University of Texas at El Paso, black trackmen refused to compete

against Brigham Young University because of its racial polici',s. Black

football players at the University of Kansas c ve up spring practice

to force the school to name a black Girl to the "pom-pom" team

(Schaap, 1968).

Michigan State University became part of this nationwide unrest

in Nay 1968. Black fooLball players boyco_ted spring practice and

marched to athletic director Biggie Munn's office tith the following

list of Grievances:

1. NSU is not hiring enough black coaches.

2. MSU is discouraging black students from pa --icipa ing

certain sports--especially baseball.

3. MSU does not employ enough blacks in jobs in Jenison Field-

house, the Intramural Building, the Ticket Office and the ice

Arena.

4. There are no black trainers or doctors to treat all athletes.

5. The athletic counselor is "under undue pressure" assisting all

athletes and should have a black assistant.

6. Ac,d-mic counselino for blacks is designed to place them in

courses where they willmaintain eligibility. They cr,, forced

to t ke non-aca Alio courses rather than academic courses that

will enable them to graduate in four years

7. MSU has tever -lected a black cheerleader.

194
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The university agreed to work toward meeting the fonthall oLyars

demands and the two-day boycott was ended. Four years laLer,

however, the Coalition of Black Athletes was challenging the university

athletic department to follow through more effectively on these and

other promises.

In 1969, ten blacks from Indiana's football squad walked out of

two consecutive practice sess ons and ere dropped from the squad.

Th_y released a list OT eight 9 vances similar to thoso of tho rsu

athletes. The athletes charged that black players were Given inadouate

medical attention and th ir physical and mental elfare was not looked

after to (be same extent as their white counterparts. They also charged

that discouraging and degrading remarks were made about them; and that

they were harassed in front of teaM members. The players said they

felt as though they were not being treated as men and that the

atmoSp'eere created by the coaching s.taff was "mentally depressing

and morally discou-aging" (Detroit Free Press November 9, 1969).

The black -layer walkout at Indiana resulted in the -m's loss

to Iowa which des royed its .cbance to go to the Rose Bowl. Two of

three black cheerleaders and seven of nine blaer band mambe-s boy-

cotted the game, as did the school's 300 black students Detroit

Free Press, ovembar 10, 1959). Several months later indiena

football coach John Pont szrid, "If I thought I would be burned

another boycott I wouldn't recruit any more black athlei. -"

-it FrPe Press February 18, 1970).

Eight b1a6: football players at Syracuse University sat ouL the

_Jri in a racial dispute with the athletic departm nt. i,--

_tigatino the boycott stunned the coaching stf.mber com-

19
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when it concluded:

The definition of the spring boycott m.rely as an issue
of violating coaching authority and the penalizing of black
athletes without taking into consideration the broader con-
text of their protest was an act of institutional racism
unworthy )f a great university New Yo,k Times, December 13,
1970, p. 4).

THE BIG TEN PROTEST OF 19_72

Black athletic prot s came to a peak at Michigan State Universit.y

in 1972. A number of black student athletes, faculty members, adminis-

trators, researchers, and a board member had been carefully watching and

analyzing discriminatory athletic practices and resultant protests

across the nation. In February 1972, a concerned group led by Professors

Robert L. Green, Thomas S. Gunnings and Joseph H. McMillan carried a

carefully planned and thoughtout protest to the Big Ten Conference leader-

ship.

These professors had a long history of involvement in university

offal -s and a combined total of 26 years experience in counseling black

athletes at MSU. Their presentation to the Big Ten was precipitated by

the long chain of overt and covert discriminatory incid nts they had

witnesses during their association with MSU and the Big Ten conference.

It 4as based on a well researched report, The_Status_ of_Blacks_

in the Bi9 Ten Athletic ConferencP. IsSues and Concerns (Appen B)

which grew out of a meeting at Dr. Green's home where 25 athletes, an

U Trustee, and two graduate students trained in research methodolory

scussed the athlete's concerns and drew up a questionnaire. The

questionnaire was taken to Michigan State and eight other Big Ten

universities and a systematic study of conference conditions was
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conducted usina the Following data sources: present and Fori.r

black athletes, athletic 6 Lmon employees, university

administrato university i-ecords, athletic deporLment.publications,

curre t and former coces, university libr 'es counselors, and

equal opportunity program cordinators.

This study showed that fairness and equal epportu;ii ty were a

myth in colleuiate sports and that the patterns of m:ial discrimina-

tion found in the laroer society were-also found in U.S. athictics

With data to support their conclusions the professors

elicited s pport for their position from university administrators,

facu students, the media, and the community. Convincing othe

the importance of their position, the professors sent a letter

ig Ten Commissioner Wayne Duke held a press conference, and were

su sequently granted an audience at the Ma ch 7 Bio Ten leadership

meeting.

The concerns of the protest group centered around the follow ig

three points:

1, the p)oblems experienced by black athletes as a function

f th2ir race

2. the num er of black athletes who fail to Taduate

3. the lack of black representation at all levels in aiq Ten

employment, particularly as coaches and officials.

Public -nse to the charqes came immadiatelv Hai-,a mail ai

pouring in and critical -ublic stateivents ware issued by

professors and nationally-known sportswriters. A lett,,-r writer frnm

HCrrr3nd, Indiana, asserLed, "It is just becoming try opinion, as

to f-iends and associat-s of mine, that plack people do 1 lot of L1I -
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necessary crying. From St. Petersburg, Florida, "I read wi h arl!

your charge that black a hletes are beina persecuted. It seems to re

they are getting all the breaks and big money in athletics now." And

from Salem, Oregon, "People are justifiably tired of your ridiculous

and irresponsible demands." Green observed to a campus reporter that

it appeared as though they "had hit the heartstrings of Ameri-- and

upper middle class white racism."

Many, of course, voiced approval of the black athl.te's position.

Amona these were three MSU Trustees who issued a statement, on Feb. 15

supporting the 'constructive efforts initiated by MSU faculty members

Dr- Robert L. Green, Thomas S. Gunnings and Joseph McMillan to brine

an end to discrimination in Big Ten athletics." A local citizen wrote

to Dr. Green, "In the long run, you arejighting for all of us--whites

as well as blacks." Another letter. stated, "It's about time that some-

one in a position of authority and responsibility had th- initiative and

the courage to speak the truth about a most pathetic situation of which

all of us should be ashamed." Support was also voiced by the Black

United Front of the Office of Black Affairs; La Raza Unida de Michigan,

a statewide coalition of Spanish-spea,ing organizations; the NAACP;

and the Council of the MSU Chapter of the American Associati_n of

Uni-ersity Professors.

One of the many causes of the invo vement by Professors Green,

Gunnings and McMillan in the athletic protest, at MSU was the January

1972 suspension by the Sig Ten of Ron Behagen and Corky Tayl---

black University of Minnesota basketball players. The s __si n

came after the two players were involved in a race-related frac:3s near

e end of the Minnesota-Ohio State basketball game. A white Ohio
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State pla cyr Wds injured and the ga:r,e was endod a few lejouun ahe,ILi uF

schedule. Uhile there was almost universal condemnaLion of Behecle and

Taylor in the news media, Tocker rooms and living ro-Ts of white AirPriea,

Professors Green, Gunninc and McMillan believ,d there was more to tha

story than met the eye. '.!hile sportscasters bemoaned the entrance of

violence into the sports arena, the three black ad.ninistrators were

more concerned %bout the subtle forms of violence assailing black

athletes on white campuses. It was this subtle anressi

racial conflict at the Minnesota-Ohio Statc game.

that led to

THE IGHT OF TPE BLACK COLLEGIATE ATHLETS

In the original letter to Big Ten Commissioner Wayne Duke and in

the related press conference, Professors Green, Gunnings and McMillan

charged that black athletes are used by their universities then put

out to pastu e at age 21. Most -f these athletes are without colle

degrees and with little hope of succeeding in professional athletics.

Responding to this, the white Sports editor of the campus ndwspaper

wrote that blacks should stop complaining because white athletes face

the sem...problems and overcome them. "The pasture doesn't discriminate,"

the sports editor wrote.

A white lacrosse player, fortunate enough t- be in

three and a half years with a high grade point ave age, published a

letter in the campus daily, asking: "Why should an athlete need more

than four years to graduate; what is so special about us I believa

I have demonsurated that it can be done and done well. ro oee n

ci,due less than four years, just as no one tried to rv.::k,2 r'e tek

lonner. I reod the catalog on my own, saw the requirements
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In the report to the Big Ten, the three black aelinistrators,

attempted to combat the naivete of such statements and show that the

pasture does indeed discriminate.

The primary reason most students attend a university is to earn

a degree. The black athlete, however, must give education a back row

seat. His primary rol- is to perform well in the ,sports arena.

As one Big Eight basketball coach said ( n Olsen, 1968):

Things are now getting to the point where all a
coach has to do is 00 out and pick up_four or five good
Negro players and let things take their natural course.
In order to succeed, which means to win, he is being forced
to resort to what I would bluntly call nothing else but the
slave trade. What it amounts to is ooing out and buying
colored boys who can play basketball, regardless of whether
they can do any of the other things expected of college
students (p. 96

Edwards agrees that blacks are brouoht in so ely to perform.

most cases, Edwards said, athletes' College lives are educational

blanks n Govan, 1971):

...The black athlete in the predominantly white
school is first, foremost, and somtimes only, an athletic
commodity. He is constantly reminded of this one fact,
sometimes subtly and informally, at other tims harshly
and overtly, but at all times unequivocally. The black
athlete is expected to sleep, eat, and drink athletics.
His basketball, football or baseball is to be his closest
companion, his bett friend, and in a very real sense, the
symbol and object of his religious concern (p. 20).

As the University of Maryland's athletic directorput it, "You do

anything to win. I believe conpietely, totally, and absolutely in

winning" (Starnes, 1973, p. 1).

Because the object to win at any cost, those who d- the 2

cruiting of woung athletes hawe been called flesh peddlers. At a

meeting of basketball writers in New York City, coaches told of money,
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,rtment credit cards and off-car us apartnnts b inc offered

to blue-chip players, the majori_y of them black w York Tim

December 11, 1973).

A Long Island Universi -y coach condemned -he tactics of athletic

recruiters. Ha stated that high school students are very impressionable

and have delusions of orandeur. They envision themselves as oraat
_

players and colleges outside of New York City are seji as ivory towers.

These athletes sell themselves before they realize the implications of

le.

MAINTAINING_ ELIGI ILITY

The ivory tower viewed from afar by high school athletes loses

its luster when seen from close by. The athletic activity qhich once

seemed the key to opportuni y now serves to lock these students into

an athletic dilemma.

The black athlete must remain eligible if he wants to keep his

scholarship and continue his education. Yet he must often acce

a second-rate, non-academic educati n- so he does not Jeopardize

his grade point average and thus his eligibility.

For example, athletes are f equently encoura __I by athletic

departments to major in physical educaLion rather than calculus or

engineering, They are often steered to courses -aught by sYmpathetic

professors who may oe willing to pass a star performer reuardless OT

his classroom pe-- mance (Green, et al., 1972). The black athlete
a

is deceived into leving his success as a student is irrelevcit

sinc- he is hea,..ed toward a long and profitable career in pFesonai
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athletics; al er -tives are not made known to him.

In reality, few college aOiletes ever achieve professional

status (Green, et al., 1972). As Charles G. Hurst, f_ mer professor and

college presick,nt,said, "There is nothino less wanted in our society

than a worn-out Negro athlete" (Olsen, 1968 p. 12). Michael Govan

-(197 ) explains the motivation behind the athletic department's actions:

From the perspective of many white coaches and
athletic-directors, the world does not need black doctors,
sociologists, chemists, dentists, mathematicians, comouteroperators, or biologists. Moreover, such lofty adademicgoals might jeopardize a black athlete's college career andthus wipe out the college's financial investment in him (p.20

In the report to the Big Ten, MSU statistics W2 e cited to show

that black athletes have a far more difficult time gettina through the

university than the average MSU student. The average white athlete,

on the other hand, has a significantly greater chance of graduating

than the average MSU student. Of 156 letter winners in football,

basketball, wrestling and track who were freshmen at MSU between fall

1960 and fall 1964, 113 were white and 43 were black. Eighty-three

percent of the white athletes and 46.3 percent of the black athletes

had graduated by November 1970. MSU figures also show that black

athletes take an average of 1.4 terms (15 te ms compared to 16.4

terms) longer to finish than the average white athlet (Green, et al.,

1972). Figures from other universities show similar pat-rns of

failure for black stud,nt athl.t_s. At the Universi y of v,ashington

between 1957-67, seven black football players graduated, 1: did no.:.

at th,, University of Oregon between 1965-68, six black athlci,es

graduated, five did not at the University of Utah only 12 oF 46

black athletes eventually -eceived degrees; and at Utah Statr2 on

nine of 40 black athletes graduated (01 en, July 1, 1968).
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The Big Ten report (197" concluded that black athletes have low

graduEltion rates primarily because their coaches, instructors and student

meers expect them to exhibit poor academic characteristics. The direct

relationship between expectations and educational performan-, has been

well documented in the literature of educational psychology (lookover

and Erickson, 1969; R- est L. Green, 1969; Thomas S. Gunning- 1971;

Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968).

The black athlete usually enters the white university with a

secondary educ-tion from an educationally unsound school system. This

systea was likely understaffed and educaLionally inadequate according to

all the traditional measures. He enters the white unive- ity with a

poor adem c self-image and his experiences in higher education rein-

force this picture. Johnson's 1972) study of black student athletes

and ti-e conflict between their roles as blacks students and athletes

supports this viewpoint. Johnson found that all black athletes believed

their coaches expected them to remain eligible, but only seven percent

believed that their coaches expected them to earn degrees. Seventy per-

cent believed their white coaches, professors and -tudents expec d them

to be weak academically.

The black student a 'lete works in the classroom and on the playing

field under traordinary pressures - pressures which are a direct function

-f his race. The black student athlete knows that if he loses his eligibil-

ity or if he is not a superstar in his field, he will no, lave his financie

support or scholarship program enewed the following year.

no other source of financial aid to keep him in school.

203
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a

STACKIHG ACAINVI THE BLACK ArrlFTE_

The pressure to excel in the sport3 arena is enhanced by "stacking,"

the practice of pitting black athletes against each other for rclat Jely

few positions while other positions are declared off limits to them.

Rosenblatt (19 7) noted th t in 1965 there were twice a' many pitchers

as outfielders on a-baseball team, but there we P three times as Many

black outfielders as black pitchers. Coaches deny that such policies

are actually followed, but stacking continues in sta istically provable

amounts (Bledsoe, 1973). In both professional and collegiate football,

blacks have been almost completely excluded from quarterback, center

and linebacker positions which are assured to require areater mental

faculties than physical ability (Brower, 1972). Another reason for

"stacking" is the suspicion that whites will not respond to black

leadership in positions like quarterback in professional football

(Schee!), 1968).

This belief, however, is unfounded. For exarple, Cornelius

n, Ohio State quarterback had been editorially labeled a non-

passer. When given the opportunity -L nstraLe leadership under

stress, he became a pass wizzard and carried Ohio State, the

Ten representative to a miraculous Rose Bowl victory in 1974.

Although there are still only two black quarterb cks nrofessional

football, there are probably hundreds of Cornelius Green's who

get the opportunity to demonstrate their leadership because the system

refuses to believe it can be led by-people of color.
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Other forms of discrimination against blac atiltes t suit from

the eckilng policy in professional sports. For example- approximately

three-quarters of all financially lucrative advertising sts in radio,

television and nPwsoapers allotted to pro football players ii 1971 won

to those in central positions, .e., to whice athletes. In addition,

players in non-central positions have significantly shorter playing

careers, thus limiting the blck players' lifetime earnings and bene-

fits from the players' pension fund (Yetman and Eitzen, 1972). The

Equal Opportunity Commission reported in 1968 that black athle es

appeared in only five percent of 351 television commercials associated

yiith New York sports events during fall 1966. It is important to
_-

rememper that the stacking practice has its roots in the collegiate

athletic establishment and could not be effectiV in professional

sports if not supported at the college level.

,Black athletes 4re aware of this racially discriminatory practice

and some have taken steps to beat the white athletic establishment at

the game. Gene Washington, black member of the San Francisco Foi-

Miners, offered this explanation for his shift from quart;erback to wide

receiver while still in college:

it was strictly a matter of economics. I knew a black
quarterback would have little chance in pro ball unleSs he was
absoultely superb. What usually happens is that a pro team
tells you there's no place for you at quarterback, but they
can use you as a defensive back or flanker. And then they
tell you they can't give You as much money because you'd be
learning a new position. So I decided to beat them to it.

p. 18).

While blacks fight to open up the "whi- ' positions in 'ootbrIll,

-otie- sports remain almost entirely closed to.them. Charlie Sifford
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succeeded in golf, p eviously a white man's game, but it took him 20

dtfficult years to d_ it (Johnson, 1969). Black men have nained

little access to the game because the besL courses are out of bou

for them and they are unable to get the early expert instruction they

need. Golfer George Johnson explains how he developed a short backswing:

. I got it frcm-tiptoein' dut on a course before
dawnin the moonlight sometimesthen peekin' over
my shoulder real quick to see if anyone was watchin'
and then'whackinl through with the fastest, shortest
swing you ever saw so I could hit :that ball and get
moving before I got caught" Johnson, 1969, p. 69).

Another golfer, Pete Brown, said that in Mississippi blacks we._

not allowed to play golf, so he and some of the other black caddios

Aould sneak onto the course at dawn or late at night.

"If nothing else," said golfer Geprge Thorpe, "playing by moonlight

sure teaches you how to keep the ball on the fairway" (Time, February 14,

1969, p. 56

Hockey is another Virtually all 4hite sport. Alton White, a

Canadian, was the first black to sign a contract with a World Hockey

Association team, the New York Raiders: -This was not until 1972.

Another black, Willie O'Ree, played in 45 games for the Bost-n Bruins,

a member of the National Hockey League. White said he knew of no reason

why a black man should not be able to play big league hockey as well as

a white man (State Journal, June 1, 1972, p. C-7).

LACK OF BLACK EMPLOYMENT

Discrimination against blacks is not limited to athletic team

members, collegiate and professional athletics frequently show racial

prejudice in their general employment practices. A major complaint
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of protesting black athletes is the dearth of black coaches and

officials. Although blacks constitute half of all big-league

basketball players, the percentages "shrink to the border of in-

visibility at the managerial and executive end of sports" (Schaap,

p. 73). Art Williams was the first black to see a full season with

the National League umpiring staff and this was not until 1973 (Detroit

Press , March 22, 1973). A black manager has yet to be appoin -d in

major league baseball.

The collegiate picture is equally bleak. The study of eight

Big Ten universities revealed that only one black held the position

of assistant athletic director and no blacks held other administratiye

or management positions. Of those blacks on coaching staffs, all were

assistant or freshman coaches with poorly defined responsibilities and

lack of full coaching responsibilities, including budget authority.

Many black coaches felt their only responsibility was recruiting black

athletes Green et al., 1972).
4

At the timn of the Big Ten study, only one of 40 football officials

.in the conference was black and only one of 36 basketball officials

was black. Blacks ma_e up only 3.9 percent of the athletic governing

boards of the seven Big Ten universities studied.

In addition to the absence of blacks in coaching, officiaLing

and governing roles, the survey Of Big Ten schools found that in seven

schools there were no black clerical employees secreLaries, publicity

directors or team doctors in the athletic depar rents. There were

only two black trainers and a few black custodians (Green

1972, p. 8).
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S AL DISCR 1INATION

The problems of the black athlete extend beyond sports and acderrics

into social life. "Any black athlete who states that he has never en-

counte ed discrimination " said black tennis player Arthur Ashe, "is

either lyino or is_inc rrioibly naive. Off the field he is just another

black man... (Schaap, 106(3,-p. 5).

The black athlete comes to the college campus with an unreal picture

of what his new life will be. This is partially because recruiters

have deliberately conspired to keep him awi*1 from black athletes already

on campus who can give a complete and honest picture of campus life

The social life of:the black sodent on the white campus has been

describ d as one "loneliness, exclusion and the consequent destruction

of the N gro's pride" (Olsen, July 15, 1966,.p. 33). Govan (1971) vrote

that the black athlete is "typically exploited,
abused, dehumanized, and

cast aside in much the same manner as a worn bask tball.... His life

is riddled with insults humiliations, and all other manner of degradinga

experiences" (p. 22).

Edwards (1970), who has personal expe ience as a black student

on a white campus wrote:

Typically, segregation within an os ensibly
integrated context has been the rule for the blackstudent. The fact has been driven home, both subtly
and directly, that his presence on the predominantly
white campus is primarily maintained at the sufference
of liberal whites, and, that beyond this presence, he
has little_legitimacy--if any--in the college
community (p. 65).

When Edwards enrolled in San Jose State College in 1950, he was prem-

ised many fine things and told that he would be accepted socially.

However, not one of the scheol's 16 fraternities would pled9e him or
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any other black student. He was not invited to ihite social fun ions

and said that better restaurants were out of bounds. Wir,n ha returned

to San Jose as a teacher, the situati n had changed very little.

still 'could not find a d-cent place to live. Another San Jose athlete

told Edwards that 13 people had denied him and his pr- -ant wife housing

du- ng their search fo (Edwards, 1968).

Other black athletes, collegiate and professionab have had similar

experiences. O.J. Simpson won many awards as a football and track star

at the University of Southern California. Ironically, he could not

become a member of 90 percent of the groups that honored him Edwards,

1968). Heisman trophy winner Mike. Garret was called a troublemaker

when he exploded in print because an apartment was unavailabl- to him

(Edwards, 1968).

Dallas Cowboys' fullback Don Perkins.told of discriminWon in

Dallas (h Cab compani-- would not allow their driv_rs

to pick him up. "You'll just have to call the colored companies" he

was told (Astor, 1969, p. 83). Apartment owners also turned him away.

"The places we got were so bad that, until this year, we never lived

in an apartment that wasn't infested with roaches" Perkins said (Astor-,

1969, p. 83). When the team travel-d, Perkins said, the players were

s gregated. If there was an odd couple, the white player would be in a

single room and the black player woul0 be in another (Astor, 1969).

As William Russell (1970) put it, too many coachesview athletes

as performers and not as people. "No coach should ask a boy to join

his team unless he also would as' him to come into his house'
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ITE RPERSOP.L RELAT

Not only is the black athlete faced with these p- -ssures bu

also faces problems in his relationships with others on campus. The

attention he r,2ceived during recruitment is no leneer there and in some

instances he actually faces rejection. The feeling of "belonginn,fi which

he has as a member of the team, vanish s when the social aspe,,t comes

into play. The black athlete cannot Join the organizations or attend

the parties and dances that fellow white athletes do because he is not

really accepted orwanted. He also has problems fraternizing with the

black students because he has been made to feel that he is special and

superior to them. The black athlete can look at other black students

who are now on _campus and display the attitude that "if I or some

athle like me hadn't come here, you w uldn't be here.'

Sometimes the black athlete will turn to the white female for

companionship. To him, this is proof that all avenues really are

open to him and he can conquer the unconquerable. This relationship

is usually not satisfying however, because the black athlete and

white female as a couple are not accepted by either black or white

social groups. In addition, it is taboo for black athlete to date

a white female. A Washington football player was thrown off the team

-ter being seen with a white woman (Olsen, 1968).

Dating a white woman further alienates the black athlete frm

black women. The black female views this as the ultimate weapon a

black man can use to show his disapproval of the black female.

Edards Govan, 1971) describes the black athlet 's predicamen

2i.c)
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Outside the athletit arena, the life of the blae,
athlete is lonely, monotonous, and unrewarding, even
before he enrolls at the white school. He may be a big
hero on the field or on the court, but in street clothes
and even in the team locker rooms, he resumes his status
as 'just another nigger'. These conditions are part of
the shame and glory that fall .to black athletes on
Predominantly white college campuses (0. 22).

Before he has- the chance to make a lasting imprint on the white

university, the black athlete develops a split personality. At

the same time he is a hero and a scoundrel--the boy that everyone

loves and the person no one wan,.s to be bothered with socially.

This type of dual treatment of the black athlete could psychologically

maim him for life.

COUNSELING THE BLACK. ATHLETE

Amidst these paradoxes, the black athlete fflust keep his balance.

Therefore, it is necessary for counselors to prepare themselves to

deal effectively with the many issues confronting the black athle e.

Counselors must be able to relate to the black athlete from the

thlete's fraMe of reference. Horace Mitchell (1971) believes it

is necessary that "the counselor accurately understand the environment

to which blacks must respond and interpret black behavior within the

context of that environment" (p. 118). The counselor must not assure

that he knows more about what is good for the athlete than the 'at..hlete

does, but must work with him to help make life more liveable.

Gunnings (1971) refers to the importance of this two-way

counseling relaLionship.
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The posture of '.knowing better than the student wh t's
best for him' is presumptuous and dangerous. Not only does
it ensure lack of confidence, but also it-completely.opposes
that sensitivity and 'openness' to the student as a person
that should be essential to any counseling relationship.
Confidendality must tie maintained: lf the studentis tO view
the counselor as anything other than an agent of the _school
who is orrating only in the interest of staff and administra-
tion (p. 156).

The counselor must assume a preventive 4nd developm-ntal role and should

work with the student in helping to insure his athletic, academic and

social survival.

The systemic counseling approach must be employed in.this

situation since the problemS, conflicts and frustrations facing the

black athlete are clearly based on his color. Because the black athlete

cannot change his color, the only solution is for the system to chang

its..attitudes. 'Gtinnings and Simpkins (1972) describe the basics of

systemic counseling:

The systemic model is based on the assumption that
most of the problems are in actuality system problems.
The main emphasis-of this approach, then, is for the
clinician to treat the system for its problems, thereby
bring about changed individuals. The systemic approach
stresses a reordering of priorities, emphasis and loals
and is strategic in bringing about long term effects on
behavioral changes and personality development. This
model integrates the cognitive, affective) .and psychomotor
areas of the individual into an organic whole (pp. 4-5

The counselor of the black athlete in a predominantly white

institution must be prepared to be an innova or and change agent.

To be effective, he must know and understand the-economic, political,

and social perceptions of the institution and of society. He must

be prepared to deal with the specific problems of the black athlete.

This includes knowino about the athlete's-social, academic and

personality c_ises. It also includes knowing the effects of
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university and athl tic politics on the athlete's life.

THE POUT CS OF SPORTS

it is perhaps difficult for the layman to understand the

phenomenon of political involvement in sports. However, politics

hold an influential position in sports because sports are big business.

The athlete is a product to be marketed and his value is seen in the

profit and loss statement.

Politics in sports wear many guises. For example, politics

fequently govern the amount of publicity an athlete receives. No

matter how proficient he is on the field, recognition of his achieve-

ments is directly related to how much coverage the coach.dictates the

athlete will receive. Some coathes have been known to "bench" a player

when professional scouts are recruiting or verbally build up undeserving

players when interviewed by the news media. When a black athlete refuses

to follow the coach's wishes or when he "rocks the boat" by speaking

out against the abuses of his environment he may be denied publicity.

If an athlete receives inadequate publicity, he may be overlooked

for special teams such as All American. This systematically reduces

the athlete's chances of playing professionally.

The black athlete must be counseled to understand the politics of

sports. An athle,e who thinks he will make the team because of his

unique skills is doomed to frustration and failure. He must learn to

play the politics of sports to his own advantage and get out as raich as

he puts into it.
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REAL STIC CAREER GOALS AND ALTERNATIVES

It is common for the black athlete in a predominantly white

institution to feel that his present and future world is embodied

in athletics. In most instances, the black athlete would not IDe in

colleoe except for his physical abilities. Naturally.he would

conclude that his physical and mesomorphic characteristics should be

the guiding basis. for his future plans. This hope of pursuing a

career in professional athletics frequently does not materialize for

a black college athlete, as only a few athletes are recruited

professionally each year. Therefore, the black athlete should equip

himself with some viable alternatives. It is up to the counselor

to help the black athlete understand that although athletics are a

part of his college career, it is also:important to acquire an

education and certification.

Edwards Govan, 1971 has advanced a very progressive posture

relating to the black athlete. The black athlete who receives

permanent injuries which preclude his involvement in sports has fe

options for reconciliation. Not only does he suffer economically,

but he may have sustained a permanent psychological miscarriage.

The sports world lends little or no attention to the exceptional

black who has aborted his potential by physical injury. As in

slavery, blacks are bought and sold on the,basis of their physiq-

health and ability to produce. Once those attributes have been lost,

the black athlete is expendable. That is why it is important for the

athlete to pursue a course of study that leads to a degree. The

counselor must help the black athlete keep his pr orities straight.
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The coach, athletic director, alumni society, and predo inantly

white stud2nt body perceive the athlete as an athletic product,first

and foremost and therefore an ecOnomic investment. These people are

-not especially concerned with the athlete s life beyond the playina

field. However, it is the Toach or son member of his department

that determines the fate of the black athlete. The athlete must not

let the coach become a personal social and academic counselor. A

5Iarts Illustrated article (195) puts it this wtay:

It is in the hands of the coach that the Negro
athlete places his entire career. Other students ar
accountable to and watched over by the dean, the class
advisor, the dorm counselor and parents, but for the
black athlete all of these power figures are relegated
into secondary roles. It is the coach who tells the
black athlete when to get up in the morning and when
to get to bed at night, what to eat, whom to live
with and how to conduct himself-on campus. Nor does
the control end there. Many coaches advise the black
athlete on what courses to take... (p. 20).

Not only must the black athlete work toward a degree, but hn must

work toward a viable degree that offers potential job opoortunitins.

ssell (1970) believes that if a college offers an athletic scholarship,

sh'Oad also offer a guarantee that the athlete will graduate. The

athlete must not, as GoYan (1971) stated- be one who "... falls by the

wayside or takes his press clippings, trophies, awards, and his four

%-.-ears of irrelevant education and looks for any,job he can find" (n. 2:

This muns th- athieLe must take courses that lead to competency based

sHlis and not courses that lead toward a "holding or maintenance

petto,rn." The athlete must do more than main eligible fo- sports,

r,! must r i rst look out for himself. No one'Oants the star
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athlete to flunk out. It is onl,i natural that if the athlete iS

enrolled in solid courses at the height of his career he will get

better tutorial assistance, more personal understanding and his

chanceS of acadeMic growth will be greatly improved. After all,

academic growth and development and not football should be the naMe

of the game.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Affirmative action programs have become an integral parL, of

American policy since the Civil Rights Act was strengthened in

1964 and the Education Amen'dMents were passed in 1972. Universi

which receive sizable federal grants to carry out).esearch, have

felt the impact of affirmative action programs. .Most affirmative

action,provisions, however, cover students in general, and the ri fts

of women, Chicanos, blacks and other minorities. Athletes are not

traditional students and should not be accorded traditional treatmen_

Some students are recruite r'. by a university because they are

econothically disadvantaged and the university wants to give them an

opportunity to perform academically. Support mechanisms such as

tutorial and financial assistance are set up td help them through.

Other students are recruited becadse they have high academic potential.

Perhaps they are National Merit Scholarship wiiiners.' These students

are recruited into the university to profit froMthe university's

educational experience and to bring prestige to the universi4

The athlete is the only student who is recruited for the major

purpose of playing and performing. He is there merely to provide an
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coach goes., out to recruit an athlete, he will innore thc studen

ho has high grades and low athietfc ability. But, if the student

has high athletic ability and low demic rotential, he is sought

alte . A music student recruited to the university has high orades

and plays a musical instrument well. That student is sounht after

because he has high academic arid musical promise and not just musical

promise.

Whether the student be an athlete or musician, however, once

that student isenrolled, the university has an obligation to_make

sure he has every advantage and opportunity to complete hi's degree.

To deny the student any opportunity tocomplete'his education is a

form of mistrea ment and discrimination.

LICATIONS FOR COUNSELING

The black student athlete on the white college ca4u- as

illustrated above, is unique in terms of his requirements for academic

and personal counseling. To date, no college or university s ems to

be addressing adequately his counseling needs.

Black athletic protests alone are not going to reverse the

racial practices of tha nation's athletic departments. Only

reversal of soaetal racial policies will a6complish this. Pressure

frcm black athletes and faculty members can, however, bring about

some changes. In the year and a half since the MSU report las max_

to the Big Ten leadership, th e. conference has taken steps co hire a

black associate commissioner and has-approved a fifthyear plan
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of financial support for -athletes unable to co -11Erte their degree

requirements in four years.

It is still quii. clear, however, that little is being done on

the individual school level to mitigate the frustrating situation

of the black student athlete. Therefore, the following recommendations

are directed to counselors at predominantly white institutions:

1. Black and white college and universiLy counselors

'must form a coalition to present the black studerg athlete's

case to appropriate officials in the school administration

and to the leadership of the school's athletic conference.

The legitimacy of the athletes' case can only be strengthen,d by

a black-white coalition that will encourage white administrator's and

the white community to give greater credence te the unique

counseling needs of black athletes.

2. Academic counseling for all_athletes should be removed

from the athletic departments and placed in the hands of

counselors whose major concern will be the educational needs of

the student rather than his continued eligibility at any cost.

There should be enough counselors to meet the requirements Of

all athletes. Minority counselors should be hired to work with

all athletes, but.they should also speak to the imrediate

needs of minority athletes.

3. A personal counseling program for black athletes should

, be developed to help the black student on the white caw us deal

with his new social situation. A similar program for white

athletes should also be instituted if there is an assesed nee-1

for such a vogram.
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4. Univ- sity counselors, both black -Id w-hite must

push the universi y greater numbers of black people

in meaningful jobs at all levels within the athletic department.

The employment of blacks in significant capacities can provide

relevant role models important in the black athlete's academic

and personal development.

5. The recruiting program for athletes should be over-

hauled to give black studencs a realistic picture of the

schools they choose to attend. Every prospective black recruit

should be encouraqed to consult with a school counselor during

his visit to campus to discuss the educational and personal

problems he may confront in the white campus community. Minority

counselors should mk with coaches involved in the recruitment

process so that they will not make promises to athletes chat

violate conference regulations Or which they cannot honor.

6. University counselors should begin a liason program

with high, schools in those states supplying the greatest

number of black athletes to the school. T' -rpo,,e of this

program would be to educate high school counselors on the real

problems of black student athletes so tha. t the student and his

high school counselor can make realistic educational and

care',- decisions.
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7. The athletic governing board of every colleqa and

university should make provisions to include in its member-

ship at least one faculty member in the field of minority

counseling, either with,vote or ex officio. The presence

of a counseling expert qill provide a new oersective on

tie council which must b taken into aecount as certain

decisions affecLing the student athletes are deliberated.

CONCOSION

The protest cries of the American black athlete have not fallen

on deaf ears. Although erasure of discrimination is slow, it may be

forthcoming. As a result of the 1972 Big Ten protest, for example,

the Big Ten Board of Commissioners appointed a five-member special

commission to review the pressing problems of black athletes and

recommond solutions. The special Advisory Commission, composed of

distinguished blacks with a background in athletics, studied the

protesters' demands independent of the Green, McMillan and Cunnings

report and arrived at essentially the same conclusions. Consequeetly,

the conference rules of eli ibility were revised to include a pro-

vision for curriculum content requirements for those on athletic

scholarships. This lould insure that black athletes receive a

relevant education leading to a deare, rather than only accumulate

numerous credits in non-academic courses. The fifth-year financiel

aid program was also epproved.

The Advisory ComMission also recomrFeended that re anisms

devised for hiring black coaches, educational programs he set up to
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in;piove tho coaches ability to communicate with blacks, and a a.emic

athletic counseling be established to help athletes choos- their

curriculum content and progress t lard a degree. This counseling

would be independent of the athletic coaches and director.

Many,independent schools have followeo through even beyond the

requirements of the conference. For example, MSU has named blacks

as assistant athletic director, assistant track coach, two assistant

football coaches, trainer and equipment manaaer.

While these moves represent progress, there is still more to be

done if racial discrimi-ation is to be banished entirely from the

sports arena. For example, blacks are qualified and should be named

as head coaches and not only assistant coaches. Counseling p ograms

and in-service seminars must be further enriched to acclimate black

athletes to their situation-at the university. These programs will also

foster university community awareness of the problems involved and

help white coaches and athl tic administrators understand their

minority clientele.

An understanding of the black athlete's dilemma will lead to the

realization that the changes called for will help all athletes, black

and white, receive fair treatment and a quality education.

Education is, after all, the primary function of the university,

and college and university counselors, administrators, and coaches

have a responsibility to see that ,education is carried out. While

colleae athletics are big business, they sh.uld not be allowed to take

first priority in lives of a_hietes to the extent that their future

livelihood, emotional health, and place in society are jeopardized.

Athletics can become a doorway to equal opportunity for blacks, but

first, the barriers of racial prejudice must be removed.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Structure of University Governance - Board of Regents or its eouivale

The number and length of terms of the board members.

a.. How are they chosen?

b. Are their terms staggered?

a

2. How many black members on the boa. d?

a. How long has he (she) served?

Is this the first black to serve?

C. Name and address of black member(s).

d. What, if ,ny, unusual circumstances were associated with his
selection e.g. demonstrations

Board of Director's of Athle ics or its equivalent.

1. What s its name at your school?

2. How many members?

a. How are they chosen?

b. What are their terms?

c. Is your Big Ten Faculty Representative a them
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Are the e any blAck mmbcrs on this 'hoa

a. His name, occupation, and address.

When did he e) join?

c. What,if any, unusual circumstances .were associated
with his selection (e demonstra ior

d. Is he the first black -ember? If no, who was and when

III. Athl- =ic Department

Names and position of blacks in administrative or runagerial
positions. r-

2. Total number of black coaches and their positions by sport.

a. Are they the only coach in this positio e.g. of ensive
coach vs. offensive backfield coaches.

Is he given full coaching responsibilities or does he
just run errands, recruit, etc.?

Are there any other blacks employed at other le_els? If so,
how many and how long have they been there (e.g. custodial,
clerical, secretarial, trainers, medical personnel, publicity,
etc.

IV. 1. Do y_11 know of any blacks who have ever been interviewed for
head coach positions?

Names and Sport:

2. Have any player's Wives applied for jobs with the Athletic
'Department? Were they hired _Please give' thse answars
by race)
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V. Coaches bac -ounds (head coach

What proportion graduated from a Big Ten school?

2. What propor ion played pro sionally?

3. What prop rtion had previous college experience:

a. As assistant coach.

b. As head coach.

VI. 1. What is the background of the athletic director?

What Is the background and department
Representative?

VII. Athletic Counseling

he B g Ten Facul

1. Does the Athletic Depar snent control the counseling of the Athletcs?
If yes, answer 2 and 3.

2. Are black athletes allowed to seek additional counseling from
the regular counseling services or the-black affairs counseling
services?

Are there any informal methods by which black athletes are couns E,
.(e.d. a black coach who has counseling experience)

4. Are athletes channeled into particular areas (e.g. PE or bu!
etc.)? Any difference by race --now? In the pas if yes,
how long ago and what changed this pattern?

VIII. Are there any black cheerleaders? If yes, how long 1;ave there he
blacks in this position? Was their inclusion prompted by any u usual
circumstances? If yes, what?
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Academics and Athletics

Graduation by race and overall for entering fr 'non percenta
by length of -ime required (four y rs, five years, etc.

2. Graduation of athletes, overall and by race and sport percentane
by time required (four years, five years, etc.) (1 and 2 should
extend back ten years and if data is available back to the first
appearance of black athletes at your school)

Department in which degrees were attained by race and sport.

What type of financial support, if any, is provided if eligibility
runs out by race and sport)?

Do black athletes tend to complete their degrees,only after'
leaving and then re-entering school? Why? How does this compare
to white athletes?

6. How does the academic standing of the en
compare with the entering class (by race
'averages?

Athletic Standing

ring athletes by race
with the university

Are there any sports which blacks are discoura ed from enterin-,
If so, hot- lack of scholarships, etc.

2. Do players retain the position for which they were recruited;
compare by race?

Compare the standing - number of letters and significant awards
(list ) of t - white and black athletes.

What is the standing and team position of standing pl' _rs,
race?

Does stacking of black athletes exis-

6. What is 'Le racial breakdown of standing teams?
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What proportion o- athletes, by race, play two or more sports?

What propo tioii of athletes, by race, have_ letters in two or
more sports

9. What propo ion id numbers ace are drawn rom:

a. local area Jithin 200 mil s.
1

b. Within state

c. out of state by region and race:
East, West, North, South, Midwest

10. Do black athletes
in all sports? If

Blac' Officials-

good PR? is this con,i tently the case
-t, which sports differ

In your experience in the Big Ten,. how many black officials havc_

you seen? (list by sport and name

2. In your experience in the Big Ten, how man+, black scorekaepeis,
timers, etc. have you seen? list by sport and name)

Do you know any blacks who have applied for positions as offici
in the Big Ten? If so, who?

Have any black athletes been discouraged from o

membership in black --dent organizations?
,alized-from
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As black administrators in a Big Ten universi who have nc.n eu,d

counseled many black athletes, we are vitally concern,d abou47 the plight

of black athletes in the Big Ten Athletic Conference. As we stated in the

original 'Jst of concerns for fed to Big Ten Athletic Commissioner Vayna

Duke, we are very concerned abaut the problems experienced by black ithletes

as a function of thir race; the number of black athletes who fail t-

complete their formal education; and the lack of representation by,blacks

at all levels in Big Ten employment, par icularly at the coaching and

officiating levels. Evidence that gives credence to our charges of racial

discrimination in the Big Ten Athletic Conference is contained'in this repor..

While we have focused on the unique plight of black athletes, we

are aware that very often less fortunate white athletes ar, afflicted by

:Some of the- very'same problems that faae black athleteS. However, also

acknowledge that whenever black people make progress in terms of social

movement, everyone stands to gain from that action.

Research Procedures

A number of procedures were follo4ed t- gather t. or this

report. The questions that need d to be answered at each university were

discussed and listed and these were then combined into a questionnaire

Appendix A Possible sources of data to answer the questions were

idenrified. The sources utilized in data collection included:

1. prevent and former black athletes

2. empZoyees of the various athletic depr

3. univcrsitw ainistrators
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4.

5. athZ np

6. aurront and jor cf.->ac

7. unin

8. counoc

aq 1. ro coordnato

ZO. newapar act::torc

ZZ. and otr co:c'ned pan,ons.

Two researchers collected data on e ght Big Ten univet: by

telephone, visits to the campuses, and from a joint meeting t1,1

athletes and faculty members held on March 2, 1972, at the SherdtiA- 'Mare

in Rosemont Illinois. They spoke with numerous persons at each sch;:

Those interviewed ranged from students and secretaries to vice chan ellors

and vice presidents of the universities

Information from each unive sity was collected as Per the ques ionc:

in Appendix A. Where there were conflicting repqrts from separate irdepn
sources, additional contacts were made in order to collect accura-6

Black_Athletes a d Education

The primary pUrpose for attending a university should be to

Gaca.

an education and not to play sports. This should,be the ca e for both

black and white athletes. However, because of the importance of

to the university in the areas of finances, publicity, and alumni supp

t'oe roles of the athl te and the student often become reversed. The role

of the athleLe is seen as more important than the role of the studer.

This can occur through the actions of athletic persornel and counse

hie

2
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'when they subvert ast 1 nt's educational neots to the need to oep him

athletically eligible.

In an excellent study of the roles of black student athle(.es at

one Big Ten university Johnson (1972) investigated the relative importanc
of.and the conflicts beteen roles as blacks, as athlet:- and as stud

Of the black student athleteS-in the study, 100 p,rcent reported that
their coaches expected them to remain eligiblebut only'seven percent-

%reported that their coach,s expected them to receiye their degree. Soventy.
percent reported that their whi'te coacheS andprofeSsers and white students

expected them to be weak academically. These findingS,clearly. ndicate

that black-- students who happen to play sports.perceive that-they are s_
by the establishment as being primarily athletes and not 'academically

oriented students. This perception can only harm them in the pursuit
of their education. One hundred percent.of the students studied, found

at least some conflict between their roles as students and as athletes,

and of theses 37 percent found complete conflict between the two roles.

In resolving the conflict between the roles, the data suggest that

coaches, counselors and teachers put the emphasison the athletic -o t.

In fact, blaCk athletes from several Big Ten schools. coMmented that

severe punishment was meted out for missing practices-yet no real concern

was exhibited when classes were missed.

In the area of academic counseling we have disociW,- d innurerabie
.

examples of the subvertfng of the student role to the athletic role. In

1the majority of the Big Ten schools studied, the athletic doper

the counseling of the athletes and this undoubtedly contribu es 1:o th

-athletes maintaining their eligibility. Typically, the tflOck athh,:ca

233
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advised to enroll in the curriculum tau- t by -thl tic department persc,nn

such as physical edu,cation, although he may w sh to pursue a curriculu7.1 in

another area. But he is told that he can get the grades and reiin eligiTh
by taking these courses, while in another field it would be too difficult

for hir -. to keep up his grades and p'ay sports at the same time. In oth2r

cases, black athletes are advised to take courses from certain professors

who are sportS fans and whe give good grades to- athletes. This advice is

given without regard to wheth,r the particular course will enable the studen4

to progress toward meeting his degree requirements.

The area of financial support of athletes clear y shows hew

student athlete is exploited by the university. A high school athle

should be recruited by a university to: (1) enroll as a

obtain an edu -a_ to earn a degree at

plal a spopt at that Lcniversity. The Big Ten miles allowe student to pley

the sport for four years. At the end ofthose four_ years, when the studee

athletic eligibili y has ended, the financial support for the stuchnt is

also end d. It is a rare athlete who has completed the educational

requirements for a degree in that same four-year period. Indeed, it is

not the norm for any male student, athlete or not, to complete his degree

in four years. I- study conducted at another Big Ten Univer ty

(Shapiro, l97O) it was found that only 35 percent of the male students

had graduated at the end of four years. 'That gradt ting cla included

4.6 percent of the black athletes and 11.5 percent of the, white athletes

who had started wi h that class.

Although financial aid ceases for all athletes at the 'ompleti

of athletic eligibility, the situation of the-black athlete in relatio;! t-

( )
vert and (4) to
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obta ning a degree differs fre m tne white athlete. The available (

indicates that a smaller p,rcentage of blqck athletes obtain de

contrast to their white counterparts, For example, Shapiro (1970

determined the diffe-- Itial graduation rates for blacks and whit2s. Of

156 letter winners in football, baske 0111, wrestling, and track who were

freshmen at the univ-rsity studied in the time period from fall term 1990

to fall term 1964 113 were white and 43 were black. An analysis of the

percentages of these athletes who had received their degrees by November 197C

showed that 82.3 percent of the white ath1ees and 46.5 percent of the black

athletes had graduated. The typical graduation rate for males at this

university seven years after entering is 55'percent. Thus, thg white

athletes graduate at a significantly higIE: rate and the black ethic c,^S

graduate at a significantly loer rate than the university average. In

addition, this study showed that of the athletes who do graduate,

the white athlete an average of 15 terms to complete his degree. It takes

the black athlete an average of 16.4 terms.

Nowak (1968) studied a sample of black foot.all players a_ _ ill

another Big Ten university who had been given tenders betwen the years

1961 and 1968. Of those that could have graduated in four yiars, only

3_ 3 percent actually did graduate, and only 53 percent graduated in four

or more years. Nowak cited other studies to show that the low graduation

rate of black athletes is not limited solely to Big Ten universities. Ho

also reported low graduation rates for black athletes at several western

universities.

There are many reasons for the low graduation rate of black athir .

believe that a prime reason is the low expectations of acadewic
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shown the black athletes by their qhite conhcs, profesv fclit),J

students. Whether or not thee significant others do in fact have low

expectitions of the academic prowess of black athletes is not the point,

although our experience tells us that this is indeed true. The important

point is .hat the black athlete percei.es that others have a low

expectation of his academic. ability. This_results in a self-fulfilling

prophecy. For a fuller discussion_of this point see Broo.over and Erickson,

1969; Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1966; Rosenthal and Jacobson 1968;

Brookover, et al., 1967; Green, 1969; Gunnings, 1971.

The emphasis of the coaching staff on remaining eligible without.

a similar emphasis on obtaining a degree, as reported by.Johnson (1972),

undoubtedly contributes to the low graduation rate among black athletes.

Since the main concern of the coaches lies with remaining eligible, they

often have students take courses that will give them good.grades but will

not contribute to their degree requirements.

Another reason that some would give for the low graduati.n rates

among black:athletes is that they lack the ability or motivation n c_ssary

for a college education. However, the available data do not support this

charge. Nowak (1968, p. 7) concluded "the low ratio of tendered athletes

to those who graduate is not due to the admittance of marginal students."

The black athletes who were admitted to the university who were judoed as

marginal according to the Big Ten Prediction Table did not have a

significantly lower graduation rate than other black athletes who were

regularly admitted.

If a man is accepted as a student at a univ-rsity, the Hiiversity

has made an explicit statement to that student that it feels he has the
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Oility to gradUate. The student serves. he u sity in his rule as

an athlete and the university mu's.t likewise- make a cwmitment to the
student to provide him with the necessary financial, counseling, and

tutorial services nee _d k:o obtain-his bachelor's dere. If he univers.:'
does noi bel icve that a

degree, it is -xploitatio

Use his athletic ability, and then discard him. The responsibility'for-the
shockingly low graduation rate among black athletes at Big Ten universit
lies directly at the door of each of the universitfes.

'yen udent has the capabiliti

most virulent form to admiu the stud

Disc imination in _Employment

Some of the most glaring examp es of racial discrimination in

Ten athletics occur in the area of employment. The Big Ten viversitin:
currently employ,40 officials in football and 36 officials in basketball.

Of these, only two--one in football and-one in basketball--are black.7

Only 2.6 percent of the officials in B- Ten football and basketball are

black, yet black athletes constitUte from 30 to 60 percent of the players

in these sports. It is clear-that the "closed club" has operated to

selectively keep out black officials. Certainly, the argument cann

used that there are no blacks who are qualified to officiatt, athletic
events. (See Appendix B for the names of several black with experience _

who are interesued in officiating.)

The appaling lack of black officials at Big Ten athletic events

is only exceeded by the lack of black employees in Big Ten athletic

rumen r At the seven universities surveyed we found:

(a) no hi.ack clerical

(h) no black scrtar
c) no hlaek pu ity directoro

;DZoyees

23
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(d) no black tecn physicians

(e) no blacks employed in any other capacity by the athletic

departments except for a fei black custodians and two black trainers,

and only a few black assistant orfreshinan coaches.

The failure to employ blacks extends far beyond the lack of officials. For

example, our research has turned up only two token black scorekeepers and

timers throughout the Big Ten universities.

We were able to gather data on the Board of Directors of athletics or

its equivalent at seven of the Big Ten universities. Of these seven boards,

which are made up of 51 members, only four had any black representatives. At

. one of the four, the two black members were.appointed after the disturbance at

the Minnesota-Ohio State game. Excluding these two, blacks composed only 3.9

percent of the Boards of Directors of athletics at the Big Ten schools studieth

In eight.Big Ten schools, only.one black was found in an assistant

athletic director role. No other blacks were found in any other administrative

or managerial position. Of those 'coaching staffs which were found to have

black representation, the black.coaches were all assistant or freshman.

coaches. Many of these coaches stated that their roles and responsibilities

were not clearly defined and that they were not:given full coaching

responsibilities. This was complicated by the fact that black assistant

coaches typically did not have budget accessibility. In addition, these

coaches felt that their major role was to recruit black athletes, many of whom

they had no control over once they were officially enrolled in the university.

Reflecting on the above information, the staff at every level in

athletic departments throughout the Big Ten is etsentially all white. This

data conclusively indicates that employment segregation in the Big Ten is

very real.
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Discrimination_Perceived .by Athletes

Discussions with black athletes flaVe.uncovered informal support:

mechanism which exist for white athletes but which do not exist for black

athletes. For example, coaches are aware cf available summeremployment,

but often issue this information-on a Idlective basis thereby helping white

athletes to get jobs. One black athlete explained how he had gone to a

large bank for vroan. He found that two of his teammates', a white

quarterback and z white gLiard, were working for the bank vice president.

The black athlete was laying asphalt for the summer.

Black athletes have also expressed Concern over the fact that

their wives have difficulty findtng emplOyment. Yet black athletes agree

that the wives of white athletes seem to find positions within athletic

departments.

Finding housing-is ariOther problem experienced by black-athletes.

-They do not perceive white athletes as having similar difficulties.

According to the black athletes, recruiters do not portraY an

honest picture of what the black athlete will encounter in a-predominately

white university. The ath etes believe that black players are purposely

kept away from black recruits so they will not tell them the truth about

the university-and the problems that they face. Many athieteS indicated

that recruiters lead them to believe that they are receiving four year.

scholarships. However, there is no such thing as -a four year athletic

scholarship; all tenders are renewable on a year-to-year basis. We have

also discovered that some athletes are on a term-by-term tender which we

see as being drastically unfair. The athlete on a term tender is constantly

unsure of his financial status.
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Black athletes -alhso commented that recruiters make them think they

are going to-the_university to get an education and that athletics-is a

secondary concern. By-their junior year,many feel that the reverse is

actually true. Black athletes art led to believe, too-that intercollegiate

athletics is the,quickest road to a professional ball playing career. Yet- -

the harsh reality of the situation is that 'few arhletts -actually-make it -

to the pro teams.,

Black athletes also expressed concern that blacks who are typically'

hired for coaching.roles frequently end up performing menial-tasks,

serving as errand boys rather than coachds. At one Big.Ten university, a-

black graduate assistant who wat hiTed to coach at the freshman level was-

actually painting stadium benches. Black athletes perceive the Big Ten

black coaches as having-token roles and as not having concrete coaching- .

functions. Saveral black, coaches also.said -that they could -ee no future

in the positions that they hold. One Big Ten aisistant.basketball coach

indicated' that he is thinking about leaving his position te,.ause he had

been demoted rather than promoted.-

Recommendations

We believe that the following recommendations, if instituted, wou d

greatly improve the status of blacks throughout the Big Ten Athletic

Conference.

1. Beginning no later than Fall 1972, we stronglyrecommend that

1,lacks be hired at every officiating level in each sanctioned Big Ten

athletic event, parti_ laxly in basketball and foo0a11.

2. A Big Ten Equai Opporbmity tee should be established.

Each university should have two representatives on the committee,
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appointed'by the president with the advice of the athletic director,

the faculty representative, and black and white athletes. Representa-

tives should be appointed outside of the athletic structure and one

representative from each school should be black. The committee would

be charged with examining the hLring policies at specific Big Ten

schools. Me committee would work with equal opportunity committees

at each individual university to insure that each athletic department

is desegregated at all levels of employment. We believe that a strong

and affirmative effort on the part of each university will lead to

employment for black secretaries, trainers, medical personnel,

blicitztneZ custodLal help., Sand toassi-s_p_____

coaching level and within every athletic directicIfyi

.3. in spring sports in which each individual school has the

responsibility of identifying and selecting Big Ten officials, an

affizrnative action policy should be adopted now, to include black

officials in these roles.

4. A fifth year plan of fiizancial support should be instituted.

As has been noted, it is rare that an athlete is able to complete his

degree within the four year period of his eligibility. Without

additional assistance, black athletes often fnd it impossible to

complete their education once eligibility has ended. It is imperative

that some kind of financial commitment be made to all athletes to help

support them in finishing their degrees after they have spent four years

serving their university as athletes.

,5. The athletic departments of each Big Ten university should

post the names of each athlete who is holding a summer job, where the

2 11
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a hlete is empZoyed and ch he is earning. Each university. .hauZ

also post a list of jobs available for the summer through its resources.

Athletic dep'ne.nts should hire black counselors to counsel

athletes throughout the athletic department with special emphasis on

the unique needs of black athletes.

7. We recor,unend that the Big Ten hire a black associate corrnissioner

with a major responsibility for implementing the recommendations in

this report; working directly wt,h athletic dia.ectors and faculty

representatives in desegregating their own universiti . and working

directly with the Equal Opportunity Committee. His role should be

a significant one.

Sumniary

.
The most glarin- fallacy about intercollegiate athletic competition

in the United States is the assumption that fail-nes!, is inherent. Indeed,

as is clearly demonstratenbove,- college sports is not the haven of fair

play and equal opportunity that we have been led to believe. To black

athletes, coaches, and officials, fairness and equal opportunity are myths.

'The patterns of racial discrimination, both overt and covert, institutional

and individual', found in the larger society are reflected in and perpetuated

by athletics in the United States.

In thiS report we have-presented data to support our contention

that the employment of blacks-in. the Big Ten is virtually non-existent at

every level. The staffs of athletic departments throughout the Big Ten

are primarily all white. This is compounded by the lack of black officials,

timers, and scorekeepers in the B g Ten.
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FacuIty-representatives athletic directors, and university

presidents each must make a commitmint to examine the po icies of.their

respective schools as they relate to the employment of blacks. It is of

utmost importance that the Big Ten Athletic Conference develop strategies

to employ blacks and put an end to racial discriminati- n in-hiring in the

Big Ten.

In addition, we have doCumented the unequal treatmart and exploitation

that black athletes receive in the areas of education, academic:advising,

and counseling. The problems that-black athletes face in trying to*attain-

a degree can be alleviated by providing them With responsible academic

counseling and adequate financial Ttsources. This will go far toward

relieving their anxiety regarding both their academic and financial status.

In conclusion, many would_argue that college athletics has afforded

the black man opportunities he would not otherwise have had.. While it is

true that intercollegiate athletics has been a Stepping Stone to success for a,

very few, there is grave danger in focusing on these fewand ignoring the

vast majority. As this report has indicated, Big Ten intercollegiate

athletics has failed to provide the majority of black athletes with even

an education. Beyond this'it appears that black athletes draw spectators

and white athletic departments get the monetary gains. These departments

fail to provide employment, staff, or administrative positions to either-

former black athletes or members of the black community at large. This

contrasts markedly with the opportunities afforded both former white athlttes

and member of the white community.

We would-very much like to have an interia.rePort frowthe Joint .Group

.of Faculty Representatives and Athletic Directors samitted by the Big Ten

Commissioner focusing-on-the issues we have raised:in this report. We

would like to have this reporf prior to the scheduled May'22-24 meeting.
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THE IJOCK-TRAP"--HOW
THE BLACK ATHLETE GETS CAUGHT!1

Roscoe C. Brown, Jr.

l!Another as ect of the o k-trap, and probably the

most tragic, is the fact that so many Black athletes simply

do not get the educ'ation that they are entitled to, either in

high school or in college, while they are being lionized as

athletic figures. The athletic system as it i s presently

_conducted in our major hi-h schools and major colleges, tends

to victimize the Black athlete in terms of his education. All

athletes, Black, White and brown deserve the opportunity to get

a good education, an opportunity which

being denied to them because of the way the athletic system

works. It is well known that requirements for academic

_achievement and performance are not generally as high for

athletes in most high schools and colleges where athletics

are employed. In many of the 'athletic facto ies' the athlete

uoted in part from a speech delivered at the Maryland
Sta e Association of Health, Physical Education and Recreation

Meeting, October 19, 1972.
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on scholarship usually takes only a twelve point load.

should note that it takes a fifteen point load each term to

get a degree in four years.) While some athletes go back to

get their degrees after the fourth year, in far too-many. places

there is no financial aid for tuition and maintenance to support

athletes after they have completed their years of eligibility.

In some instances, athletic eligibility requirements are based

on a grade point index which is low enough so that even if an

athlete finishes in four years he may not have a sufficient .

grade point average to graduate.

Why does this affect the Black athlete so Strongly?

The Black athlete frequently comes to the school situation with

a poor academic background (a fact that Is definitely not his

fault but rather is the fault of the social system which .-reates

and operates poor schools 'in our inner= Ps ) and must have

extra, academic help in order to do college work; The suggestion

that Black youth:are not as intelligent as white youth is

rationalization that has been dl,lproved years ago.

There is no rationalization that can account for the_lact

-that half as many Black athletes graduate as white athlete_

The ock-trW in education for the Black athlete is not only

a function of the limite number of po nts that athle es are
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allowed to take, but is also a function of the low expectations

of the Black athlete by coaching staffs, by .other students, by,

their profeFsors and even- by some of their fellow Black ath3etes.

WO or three studies have been completed which have shown that

the Black athlete often internalize some of the low expectations

of his coaches and his teachers. These low expectations must be

purged from the minds of the Black athletes purged from the

minds of the coaches and purged from the minds of his fellow

students. The way to do this of cou se is to set expectati ns

that are high, achievable yes--but high nonetheless. This

requires tutoring and counseling; it also requires giving

the athlete the time to do the extra studying and the extra

work that is necessary for him to get through school. To

make all-American is laudible, but does not insure s ccess

in life, but to make all-American and to ytjaduate is to more

or less insure an athlete's succe s in the future. We should

remember that only 132 out of the one thousand odd football

players that were drafted last year made it to the pros (and

the one thousand that were drafted represents only the cream

of all of those.who played). The athlete's quest for the million

. dollar bonus contract does not ju tify the poor'education that

the average athlete receives. The main reason for the existence

2
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for a college Athletic program is the development of the

intellectual, social and e otional potential of the athle e of

the team members of the social system in which he lives.

The athlete is not a jackaaMc' and should be treated as such.

What is my remedy for the 'jock-trap? The _eme y

which I Tropose is said by some.to be t-o radical and too

infeasible. Recognizing that there might be some 1_',itimate

c_ ticisms to the remedy I still would like to proPose

again. Namely that major college athletics namely basketball,

football, track, baseball or whatever.the major sport creates

the pressures described above should become proessional.

By professional I mean that the college athlete sh uld be paid

a zalary co- ensurate with his work as a professional athlete,

.just as a student who is a secretary or a librarian is paid.

I am not prepared at this point to give the exadt amount the

athlete should be paid, but it should be substantial; a salary

that will enable hith to support a family and to live in a

reasonably adequate style during the four years as a paid

college athlete. I ould limit his professional status to

the usual four years of college eligibility. He may, if he

desires attend college and get an education with the tuition

paid by the institution for which he is participating).
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would not require that he attend college because it is the

require. ent that the athlete be a student that leads to athletes

taking easy courses and limiting their p_ograms to tlelve

pointS. -The four years during which the athlete participates

at the college level would be vie-ed as a kind of minor league,

pre-professional training. I- s true that some may leave the

college before their four years are completed but this happens

now when athletes sign contracts while they're still called

'amateurs.' My proposed remedy would have two effects, (1)

it would eliminate the hypocrisy that presently surrounds

modern day college athletics and (2) it would probably bring

to the athlete's attention the real value of the schooling that

he is supposed to get when he iS -on- an athletic scholarship,

but tends to take somewhat lightly because of the 'iron-hand'

control of the athletic department. Under this proposal he

can select the courses that he really wants to take. It might

be suggested that his schedule as an athlete might be so

arduous that'he would never get a cl=ce t9 study, but con-

tracts could be written so that there is a li itation on the

amount of time that the athlete spends in practice for the

team. This program might actually be cheaper than the

present cost of college athletic programs because some
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athletes in sothe of ou_ _arge colleges are reputed to be

taking a cut in salary when they finally go to the pro ranks,

at $50,000 a year. I believe that this system would enhance

the value of education in the mind of the athlete and give

him the motivation and also the bargaining, power, the flexibil-

ity to seek education as he desires it.. The athlete will

probably need counseling and would need special help,

but this is t-re with manY Black and other minority and poor

youth in tod y s colleges. The suggestion to make college

athletics professional will expose the rank injustice of many

of the things that happen to the Black athlete. It will say

to the Black youth, 'caveat emptor' (buyer beware) before

you fall into the 'jock-trap.'

'The ock-traW is seductive and has had many deleterious

affects on both the Black and white athlete. It is our task

as educat-rs, as physical educators, as coaches, to look at

the 'jock-trap' and determine various ways of avoiding it.

Athletics must do more to fulfill the objective of making a

healthier, happie_, more vigorous and more creative society

for those who participate and for those who enjoy being

associated with them.
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR SURVEY ON BLACK OFFICIALS
Melvin Evans

A SURVEY OF OFFICIALS IN THE MAJOR ATHLETIC CONFERENCES
IN THE UNITED STATES

What is the average years of experience 'of the officials in
your conference?

2. What is the average age of the officials in your onference?

3. Are your officials classified?

4. If yes, please state those ratings.

5. How much are your offiCials paid? Give highest and lawest

figures.

6. What is the mean miles traveled by officials of your
organization each year

7 How many Black officials are there In your organization?

How many women officials?

9. Do you have training schools or clinics for your officials?

10. Please list the slate of officers in your organization i.e.,.

President, Secretary, etc.

1.
2.

3.

4.

11. Please enclose a copy of the system used in assigning
officials to games.
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12. How many games does your organization assign each year?
Include football and basketball.

13. Do your officials have any fringe benefits? If yes,
name some.

14. How much input does your organization have in making game
rules' changest Circle one - A great deal - Some -
None

15. Wh-t is the mean education of your officials?

16. What percentage of your officials played in c liege the
sport which he now officiates?
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS CONCERNING BLACK COACHES AT
PREDOMINATELY WHITE'INSTITUTIONS

Melvin Evans

1. Why did you (Black coach) accept a position at a predomi-

nately white school?

2. How do you see your role in the overall scheme of the

athletic program?

. Name your specific responsibilities as an assistant coach.

Name the responsibilities of another assistant coach whose
responsibilities are similar to yours.

5. How are you viewed by Black athletes?

6. How are you viewed by white athletes?

7. Do you feel that you have the respect of the white.athletes?

8. Do you feel that you have the respect of the Black:athletes?

9. D- you feel that you have the respect of the head coach?

10. Do.you Peel that you have the respect of the other assistant

coach?

11. What is your salary.

12. Does your salary come from.the same sources as the othe

coaches?

13. Is your salary comparable to o her assistance coaches who

have similar responsibilities?

14. How were you recruited?

.15. Are y_u presently pursuing a degree at this institution?

16. When will you complete this degree?

17. Do you intend to remain here After the completion of your

degree?

18. If you leave here, with what kind of institution would you

want, to be associated?
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SURVEY OF ATHLETICS
IN THE BLACK COLLEGES

C. D. Henry

Recrui_ting and Admission

1. Has desegregation affected your efforts In recruiting
athletes? Yes._ No_

2. If yes, how?

If not, why not?

Do you have special programs for admitting students w_o
fail to meet normal entrance requirements? Yes
No

Open for State

Comments:

__-

Do athletes represent a dispr-portionate per cent of these
Students?

4. Do you have special admissioA requirements for out-o -s:ate
students?

Do junior colleges and/or community colleges affect your
enrollment?

Financial Aid

6. How is your athletic program financed? State subsidy, -alumni
gifts, .student fees, booster clubs, others?

Comments:

Can your school live with the current table? Could it

live-with the 72 prdposed table? What minimums could
you live'with?



Baseball
*Basketball
Cross Count

*Football
Golf
Swimming
Tennis
Wrestling

= 120 -

CURRENT
QUOTA
6+13 = 19
6+12 = 18

Track 7+16 = 23
30+75 =105
3+ 5 = 8

6+13 = 19
af 5 = 8

6+13 = 19

PROPOSED MINIMUM
4+ 9 = 13
4+10 = 14
5+11 = 16
20+45 = 65
2+ 4 = 6

4+ 9 = 13
2+ 4 = 6

4+ 9 = 13

Note: New scholarships on left, squad on right and then total

scholarships

*Income producing

Tuti_2rIng

8. Do you provide books for athletes? Yes No

Does the University/College? Yes_ No and/or the

athletic department? Yes No supply tutors Eta,
athletes if desired?

Counseling

9. Is personal counseling available for student-athletes other

than that available for other students? Yes_

10. Is academic coun eling Lvailable for student-athletes 'other

than:that provided for other students? Yes No

11. What area, department, discipline has the greatest number

of majors on your campus?

Employment

12. Are most of your players graduating and available for
employment after 4 yrs., 4k yrs., 5 yrs., yes, no? Please

circle

13. Does the college and/or the athletic department aid wives

of players to find employment?

Co -ent: 2 5
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National Organizations

14. What relations with NCAA would you like to see changed?

transfer rule_ 2.0 ; 1.6 reinstated.
red-shirting___; redistrictin&; others

15. What relations with NA1A would you like to see changed?

transfer rule ; 24 hour rule _; redistricting
Jury-judge power of Executive Committee ; Others

16. LIST ANYTHING THAT WOULD AID TREATMENT OF THE BLACK ATHLETE
AT ANY LEVEL.
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*
SPORT AND THE UEUS MEDL

Roscoe C. Brown, Jr.
Director,. Institute of Afro-American Affairs

New York University

The status of the Black -thiete is the most exciting, provocati

and controversial topic on today's sports pages and radio and

television sportscasts. The thesis that I ahall present today

is that the news media, wittingly or unwittingly, have helped

t- ,te a se ies of myths about the Black athlete--myths which,

when disseminated in the media, cause considerable anguish to the

Black athlete and to the Black community. It is my position that

the :news medi_a should become :ore awe e of its role in perPetuatino

these myths and take active steps to correct them. The concept

of a free press is one that not only requires freedom of reporting

but also implies social responsibility in presenting the facts as

accurately as possible in a context which appropriately reflects

the phenomenon being considered.

What -r- the concerns that the Black'athlete and the Black community

have about the news media and sports? First, there is the contint

presentation of the Black athlete as a Superstar. Unfortunately,

the -ews media in fo using on the fantastic accomplishments -f

Black athletes in, football, basketball, baseball and track and

*Presented at the Symposium on Sports Sociology at Queens

March 10, 1972.
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field have tended to ignore that the Bl.ck athieLe is noL always a

superstar. The emphasis by the news media on the -ole of the Black

athlete as a superstar has made it easy to overlook the discrim-

ination against the average Black arhiete. This is particularly

true in the phenomenon known as "stacking, which Black athletes

are made to c- pete against each other for the same positions.

This is usually done in order to keep a "racial balance' on a

.team. This behavior on the part of coaches and managers is a

pure distortion of the basic ideal of sport in society, namely

the best man or woman participates regardless of his race, ethnic

background, or economic status. The news media often fail to

report this type of disc_ _ination. One possible reason for

this is that so many newspaper and radio-television reporters

cover the same team day after day and weA after week (some

television reporters are even hired by the teams they cover):

hence, some of them are not as faithful to the truth as they

should be. While I .recognize the very sensitive position of a

reporter who covers a team day afte- day, I submit that the, main

responsibility of a sports reporter is to the reader in presenting

as many of the facts as accurately as possible so that the fans

can. make thei- own judgements.

A second myth that is perpetuated by the sports news media is the

myth of the 'satisfaction" of the Black athlete with his condition.
, 4
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Some commentators suggest that the Black athlete is lucky t_ be

wh re he is and theref -e should be grateful and not complain.

It is further suggested that the fact that some Black athletes

can sign contracts for over $100,000 indicates that the grinding

poverty and the oppression of racism is not as great as it

actually is. Again, the news media have a responsibility,

particularly in, the editorial columns, of exposing the hypocrisy

f such a position. As situations such as the Jim McDaniel's

case and the Jimmy Chones' case come, to the public's attention,

more sports writers are writing about the hypocrisy which they

knew about before but were fearful of-expressing. Part of-the-.

reason for the media failure to reveal the hypocrisy:in sports

could be the fact that sports are considered to be a palliative

in America or an escape; therefore, the social problems that

are reflected in sports on the playing fields and in the gymnasia

should not be reflected on the spor s page. This is the kind

of thinking that once prevailed in the arts in America and is

at last being wiped away with every great play or literary work

vhich speak of the various inconsistencies in our society. The

news media have an ethical responsibility to deal with these

inconsistencies as 'reflected in sport. This is,part of the

news media's responsibility as a part of a free-press in a free

society.
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Third, in not providing coverage of sports eveuLs and sports

activities in the Black community or in Black institutions, high

schools or colleges, the news media have failed to show the

effective sports programs in Black institutions. An example

of this is the limited coverage given to many of the Black

athletes coming out of the predominately Black colleges and

high schools in the South. While it Aght be suggested that

c verage of sport activities in Black colleges is not consistent

with coverage of news on the national scope, the fact that so

many of the participants of professional sports come from p

dominately Black situations suggests that more coverage should

be given to_Black athletes in predominately Black high schools

and colleges. Since many Black athletes attain their achieve-

ments under the hardships of lack of adequate physical facilities

and lack of money, the news media could do a real service to

the Black community by not only .highlighting the exploits of

these athletes but also describing the difficult conditions in

which they live, study and work in order to attain,the heights

that they have reached. In a sense, the media will-be educating

the larger society about the nature and scope of racism in

limiting educational opportunities for Blacks and how Blacks

are scriving to achieve despite such handicaps.

And finally, one of my greatest criticisms of the news media is
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the-way in which the media haVe tended to exclude Blacks and

othe non-white minorities from reporting and announting. It

is ironic that in a field where Blacks occupy such a prominent

placei sucb as sports, that there are so few-Black sports

reporters on the major dailies and even fewer Black sports

reporters on radio and television. While it is true that a

few Black profesSional stars, such as Bill Russell on ABC Basket-

ball Game of the Week, have had an oppo:tunity to do between

play.commentary, there have been practically no opportunities

given to Black announcers to do the play-by-play commentary

which is so important in radio and television coverage of sports,

and is also so financially rewardi g. This lack suggests that in

addition to dealing -ith the way in which it covers the Black

in.sport, the media must do a great, deal of soul-searching in

order to try to fulfill its role in reporting the-multi-ethnic

and multi-racial world of sport.

The sports pages have been replete for generations with statements

extolling the role of sport as a 'equalizer and a democratizing

agent in society. I maintain that- the news media have not con-

tributed nearly as much .as they could to the development of a

broader public appreciation of both the accomplishments and the

problems of the Black athlete. In order to do this it will be

necessary for the news media to not only improve the quality of
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its coverage and rep-lofting but to i-crease dramatically .the

representation of Blacks and other -on-whites in its various-

reportorial and executive capacities. I believe- that the ne s

media and the world of-sport 'must meet this challenge because

the challenge is clear, the challenge is right and the time is

now!
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SPORTS AND THE POST-SECONDARY SECTOR

Introduction

In the 1920's a Carnegie-sponsored report on the place of

sports in college bitingly attacked the emphasis on intercollegiate
-

competition, citing abuses in the recruitment of athletes as well as

the unfairness and underhandedness with which so e athletes were

compensated. Today, a much more biting report could be written

about conditions in inter-collegiate sports.

If anything, the warts on the face of sports described in the

Carnegie report have grown. Colleges and univers ties now spend

larger sums than ever before on the financing of spectacles. Since

the 1920's, sports spectaculars sponsored by post-secondary

institutions have become more extensive; they are no longer confined

to football, as basketball and selected track and field events have

started to attract increasingly large audiences.

The moral indignation which members of the Carnegie group

exercised about subsidies for athletes did not stop the practice. On

the contrary, the practice of g ving subsidies has spread and is now
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in the open, as athletic scholarships are available for major sports

athlet s in most schools that have large teams. The sham and

pretense of ake-work jobs such as waiting at table or dispensing

gym towels have been abandoned, and subsidies to athletes have been

openly institutionalized. Possibly as our society becomes more

affluent we can no longer channel sufficient amounts of money in

devious ways, and must resort increasingly to instituitionalized

transfers.

It will be argued below that the relationship between the

expectations of athletes and the growing affluence of the economy

must be reexamined. Unl ke King Canute who attempted to stem the

tide, the platoon of wise men chosen to review sports policy in the

post-Secondary sector must take into account the realities which

have nurtured the devotion to spectaculars in collegiate sports, as

well as the rightful.place of physical conditioning in the post-secondary

sector.

Some of the observations of the earlyCarnegie report should

be remembered in that connection. The report noted that the emphasis

on inter-collegiate competition came about as a result of the inability

of post-secondary institutions to excel in acadera c pursuits. Their

prognosis that academic excellence was likely to result in a

de-emphasis on sports spectaculars has certainly proved true in the .

case of selected Ivy-league schools.
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At the Same ti e, a realistic appraisal of the consequences,

of the U.S.' co_ _mit ent to mass post--Secondary education precludes

the expectation that -.a. vast majority of institutions are likely to

achieve the lofty standards'-'of academic excellence which will make

t reasonable for them to de-emphasize sports activity. Most

theories of organi2,4tion have-emphasized the neceSsity of a common

cause to bind an organization together. The inter-collegiate team

is often considered a suitable means of achieving th cohesion.

-The analysis of collegiate sports is compl_ cated by the

uniqueness of the American way of life. In the first place, the

great emphasis on Winning, in contrast to just participating in sports

activities, has placed special pressures and rewards on managers

and particinants of college athletics. The emphasis on championship

in a particular league, -or at a particular meet, the additional

.exposure and indirect ,benefits .to sponsoring tutions) afforded

to the champions, either in the form of post-season games or

invitations to additional meets, puts tremendous pressures on

trainers. Outside of Eastern European countries, and possibly

Germany, which, in sports, still carries the legacy of the

thousand-year Reich, the United States is the only country with a

large cadre of professional coaches for all sports in the employ of

post-secondary institutions. The professionalization of college

sports coaching makes it extremely difficult to integrate our college
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athletic managers into the a ateur-dominated Olympic Committee.

The will to win, to 'assert ourselves over all opporientS,_ has

.proMpted us to attempt to excel in all sports, try to win Olympic

compet_tions, and sponsor bi-national competitions.

U.S. participation -in both the Olympics and international

compe:tions is complicated by the fact that we have a cadre of

professional coaches, like those of totaltarian governments,.

combined. 'th a loose democratic fed- al structure which does not

allow us to disguise them. Olympic organizations may thus have

serious reservations about transferring franchises for international

competitions to college-based, coach-dominated organizations. It

is far too optimistic to expect that gracious cooperation between

organizations with internat'onal franchises and those dominated'by

college coaches will take place in the future eithe --- Hence, there

is 4 feeling, at least on Capitol Hill- .that new organizations must .

be invented, around which sports could be organized.

The interests of athletes have been much discussed, but

never actually analyzed. Undoubtably, these differ from sport to

sport. For football and basketball players, a professional career

may be in store; however, they may not crave international

recognition. For other star athletes, who are unlikely to "clean up"

through professional sports, a place on the United States team or

a medal, may be more important than participation in extra-mural games.
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The discussion below attempts to contribute to a realistic

evaluation of the role of sports in post-secondary educat on.

other words, it takes as its point of departure the current state of

affairs in post-secondary sports, and suggests topics for investigat on

which may improve the functioning of sports to benefit the majority

of participants in the post-secondary sector. In any such analysis,

the limitations of reform must be addressed realistically, and th

self- nterest of institutions and different publics recognized. It may

be equally important to identify new interest gruups that may raise

louder voices about the shortco ings of the present system and

demand "pieces of the action" in the future.

The complexity of any analysis of post-secondary sports

cannot be underest mated. In the first place a distinction must be

made between sports where some r.,..mue can be derived either from

ticket sales or video rights Second a non-parallel distinction

must be made between inter-collegiate, or closed, competition, and

those in which all amateur athletes can participate, the so-called

open 'meets. Third, the target groups benefiting from different sports

activities must be distinguished. Among the post-secondary

population, the interests of those with a major com it ent to

excelling in a sport must be looked at differently from occasional

participants in sports. The often ignored but extremely importapt

interests of the strata of professional employees of post-secondary
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institutions whose job is to manage sports must be investigated.

In addition to these two groups, which participate in anage the

sports activity, the role of the audiences must be examined. In the

case of inter-collegiate competition, alumni, state legislators and

students are the more obvious interest groups. The roles of

commercial networks and professional associations of players are

probably equally.important, but less easy to document, and have often

been ignored.

In the case of international contests there exists considerable

confusion about the different roles of competing sports associations.

The nat onal intersts of the United States, which are becoming

increasingly the concern of both houSes on Capitol Hill, need to be

analyzed.

There is little doubt that much of the orientation of

post-secondary sports is sordid. After some reading about the

regulators of ,the sports, I have little doubt that the various groups

engaged in promoting competitioh should have their motives, as

well as their modus operandi, analyzed. One hardly knows whe e

to start In suggesting an unravelling of the complex cocoon of

post-secondary sports.

Varying Publics in Post-Secondary Sports

Post-secondary sports activities encompass a variety of

disparate endeavours. They cover the spectrum of individual physical
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conditioning activities, intra-mural sports, team spot ts, and

spectator sports. Not only does each one of these activities have a

different economic profile -- a profile which may even differ for an

identical sport, institution by institution -- but in some cases, the

participants and beneficiaries of the activ ty may be limited to the

participant/sportsman, and in others they may encompass groups

other than players.

To complicate matters further, the purposes of the sports

activities have never been clearly defined, with defenders of sports

activities hiding behind cliches, some of them dating from Roman

times (e.g. "a sound mind in a sound body," or "mass sports are

morale-building"). Recent examinations of the place of sports

American life have emphasized the surrogate father-figure of

modern industrial society. There may be more truth about the

function of spectator sports in the 1950's in part of Clark Kerr's q ip

that the function of the multi-university was to provide "parking for

the faculty, sex for the students, and football for the alumni."

The uses of the continuum of sports activities in post-secondar

institutions need to be classified much more carefully, with the

realization that the uses under each of these headings may change

quite drastically in different periods of time. Unless one realizes

that some of these uses evolve, Just as the post-secondary system

evolves, a policy designed to rationalize the behaviour of sports in
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post- econdary institutions may not remain viable for long.

Ph sical conditioning and intra-mural sports. The most'
clear-cut use of post-secondary sports, that of a physical conditioning

activity for participants is the least controversial, least emphasized,

and least measured. Even in schools w th strong intra-mural programs,

such as the University of Chicago, and magnificent facilities for

individual conditioning (through swi ming, running eight lifting,

etc.), sports programs are popular mostly in on-campus residences.

One gets the feeling that the programs are designed to allow the young

to spend their animal spirits on the field rather than in the destruction

of institutional property.

Participation in intra-mural sports is one of the least known

and least measured activities in America. The University of Oklahoma

mentions in its catalogue that 90 per cent of the students participate

in :intra-mural sports, for instance, but, in all probability this figure

was derived by dividing the total number of participants in intra-mural

sports by the number of students, and ignoring the double-counting.

Most schools list only the available sports for students in the

catalogues and do not offer estimates on participation.

Besides some elemental requirements in physical ed cation for

undergraduates, increasingly waved for veterans and members of

school bands, the sports departments in post-secondary institutions

are most devoted to (1) handling organized spectator sports, and

8.
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(2) assisting in the organiza ion of team activities on reques s from

interested groups.

The statistics about the poor physical condition of a large

segment of American youths have generally not resulted in the

development of remedial prog ams of sports for the physically

disadvantaged. In a few institutions, such as the University of

Minnesota, separate sport programs are offered for stars, for those

in superior, average, and bad physical condition. The Minnesota

program is exceptional. The battle against cardiac arrest has not

been joined by most institutions in the post-secondary sector.

Nor have the post-secondary institutions recast their sports

programs to cater to the potentially upwardly mobile, increasingly

affluent society in which we live. Most sports programs offered to

_e students are extensions or watered-down versions of less strenuou

sports available in high school. Soccer and volleyball for men, and

badminton or field hockey for women, are still the most often mention4

intra-mural sports in catalogues.

It would be important to determine to what extent training for

sports favored by the more affluent are offered in college: tennis,

golf, and, with the proliferation of individual or development pool

facilities, swimming. The role of post-secondary institutions in

training intelligent consumers of available sports facilities has not

been highlighted in most post-secondary institutions.
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One certainly gets the impression that the changes in social

structure of the past two decades are not being reflected in offerings

to occasional participants in sports in Post-secondary institutions. It

is this confusion that is probably causing much of the problem with

sports for women. Of the meager, episodic offerings in non-spectator

sports, women are probably getting their fair share, but it is a share

of a thoroughly irrelevant pile. For instance at Baylor University,

a school not famed for attention to the occasional participant, the

leading 'middle-class sport of tennis is not listed as an intra-mural

act vity, nor are women offered the following programs available to

men: basketball, soccer, horseshoes, or snooker ncidently,

billiards are offered to both men and women).

On an average campus, women are less likely to volunteer

or be recruited for intra.-mural sports programs. In a way, this has

caused the vicious circle of low demand and little staff. As long as

sports in college are focused on team competition, rather thin

individual participation, their relevance to the vast majority of women;

as well as a large number of men, is likely to be marginal.

After perusing numerous catalogues and talking to half a dozen

university administrators, I was left with the impression that sport's

contribution to the way of life of the post-secondary student, after he

graduated, was thoroughly ignored. In a society that is increasingly

poor in primary commodities, bedevilled by concerns for ecology
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and conservation of energy, and characterized by slower-growing real

incomes, there has been little thought to the channelling of leisure-tirn

activities to sports in adult life and away from gardening, maintenance

of second homes boats and snow-mobiles. The development of

patterns of physical conservation of resources among participants

in post-secondary education consonant with the living patterns in the

future remains to be seriously discussed.

Spectator sports. Spectator sports, with football and basketbal

being the most popular, are the image-makers in the post-secondary

seCtor.: A number of aOademically lackluster institutions, notably

Ohio State, U.S.0 Alaba__.a, Texas, Colorado or Louisiana State,

have gained national prominence through their prowess on the gridiron

"Basketball" schools, such as North Carolina State Loyola, Long

Island University or San Jose State are also known coast- -coast.

he uses of a spectator sport to ce ent a school spir t have

been commented upon at length. A winning team contributes to school

cohesion, to cement ng alumni support, or to ensuring sympathetic

consideration of the institution's budget in the state legislature. The

extent to which these goals are reached is not clear.

For instance, prominent football and basketball schools were

less likely to have major student disorders compared to those with

either less prominent teams, or less successful emphasis on spectato:

sports. It is not clear, though, whether either the success of team
(2
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or the emphasis on the- sports program was responsible for a docile

student body. It is quite possible that fewer deviant students are

attracted to schools with a great deal of emphasis on spectator sports

Whether alumni support schools more enthusiastically when

the school has an important spectator sports program, and decrease

their support to schools with less athletic emphasis, is also a moot

point. It is important to distinguish, in that connection, whether alumni

who support sports-minded schools support general educational

endeavours more generously than the average, or whether they channel

their formal support to spectator-sport-oriented projects. I believe

that this is a peripheral matter since most schools obtain only a very

small part of their support from alumni. A dissenting view, by a

Stanford alumnus, is that the contribution- to the school vary with the

fortune of the football team.

Much more interesting is the determination of the effect of

spectator sport emphasis and/or success upon decisions of state'

legislatures to finance a higher level of outlay per student for

non-spectator sports purposes, or the expansion of enrollment in

those schools that are heavily oriented to spectator sports. At least in

Texas, the legislature has often been reminded of the need to have a

university worthy of its football team. A statistical study along these

lines may be enlightening.

From a broader viewpoint, spectator sports have two additional
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functions: (1) They may well provide a train ng ground for

consumer-spectators for the rest of their adult lives, and (2) They

are training grounds for professional athletes in these sports.

The increasing popularity of basketball and football as

spectator sports has never been convincingly linked to the fact that

a growing number of persons in our population who have attended

or graduated from post-secondary institutions have had an increased

exposure to these two sports. This hypothesis is extremely attractive,

though. While baseball, a sport seldom emphasized in inter-collegiate

competition, is waning in popularity, both attendance and viewership

of football and basketball have skyrocketed. It may well be argued

that the attendance and popularity of spectator sports are linked

increasingly to their association with a higher way of life, the

post-secondary experience, even if they appeal to individuals who have

never been to college.

If this hypothesis is correct, an increasing proportion of the

post-secondary population may wish to familiarize itself with these

sports.. There may be pressure for more, rather than less, football

and basketball in post-secondary institutlofls. In turn, the increased

popularity of the sport may escalate the demand for players both at

the college and professional level.

For the average varsity piayer, esp daily one from a fa ily

with modest means, participation in a spectator sport may be a
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convenient way of meeting the costs of college attendance. For the

potential star, who expects to "clean up" as a professional, a

college-playing career is a considerable investment. The rig1c coach,

a highly visible team and a bit of luck (or pluck) may determine success

in the professional league. It is precisely in this connection that a

diversity of views manifests itself about the relationship of the star

athlete and the school.

What is the measure of fealty owed by the athlete to the school

for prov ding a showcase for phys cal prowess? To what extent does

the school owe him a responsibility for developing this prowess to the

fulL. measure? What happens to, say, a football player whose forte

is passing, if the coach prefers a slower-moving game? Also, it is

not at all clear how much stars are trained during their college careers,

or whether they merely gain experience, or perhaps are merely given

a chance to exhibit their potential.

In the case of athletes in spectator sports, a further

responsibility of the institution must be raised: that of training the

athletes for jobs other than in professional sports during their period

of eligibility. If they fail to graduate during their elegibility period,

because of rigorous training requirements, does the institution have a

responsibility for further support during their academic career? A

host of similar questions will be raised in connection with the economic

and human investment decisiofis raised by various types of sports

activities.
2 7
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Team individual sports and the national interest Tel9visien

viewers were treated during 1973 to a rerun of films from the Berlin

Olympics of 1936. y Probably at no time before, and probably at no

time since, have national passions been so excited by sports events.

(In the original Olympics, in Greece, the individual athletes were

honored, not the city-state they represented.) Nevertheless, to this

day, the counting of points for gold, silver and bronze medals awarded

to sportsmen of different nations continues. In the past decade, as the

proficiency of Soviet women athletes became extremely pronounced,

U.S. performance in Olympic sports has become an increasing

concern to a significant minor ty of opinion-makers and politicians.

With the possible exception of basketball, no ma or U.S.

spectator sport is represented in the Olympics. A large nunther of

individual and team sports are e.g. track, swimming, boating,

skiing, soccer, etc. None of these sports can be expected to attract

a big gate or following in the United States. They are sponsored by

selected schools, and are generally supported by local enthusiasts.

For instance, Mounta n and Northern Plains schools sponsor hockey

teams, Hawaii sch ols exc l in swimming, and a number of California

schools do well in track.

:There is little question, though, that there is much sta

talent loss in thes -fields.due to the uneven coaching standards which

prevail from one school to another. The United States, unlike the
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Soviet Union, does not keep a close watch on talent. It does not

sponsor subsidized state, regional and national meets, nor direct

talented athletes to settings where they can get the b st training.

It is not at all obvious that the development of star athletes

in non-spectator sports can be easily left to colleges, and that

alternative arrangements my not be more efficient.

Sports in a Free-Enterprise Economy

Our anachronistic belief that a government which governs

lea t governs best is still fondly held in that enclave of conservatives,

the world of sports. It is sacrocanct despite the fact that states make

direct appropriations to defray part of the cost of spectator sports,

and states guarantee outlays for expensive sports facilities.

There is little doubt that major spectator sports are very

ekpensive. The football budget of a big school like the University of

Colorado is roughly $2 million, nearly $100 per student. The

University of Texas spends $1.8 million on football, or roughly

$120 per student. True, these expenditures are more illusory than

real since both teams have a large enough following for the

universities to break even on their outlays from gate receipts of

home games.

Menck n once mentioned that the formula of success in

post-secondary education was to find a good location for a football

9
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stadium and build a sc ool around it. Most schools which have

successful football teams either are located in large metropolitan

areas and draw heavily from them, or (like the University of

Alabama) play part of their home games in a metropolitan area.

Climate is as important as the location, in the North-East and in

the North of the Great Plains, the alternative of watching a football

game in front of a warm television set affects attendance. Also

important is a resevoir of fans, generally alumni, who will attend

games in on yearS, as well as off years.

As football, and to some lesser degree basketball, requires

a major investment in plant, pro otion and recruiting, a large

number of smaller schools has dropped out of the limelight, leaving

the field to public schools with mammoth enrollments and large

battalions of alumni. The only private schools in major football

competition are U,S .0 favored by metropolitan location and climate,

Notre Dame, a school fortunate enough to enlist every non-college

football fan as its honorary alumnus, and Stanford, a fluke produced

by sun, large real estate holding and fanatic alumni. The rest of the

contenders for the football cromis, or post-season games, are

generally large state schools.

t may be important to reverse this trend. Especially if

spectator sports become an important factor in attracting students,

an effort will have to be made to regulate the competition for potential
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star athletes. Setting this objective is easier than implementing it.

The ceilings placed on the number of athletic scholarships, currently

set as no more than 130 per football team, are one way of doing it.

Unfortunately the number of scholarships accentuates another serious

problem: the expenses of recruiting, and the possible under-the-table

payments to star athletes. Both of these "u ethical activities are

financed outside of the post-secondary budget, usually by alumni

boosters.

When one has to deal -ith a situation over which the formal

controls break down, it is extremely important to look at both the

intended and unintended consequences of regulations. For instance,

on the surface, the regulation on the number of athletic scholarships

makes it possible to equalize compeitition between large and small

schools. But one of the unintended consequences of the lowering of

th6 number of per_ issible athletic scholarships at one t me they were

200 per football team, and this number was subsequently lowered to,

130 to put a premium on recruiting. Every possible scholarship

has to be given to the most promising player;

Athletes may suffer rather than benefit from this pressure for

more careful selection. Some schools, notably Texas, over-recruit,

and force sub-par athletes to drop out to bring their books into balance.

This process is neither fair to the athletes recruited, who are

"psyched" to drop out and give up their scholarship, or to other schools

2 3 I
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who take the letter of the law more literally, and do not push their

recruiting errors out of school.

A reform such as a 1 m t on the head-count of recruited athletes

could benefit athletes, but would increase recruitment malpractices.

By contrast lifting the ceiling on scholar hip recipients would make

it possible for large football schools to dominate spectator sports even

more.

The possthility of assigning promising athletes to schools is

not very realistic. No one is ready to limit the choice of schools for

a given sub-strata of the high school class. This is not only a
.f

limitation on the civil rights of students, but In also be against the

interest of a star athlete, who may believe that his chances of playing

professional ball are improved if he is coached by the staff of a

particular university. Even if football and basketball stars are paid

more than the ground rules allow, they are certainly not very highly

compensated, and their decisions to spend four or five years (if they

are recfshirted ) in college playing a major sport must be considered as

an investment, or speculation, for a further career.

Economic analyses of the consequences of post-secondary

education abound. None of them have put the spotlight on the college

player of spectator sports. There is little doubt that of all high school

students either recruited or volunteering to play a spectator sport,

only a s all proportion make the varsity team. Of those who make the

'3 2
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varsity, even in star tea s only a small proportion receive

professional offers. Of those who receive professional offers, only

a minute fraction survive two years of professional competition, and

even a smaller fraction have a career of any length. A study of this

sort should contribute to "truth in recruiting."

If the pay-off odds are as low as I think they are, the pos Lion

of a spectator sports coach is not to be envied. He has to surround

his endeavour with an aura of glamour to procure his labor force.

At the same time, in a school with a major program he is responsible

for the balance-sheet of his operation. Of the roughly 300 teams in

football inter-scholastic competition, it is estimated that 100 break

even. In other words, one coach out of three runs a business where

the income and outgo do balance. Granted that he is subsidized to

some extent through cheap stadium rentals (Which may or may not be

chrged to his budget) free lalor for his band and cheering squad,

some special appropriations from state legislatures, etc., he does

carry, At the same time, a number of loss-leaders, the whole minor

sports athletic program, and some teams with no gate appeal, such

as wrestling or tennis.

The coach is thus an entrepreneur, who has to budget his

resources for equipment, uniforms, maintenance, salaries, etc.,

while keeping his eye upon the gate and television rights. He is

interested in a winning team, not only because it means a larger gate,
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but, in the case of the super-teams, larger television fees, and the

rights to a post-season game, a play-off or a cha pionship.

Much of the intransigence and brutality of coaches, which have

been documented in memoirs of football players, are reminiscent of

the behaviour of factory entrepreneurs in the 18th century. These

entrepreneurs were motivated to make a profit, they dealt with a

ubservient, highly motivated and non-unionized labor force, and they

were facing a cut-throat competition market. In today's spectat r

sports market, the coach is in no better position than the 18th-century

entrePreneur. In order to keep his equipment and know-how (coaching

staff) in tip-top shape, he has to maximize his income. He does it at

the expense of his labor force, the leabt mobile, least market-oriented

production factor.

From reading memoirs of players, I get the feeling that some

leading coaches would not be adverse to the revival of either indentured

labor or temporary slavery. I am sure that whipping players would be

a less time-consuming punish ent than having them run up and down

the steps of the Texas stadium. It would be equally effective. Coaches

need total control over performers. Hence they are not interested in

democracy.

The preceding state ent was not made to shock, but to dra

the read attention to the consequences of such a policy. Economies

based upon cheap, docile labor prosper only for short periods of time.
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The economic history of our South is witness to that. Eventually,

better technology reduces their comparative advantage.

It is not at all certain that a better technology of sport is not

being developed. The large sports-oriented schools are not the only

ones producing successful football playerS. Ivy leagues, smaller and

less competitive- have contributed their share of players tO the

professional clubs. The more relaxed style of spectator sports

played there not only gives the participants a chance to participate in

the academic experience, it produces a better-thinking, faster player.

Perhaps the time-bomb which w _II 'undermine the authority of large

spectator-school coaches is already ticking.

Equalizing perfo -mance between the sports-successful and

other schools could have any number of advantages: Humanization of

sport _duction of commercialism, better opportunities for education

of athletes, etc., etc. Unfortunately, setting these targets is easier

than achieving them. The financial risks which are likely to be taken

by successful schools with big stadiums, big staffs and vociferous

alumni a too large. Perhaps as much as 10 per cent of the t-tal

instructional budget is spent on sports at Texas and Colorado. Perhaps

8 per cent is recaptured back at the gate and 'from television. Are

state systems likely to .absorb a reduction in These receipts in the

ourse of the next few years?

To a large extent, both football and basketball, thetwo major
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college spectator sports, have been largely self-supporting in schools

which consider them important. A combination of gate and television

receipts, special funds from state legislatures (in the case of public

schools), and earmarked alumni gifts 'LI the case of a few private ones

have contributed to break-even budgets among the major practitioners

of spectator sports. Some may even have turned small profits which

were ploughed back to subsidize other athletic endeavours. Recently,

however, rising costs have not been offset by rising gate or television

revenues. Hence, spectator-oriented sports departments have becol e

increasingly worried about their ability to maintain the scale of their

activity. It would also appear that they would be more eager to recoup

the expenses they incur from non-spectator sports through other

contests, such as track and field or swim meets.

Thus the limited overlap between the post-collegiate spectator

sports and those which are staged in international arenas is becoming

more important. Football, the number one collegiate sport, is not

played internationally. The only major spectator sport played in

colleges and internationally is basketball. Other sports which can

produce a sizeable, if infrequent, gate are track, and to a lesser

extent, swimming. In all of the last .hree cases, the receipts are

enhanced if the compet tion is international, like the Olympics, or

has a faint ideological flavor, e.g. , contests with Russians or

Mainland Chinese.
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The protection of athletes (both from possible injury and from

extra-curricular activities which may make them unavailable to the

team during the playing season) by the coaches in order to have some

control over the gate, and hence their future solvency, is likely to

escalate, caus ng considerable acri ony between colleges and

organizations sponsoring ince ational eyents in proportion to the

financial crisis. The controversy now is limited to permitting

competition sanctioning) different events, but the root cause is,

undoubtably, autonomy over productive assets.

In a way, money is also at the root of all the other evils cited

in connection with the organization of sports. As available budgets

shrink, the money for training track and field athletes dries up. Since

there is little to be gained from the gate or television rights of sports

in which women participate or excel, there are few facilities for women,

and even less coaching. What is true for women is also true for

occasional sports participants. They are a drain on the budget;

furthermore, those who could benefit most from sports are least

likely to participate in them without considerable coaxing, or, even

more shocking, the development of special programs from which they

can benefit!

The syphoning off of talent from the pos secondary sector

into international competition is a direct threat to the solvency of sports

in the college sector. Yet, bi-nat anal competitions and internat onal
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Olympic Games are considered desirable from the point of view of

national prestige. Both houses of Co._gresS are increasingly concerned

that athletes in college not be penalized for participating in such

competitions or selection trials. None of the legislation to date has

addressed the impact of drafting players for international competitions

or the autonomy of college sports scheduling. They have concentrated

instead upon the improvement of arrangements for international

participation.

International Competition

A different matter entirely is the fielding of winning teams in

m ernational competitions. Is the United States tapping and developing

all the talent Which is available? Is it selecting the best athletes to

represent it? Congress has been concerned with both issues, but has

concentrated its attention on the second one because the interminable

squabbling betveen sports associations has hampered the ass -mbly of

the best tea s for international competitions.

Federal authorities have intervened twice during the 1960's to

settle feuds bemen the NCAA and the AAU. The first time, General

Douglas MacArthur was the mediator. The second time, a panel

headed by one of the-most skilled arbitrators in the United States,

Theodore Kheel, and backed by such luminaries as Archibald Cox of

Watergate fame, spent over a year hammering out a comproi ise

between competing athletic associations.
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Neither compromise appeals to have prevented petty feuding

between the college coaches association and the committees charged

with administer ng international competitions. As a result, there are

still considerable difficulties about ensuring that the best athletes are

available to represent the United States in international

To co pl'cate matters further, considerable dissatisfaction

of star athletes has filtered up, and has caused deep concern on the

Hill about the management of pre-Olympic trials as well as the

management of the United States team at the Munich Olympics. There

is a growing concensus among a handful of Senators interested in sports

that a major reform of the inter-face between U.S. athletes and

Olymp c and other international competition is well overdue.

A number of bills have been initiated on the Hill, most notably

by Congressman O'Hara in the House and by Senator Tunney on the

Senate side, which would affect the conduct of international sports

contests. Pressure to continue the present status quo by studying the

issues to death has been applied by present representatives of

inte -national franchises and the Olympic Committee. College coaches

represented by the NCAA have also iritroduced, through the good offices

of friendly congressmen, legislation which would ,(1,)reopen the

certification of organizations for franchises to sponsor ihternational

competitions, and (2) conduct a study of the Olympic Committee.

In order to explain the origins of the activity of the Hill, _ it is,
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un ortunately, necessary to start fairly high up-stream. At the

cornerstone of the controversy is the definition of an amateur athlete,

since only amateurs are allowed to participate in both college and

international meets, and only amateurs, not tainted by income from

managing sports, can represent the United States on either Olympic

committees or on boards of individual sports associations which can

ar ange international events.

The requirement that athletes not profit from participation in

a sport has been the root trouble of much of the collegiate and

international competition. No speaking fees remuneration in excess of

expens s for participating in a given meet, or any other form of

remuneration tied to the exercise of the sport can be received by a

participating athlete, if he is to keep his amateur status. An amateur

athlete is forbidden to part cipate in meets which are run for profit,

or where professional athletes paiticipate.

In order to enforce these rules, amateur athletes are allowed

to participate only in meets sanctioned by a recognized association in

their sport. Because of a series of historical accidents, in a number

of sports, notably basketball and track and field (where the disputes

center these days), meets in which amateur college athletes can be

expected to participate can be sponsored either by associations
_-

dominated by college coaches or by holders of national or international

franchises. The position, taken by associations of college coaches is

2 0
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that an athlete which takes part in a meet not sanctioned (approved)

by that organization becomes ineligible to compete in meets which are

sponsored by that organization. Thus, an athlete taking part in a meet

sponsored by the AAU, which has not been sanctioned by the NCAA,

becomes ineligible for most inter-collegiate sports competition.

Closed meets, open only to college athletes are outside of the

jurisdiction of the AAU. For instance, sometimes the AAU will bar

an athlete for participating in a meet it considers open, thus requiring

its sanction, which is considered closed by the sponsoring organization.

A numter of meets, especially in track and field could be open to

non-college athletes belonging to clubs, which are members of

college-dominated track associations. Because of these and similar

jurisdictional squabbles, athletes risk losing eligibility in one or the

other sports association competitions.

The reasoning which makes this squabbling possible is

ostensibly the need to protect the idea of amateurism -- mostly

championed by non-college-based organizations -- and to protect the

athlete -- a reason adduced most often by college-based associations.

Both sides believe that relaxing their grip on athletes will be fatal

to their future barga..ning position.

The bargain ng is about different ma -ters entire y. It is

centered on the rights to hoid international franchises, the

arrangements for international and Olympic events. An umbrella
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organization, the A ateur Athletic Union (AAU), hold, these franchises

for twenty-three sports. It was established before the turn of the

century as a loose confederation of sports clubs. Since that ti e the

locus for training, and most of the talent, in, at least, basketball and

track, have moved away from clubs to colleges. College-based

associations of these sports would like to be certified as international

franchise-holders. The AAU has lamely claimed that it is

representative of the sport, since anybody with any ambition to compete
(

internally, whether in college or not, must belong to the AAU.

Furthermore, each sport has a numtler of votes in the election of the

United States Olympic Committee. Currently, the AAU can dominate

this balloting, and I get the i pression that its interests are confounded

with the present membership of the U.S. Olympic Committee .

The participants in this squabble between town and gown do not

conform to the usual sterotypes in these battles The town, or AAU,

represents the gentlemen interested or dabbling in sports, and the

gown, mostly persons who make a living from coaching sports. It is

unfortunate that the gentleman-sportsman is not also a man of

limitless means and leisure.. Hence in many instances, the Boards of

AAU have to rely on gate receipts collected through meets, voluntary

donations from the public, as well as membership fees to finance

inter ational participation of U S . teams in international events.

It is paradoxical that college-based organizations, which make
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it a matter of pride to represent the interests of ad letes, a

(1) jealous of gate receipts and (2) critical of the penury which surrounds

the Olympic trials and the low level of living of athletes at Oly

Games. From reading the testimony at Congressional hearings in

both Houses one gets the impression collegedorninared associations

could do it better. But could they do it for less? Or for as much?

And where is the money going to come from?

Husbanding sufficient resources to reimburse athletes to

compete in Olympic trials, to cover the training costs at a reasonab_ e

level for those who have been selected, and to provide a number of

specialized coaches and officials to defend their interests at Olympic

Games were mentioned sufficiently often by athletes and their partisans

make this another burnino concern on the Hill. The experience of

the Munich Games where the basketball gold medal was denied to the

_United States (and the action of the Olympic Committee not protested

vigorously enough), where two starters were not info ed of the

schedule for their event, and where an insufficient number of coaches

was available (a star discus thrower related that his coach at the

Olympics was a walking coach), raised the question about the effectiveness

of the U.S. Olympic Committee. The attempts of that committee to

rejuvenate itself by selecting former athletes do not seem to have

convinced all pal-tie§ involved that it has turned a new leaf.

The perception that something ought to be done has permea d

2 9
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both sides of the Capitol. Bills have been introduced, and hearings held

in the House and in the Senate. Below is a short, and probably

idiosyncratic rundown of the action on the Hill.

The House. The action in the House is in the Sub-Con ittee

on Education, of the Com .ttee on Education and Labor. Congressman

O'Hara, Chairman of the sub-committee, introduced a bill (1-IR 7918)

co-sponsored by twenty-three other congressmen to (1) prohibit

penalties to athletes and coaches for participating in any meet where

they represent the United States, (2) prohibit the exclusion from such

meets of athletes banned solely on the basis of previous participation

in a non-sanctioned meet of the federation sponsoring the international

encount (3) require that sponsors of international meets inform the

athlete and the institution which he attends about certain facts about

the facility, amenities and finances of the meet. A fine of $10,000

's provided for violations of the above.

Clearly, here, the intention is to defuse the jockeying of rival

associations, to ensure the availability of the best athletes for

international compet tion. The ambitions of this bill are de minimus.

It has been reported out by the sub-committee, but not submitted to

the full com ittee. Additional hearings on this and other bills are

scheduled for the end of March, 1974.

One of the co-sponsors of the O'Hara bill, Mr. Badillo, has

also int oduced the latest version of the Senate bill to regulate sports.
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T le bill, discussed below, is much broader than the O'llara bill.

Currently, the Sub-Committee on Education is quite willing

to include in its scheduled hearing a discussion of financing of athletes

at colleges, sports medecine, etc. While Congressman O'Hara and

his colleagues started out with modest goals for th

their inability to push the legislation through in the face of an abs nce

of consensus, has given them the incentive to push their investigat on

further afield, and it is quite likely that they may report a bill not

unlike the one prepared on the Senate side.

The atmosphere on the Hill is certainly not conducive to the

peace of mind at the NCAA, the major college-based sports

organization. Th ee identical bills reflecting its position have been

introduced in the House (H.R. 9150, H R. 9171 and H.R. 977).

These bills provide for (1) the establishment of the United States

Amateur Sports Association Board consisting of five members, which

would issue charters for international competition. In other words,

the NCAA would like to see international franchises reassigned and

is pushing for a body not dominated by the AAU or the U.S. Olympic

Com ittee to perform this task, (2) a rather weak provision to protect

athletes against competing in non-sanctioned events, and (3) the

establishment of a temporary nine-member National Commiss on on

Olympic Games, which would be charged to report in six months on

the role of the U.S. Olympic Co mittee in discharging its obligations,
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selection policies of athletes, and optimum arrangements for their

training, and conditions for participation in Olympic Games.

The Action in the Senate. While the interest of the House in

sports is rather recent, the Senate Committee on Commerce has had

a long-standing interest in the conditions surrounding international

athletic competitions. I went back to 1965, and perused the hear ngs

held then, the hearings in 1967, those held in May and Nove ber 1973.

In addition, the staff of the Commerce Committee graciously provided

me with the Kheel et al., arbitration decision on the dispute between-
the AAU and the NCAA.

The hearings about the dispute between the AAU and the NCAA

cover hundreds of pages of testimony. Essentially, the testimony is

repetitive. The AAU defends its right to organize international contests,

affirms that all leading athletes are members of AAU, and. that AAU is

concerned about the athletes' well being. The NCAA claims that the

AAU, in order to finance U .8 . international participation in the

Pan-American and Olympic Games, sponsors interim international

contests with badly prepared and poorly coached athletes, under

sub-optimal circumstances. It also clai_ s that in basketball and

track, the lion's share of amateur activity is now college-based, and

is no longer a club-oriented, AAU-based activity.

Both organizations have been behaving outrageously about

cross-sanctioning of contests, refusing to ask for the others' sanctions,
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losing applications, not clearing them unal a few days before the

meet, or sometimes even ex post facto, when sufficient political

pressu e was placed upon them not to ruin athletic careers. The

intervention of MacArthur and Kheel did not eliminate this squabbling,

since the success of any arbitration agreement depends on the good

faith of the parties concerned, and there is certainly more bad blood

than good faith between the warring organizations.

The U.S. Olympic Committee, which is dominated by the AAU

and which suffered considerable loss in prestige as a result of the

events surrounding the Munich Games, is attempting to champion the

status-quo. It has appointed some prominent athletes to the Board,

but to my mind, it is still a collection of gentlemen women sportsmen

on an ego trip.

The record of the November 5, 1973 hearings conta ns an

athazing letter fr m the International Olympic Committee in London.

It makes the relevant point that no international franchise can be held

by organizations dominated by professionals and college coaches

fall under that definition according to the International Com ittee.

It closes with a critique of Senate initiatives to support international

contests by calling such initiatives totalitarian. My guess would be

that this letter was written as a result of the concern of the U.S.

Olympic Com ittee. If my surmise is correct, it demonstrates the

lack of feeling and rea ism of that Committee: the august Senate body

2
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of the United States does not lik to be told what it. caa mid cannot do.

The concerns of athletes who testified at Senate hearings

polarized along the following lines: (1) Star athletes bemoaned the

lack of accomodations, the lack of reimbursement of expenses for

participants in Olympic trials, the absence of sufficient conches at

the Olympics, and the ineptness of the U .S Olympic Committ e in

defending the interests of athletes; (2) Other stars complained about

the war of nerves which discouraged athletes from participating in

international meets because meets were not sanctioned at the tim

athletes were recruited, and (3) Non-college-based athletes complained

about the absence of training facilities and funds to sponso talent

searches and training programs.

Senate action spearheaded by Senator Tunney resulted in an

original version of 5.2365, which established an activist United States

Amateur Sports Board. This was authorized, inter alia, to meet

48 hours after an association asked for a decision to sanction a meet,

and sanction it. In the event the meet was sanctioned by the Board,

no penalties could be assessed against the participants.

The version of the bill which was finally reported out of

committee is much tamer. It still provides for an Amateur Sports

Board, consisting of five members appointed by the President with the

consent of the Senate, which does have rights to "secure f,ata and

express opinion with respect to any matter pertinent to amateur athletic
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activity and physical fitness," require reports from chartered sports

associations, which it will designate as holders of international

franchises ( sually not more than one per association), mediate disputes,

and most importantly, oversee the sanctioning of contests.

The new version of 5.2365 also calls for the appointment of

a nine-memler U.S. Olympic Study Commission which will report

on refo -ms to improve the U.S. competition in Olympic Games.

Finally, it provides the establishment of the National Sports

Foundation, with a board of trustees appointed by the Amateur Sports

Board. The Foundation is to be financed equally by the Fede_ al

Government and private contributions, and be allowed to have an

endowment of $100 million. The primary role of the Foundation is

to encourage grass root athletic progra-ns, usually not sponsored

by either a college or a club.

The very last version of the bill is still in the works. I have

been told by the Senate Commerce Committee counsel that i viii

(1) put a six-year term limitation on the life of the Sports

Advisory Board, thus defusing NCAA criticism about the Senate

p --moting a new layer of federal bureaucrats,

(2) the Foundation's scope, by contrast, will be strengthened.

It will have a broader mandate, and will concern itself with sponsoring

(a) a network of athl --tie facilities, and (b) have advisory authority

on athletic medecine and health.
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The implications of this last change are far-reaching. It will

satisfy some House critics and facilitate the important passage of the

bill in the lower chamber. In my opinion, these provisions are

important and will protect, in the long run, amateur athletes from

rule changes which could endanger their h alth, especially those

changes which may be introduceu in college sports to make them

more exciting on television.

Strangely enough, the new version of the bill is likely to have

NCAA support. Once again, President Nixon s actions are likely to

produce a coalition of unlikely parti s. Recently, the hxecutive, as

part of the appropriations bill for the Department of State, asked for

$500,000 to finance an Olympic Study Commission. The membership

of the Commission, according to sources on the Hill, was stacked to

white ash the present Olympic Com ittee. A Senate staffer referred

to its composition as squash players and yachtsmen (neither of these

being Olympic Sports

The fear that the commission would recommend the continuation

of the status-quo is rumoured to havu moved the NCAA leadership to

back the more comprehensive Senate action. Momentarily, a call is

expected from the NCAA endorsing the latest ver'sion of the Tunney

bill. As soon as the phone rings, the bill will be brought to the floor!

The functions of the Foundation in financing pre-Olympic

a lletic, trials is not set. Its relationship to the Olympic Committee
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is unclear. The big fight for resources of the Foundation is still in

the future. The federal role in collegiate sports is still to be clarified.

Conclusions

Current congressional action does not begin to address the

key problems in post-secondary sports. There is general agreement

that pressures to escalate performance in spectator sports are

mounting. It is also a consensus that these pressures may accentuate

aluses in recruitment, training, etc. Financing of other sports are

threatened, as revenues of spectator sports fail ta grow sufficiently

quickly to keep up with expenses. Under these circumstances, a study

of the whole spectrum of college sports is extre ely timely. Questions
_

like the following need to be asked:

1. What are the most effective ways of policing spectator

sports

2. What type of organiza -ion would be most effective in

policing them? How should it be financed, and how much money wou d

it need?:..,Who should sponsor it?

If it is impossibl- to regulate sPectator spo ts effectively,

should some thought be given to ways of equalizing the strength of

teai s within each league? Would it be conceivable to vary the size

of permitted rosters in some proportion to the win/loss record?

4. Is it possible to reduce the expenses associat d with
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ma or spectator sports by pooling facilities betWeen post-secondary

institutions, secondary institutions and amateur athletic clubs? Or

perhaps it may be possible to vest the ownership of those institutions

into the hands of third parties who could make greater use of them

5. Can reasonable standards be developed for permissable

evenditures on spectator sports, and could they be enforced?

Other College and International Com etitions

1. Can facilities be shared by athletes in non-spectator sports?

2. How can adequate coaching in track and field, etc., be

made available on a national basis?

3. What is the responsibility of post-secondary inst tu ions

in facilitating the participation of star athletes in international

competitions?

4. How can the feuds between different associations be

reduced?

Sports for Everybody

1. Should standards be established in the college sector to

make it possible for the physically fat to become physically fit by

encouraging sports participation in activities of differing difficulty?

2. Is it possible to develop standards and estimate costs of

desirable levels of intra-mural sports activity?
"

3. What are the responsibilities of the post-secondary sector

in educating its constituency as potent al occasional participants or

viewerfi of sports events?
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Federal Involvement

1. What should the thrusts be, and what ar- the possible

dimensions of realistic, fed- al involvem-nt in amateur sports?
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FOR EWO RD

When George H. Hanford, Executive Vice President of the.College
Entrance Examination Board, responded favorably to the request of the
American Council on Education that he direct.a feasibility study to assiSt
the Council in deciding whether there is need for a searching- study of the
presentstate of American intercollegiate athletics, he asked me to assist
him by preparing a statement about the pertinent forces and influences

:which have developed since the 1929 publication of the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advantement of Teaching Bulletin No.23, American Colle e Athletics.
This paper is an attempt to respond to Mr. Hanford s charge.-

It should be made clear at the outset that the author has resisted
the seductive allure of attempting to respond to the implications of
Mr. Hanford'S loose use of the phrase "historical statement,' as a part
of his description of my assignment. Neither the competence of the writer
nor the time available makes such an attempt. practicable. The statement
makes no pretense, therefore, of being based on scholarly research. It

reflects, rather, observations gleaned from twenty-five years of admissions
and financial-aid-committee work at Columbia University and from thirteen
years of cooperative activity with colleges and secondary schools as a
member of the staff of the College Entrance Examination Board; a lifetime
of playing games with an enthusiasm which far surpassed competence;_a
casual and sporadic addiction to the joys of the spectator; long and
regular exposure to the sports pages-of The_New York Times; reading like
that represented by the appended Bibliography;.and, in particular, the
perspective gained from conversations with many experienced observers of
athletic competition as it is related to education.

Whatever helpful support this paper may provide for the feasibility
study stems chiefly from the testimony of-these observers. For time
freely given to extended conversations and for insights provided I am
particularly grateful to: Walter Byers, Executive Director of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association; Henry Chauncey, Jr., Secretary of Yale
University;:Christopher Corkery,'Headmaster of Cranbrook School, Bloomfield
Hills, Michigan; H. 0. Crisier, former head football coach-and Director
of Athletics at the University of Michigan; the late .Arthur Daley, sports
writer of The New_York Times:, John T. Daly, Executive Secretary of the
Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference Board of Control; Lester
H. Dye, Director of Athletics of Syracuse University; A. 0.'Duer, Executive
Secretary of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics;
Jeremiah Ford II, former Director of Athletics at the University of Penn-
sylvania; Paul Governali, Professor of Physicel-Education at San Diego
State College; George E. Killian, Executive Director of the National Junior
College Athletic Association; DeLaney Kiphuth, Director of Athletics at
Yale University; Leonard Koppett, sports writer of The New York Times;
Nicholas.McD. McKnight, former Associate and Acting Dean of Columbia_
College of Columbia University; Donald McMillen, Principal of Central High
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School, Pontiac, Michigan; John Piurek, Director of Athletics at West
Haven (Connecticut) High School; Eugene T. Rossides, senior partner of
the New York-Washington law firm of Rogers and Wells;- Adolph Samborski, 4

Commissioner of the Yankee Conference; and John Toner, Director of Athleti
of the University of Connecticut.

Fair warning is served on the reader that what follows is highly
generalized, sparsely documented, liberally salted with passages which
reveal the author's bias, and contains little, if anything, which will not
be obvious to those who are familiar:WO what has been taking place in
intercollegiate athletics. The chief justification for presenting it,
therefore, is the hope that it may serve 4a usaful summary and reminder-
of some of the forces which must be reckoned with in any serious attempt to
make intercollegiate athletics play their proper role in the education of
the young.

B.P,I.



Since the publication of Ameri.can College Athletics% changes in the

forces affecting the.conduct ofintercollegiate athletics programs have
been so numerous and powerful as to boggle the minds of any of the authors
of Bulletin 23_who might be comparing the 1929 circumstances with those of
1974. In the light of commonly accepted current coaching practices-and
the pervasive influence of television, for example, the comments of Savage-
and his-colleagues about-the evils of_coaching fromthe_sidelines...and_about
the insidious influences of radio broadcasting in the. 1920's seem quaint.
And Savage et al would undoubtedly be perplexed and baffled to-observe
that many of the abuses in the recruiting and subsidizing-of-athletes

.-which_wereviewed with distaste and alarm in 1929 are, in 1974, alive and
thriving with the sanction of NCAA rules and regulations.

Providing more detailed comment about,the past, as,deSCribed in
Bulletin 23, versus more recent years would be appropriate.' Any suitably

brief comparison, however, would be a time-wasting attempt to gild the
lily; for Mr. Hanford prepared, in July 1973, a working paper entitled
"American Col1g Athletics in Retrospect, a Backward 1973.Look at the 1929
Report,- which supplies the kind of background needed here'ahd which is
appended as an attachment.

First, then, here is a simple listing of-some of the forces which--

for better or for worse--have emerged,or_grown since 1930 to influence the

conduct of intercollegiate athletic programs:

--television

- -improved transportation

- -institutionalization of professionalism

- -the growth of hockey

--democratization of student bodies

- -increased press coverage of professional sports

--the women's liberation movement

1Savage, Howard J., American Col_lege Athieticsr (New York: The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Bulletin 23, 1929). For the

sakeof brevity this pUblication will be referred to throughout this paper

simply as Bulletin 23.
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--the growth of professional sports

--changes of style and emphasis in coaching football

--improved and expanded physical facilities

- -multiplication of demands on time estudent athletes

- -the growth of highly organized athletic competition for children

While several items might be added to the above list, it seems
likely that most of the significant related forces which have emerged over
the last forty years may be subsumed under one of those mentioned. At the
risk-of an-absurd laboring of the obvious, here are a few comments about .

the listed phenomena.

TeleyjsjoR: In an excellent article on the subject from the December 29,
1469, issue of S-orts Illustrated and included in Sports & Society: An
A4-Kily, William Johnson says: "In the past ten years tport in America
has come to be the stepchild of television and, in a sense, handmaiden to
the vicissitudes of Madison Avenue...: the impact of televi.sion in these
last ten years has produced more revolutionary--and irrevocablechanges in
sport than anything since mankind began to play organized gamesr2 in the

same article Johnson quotes Bear Bryant as saying what has been said in
slightly,A0ferent words by severalother big-time football coaches:
"We think TV exposure is so important to our program and so important to
this university that we will schedule ourselves to _fit the medium. I'll

play at midnight if that's what TV wants.."3

The first telecast of a sports event in the_ United States, according
to Johns9n, was of a baseball game _between Columbia and-Princeton in May
of 1939.'4 From that inauspicious beginning, a primitive attempt to convey
a pictorial account of the gyrations of two teams fighting "for fourth
place in the Ivy League," the genie which was released from the bottle there
at Baker Field grew and multiplied. --ThatArowth was particularly_ rapid
beginning about 1950 and continued until one -of-the miracles the full-grown
spirit produced was that part of the 1973 NCAA Television Committee Re.ort
which pointed out that "participating Members received 13,490,000 in
television rights in both 1972 and 1973...." and that the 1975-76-Television
Plan was sold to ABC-TV for $16,000,000. Moreover, the December 15, 1973,
issue of the NC.AA News reports, with obvious pride in the role of the

2Johnson, William, "TV Made It All A New Game," in John T. Talamini &
Charles H. Page, editors, Sports & Society: An Anthology (Boston-Toronto:
Little Brown and Company, 1973), p. 456.

3Ibid., p. 497.

4Ibid., p. 458.



Association in the matter, on the growth in. "the swag" derived from
post-season Bowl competition. The News points out that "the second Rose
Bowl game in 1916, the first one with a cash payoff," produced for the
two_participants, Brown University and Washington State, the paltry sum---
of $7,631.50 whereas "bowl loot" [sic] from ten bowl games of .1972

totaled a tidy $7,489,271. "All-time Bowl Payoffs,": over -the fifty-eight

years during Which the spring of small change discovered at the 1916 Rose

Bowl has swelled into a torrent of riches, total $80,604,647.80.
a

One need not go on piling up figures to emphasize that .inter
collegiate athletic competition, particularly,in football and basketball,
has long since become big business. In response to the derogatory conno-
dons which soMe 'attach to the use in this context of the.. phrase "big
business," those who see TV income as an uhmitigated blessing will -point
to improvement of physical facilities, expansion of intramural programs,
and other praiseworthy achievements which, without that income, would have

been impossible. On the other hand, one must obserVe that the "partici-
pating members" are a relatively small number of the nation,is colleges;
and one must wonder whether the real educational -advantages which accrue
to the lucky recipients of "the-swag"- out-weigh the educational damage

inflicted on the large numbers of non-participating institutions which

adopt athletic policies .and programs-unsuited to their size and educational-

objectives with the hope that they too may have a day in the TV sun and

a shaTe "bfklbe "loot!'

Johnson is undoubtedly right in saying that the impact of TV on
sports is "irrevocable!' There can be no doubt, however, that any Serious

attempt to improve the relationship betWeen interc011egiate athletics and

other parts of an educational program-must try to find ways to-neutralize

the excesses and spread the advantages related, to televising intercollegiate

games.

.Improved trans ortation: At least one highly influential conferee tended

to give top billing to the advent of jet travel on the list of forces

under discussion. Intercollegiate athletics contests of the 1920's and

earlier were, with-very few eXceptions, restricted to "friendly strife"

between neighbors, broadly defined, because there were relatively modest

limits to the_distance the friendly strivers- could be expected to travel on

bus or train,in the time. available. In those days the trip-from j)rinceton-,--

New Jersey, to Hanover, New Hampshire, was more time_contuming and much

more tiring than is the present-day jet-airline journey- from Newrlsork to

San Francisco. With the availability,of quick-and comfortable,transporta7

tion over long distances came a revolution in schedule-making, particularly

among the football and basketball powers. In recent years it has become

commonplace to find, as we did in 1973 for random example, the Penn State

football forces playing those of Stanford and the Air Force Academy; and

the men of Syracuse having at those of the University of Washington and of

the University of-Miami, Florida.
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This facilitation of long-range travel was, of course, a potent
addition to those forces hospitable to increasing commercialism of inter-
collegiate contests. One might make a travel-is-broadening case for the
educational merits of transcontinental schedules except for the plain fact
that the members of the squads involved rarely do or see anything on the
trips that they do not do or see at home. Said one intimately well informed

, witness: "It's ridiculous. We- fly the boys to places they may never
again be able to visit and all they see is the interior of the plane, their .

dormitory rooms, the dressing rooms and the inside of the stadium!"
Unhappily,_it is all too clear that the chief motivation for making such
schedules is the attempt to arrange a combination of powerful forces and
location designed to provide.maximum stimulation of ttendance and gate
receipts.

Recruiting of "blue chip" athletes has also intensified under the
stimulus of jet travel. Institutions with resources to make it possible
to take full advantages of the NCAA provision which-permits members to
finance one round trip to their campuses for a student-athlete* have in
recent years exercised that option by shuttling the most outstanding
prospects across vast-reaches of the continent at a great rate. Rumor
hath it that there are reprehensible characters in our midst who find ways
to circumvent the "one-visit" restrictions in order-to-court more
vigdrously the most vividly blue of the blue chippers. Be that as it may,
the phenomenon has almost certainly had a major impact on the trend toward
concentrating the supply-of superior athletes on a relatively small number
of campuses and 'so moving those institutions one step closer to.devoting
a disproportionate amount of their resources to providing a farm system
for the professional-sports-entertainment industry.

For striking evidence of this trend One need only remind himself
of what has happened to U. S. Military Academy football in recent years..
In the late 1940's, while playing many of the strongest teams in-the
nation, Army went undefeated for 32 consecutive games. In 1973, still
trying to cope with powerful opposition, Army won not a single game.
Indeed, the menfrom West Point succumbed to almost all of their opponents
by lopsided scores. Two of the drubbings, only slightly more Shocking
than the others, were a'62-;-3 loss to Notre Dame and another to the. Univer-
sity of California, 51-6. The 32-game streak was broken in 1947 by
Columbia--of a11 placeS--and those wbo love the Light Blue Lions are
painfully aware of how hard putto _it they have been to.win more than a
game or two against Ivy League teams in recent years.

Where were the Blanchards, the Davises, the Rossideses and the- ,

Swiackis of 1973? Most of them gone to one of the relatively small number
of institutions which play big-time football and where the road to con-
sideration for a lucrative professional contract is more clearly marked--

*Like many others, I detest the implications of this term but use
reluctantly for the sake of convenience.
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and shorter. The relationship between- the fall of mighty Army and the
fact that its players who have professional football ambitions must delay
them for five years beyond graduation is something more than coincidence.

Institutionalization o rofessionalism: The final paragraphs of the
preceding section provides a fitting transition to this one. It is

hardly news that in recent years there has been an acceleration of the
tendency for those colleges and universities_either committed to, or
aspiring:to, the maintenance of big-time athletic programs to assume
more of trappings of the professional entertainment-world: the high-

pressure recruiting measures suggested above; the bidding--both legal and
under-the tablefor the "meat on the hooffi; the building of huge stadiums,
gymnasiums, and rinks in order to accommodate larger numbers of cash
customers at rates undreamed of by the authors of Bulletin 23;. the hiring
of coaches devcited to the conviction that "winning is everything," coaches
who are often more widely known than, and at least as well paid as; their
presidents; the ever-growing array of post-season Bowl football games and
basketball tournaments aimed, in greater degree than is commonly recognized,
at squeezing more admissions dollars out of the willing_spectators; the .
staging of half-time extravaganza featuring Magnificently trained bands and
mini-clad girls to the end that.no TV watcher shall permit_his attention
to wander long enough to deprive him of the Uplift of the "messages" in
the commercialsthe familiar.list goes on and on.

Whil all of this has been happening, NCAA has not been an entirely
innocent bystander. It has already been noted that many of the abuses,of
recruiting and subsidization of athletes decried in Carnegie Bulletin 23
now have the blessing of NCAA rules and regulations. NCAA authorities .

point out that those regulations were designed by; and can be changed iv,
representatives of member institutions. True enough, but there, are those

critics who question whether college presidents have been sufficiently
vigilant about appointing NCAA delegates who are truly representative of
the educational interests of their institutions.

That we may be seeing an aroused concern about this matter is
suggested by the followingimrt of a letter to the editor in the January
28, 1974, edition of The_Chronicle of Higher Education_ in which Brother
Mel Anderson, F.S.C., President of St. Mary's College, Moraga, California
wrote:

From what I know of the N.C.A.A. charter,
it is the presidents of the colleges and uni-
versities who have the ultimate power to regulate
the N.C.A.A., which, in turn, regulates the con-
duct of sports. I believe it is time-for the
presidents to exercise more directly their right
to determine policies of the N.C.A.A. The
presidents could address themselves to areas

CJ,
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of primal concern such as scholarships,
recruitment practices, size and qualifica-
tions of coaching staffs, length of seasons,
etc., and leave to the athletic directors
the technical matters in gamesmanship.

It has always seemed ironic to me that
taxpayers or.donors should be paying for
traini.ng camps (the college teams) for pro-
fessional athletics when other students
preparing for other professions (e.g.,
education, law, medicine) have'to pay their
way unless they can demonstrate financial
needs to qualify for limited scholarship
assistance....

How the institutions, as represented by NCAA, are allowing them-
selves, by making one innocuous-appearing-concession after another to be
gradually sucked into the quicksand of professionalism is exemplified by
two recent NCAA, actions. (1) A year or'so ago NCAA gave its approval to
the inclusion of beer commercials among those:used at NCAA-sponsored
athletic events shown on television. At the 1974 Annual:Convention that
approval was broadened to include wine commercials. (2) More far-reaching
in its implications, however, was the action taken to make it possible
for_a college athlete-to enter into an agreement to compete in professional
athletics in a particular sport and still maintain his eligibility to
compete in college in any other sport.

Ilig_growth of hooka: Most of the questionable practices described in
Americai College_Athleti_cs tended to cluster around football and basketball,
games which have,CbiitihiJed to produce more than their share of offenses
against ethical behavior and NCAA regulations. Since 1930, however,
hockey, a new contender for honors--or dishonors--has emerged on the inter-
collegiate athletic scene. To be sure, hockey had been played at a
relatively small-number of colleges and independent schools, particularly
in New England and Big Ten territory, prior to 1930. Its major inter-
Collegiate development, however, has been -during the last thirty years.

The "hockey explosion," beginning with the rapid growth of
professional hockey about 1920, made its repercussions felt in the second-
ary schools and colleges of the United States shortly thereafter. Since
1930, the rapid construction of rinks has been accompanied by formulation
of ambitious intercollegiate and interscholastic schedules of games. For
example, one well informed witness estimates that, whereas twenty years
ago there were no more than three or four Connecticut high schools which
supported hockey teams, there'are now about forty such schools in the
state.

6
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Hockey's growth in popularity appears to have brought with it
not only the addition of a sport to many school and college schedules
but also some extraordinary pressures which reflect special influences
of professionalism. For example, it appears to be traditional for hockey
players to practice at all hours of the day and night, to play stoically
with serious injuries, and to revel in violence. Another of these special
influences stems from the fact that large numbers of the better players
come out of the New Hampshire-based Junior A Hockey,League This League,
a_presspre-packed training ground for those who aspire to become, profes-
sionals, is organized so that the high-school-age participants play
approximately 80 games in a season. 'Obviously, little if any time Temains
for them to compete for the high schools they attend--in hockey or
anything else.

Thit arrangement undoubtedly has much to do with the observations
of a knowledgeable official at an Ivy League university., He emphasizes
that promising hockey players, particularly those rpared.in the Canadian
tradition, are encouraged to think of themselves as'hockey players who go
to school "on the side." This tradition, their special training and
conditioning, and the fact that they are often admitted on dubious
academic credentials is a combination which accentuates the tendency
for hockey players to become isolated cliques within- student bodies.

Still another hockey phenoMenon,' the insistence from spectators-
that games feature organized mayhem appears to reflect the professional
influence. In a well known.independent school made up predominantly of
boys from upper middle class homes, the kind of place which tries to
teach the finest traditions of gentility and amateurism, an administrator
reported that the school had been forced to threaten to ban spectators
from hockey games. The threatened ban followed assaults on referees and
repeated incidents in which the fans had incited the players to extremes
of violence. "TV's airing of-professional games is a part of what is
behind all this," surmised the witness. "Seeing the fisticuffs, use of
sticks as lethal weapons, and assorted bloodletting so often featured in
these games, a lunatic fringe of fans assume that tht way the pros do it
is the way our boys ought to do it."

This testimony is supported by Geral&Eskanazi's February 18, 1974,
report in The New York Times of what happened on February 17 in "a three-
hour trench-warfare game betWeen two of the National [Hockey] League's
best clubs...." Mr. Eskanazi's story is entitled "Now, Kids, This is
Real Hockey" and began by suggesting-that it "might have been the
bloodiest Sunday on television since peace with honor in-Vietnam...."
He then went on to explain how, as extra enticement to youthful watchers,
the National Broadcasting Company "...has come up with an attractive
gimmick for youngsters known as Peter Puck,... a cartoon character who
painlessly explains rules to children.... When the second period drew to
a close, the boys and girls got a more vivid explanation. A fight broke
out involving the Flyers' Bobby Clarke, and both benches emptied....Ted
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Lindsay, the commentary man on the telecast, backed Clarke.... He said
that Clarke wasn't dirty, that he simply was showing 'guts'. Then
Lindsay added., 'If you don't have guts and you can't take it, you don't
belong in hockey. This inspiring bit of advise to youngsters soon was
followed by the sight of 38 players pawing one another, some punching....
Presumably, thOse who remain in HO' leagues across North America will
be those with guts."

Democratization_of colleglj_tudent bodies: When Bulletin 23 was published,
the nation's colleges and universities were not far removed from the age
in which they were commonly regarded as all but exclusively the domainof
the socially and economically privileged. To,,be sure, some of the poor-
but-proud had earlier aspired to and attended-Anstitutions . of higher
education. In 1862 the passage of the Morrill Act cleared the way for
the establishment of the land-grant colleges and the broadening of the base.'
It was not until military men and women began to return-from World War II
in 1946, however, and to take advantage of the educational provisions of
the G.I. Bill of Rights that colleges and universities of all kinds and, in
all parts of the nation began to enroll student bodies which contained
significant proportions of students from the ranks of "the common people."
Then the Civil Rights Act of 1957 with its creation of the Commission on
Civil Rights, and the Supreme Court decisions of 1954 and 1955 declaring
racial segregation in the public schools unconstitutional combined, at
Icng last, to arouse the public conscience sufficiently,to encourage the
college enrollment of increased numbers of young people from minority/
poverty backgrounds, preponderantly blacks and Puerto Ricans.

The story of the minority-population stUdent-athietei particularly
the black athlete--how he iS-being both used and helped because of his
athletic prowess, and how his presence on athletic squads in ever increas-
ing numbers has resulted in racial stresses and strains--is a much-too-
complex sociological study to he treated here. In any event, another
member of the panel of consultants on_this feasibility study is giving the
topic his special.attention. It is clear, however, that the increasingly
large representation in our colleges from this stratum of our society is
a factor which must have.a prominent place in the thinking of those who
would improve the educational effectiveness of intercollegiate athletics.

Increased press covera e.of rofessional s orts.: Many critics of the
growing commercialism of both professional and intercollegiate sports have
made persuasive cases for the.existence of an incestuous triangle: tele--
vision, the press and big business, they say, are busy scratching each
other's backs in ways:designed to stimulate larger profits for all. The

familiar cycle goes: business wants to sell products; the sale of products
is stimulated by advertising in the press and on_television; stddies have-
demonstrated that the most effective advertising in newspapers is in those
papers featuring wide sports coverage; contests to be televised must be
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carefully chosen so that those paying the bill will be assured of a large

audience to see the commercials; to merit any significant attention on

sports pages, and so to have a reputation which will give an institution

a chance at a share of the TV money, the college must get into the
frenetic business of trying to win at any cost; etc. ad infinitum.

The press, with some justification, points out that they, like
other business enterprises, are in business to make a profit and that it
must, therefore, print the sporting news which will be most attractive to

advertisers. Hence, the apparent trend is toward printing an ever-larger
proportion of news and cowi ?lumrofessional sports; and any college
which is beguiled by the publicity valueOprominent headlines must get
into the big-time scramble.

According to Savagei the trend was in the other direction in 1929.

He pointed out that "...amateur sports, especially college and school

athletics, have been increasinglyemphasized over the past fourteen years."

The reversal of that trend is suggested by some comparative figures. In

.the issues of The New York Times_ published during six weekdays of the week

of November 14, 1927 (according to Savage) the average daily distribution

of space devoted to sports news was as follows: professional - 128 inches;

school, college and other amateur sports - 223. inches. The,Times of
Thursday, December 20, 1973, carried approXimately 353 inches of profes-

sional sports news and only 113 inches of news about school, college and

ottieramateur. sports. On Sunday, December 23, 1973, The...Times ran
(exclusive of two full Pages listing the "Roster of Winners of individual

and Team Championships in Sports-During 1973") 805-inches of professional

sports coverage and 315 inches about school, college and other amateur

sports. It is interesting to note also that the frontLogg_of the sports

section of that issue was devoted entirely to professional sports.

Obviously, the samples cited above are too small to have statistical

validity; but it,seems likely that they tell an accurate_story. The mes-

sage seems clear: "If you want significant recognition in the press for

your athletic teams, run either a professional or 7essionalized program."

The women's_ liberat:ion movement: As another member of the feasibility-

study panel is dealing with this topic in some dTtail, it is mentioned here

only to assure a reasonably complete listing of the forces of change under

discussion. It may be noted in passing, however, that several bits of

evidence that the movement is not just a passing T-d have come to the

author's attention.

It is now the established policy of the Connecticut Interscholastic

Athletic Conference Board of Control that girls shall be eligible to

50p.cit., p. 272.
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participate with boys on such teams as swimming, tennis, track, and
gymnastics when they are able to equal or surpass the performance of their
male peers. (Unfortunately, the existence of this policy tends to inhibit
the development of women's interscholastic team competition.) Vale's
swimming team boasts a point-winning woman as one of its divers. Another
of its coeds won the number six positicni on the men's tennis team but
elected to play number one on the women's team. And, most persuasive of
all, was the testimony of an Indiana University representative at the
1974 NCAA Convention that his institution has made what sounded likefully
equal provisions for men and women in all aspects of its-athletic program.

ItitAlgyth of .professional sports: While only the sparsest of documenta-
tion has been gathered aboUt this point for this paper, none should be
needed to persuade even the most casual observer that there has been a.
spectacular growth in professional sports since 1930. That growth has in-
cluded the birth of new competing leagues: the World Hockey Association
in_1971 to challenge the old National Hockey League; the American Basket-
ball Association a few years earlier to give'the National Basketball
Association-a run for its money; the American Football League, also in
recent years, to seize Super Bowl supremacy from the more venerable.
National Football League--and both being threatened in 1974 by the newest
newcomer, the World FoOtball League. In the single year of 1967 the Nation-
al Hockey League doubled in size! Professional baseball, the pioneer of
professional sports in the United States, expanded its ranks from.eight
teams to ten in the American League in 1961 and the National League
followed suit in 1962. The net to capture more baseball fans was cast
more widely with theadvent of night baseball when they turned on the
lights in Crosley Field in 1935. Moreover, a number of sports which had
made little or no impact on the professional sporting world when Bulletin
23 was published, have emerged to make,strong bids for their share of the
entertainment dollar. The most obvious of these are tennis, track and
soccer

All this expansion has inevitably multiplied the demand and the
competition for the services of professional athletes. Little wonder
that colleges are being subjected to increasing pressures to turn their
teams into farm-clubs for the pros.

Chan es in St le and em-hasis 'n coachin colle football: There are
Kumerous pertinent aspects of this topic which might be discussed by one
properly qualified. The two most obvious changes which have been insti-
tuted somewhere along the way within the last forty years, however, are
prolonged organized spring practice sessions and the platooning system;

6Gutman, Bill, The Hockey_ Explosign York: Grosset & Dunlap, Inc.,
1973). P.75. 3
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When a director of athletics at an institution which plays big-
time football bemoaned the overemphasis implicit in both spring practice
and platooning was asked why he hadn't given them up, he replied,
"Because that's the way the pros operate and many of us feel that we are
obliged to ape the pros if we're going to keep up with our competition."

Platooning, of course, has the obvious virtues of providing for
a larger number of players opportunities to compete and acting as at least,
partial insurance against dangerous extremes of exhaustion of those
attempting to be Iron Men. Nevertheless, the critics of platooning see
it as encouraging a robot-like specialization which threatens the joy and
educational value players might receive from performing on both offense
and defense.

Improved and_ .expanded physical _facilities: This is another_item
included in the listing of changes chiefly in the interest Of attempted
completeness. While no supporting statistical evidence is here presented,
it seems obvious that equipment, playing fields and buildings used in
intercollegiate athletic programs have, generally speaking, been Vastly
improved and that the number and size of gymnasiums, stadiums, rinks,
playing fields and field houses have more than kept pace with the growth
of the total educational plant. It seems unlikely that the reference in
Bulletin 23 to "...clothing worn without washing for four years...."7
alluded to the typical state of the attire of the pre-1929 athlete. It

does suggest, however, that current hygienic standards can hardly fail
to have improved.

The intended reminder here is, of course, that institutions are
prone to become the slaves rather than the masters of the more elaborate
buildings erected to support programs of intercollegiate athletics. Huge
stadiums must be filled with reasonable regularity if their maintenance
is not to become an intolerable drag on.a university's total financing.
When they are erected, therefore, the institution islikely to be trapped
beyond recall in the cycle of conducting high-pressured recruiting,
hiring coaches who are more managers of big business than teachers, and
espousing the win-at-all-costs madness--all aimed disproportionately at
keeping that stadium filled with buyers of high-priced tickets.

Mtlitiplication of demands on time of student-athietes: Mens sana
in corpore sano, the ancient ideal, continues to express a widely accepted
principle; but what constitutes a sensible balance between cultivation of
the mind and athletic stimulation of the body is a subject which calls
for renewed study. One witness expressed a deep concern, which was echoed
by many others, about "excessive expectations" of student-athietes.
While it seems clear that the college athlete has for a long time been

7Savage, op.cit., p. 158.
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expected to make a total effort beyond that expected of lesser mortals,
there can be little doubt that those athletes who wish to excel are
spending much more time in training than was expected of them forty years
ago. Indeed, there has been a sharp increase in time so spent within the
last ten years. A Yale observer reports that Chuck Holum, the captain
of the 1974. Yale swimming team, "spends three times as much time in
practice as did Don Schollander," the world's fastest swimmer until Mark
Spitz came along. "Schollander and his teammates...swam a mere 3,500
yards a day in training" in the late 1960's, whereas Holum ordinarily
doesn't regard his training day complete until he has swum "7000-10,000
yards--or somewhere between four and six miles."8

While this may be an extreme example, it appears to be not too
different from what has been happening in other sports. Football, basket-
ball and hockey, as played in institutions which maintain big-time athletic
policies, make the most extreme demands on the day-to-day, almost-year-_
round time of the players. These, demands, and their recent multiplication,
are also apparent, however, in other sports, perhaps most notably in
track, cross-country, tennis and swimming.

This trend calls for leadership in attempting to res_ore some kind
of sensible balance to what is expected or permitted within the framework
of a truly educational institution. Some of the most loyal and construc-
tive supporters of the educational values of intercollegiate athletics
are deeply concerned about the probability that institutional and
community pressures which impel large numbers of student-athletes to
spend a disproportionate part of their time in athletic training are._
depriving them of the balanced educational experience they have a right
to expect.

The _growth of.higAly_organtzed Athletic competition_for children: Little
League Baseball was officially founded as a going organization in 1939.
When, in 1947, the first Little League Wcirld Series was staged, the
machinery was in full gear for the development of a phenomenon which has
been widely praised And blamed. In.hundreds of communities all over the
country, children from seven to twelve years of age are playing the game
in a way which resembles only vaguely the casual pick-up-sides encounters
which the young of that age used to organize for themselves. The dusty
vacant lots, the beat-up ancient object which served as a ball, the
all-purpose bat, the gloves with no padding or padding in the wrong
places, the casual passer7by presSed into service as_an umpire, the bases
improvised from any suitably-shaped board or rock which might be at hand--
all these are relics of the past in Little League towns. They have
yielded to miniature reproductions of professional baseball replete with
expensive equipment tailored to individuals, well manicured diamonds of

8Mark Singer, "Swiml Run! Increase that Cardio-Vascular Potential,"
Yale Alumni Magazine, December 1973 (New Haven, Yale Alumni Publications,

p. 23.
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precise dimensions, coaches to teach not only the basic skills of the
game but also to emphasize the importance of winning, uniformed umpires,
formal schedules of games and impressive trophies for members of teams
which win often'enough. For a small number, of course, there is the
World Series at the end of the rainbow.

Admirers of Little League point to the merits of organized versus
sasual competition, the benefits of close supervision and coaching, the
_saving of thousands of youngsters from the work which the devil finds for
idle hands to do, the discipline which "makes men out of them," and the
head start on athletic careers for those who excel. Detractors are
concerned about the pressures exerted by parentS-ihd coaches hungry for
recognition and victory, the psychological strains placed on players
expected to perform like professionals while they are still babes in arms,
the lasting damage to young arms trying to throw curve balls with muscles
and bone structure not yet ready for that kind of exertion, and the
probability that many are so "turned off" by regimentation as to deprive
them of the satisfactions they might have derived from athletic partici-
pation in their high school and college-years.

If undue emphasis has been given to these comments about Little
League, it is because that organization has apparently set the pattern
for similar, though less-publicized, developments in other sports,
particularly in hockey and football. No precise statistics.have been
gathered about the extent of these activities; but comments of knowledge-
able-observers indicate that they are epidemic, at least in parts of the
nation. Pee Wee hockey is growing in popularity throughout New England
where seven and eight-year-old tots are routed out of their cribs at
five o'clock in the morning to sharpen their skating-skills-and their
slap shots before the ice is commandeered.for the use of others. One such
group uses the Yale rink where they play "eighteen more games than does
the Yale varsity." In the process, says the witness, the players belabor
each other with sticks, drop gloves to square off in fisticuffs, and
otherwise comport themselves like miniature specimens:of the professional
paragons they see on the television screen. (Please see also Eskanazi
stony on p. 7.) _In the Midwest, at least, according to another.reporter,
there are football leagues of eight year olds in which the participants
"practice under lights until as late as 9:00 o'clock at night and play
interstate schedules."

One may properly question whether these developments are related
in any important way to a discussion of changes which are influencing .the
conduct of intercollegiate athletics. Nevertheless, remote though the
connection may be, it seems worth suggesting that any painstaking survey
of the topic ought to include at least an exploration of whether there is
indeed a significant relationship between the pressures of professionalism
brought to bear on children and'those experienced by college athletes.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although the above concluded my attempt to comply with Mr. Hanfores__
charge, I feel impelled to add a brief summary of the most insiStently
recurring themes, either implicit or explicit, in the conversations in
which I have participated and much of the reading I have done. Those
themes are:

1. That the proposed study should be made. Some conferees were
skeptical about the possibility of reforming the more obvious
evils in the system because of their belief that those evils are
a reflection of what the great masses of the people want and that
the real problem, therefore, is the formidable one of reforming
the mores of our society. On the other hand, most felt that the
"saving remnant" has a moral obligation to try to:turn back the tide_
and that, in any-event,. the studY is worth doing eVen if only t6
bring the historical record up to date.

2. That one of the primary concerns of the Commission, if formed,
oughtto be for devising a plan which might make it possible for
college presidents to recapture control of the policies governing
intercollegiate athletics on their campuses.

3. That the Commission, if formed, should give particular and
professional attention to an analysis of the financing of inter7_
collegiate athletic programs. The opinion is widely held-that if
rigorous cost-accounting procedures were applied to-demonstrating
the real cost of supporting the programs in institutions which are,
or are trying to be, "big-time," the facts might shock administra-
tors into remedial action.

Many believe:that most of the problem clustering around the
institutionalization of professionaliSm could be solved if admin-
istrators could be persuaded to insist that intercollegiate athletic
programs be financed entirely from general funds and that any income
from contests_go into general funds. .Observing this fundamental
principle would pose the issue squarely: ..interoollegiate athletic
programs would be obliged to justify their existence as an important
part of the total educational program just as are the departments
of English or Chemistry.

4. -That the Commission, if formed, should also give special attention
to a.-study of the charge that, even at the level of competition
represented by the Ivy League, excessive and unfair demands are
being made on the time and energies of student-athletes.
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That there is a distinct possibility that the realistic approach
to the proposed study is (a) to recognize that the maior problems
are created by the policies of only about 50 institutions in the
nation; (b)_to accept the probability that those institutions are
so deeply mired in tradition, community pressures., and financial
commitment as to make it extremely difficult--if not impossible--
for them to.make significant changes in their policies; (c).to
assume that the other 1500 or so colleges in the country which
operate significant programs of intercollegiate athletics are
eagerly awaiting leadership in charting a course leading to escape
from attempts to be like the 50 and (d) to propose a plan which
will_attract the loyalty and cooperation of those institutions
which wish to renounce the trappings of professionalism and maintain,
or return to, programs which are an integral part of a balanced edu-
cational offering.

One.final personal recommendation: when and if the Commission is
formed, one of the required background readings should be an article9 by
Professor Harry A. Scott, formerly Professor of .Health and Physical at
Teachers College of Columbia University and later Head of the Department
of Physical Education at the University of Oregon, Rice Institute and
Brooklyn College. That article is by all odds the best brief statement
I have seen related to what the proposed study is all about. Although

written,in 1956, its central thrust is as pertinent now as it was then.
While the whole article merits most careful study, the following extended
quotation goes to the heart of the matter:

Some small colleges with inflated levels of
aspiration conduct programs of athletics far
larger than warranted by the number of students
on the campus. Conversely, numerous institu-
tions with enrollments numbering in the thousands
conduct modest programs of intercollegiate athletics.
It is distressing, but true, that the smaller
colleges, athletically speaking, form the last
frontier in the quest for a program of athletics
that is consistent with and contributes to the
goal's of higher education. The larger institutions,
athletics-wise, that traditionally have formed the
spearhead of intercollegiate-athletics in this
country have long since passed the point where they
can turn toward an educationally justifiable pro-
gram of competitive sports. Even if they wished
to do otherwise, they are now compelled to seek

9Scott, Harry A., "New Directions in Intercollegiate Athletics ' Teachers

College Record_, Vol. 58, No. 1, October 1956.
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more rather than less power in athletics.
Tremendous monetary commitments in facilities,
equipment, and manpower are involved, to say
nothing of conference-sanctioned commitments
'to bowl games and tie-ups with commercial
television and radio interests.

The wooing of pff-campus support of
athletics has developed into a large measure
of control by vested outside interests that
have little or no concern for the goals of
higher education, for those who administer
'the educational programs, or for the young
people who play the_games. Although a press
agent type Of justification may be made by
spokesmen for the big athletic powers, little
genuine concern is evidenced as to where-all
this fits into higher education, or what
happens to the youth who are caught up in
this maze of contradictions. Unfortunately,
these practices have tended to set the
pattern which is diligently aped--at the
starvation level in most cases--by many
small.colleges of the country.

There is no earthly reason why colleges
with modest athletic ambitions should not
conduct programs of intercollegiate athletics
that are educationally sound and justifiable.
Most smaller colleges are relatively free
from the aforementioned pressures; not by
choice perhaps, but simply because few people
seem to be interested in televising their
contests,- inviting them to participate in
bowl or other post-season games, or in payin
large sums at the gate to.see their teams
perform. These colleges, therefore, are in
a better pesition to engage in serious soul-
searching and programs of self-improvement
than their more powerful brethren, athletically
speaking, who, under faculty control and
guidance it should be noted, have been caught
up in the vicious cycle of, so-called "big-time"
athietics.10

A Commission,which does a thorough job of bringing the descriptive
functions of Bulletin 23 up to date;_making_a searching analysis of the
economics of present day intercollegiate athletic programs, and formulating
a proposal for remedial action based on thinking'like Professor Scott's will:
have made an important contribution to the future of American education,

cott op.cit., pp. 35-36.
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American College Athletics in Retrospect

A Backward 1973 Look at the 1929 Report

'This was Attachment 2 of a set of working papers produced by Mr Hanford in July 1973. It
:s offered here as a single attachment in support of Mi. Ireland - report of March 1, 1974.)

As noted in the body of the proposal to which this document is an attach-

ment, any evaluation of the efforts of the publication of American College

Athletics is made difficult by the fact that the 1929 report was more descrip-

tive than prescriptive. Such specific recommendations as it contains are

generally tucked away in the text and not highlighted in a way that makes it

easy to judge their effects. And any current evaluation is rendered even more

difficult by the changes in external circumstances which have occurred in the

past forty-four years; the conditions in 1973 provide a background for making

judgements which is quite different from those of 1929. For one thing, life

was much simpler in 1929. Except for baseball, professional sports were in

their infancy. Amateurism was pure and absolute. Television was only an

embryo. The civil rights movement was still more than 25 years away. Student

bodies were homogeneous. Curriculum offerings were much less extensive and

the liberal arts still held ascendancy. Despite these and other changes,

however, a back a d look should in any event be part of the record.

ts first two chapters the 1929 report calls attention to the need for

principles: for the "grddual establishment through concrete action of a few

general principles to which all men agree in the abs act" and "not (for ) uni

formity of requirements respecting eligibility...but uniformity and recognition

of fundamental principles." Suggested principles are never spelled out as such

but, at the risk,of gross and cryptic oversimplification, I would interpre

them to b :

To espouse pure amateurism
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To shun commereialis

To exorcise evil practices in the recruitment and subsidization of

athletes.

To restore social values to sports.

To integrate intercollegiate athletics in the academic and social life

of the institution.

To revitalize the intellectual challenge,to the undergraduate and to

fulfill these principles by:

Getting college and university presidents to take control.

Delegating responsibility for intercollege sports to undergraduates.

encouraging more intramural athletics.

Returning to amateur coaching.

Protecting athletes' health.

Getting the sports press to mature.

In these terms, the record of subsequent accomplishment, except perhaps

in the last two instances, has been poor.

Amateur The definition of amateurism in 1929 was clear and unequivocal.

Today the definition is a complicated one which must be couched in terms of

what in 1929 could only have been described as degrees of profes ionalism.

For instance, how much subsidy can an athlete enjoy without hecom ng a profes-

sional. But even ifae meaning of amateurism were clear, it is now questionable

whether in the light of the civil rights movement, it is a convention which

should be observed. Is not the concept antithetical to the principle of

equality of opportunty? 321
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-Social Values: The jury is still out on the principle restoring social

values to intercollegiate sports. However, the Carnegie Corporation files

contain many present day calls for the restoration of-desirable social values

to the field of intercollegiate athletics which are couched in terms that are

reminiscent of phrases in American_ College Athlet cs.

Integration of Sports: With respect to the fundamenta que ion:

Intercollegiate athletics and education, mutually inclusive or mutually ex-

clusive? The 1929 report leaned virtually all the way toward the former. It

did so on the grounds that sports, extra- or intra-mural, are part of the edu-

cational process whether the college or university involved considers itself

primarily an intellectual institution or a socializing agency. Issue is not

taken here with that earlier response. Note simply is taken of the fact that

the question is still being seriously asked in 1973.-

The intellectual challenge: The 1929 report comes down hard in favor of

_the traditional academic programs based on the liberal arts and hard not only

against then emerging trends toward vocational or preprofessional programs but

also against the open door admissions policies of many intitutions, particula

in the Midwest. In coming down hard, it voiced the opinion that "the American

college must renew within itself the force that will challenge the best in-

lectual capabilities of the undergraduate." In the event, circumstances

conspired to cultivate just the opposite. Concerned for survival during the

Depression and preoccupied with national defense-during World War II, higher

education found itself flooded, first with veterans and later with the war

babies, and called upon to expand not only its facilities but the scope of its
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offerings. And then the civil rights movement iegitima ized open admissions.

Whether the failure to retreat to excellence was a contributory cause of

higher education's inability to live up to the other principles espoused in

AmericanColltge Athletics or was a companion victim of other circumstances no

one is calling today for a return to academic excellence as a cure for the ills

of intercollegiate athletics.

Presidential control: The AAU resolu on in self is specific evidence

in support of the more general observation that, let alone seizing cont:ol

of intercollegiate athletics, college and university presidents have tended

tc; abdicate their responsibilities and to leave them to the professionals in

the field. Such added controls as have been introduced lave tended to be

imposed by conferences and associations.

Student_ responsibility: If anything, students have, except in a few

instances, been losing authority over and responsibility for intercollegia e

athletics.

Intramural s opts: There is little evidence to go on here. Yet one

does not sense a great surge in this direction. This is an area that warrants

a close look.

Amateur coaching: Coaching has, if anythingi become more professional,

particularly in the sense that the external conferences and associations,

especially the NCAA, have tended to professionalize the field.

On the last two points, relating to hea. th and to the_ press, it can be

said that they, perceived aS serious problem areas in the 1929 study, are
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generally absent from current expressions of conee n. While it can hopefully

be inferred that conditions have improved in response to the exhortations of

forty-four years ago, it is, in the light of the current Flap in the profes-

sional sports surprising not to have found widespread concern over the use

of drugs. And while the nation's sports press may have matu ed, television

has added a new dimension of related concern.

GRII/mb

July 1973
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CAMPUS, SOCIETY, AND THE PLACE OF

A RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE

DR SPORT:

The value of sport in the life of a nation has not gone un-

noticed. For well over two centuries sport has had its partisans

who will hear no evil of it. And it has had its c itics who seem

unable or unwilling to appreciate its functions. But they have one

thing in common, and that is their appreciation for the inortance

and the near ubiquity of sport.

Sport may take the form of "bread and circuses" in a declining

empire or mass calisthenics in an empire aborning. In the West,

sport has tended primarily to mean competitive sport, involving pri-

marily competition between human beings, directly against each other

or against an existing record of previous achievement. This defini-

tion may even include modern hunting_and trapping, although the

French do make a useful distinct on between sport, chasse, and jeux.

The value of sport must be approached on at least two levels.

Sport has value to the individual participant, and it has value to

the regime -- that is, those persons who have the right and feel the

obligation to.coneern themselves about society.

To the individual, sport serves psychological as well as physical

needs. Since sport is organized play, it requires the development of

a super-ego. Sport integrates the indiviaal into the collective in

a way that reinforces individuality while at the SaThE time enabling

the individual to deal with his peers and with the broader unknowns

of society. Sport reaffirms individual ego, awakens the energies to
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a- ert oneself, and imposes simultaneously a sense of the sooial

context of individuality.*

Modern sport is tied to modern nation-states. Historians tend

to agree that until the 18th century it was difficult to distinguish

sport from battle, games from war games, and the association never

was broken even though sport became more humane and formal.

In the early 18th century the British upper classes began to

play cricket, and by the end of that century cricket was to become

a national sport, perhaps the first national sport. On the way,

sport began to spread to other classes and to establish rules govern-

ing m ner and style of play. French observers were delicious in

their reports of the brutality of play in the island. Even toward

the end of the 18th century French observers were stIll denouncing

the British as "bestial, given, from highest to lowest on the social

scale, to excess at table and cabaret." And it is true that French

games were more civilized. But they were also a great deal more

restricted to the upper classes and nobility. Access to sport in

France was limited virtually to those who enjoyed access to that cor-

ner building in the Palais du Louvre that takes its name, lel' de_paume,

from a favorite French sport (a form of handball).

The spread of access to sport'c e with the spread of the spirit

*There is a voluminous litàrature on this aspect a the subject,

written largely by friends of sport. A brief but comprehensive review

will be found in Bernard Gillet, Histoire du sport (Paris: Presses

Universitaires de France, 1948). -A-Friii-E-53311-Tris that of G.H. Mead,

"Play, the Game and the Generalized Other," full citation to be

provided.



of democracy and universal hunan rights. Sport is a reflection of

that spirit and, many feel, makes a great contribution to it. Cer-

tainly the British people will agree to that point of view. The

British did not discover sport but it was the British educators who

first learned how to utilize sport as an integral part of the educa-

tion of the youth. It formally begins in 1828, when Thomas Arnold,

dean of the College of Rugby from 1828 to 1842, decided to try out

his theory that sport was a necessary part of the process of educating

individuals to the desirable moral qualities, such as a sense of re-

sponsibility in social life.

But this immediately gets us to the second level in a considera-

tion of the value of sport. Once the theory becomes wIdespread that

sport does contribute something to the desirable moral qualities of

the youth, sport inevitably becomes important to the regime inasmuch

as it might be used as a device for the deliberate instilling of

these virtues. Thus, from almost the point at which sport comes to

be widely accessible is,also seized upon as a mechanism of deliberate

silristly.ling.*It is this level of the problem which shall concern

us in this paper. The level of sport and individuality is of tre-

mendous importance, and insights about that relationship spill over

into research that needs to be done on sport at the societal level.

However, the more microscopic level should be left to psychologists

and social psychologists who have the conceptual and research

*See Charles Merriam, Civic Training in America, University of
Chicago Press, full citation to be provided.
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abilities to deal with it.

.port and the Regime

The relationship between sport and the regime was probably

never stated more precisely than by Wellington's opinion that the

battle of Waterloo was won on the playing fields of Eton. It is no

coincidence that those British educators who sought to make sport.an

integral part of public school and university life supported their

theories in terus of those virtues that were most desired by the

state. Responsibility to soc ety meant identificat on with the

prevailing values of the real society of the times. The rules that

help develop super-egoes are part of the system of rules and rule-

makers that require loyalty. Early British practices are especially

interesting because they are so clearly related to social needs, and

also because they were so directly influential upon patterns that

were to develop in the United States. First of all the British

developed team sports. The top universitIes were located in the

countryside, where there were fields for team play and urges to

develop local loyalties. But these conditions fed into other goals

as well. A team was a special and separate, tightly-knit group. It

met together and elected its own captain. .During the period of play,

each member of the team was expected to be blindly loyal to the cap-

tain and to the requirements of the team.

Cricket is of course a team sport, but the premier examples are

nevertheless football (soccer) and rugby. I.t has been reported that

rubgy was invented by accident when a mischevious student at the
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College of Rugby seized the football in his hands and ran with it

instead of kicking it. The game spread despite the opposition of the

educational elite, based on fear that such a game meant the return

of savage sports of the pre-18th century. These aggressive team

sports did indeed spread and were recognized within one generation

as national sports. The Football Association was founded in 1863

and the Rugby Union in 1871 to make rules and regulations for

national participation. At the very same time-the two associations

recognized the development of professional teams and encouraged them

while keeping them separate from amateur teams.

This brings us closer to the present problem. First, we see

the spread of access to sport toward virtual universality. Sport

became one of the most important means by which society could reach

across class and regional distinctions.. At the same time we see in

the Anglo-American history that amateur sport takes its national

rooting in and develeps its strongest foundation in the colleges

and universities. Third, especially through the two most vigorous

team sports of football and rugby, we see the development of perhaps

the most important aspect of sport today, spectator sport. It is

through spectator sport that we get the ultimate fusion of all im-

portant sport -- from the standpoint of the regime. This includes

the historically impo tant sport of boxing and the more recently

important individual sports -- that are forcibly converted into team

sports by cumulative national scoring -- in the Olympic Games.

'The 19th century was probably the beginning and the end of
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universal participatory sport. Participation is s ill universally

encouraged as part of the educational curriculum through the earliest

grades to at least the college freshman year. But apparently from

the standpoint of school budgets themselves and from the standpoint

of the regime, spectator sport has become a good deal more important.

As a spectator activity, sport is a form of entertainment -- a

consumer activity in a consumer society. It can be usefully compared

and contrasted to the theater. A spectator sport has entertainment

value to the individual. It will obviously not be consumed unless

it has entertainment value, because it e if ever that attendance

at a sports spectacle is obligatory. Thus, as entertainment it is

as much a-part of the history of-theater as it.is of the history of

sport. But the comparison is not fair. Serious theater is an edu-

cational as well as an entertainment medium. Theater is educational

because it seeks to question values. To "hold the mirror up to

nature" is to call for reanalysis of old values and consideration of

alternatives. In cont ast, the purpose of entertainment is to re-

affirm and to reinforce existing values. A lot of what happens in

theater i.e. Broadway is mere entertanment in this sense.

But almost all spectator sport is entertainment. And it is enter-

tainment of a very special sort because of the particular values

that can be reinforced through spectator sport.

This is why the second dimension of the value of sport looms

so large for spectator sport. To the individual spectator, sport of

course has the value already ascribed to it. But this value to the
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individual usually is subs itutable by other consumer items.

Spectator sport is in constant competition against substitutable

entertainment and there is always great pressure to innovate by

adding spectacle to the sport, by changing the rules to make the

game more interesting, by developing heroes and a regular star

system, and by enhancing community identification. There is a

never ending pressure to spread consumption and to defend the skills

and the other vested interests in a particular sport by making the

demand for it less and less elastic (i.e. less substitutable with

some other unit of value ). Part Of this is of course the effort to

make the particular sport easier to consume by improving the stadium,

the access, the parking, ahd of course by usihg television and other

methods of reproduction. All of this is to say that the incentive

to spread sport toward universality is perhaps even stronger in'the

spectator than in the participant sport.

This is apparently also trueas regards the regime, because the

value of spectator sport to the regime is far greater than the value

of spectator sport to the individual consumer. Indeed one,could say

that spectator sport is more import-1 than participant sport, ex-

cept for the fact that the former is prerequisite to the latter.

Moreover, spectator sport is less substitutable a commodity for the

regime. Although anything we say at this point is entirely hypo-

thetical, it would seem that spectator sport provides a country with

common symbols, common experiences, common focus, and a sense of

common destiny that is hard to match with any other peaceful social



process. And specta or sport is in many respects more important

than ever before. This is not because modern man is more sporting

or more primitive,rbut because of the decline of other, substitutable
1

channels toward national integration and the national inculcation of

certain valuable norms and behaviors,

Religion, for example, has perhaps been the most important

channel for the inculcation of common values. But it seems to be

ever weaker in the large industrial nation-states. One does not

have to condemn the substance of a religion to recognize the ups

and downs of the place of religion in the great design of social

stability and political integration. And it says nothing against

religion to recognize that it was a deliberate instrument in the

hands of the great unifiers and conquerers. Is it mere coincidence

that the age of the great roman and gothic cathedrals was also an

age of crumbled empires, crumbling communities, and a desperate

sea ch for some basis of community integration?

Perhaps the most important reason for the weakening of religion

as a force for integration was the emergence of war as the great

modern unifier. A threat from outside the community imposes a sense

of common destiny and a desire to commit oneself to higher symbols

and an identity larger than oneself. And here again, one can admire

liberalism and democracy while at the same time recognizing that the

great wars involving the mobilization of all the people were wars

of national liberation fought in the name of democracy, independence,

individual rights, representative government, and so on.
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Neither Should it degrade sport to compare

9

o war, religion,

and other devices used by the national elites to gain national

political stability. Spectator sport is to a very great qxtent an

example of William James' "moral equivalent of war." Joust

be the last use of sport as a moral replacement for war; but the

integrative value of big spectator sport is unmistakably present

and in use in all modern nation-states.

This is not to-say that sport is created by the regime as a

matter of public policy. Sport is too fundamental an experience to

-be something a regime tan create and instill. Susceptibility to

competition, to rules, to identification with teams, and emotional

rapport with anthems and other symbols of identification and dif-

ferentiation must already exist in the society. Regimes simply

discover these iusceptibilit es, encourage them, and Use them as

channels of social integration and that pure and simple loyalty

called patriotism.

And it should be emphasized that all modern regimes recognize

the political value of sport. Only the form seems to vary. Marxists

have always looked for opiates-for-the-people and have indeed caught

capitalist regimes red-hanaed, if Marxists will pardon the expression.

But so skillfully and concertedly have the Marxists been analyzing

the capitalist camp that they have missed a few details in their own

backyard -- or back lot. Every revolution, Left and Right, is almost

necessarily followed by a concerted regime policy of "making the new

man." Like it or not, the new regime has to employ existing channels
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d existing emotional tendencies to reorient and reintegrate the

population. Simply put, the character of a people does not change

over night; the people must be appealed to in old ways in order to

change to new values.

The importance to the Nazi regime of the 1936 Berlin Olympic

Games has been frequently noted. Throughout that period in Germany

war and sport were intermingled in unprecendented ways with perhaps

unprecedented intensity in order to achieve total integration. But

this experience only differs in degree from the experience of other

countries. A regime could hardly be more serious than that of the

Soviet Union about international athletic competition. Perhaps this

has come to be stressed all the more since the death of Stalin and

the liberalization of controls. One very worthwhile inquiry to

make would be one into the Soviet budget for sport. It would surely

confirm the frustrated accusations of the U.S. Olympic officials that

Soviet Olympic athletes are virtually employed by the government to

spend full time on their sport.

But Americans, who may be unquestionably more honest.in their

obedience to the spirit of the rules of amateur status, have never-

theless been important in making political hay out of international

amateur competition.

Once these sobering observations are made, however, it should

also be noted that these countries are not departing all that far

from the philosophy back of the resumption of the Olympic Games in

the 1890's. The difference of degree may be just enough to corrupt
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the whole original idea, but difference of degree it is, as the

following case will suggest.

The "philosophy" of the modern Olympics as enunciated by its

founder, Pierre de Coubertin, seems to have been composed of several

parts. First, as with the ancient Olympic view, modern Olympic

philosophy allied the athlete with religion. In a sense each ath-

lete pays honor to God in our day, as he paid honor to the gods in

ancient Greece. M. Coubertin made quite explicit his expectation

that this would be tied together with the exaltation of the country,

the race, and the flag of each athlete.

The second characteristic of the philosophy of the modern

Olympics was that it was composed of an aristocracy, an elite. The

difference is that this is an elite that was to be "totally egali-

tarian ' since it was determined by achievement and not by personal

favor or corporate control. The third characteristic of the philo-

sophyfWas that this was an elite of chevaliers -- that is, it was an

elite of brothers in arms, an elite fraternity or camaraderie of

shared difficulty and shared privation.

The fourth characteristic in the philosophy of the modern

Olympics was that the days of the confrontation were to be a kind

of armistice among all nations, during which international passions

and political competitions were set aside.*

*Two other iIàmnts complete the story, but are less important
simply because they fail to take hold. One of these was the stress
of the founder on male competition -- he did not anticipate nor did
he favor the involvement of women. Fortunately this did not last.
And finally there was the element of art and of beauty, upon which
he attached some hope that a real school of arts and letters would
become attached to the Olympic process.
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One can see from the primary characteristics of the foundation

of modern Olympic competition that the involvement of the flag and

the use of cumulative scoring to aggrandize national pride are not

all that terribly far removed. Just as the beauty of the ancient

knight did not have to become tied up with armies and national wars,

so did the Olympics not hav-e to become tied up with international

realpolitik. But in both instances the tendencies were there and

available for manipulation by national elites.

America's involvement with spectator sport is consist. nt with

history but about as serious as can be found anywhere, and a good

deal more serious than in most nations. Individual spectators are

not more intense than in other countries, considering the vicious

fighting that sometimes breaks out during a Latin American soccer

match. Indeed there are palaces of sport all over sophisticated

Europe where great sporting spectacles can and do take place. But

the involvement of Americans and American leaders in sport could

hardly be outmatched in any other country. And perhaps the most

mportant, at least the most revealing, expression of American

involvement in athletics will be found in the college and university

system in the country, even though the national regime as such is
t.

imost completely out of the picture.

The Amerd Ame rican Societ

The United States holds a special place in the annals of higher

education, and amateur sport holds a Special, almost unique place

within the American system. We did not invent college sport or

college spectator sport. The British did, if anyone specifical
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invented it. But as usual, we took somebody else's invention and

pushed it to the limit of its possibilities. In any event,

would be impossible to appreciate the role of sport in American

s ciety outside the context of American colleges and universities.

Perhaps the best way to approach this complex relationship is

first to understand where American higher education has come from

and how at each stage of-its development it has adjusted itself to

the problems of society.

TABLE I. EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS AND CLASS INTERESTS

EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
NORM ETHIC

Classical
education
(classic
Church
education

Liberal arts
education

Disciplinary
education

Practical
education

Consumer ethic:
"knowledge for its
own sake" (knowl-
edge for personal
discipline).

Consumer ethic:
"Renaissance
man," "genteel
erudition"

Producer ethic:
"the Ph.D.," "the
major"

Train ng ethic:*
"A
"experience"

SOCIAL INTEREST FORM OF SOCIAL
REPRESENTED INTEGRATION

aristocracy commmnity

old bourgeoisie fraternity

new middle
classes-
professional
salariat .

society

working classes estate

Technocratic Problem-solving regiqies corps

education ethic: "the multi-
versity," "service"

*The recent revival of training schools is a curious one, con-
taining a mix of junior colleges and radical "free universities" as well
as courses inside four-year colleges. It also includes some courses
specifically designed for black studies; however, the growing emphasis
in black studies programs on consciousness and cultural nationalism is
actually a liberal arts norm and is already dominated by the black mid-
dle classes. What, after al is traditional liberal arts but "white

studies"?

Do not reproduce this tble giigaut permission of the auiER77--
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Table I is a schematIc summary of these major developments.

Each phase of development is represented by a dominant "educational

norm" (the first column) and appears to be dedicated to one out-

standing ethic or goal (second column). For reasons of space and

time, these two columns will not be directly treated in this paper.

More time must be reserved for the other two columns.*

The third column on Table I is intended to capture the one most

important aspect of the relationship between universities and society

by identifying the dominant interest or social class to which each

type of university is attached and for which it provides the largest

part of its services. This is not intended to suggest that the par-

ticular social class or interest actually dictated the type of uni-

versity in question, or that the particular social class in any way

"caused" one of the educational norms to come into being. These

things are too large and encompass too much time to be that self-

consc ous and deliberate. This relationship between a university

system and a social interest is rather one between any service agency

and its clientele. A certain kind of unIversIty will simply take

root and prosper if it has a social base; if it loses its social

base or becomes Irrelevant to the needs of its original social base

it is likely to wither. In a functional sense, each university does

*A longertreatment of these particular issis, t!ugh not dealing
with sport 115 such, will be found in two places Lowi, The Politics of

Disorder (New York: Basic Books, 1971), Chapter 6; and Loyd, qhe

Politics of Higher Education: Political Science as a Case Study," in
George Graham and George Carey (eds.), The Post Behavioral Era (New

York: David McKay, 1973), Chapter 1.
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in fact s rve" the class or ifltere5t in question. But iosis"

is actually a more accurate word than service.

The fourth column on the Table is intended to provide strong

emphasis to the socio-political importance of each educ tional norm

or system, for here we see that even the most individual and personal

aspects of "campus life" have always tended to be shaped by the pre-

vailing institutional relationship between the university and social

classes and regimes. This is the column that deserves our closest

attention in developing a design for research into athleticism.

In the aristocratic system of university education, persons of

the same community associated with each other in terms of their

superioiity of status and of learning, and of almost every other

value as well. This university was merely an extension of the socket

The student brought his community standing over into the university,

and his associates all did the same thing. They tended to be well-

acquainted with each other in both contexts, and it was probably

difficult to know when one status ended and the other began. More

often than not, students were of far higher standing than their

professors -- and in many places they had a great influence on the

hiring and firing of faculty. But the point here is that the uni-

versity was in and of the community, had no particular identity

except in those terms, and tended to justify itself as the keeper,

defender, and distributor of the existing cultural heritage. (Note

the characteristics listed briefly under "educational ethic.")

These characteristics of the aristocratic university were not

3 I 4
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pushed out altogether as new classes and new interests came into

play. But they were overshadowed, and the university did have to

adjust. The coming of the bourgeoisie involved a new interest to

which the university had to adjust in some fundamental ways. Indeed

the adjustment was made, but it quite clearly involved changes in

the way in which the university would integrate itself wIth society

and satisfy society sufficiently to justify continuing financial and

political support. What would seem most clearly to have happened in

the switch from the aristocratic to the original bourgeois base is

that the relationship between the campus and the society became some-

what more narrow. There would never again be a stable relationship

between the whole campus and the entire upper class structure of the

society at large. This expressed itself on the campus in terms of

distinctions made along class lines between students. Perhaps this

is most dramatically and concretely seen in the exclusiveness of the

aristocratic secret societies in the Ivy League colleges. Eventually,

most students adjusted to this special and invidious kind of hetero-

geneity by finding persons of their own kind, persons whom they did

not know prior to their coming on campus, but who seemed to share

-

the same values and goals. These were the fraternities. They took

hold because they provided a specialized way by which the now unlike

elements of the student body could stay together and yet apart. As

a consequence, social class hostility was probably accentuated inside

the colleges and universities. But the basis fer living with that

heightened alienation and the basis for maintaining peaceful relations
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in the society at large, were certainly provided by the fraternity

approach.

The emergence of education based upon disciplines and organized

fields clearly constitutes a third revolution in the history of

American higher education, one that is perhaps even more clearly

than the other t o associated with changes in the class structure of

the society. The disciplinary basis of education was introduced

before the great expansion of the 'new middle classes," but it was

a system of education that could prosper best in such a universe of

values. The new middle classes were primarily composed of people

Robert Dahl would call the "ex-plebes," persons whose families had

already experienced a certain amo t of social mobility and then

turned their children to college as a way to complete the fulfillment

of the American Dream. For students who were secure in a long in-

heritance of status and wealth, the liberal arts education and the

consumer ethic were worthwhile. But the same orientation toward

genteel erudition did not have so broad an appeal among the new

professionalizing classes. For them tho liberal arts might be some-

thing worth cultivating after a discipline was acquired and a career

assured. And the disciplinary approach was a good one for adjusting

the university to ch Res in its class and educational composition,

because the disciplines can coexist with and tolerate other educa-

tional norms. Each of the classical and liberal refinements can be

allowed to continue to exist as "maj s." And that is not as neat

and simple as it sounds. It took quite a revolution, precisely
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because the relationship could not exist the other way around. That

to the classicist or the humanist, Plato cannot be departmen-

talized. The hostility of the refined subjects and their professors

continues on into our day.*

A bit more will be said in a moment about the fourth and fifth

phases of university development, practical education and techno-

cratic education. For the moment it suffices to say that these two

changes only highlight the problems of integration between college

and society that we are already able to perceive with the full

emergence of the disciplinary system. bet us turn immediately to

some of those consequences zn order to get as quickly as possible

to the purpose of this particular inquiry, the role of amateur sport.

One can fairly easily perceive four basic consequences of the

emergence of American universities as fully heterogeneous, multi-

class faculties and student bodies. (1) The severing of faculty

from students and from society; (2) the severing of students from

their communities and thence from society; (3) the severing of

students from each:other; and, as a residuum of those, (4) the

*OiièoTf thà most znteres ing expressIons of this problem will
be found in the history of the University of Chicago under Robert
Hutchins. Chicago had taken the disciplinary approach to its ex-
treme at the tine Hutchins became president in 1929 or 1930. Hutch ns

tried to change and undermine this system of hyperspecialization by
pitting the undergraduate College against the specialized departments
of the Graduate School at Chicago. The Hutchins experiment did not
outlast even the Hutchins presidency, and it was not widely copied,

even though it was umiversally studied. Why? An important reason
for this was that, for all its good intentions, the College at
Chicago was a throwback to a pattern of educational service to
hi er classes that were simply not sufficiently numerous to sustain it.
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severing of the university as an institution from the society at

large. A word on each of these is in order, because the place of

amateur sport as a compensation or complement for each is highly

variable.

One of the most important, and perhaps the healthiest, of

these developments in the modern university is the loosening and

eakening of ties between faculty and students. As the average

status of the student declined the average social standing of the

professors increased, not only in relation to the declining status

of the student but absolutely in terms of the honor given to this

profession in the society. The association between students and

faculty came to be formal and distant, exaggerated all the more by

the increasing size of clasSes in mass universities. Of equal

portance was the emergence of learned societies. Professors simply

found their own social base. This gave professors organizational

muscle to defend themselves in the name of academic freedom, and it

also gave them a reference group far larger and more distant than

the university proper. This meant greater productivity, greater

economic value, far greater political power. But it certainly

meant severance within the specific university where a professor

happened to be teaching.

In parallel fashion students became increasingly removed from

their original communities and from their original class positions.

This too has its healthy aspect. For the first time in the lives

of most students, going away to college was an opportunity to find
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a new identity, to experi _nt with new roles- and to pursue interest3

that were either discouraged back home or were not conceived of at

all. From the economic standpoint it was even more important that

students from lower middle classes who had few meaningful economic

connections could begin to make those connections and to establish

their own basis for a lifetime career. This is another way of stating

the particular attractions of a-disc plinary education for the "ex-

plebes." But there is a dilemma in this for the student and for the

concerned society. Indeed a true education, as suggested earlier,

requires a serious reanalysis of existing values and the freedom to

change values if,that seems called for. But at the same time, the

fate of the university is doomed if it does not also integrate the

student by making him a productive member of a society he will join

once he leaves the campus.

This is such a tough problem for many university administratoi

that they have tried to find a way out of the disciplinary- system.

And this is where the fifth unit on Table I comes into play, parti-

cularly in the past decade or two. The "technocratic education" is

a variant of the disciplinary system. It utilizes existing disci-'

plines, but it changes the goal. Technocratization forges a new

connection between the university and society along vocational lines.

It takes the disciplines and reshapes them by g ving them increased

ability to solve specific social problems. The origin of the disci-

pline lies in its orientation toward oognitive ordering. A success

.in disciplinary education i_ the acqu sition of existing knowledge
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and the furtherance of that knowledge through research and analysis.

The ability to solve problems is an intellectual one, and it is

justified in terms of the enhanced ability of the student to take

on a variety of problems when he goes out into the real world. Tech-

nocratization, on the other hand, redesigns certain of the disciplines

so that there is more of a guarantee that the discipline is oriented

toward some basic probl ms and thus toward some existing business or

govern- ental institution that is set up to deal with those problems.

The French havecar-ied this system farthest by actually designing

whole universities, called the Grandes Ecoles, whose products are

oriented toward specific occupations. These are actually high-

powered trade schools whose products dominate the personnel of

specific government agencies and the businesses. (More on this par-

ticular "solution" later.)

The third result flows rather directly from the others. Those

who like it call student freedom, those who don't like it call it

alienation. Both are essentially correct. The severing of students

frmm each other does indeed enhance the freedom of each student to

make new friends and cut out new roles for himself. But it can make

life very dull and grey for students who do not make friends easily

and who do not wish to be se far severed from their old friends, their

old values, or original communities. In this kind of context students

often "act like children" Indeed, from the standpoint of what they

are in the process of acquiring, they are children.

All of these add up to a severing of the university from the
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society at large. The university became i s own society. As a

tendency, this is true of smaller colleges as well as larger uni-

versities. Neither faculty members nor students are extensions of

some outside social class any more. For better or worse, they have

each other in a system of maximum choice and minimum tradition,

The multi-class "multi iversity" became a real problem of

social integration. None of this necessarily describes a pathology.

Quite the contrary, the great American university is a magnificent

opportunity for individual freedom and for the collective academic

freedom to pursue knowledge wherever it might be found. But this

kind of magnificent opportunity does not come free and aside from

the expense of sustaining it there is also a problem of protecting

society against it. Even the most hardbitten supporters of academic

freedom and university autonomy have been willing to consider various

ways to make the student happier. Most are even willing to discuss

ways of making the university more productive in te_ s of the need

of society for social stability and reaffirmation. Disagreements

among policy makers inside and outside the university are intense,

however, because every conceivable proposal to re-integrate the uni-

versity with society is treated by some as a solution and by others

as pathology. For example, there may still be some who would view

the holding of chapel as a very nice way to keep the uniiNrsity

productively at peace with society. But there is hardly a faculty

or a student body left in the United States who would not shout this

proposal down. Nevertheless, a few responses to heterogeneity,

alienation, and severence have been contrived and these are worth
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consider ng -- again for purposes of putting amateur sport in its

proper context.

The problem of class heterogeneity and alienation was met in

part by fraternities. There is hardly a major university campus

that was not called a 'fraternity school" by someone. And in part

to confirm the function of fraternities, it should be observed that

they were a good deal less important in the liberal arts colleges,

largely because of the very homogeneity of the entire student body

in those places.

However, fraternities were never a complete answer, even during

the 1930's through the 1950's when they were in their heyday. Harvard

and Yale tried to answer the question of moderate class heterogeneity

(basically regional heterogeneity in those schools) in the 1930's by

building the "colleges" and the "houses." Their hope was that each

of these places would be combined teaching and residential places

that would ultimately develop a sufficient amount of real social

integration. But somehow the class jealousies tended to express

themselves, leaving the residential system somewhat at sixes and

sevens. Very early in the game Princeton tried to disperse the so-

called eating clubs; and Yale never managed to root out the real

exclusiveness of the old family and "old boy" relationships upon

which these secret societies and certain of the most exclusive

fraternities were based. This was considered a substandard kind of

human integration, and its problems seemed to increase at something

like an exponentIal rate as one moved from the Ivy campuses to the

3
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larger state colleges, to the enormous Big Ten universities and to

the new universities of the post World War II period that grew so

tremendously fast with uprooted people of all ages and backgrounds

from all over the country.

Every college and university tr ed to experiment with things

over which the administration itself might have some control -- con-

sidering that once the fraternity system was established it did its

good and its bad things regardless of the wishes of the corporate

university system itself. These administratively sponsored approaches

to integration took several forms, and, thanks to imitation, were

pretty much the same throughout the country -- and still are. In

general I would call these "administered social relations."

One of the most interesting aspects of this is the transformation

of the Dean of Students from a disciplinary office to a Big Brother

type of function. A related aspect of this, sometimes under the

authority of the Dean of Students and sometimes separate, is the rise

of psychological services. There is usually a staff of professional

psychologists and a rather larger staff oftrained counselors. The

whole history of administered relations in colleges deserves careful

attention not only by those interested in social psychology but by

anyone who is concerned about the present and future function of

higher education as a channel of social mobility. We know very little

about the real consequences of deliberate efforts to democratize pop-

ulations over a short period of time.

In any case, there are still other fairly uniform reactions of
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universities to their heterogeneous and somewhat alienated situation.

e of the more interesting ones is the student union movement. Be-

ginning at Cornell with Willard Straight Hall, most campuses developed

student centers. If they began in a small expendable house, usually

ready for condemnation, they spread quickly through the tremendous

demand for their services, ranging from barbershops to billard rooms.

After World War II no self-respecting campus would be caught dead

without a very large and elaborate student center. These continue

to perform important functions for the campus, but they are rather

economic and objective in nature, and have noc really provided the

kind of integration inside the campus or between campus and society

that the bigger universities seem to need. In fact, student unions

have tended to exacerbate "town-gown relations" by frequently being

guilty of merely offering services at an unfair competitive advantage.

But this has not discouraged the growth of student unions. Rather,

most college administrations continue to plan for the expansion of

unions, hoping to find a secret combination of student activities

that will become fashionable and attractive to otherwise disoriented

students. This kind of thing has become so large in some places that

separate and rather large buildings just for "student activities"

have been built because the student union is too small to accommodate

them or because the student union is too busy with the provision of

ordinary services. Either way, this is an effort of importance in

the history of modern, democratized unIversItIes in the United States.

A more recent response that has gained tremendously in popularity
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in the past five or six years is the reverse of all this, the changing

rules and dormitory arrangements so as to allow students the pri-

vacy and the opportunity to develop their own communities and their

own primary groups. There was always a lot of thig in college. Most

of the lasting friendships for many people are those that were made

during the four years of 6ollege life. But opportunities were Usu-

ally very much restricted to the accident of original, placement in

dormitories, or to the early choice, usually accidental or haphazard,

of fraternity or upper class living arrangements. Under present con-

ditions, usually encouraged by university deans, it is a good deal

easier to switch around between living quarters and sexes in order

to find one's own preferred living arrangement and one's own pre-

ferred type of adjustment to the atomization of college life. This

of course has its advantages. But it is in a great sense an admis-

s on that it is not possible for universities to integrate themselves

or to integrate institutionally with the larger society. Where this

taking us i_s difficult to say. But it could easily take us into

a political crisis where state legislatures will begin to balk at

providing the enormous financial support that the universities will

need in the future. For, after all, the problem with integration is

not only one of historic adjustment between university and society;

is also a short-range political problem of how to surviv?-the next

fiscal year.

More recent adjustments may provide something of an answer, but

the price is enormously high. The type of adjustment in question is
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the reorganization or the reorientation of the university toward new

educational norms. These are represented by the fourth and fifth

types on Table I. Mention ha, already been made of the fifth one,

and it,is certainly the most important wave of experimentation going

on today. These two educational norms can be evaluated from several

standpoints, and I have tried some of them in other publicat ons.

The only point that needs to be made about them here is that they do

represent a particular form of social integration. The form in both

instances is an effort to integrate by the job or by the skill.

That is, one reorganizes the university and its curriculum in order

to provide students with precisely the kind of skill that a particu-

lar kind of job calls for. This means that they can begin to identify

with their future careers very early, and that is likely to provide

them with some sociological substance even during the period befo e

they leave school. This may be more important than the sense of

economic security it may give them.

This is a double-edged alternative. Indeed it offers a modest

guarantee of economic security in the long-range future coupled with

a very substantial guarantee of psychological reinforcement in the

interim. But it comes at the price of technocratization of society

that we can well evaluate by looking at the French. It can easily

derange the existing attitude of faculty toward the obligation to

search for knowledge. Practical problem solving under these two

systems o, education is not entIrely comfortable with the "uselessness"
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of the disciplinary or the liberal arts or the classical approaches.

But it could become so attractive as a form of social integration and

as a way for corporations to cut costs in training executive personnel

that it may become a force that will revolutionize the universities

and colleges as we know them. (Fyrther evaluation in op. cit.)

Out of all these considerations °liege sport emerges. And

it emerges as a rather important force in the heterogeneous univer-

sity of the 20th century. Except perhaps for technocratization,

which has not fully come yet, the methods that university adminis-

trators have worked out appear to be rather flimsy. In the past 50

years, college sport may have always been the most v tal and practical

of the ar angements to solve problems for campus life and to keep

society happy with its university systems.

But all this Is hypothetical. We simply do not know the precise

role that sport has played in solving the immense problems of college

fe in the democratic eta.. Thus, we cannot be sure of what we are

gaining when we emphasize it further or what we would be losing if

we decided to de-emphasize it. The situation with amateur college

sport enters a crisis every decade or so. We are in such a crisis

now, and a good deal of time and money are likely to be spent before

we either make a decision or live through the crisis without changing

anything. But perhaps the cr sis is cyclical because we lack real

information. Almost everybody in a position of responsibility has

an opinion, because everybody is a product of one of these places or

another. And the opin on of each person is well-founded up to a point,
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because it represents real experience over a four or more year, in

tense period of interaction. But if there was ever an appropriate

moment to evoke the image of the blind men describing the elephant,

this is it Individual experiences with college sport and with the

costs and gains of it are simply not cumulative.

What we need to do at this point is to bring together the two

separate strains of this paper in a comprehensive research perspec-

tive. There is of course the whole history and philosophy of amateur

sport. And there is of course the whole history and philosophy of

higher education in a democratically oriented United States. What

questions will best bring the two things toge her, so that new in-

formation on the one will redound to the benefit of both? The re-

mainder of this paper will be in the form of questions that seem to

be most deserving of research probes. And to repeat, the criterion

of a good question is one that produces information that bears directly

on these two dimensions: sport itself, and the place of sport in the

fu ure of our troubled universities.

1. Perhaps the most pressing need is for a concerted research

effort into the history of sport in terms of its relation to the

democratizing process in the universities. My hypothesis would be

that the two arose together, have always been intimately associated,'

and in an important functional sense needed each other.

Here it is extremely important to keep a clear distinction be-

tween participatory and spectator sport. All American colleges and

universities have required some kind of "physical education" during
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most of their histories. Mbreover, programs of intramural sport

have 'always tried to develop as broad a base in the student body as

possible. But participatory sport pre-dates the democratic univer-

sity bi a very long time. In fact, participatory sport probably came

clOser to universal involvement,in,the upper,class 18th an0-19th cen

tury British institutions than in today's great universities of the

lumpenbourgeoisie_.

It is spectator sport that has probably had- he paranel, growth

-with the increase in size and the democratization of the American

universities. And on this sort of thing information would be very

easy to get. We need data on two dimensions of the university's his-

tory. One would be the over-time development in budgetary allocation

for sport programs, fieldhouses and stadiums and the like, etc. This

would be related to the history_of the size of the student body, the

overall budget for faculty, administration, student activities, etc.

From the standpoint of the basest sort of politics, there is

likely to be a relationship, in that winning football and baseball

teams have probably inspired state legislators to give larger budget

to the state university. And in earlier communications I had suggested

that this relationship be explored. But there is also a relationship

at the higher level of politics, in terms of the mere.existence of

spectator sport programs and facilities in relation to the two or

three important ways of measuring university growth.

2. We not only want to know the gross relationship between the

two. We also need to explore the substantive aspect of the relationship.

9



That is to say, we would like to explore as directly as possible the

particular messages being communicated by the medium of spectator

sports. This is extremely difficult to get at, as is true of all

"media research." It might be fun to get some ideas from media re-

searchers like Marshall McLuhan, but the type of thing that needs to

be observed is fairly patent. I like to call it hero and anti-hero

research. We need to analyze the outstanding players in the most

important spectator sports at major univers ties. This is usually

football, but it varies tremendously from region to region and from

school size to schoolsize. In effect we need to "content analyze"

the heroes and anti-heToes in order to identify and assess the symbols

they project and the symbols we evect_ them to project.

On the lighter side of this issue we can cite Jame.. Thurber's

hysterically funny short story, "The- Greatest Man in''the World."

Thurber's hero had accomplished a feat of such gigantic heroism in

the late 1930's that he had totally overshadowed such accomplishments

as that of Charles Lindbergh. However, to the horror of the President

and the generals and the other top people,. the hero had done all of

this merely to gain:the fame, the money, and the girls. The eiite

kept him in a hotel room for hour aftOr hour while the crowds clamored

to pay him honor out in the streets. The elite were trying to en-

courage him to play the proper role, by saying he owed it all to his

mother, he did it for his country, etc. etc.. But our hero would have

none of it. After every session, even one with the President, he

simply repeated his base lusts At one point of desperation, when
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our hero was leaning over the balcony waving to his hysterica

followc.irs below, the generals and the admirals looked at each other

and the President, they all shrugged knowingly, and one of them pro-

ceeded to push our hero over the balcony.

We are all aware of some real and serious counterparts to the

Thurber hero. There is no question in ny mind, for example, that

much of the persecution of Mohammad Ali is due to his unwillingness

to project the expected sybols of heroic athletic accomplishment in

the United States. And we will certainly find this to be the case

of our many black amateur athletes on the present college teams. In

fact, we live in a time that is especially opportune for hero research,

precisely because a larger number than ever have decided, completely

without sophistication, to play some role other than that which has

been expected. This is a perfect time to assess what is expected,

and that gets us closer than anything else to a study of sport and

patriotism in general, sport and university society in particular.

3. A not-unrelated piece of research would be inthe area of

what I would call "the follow-up of God and Man at Yal " As most

people over the age of 35 will recall, William Buckley wrote a book,

God and Man at Yale, almost immediately upon his graduntion in 1950.

His argunent was of course that a place like Yale was destroying most

of the Christian values, and that this was almost systematically

happening because of the universi y policy of hiring liberals on the

faculty. It is very probable that Buckley's thesis was more accurate

than not, even for the rather stodgy Yale of the late 1940's.



Nevertheless, the question.is whether this liberalization of values-

was a permanentdeVelopment among Yale '(and other universitY) prod-

ucts, or whether it was transforme&by later life experiences. Some

work has been done on."adult.socialization," and there is certainly

an ample literature on the methods.of carrying out this type of re--
search. But in general the eaiiest way would be the best way.. 'This

would be to buy some space on the Roperor Harris regular national
,

poll and to have them pose several questions regarding eiperiences

with university-athletics, in particular-attendance at sport spec-

taculars. Once these questions were posed, it would be easy to

cross-tabulate these responses against the attitudinal questions that

are already regularly asked on the national polls; Through_this pro-

cesS we could determine roughlY the extent-to which attendance a

amateur sport spectaculars has a bearing upon later outlook. -We

naturally want to control for those who went to college. But we

also want to look for the so-called "subway alumn' these who

a favorite college team despite--no record of attendance. Notre Dame

perhaps has the largest following of that sort but everrstate uni-

versity has a very large subway alumni. ThroUgh this very _ mple

research approach, it would be possible not only to tease out certain

of the influences of college sport on college students but also to

assess roughly whether the influences (benefits) emanate beyond that

point.

4. Another area that has important bearing upon this whole issue

is the activity that is ancillary and complementary to athletics but

would

would.

had



not part of athletics itself. I have reference of course to marching

bands, parades, anthems, etc. Here again the method of research

would be content analysis, and the materials would be quite easy to

acquire.

One brief story might help point to the major relationship and

the type of research that might be worthwhile. In 1949, Michigan

State was admitted to the Big Ten, and 1950 would be the first year

in which its teams could compete on a full schedule for Big Ten

championships. During the football season of autumn 1949, the Michigan

State marching band was still a traditional band with olive drab uni-

forms, a slow military cadence, and an orientation toward marching

and toward good concert MU.SiC. For example, oboes flutes and bassoons

were still used in marching formation. However, within two years, as

the football team grew in stature, the marching band grew in size,

gave a variety of scholarships to encourage good musicians to join

and take part in tremendously long rehearsals each week hanged its

uniforms to bright green and white with plumes and gloves and the like,

and nearly doubled its cadence. In fact the speed was now so fast

that it was impossible to play anything but the simplest of marches.

John Philip Sousa went out the window with the military uniforms and

the military cadence. Marching was minimized and formations were

maximized. The whole thing became extremely active and intense,

paralleling the rise in emphasis and success of the athletic teams
1

themselves.

Analysis of the ancillary activities would of course focus in

3 3
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on such things as the subject-matter and appeals of the anthems, the

cheers, and the particular symbols. But of course the influence of

this aspect of amateur sport goes far beyond the performances of the

day of the play. What is not generally recognized is the role that

amateur sport has played in the expansion of public school music!

A tremendous number of students who major in music at the big state

universities were first inspired by band participation in sporting

events, and are in college in order to prepare themselves to become

band directors. Through this route, amateur sport has spread its

influence tremendously, not only through the larger number of people

it reaches, but through that very substantial and-institutionalized

influence of the next generation of teachers of music and arts. One

of the most important pieCes of research, therefore, would be on the

public school music programs of the colleges and upon the products

of these public school music programs who are out teaching youngsters

to play band instruments and rehearsing the bands to perform at

the halftime shows and at the pep rallies. All of these people

look to their home college for guidance and influence. And all of

them play the martial music and repeat the symbols that build a

ce tain type of rapport into:students at very young ages. This is

a tremendously importan and self-reinforcing process, yet we know

/

precious little about it.

. Getting more directly to the everyday business of social

integration and civic training inside the university, it would be
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desirable also to pick a panel of university students and to follow

them for interviews and re-interviews throughout one or more academic

years. Panel research is often used in studies of the development

of attitudes and of socialization. Once the particular nature of _

this inquiry were fully designed, it would be relatively easy for

students of political socialization to carry out a study of this sort.

I. personally_would like to go farther than usual and employ the poly-

graph for this kind of research, in order to get at the non-cognitive

responses to sports and anthems-rather than simply the expressed atti-

tudes. The polygraph is popularly known as the lie-detector, but it

may have far better uses for the study of emotional response in general

than it does to the business of producing evidence for legal cases.

Since the whole purpose of spectator sport and ancillary activities

is to intensify experience, there is every reason to expect that for

the most highly identified persons, there will be measurable changes

in physical state. It would be marvelous fun to collaborate wIth

physiologists and doctors on a serious piece of political research.

6. Facing up to the difficulties of such an unconventional ap-

proach to the study of emotional rapport and the appeals of patriotism

and social identification, unobtrusive approaches have to be contrived

to get at part of the same thing. The first four pieces of proposed'

research would enable a clever analyst to make interpretations in the

general area of emotional rapport, but the more direct we could get

the better off we would be. Thus, in addition to the use of the Roper-

type polling methods -- that is, the usual approach to socialization --
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could definitely add a useful p ece of research on cycles of

anti-social behavior during the school year. The hypothesis would

be that indicators of anti-social behavior, of actual physical ill-

ness, and of malingering vary with the athletic season. College

clinic admission rolls would make an excellent source of data. The

record of arrests made by the local police and by the campus author-

ities would make another. Wanton acts of vandalism are another.

Going back a few years, _t is possible to trace out the relation-

ships between empty periods of athletics and such random activities

as panty raids. Perhaps in more recent years there is some kind of

relationship between athletic season cycles and student political

activity. For, even though the leadership of most student radical

politics has been from the most intellectualized of students who

care little about amateur or professional sport, their opportunities

for a following are very much determined by all the other events
'

that compete for attention and loyalty.

These six proposals flow directly from the framework designed

in this paper. But there are other research possibilities that can

also be derived therefrom, and a full-scale research conference ought

to be held to generate the best and most efficient approach to these

phenomena. The main purpose here was simply to try to provide a

perspective for thinking about this area and then to suggest a

limited fcw project ideas that would set better minds at work.

Caveats Before Conclusions

Since we are in the mIdst of a critical revis on of the whole
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athletic idea, there will be a tendency to enter into research and

assessment in a negative frame of mind. Since college sport has

grown too large and too expensive and too diverting, and since it

has long since verged on the brink of pfessionalIsm, our effort

to rethink the area is likely to commit us to reforms before assess-

ments. The problem with that is that we might also be influenced in

the character of the question we ask and in the way we look at some

of the results. This would be unfortunate. This phenomenon is a

bona fide part of the history of education and of civic loyalty in-

the United States, and should be given a fair appraisal.

For this reason, it is of vital importance that a double-level

history be undertaken fir t (item 1 above). This will provide an

absolutely indispensable context within which to make a dispassionate

assessment. We must be sure before we try to replace spectator sport,

and we must also study a function carefully in order to replace it,

in the Words spoken wisely by Robert Ruark, with "something of value."

This kind of history would clearly give us a basis:for making t-very

sober approach to the design of questions ane analysis of other data.

Perhaps the most important reason for moving carefully and re-

spectfully in OUT assessment of amateur sport in,colleges is because

the available alternatives as a means of integration and civic training

are either flimsy or very costly. This is-precisely the reason

spent so much time outlining the history of universities and univer-

sity norms. Further history along these lines will put us in a

position to decide,whether technocratiza ion of the university is an
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acceptable answer. Many faculty members and others are altogether

ready to de-emphasize spectator sport when that issue is put in a

single yea-nay form to them. But when this phenomenon is laid down

beside an alternative like technocratization, their opinions are

not likely to be the same. It could very well turn out that such

are the functions of spectator sport in the great American univer-

sities, and such are the freedoms that it leaves for the non-partici-

pant, that the price is well worth paying. We simply do not know,

because we have not made the proper research. If we are to mak

rational decision about the future, we must first identify all the

alternatives, assess all of their relative costs, and all of their

relative consequences. Only then can we take a reasonable position.

And only then can we reach out toward the larger, the still

larger, issue of the needs of the state for loyalty and support.

one would deny that all modern nation-states must cultivate some

basic loyalties. Questions arise only over how much and by what

means shall the state be allowed to cultivate these feelings of

patriotism. These are extremely abstract and complex matters to

deal with. One of the best ways to deal with them is to look at

those institutions, such as higher education, upon which the state

is most likely to rely. Thus, as we manage to carry out some con-

crete research as proposed in this paper, we will also be in a better

position to reach out toward the larger assessment that may, taken

by itself, be beyond the reach of direct research.
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WOMEN IN INTERCOLLEGIATE AT LETICS

When intercollegiate athletics came into its own in the last

three decades of the nineteenth century, "women for whom attendance

at sporting events had been forbidden by the dictates of decency,

made intercollegiates an aspect of their independence." Frederick

Rudolph, The American Colle e and University, A History, p. 392).

History repeats itself, for in the early part of the last three

decades of the twentieth century, women are again making inter-

collegiate athletics an aspect of their emancipation.

For the past one hundred years, intercollegiate athletics has

been a bastion of male supremacy, an area in which men were un-

challenged and even revered by women. During that century inter-

collegiate athletics for men developed complex govern ng organization,

like the National Collegiate Athletic Association, with cornplexrules

to control the many facets of complex (and all male) athletic plants

Women were excluded from that development because it was rumored that

they were uninterested and physically unfit for the strenupus athletic

competition. But, as society has changed in the past one hundred

years, so too have attitudes of women toward athletics. o longer is

the "weaker sex" uninterested in sports participation. Indeed, women

are now demanding equal access to such participation and equal voice

in control of that participation, just as women in 1890 demanded an

opportunity to share the spectator benefi of intercollegiate
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athletics, But this time, the force of federal law is providing the

needed impetus to insure that women mancipation becomes a reality

instead of a dream.

To achieve this equality, women have to overcome the inertia

and discr ination of one hundred years- discrimination to which

they have themselves contributed. It was a woman who wrote that

"muscular capacity in women is almost evidence of disease" (Arabella

Kenneally, 1899) and another woman who wrote that "girls are not

suited for the same athletic program as boys" (Ethel Rerrin, National

Amateur Athletic Federation, 1928). It was the delegates to the

Nssociation of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women delegate assembly

in 1973 who indicated that a total budget of about $25,000 would be

sufficient to run a good women's interco legiate athletic program,

even though the men find it necessary to spend over a million dolla s

to insure a good men's program. Such at itudes are a product of th

history of intercollegiate athletics for women.

When men at one college started to challenge rnn at other

colleges in sports competition, society would not have approved if

women at one college had challenged women at another. Indeed, there

simply we -e not many women in colleges and unive sities during the

early era of intercollegiate athletics. Such womenas did attend

college in the 1800's did so to learn a specific profession - nursing,

home economics, teaching, the "practical" arts. This was in marked

cont-.ast to the purposes of a college education for men who "studied"

as ':gentlemen scholars." These "gentlemen" had reserves of unused
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energy, which were put to better use in sports programs than in the

student riots on which arrearlier generation of college students had

expended their energies. Women students did not have this extra

ene gy, or extra time. Thus, it would not seem unusual that sports

for men became important, while sports for women did not.

Contributing to this separation were the social mores of that

day. It was improper for a young lady to engage in the strenuous

activities of athletics, or to show their limbs to men other than

their husbands. A thick web of myth about and tabus against the

participation of women in intercollegiate athletics was spun.

Examples of this myth can be found all over: "In women, inferiority

of the locomotive apparatus is apparent in all parts." (IX Chandler

Gilman, 1840).

"Under prolonged and intense physical strain, a girl goes to pieces

nervously." (Ethel Perrin, 1928).

'The women division does not approve of boys' rules for girls because

of the undesirable social qualities girls develei when they attempt to

be poor imitators of the other sex." (IrmaJqeveres, 1941).

However, despite this myth and tabu, women did participate in

sports bzcause the educational values of an athletic program overcame

the myths. It is publicly accepted that sports are good for people

in developing better citizens, building vigorous minds and bodies,

and promoting a better society. However, in the words of Sports

Illustrated "Sports may be good for people, but they are considered a

lot gooder for male people than for female people." (Sports



Illustrated_, May 28, 1973). Although this may be true, it is some-

what of a paradox that this is the one issue which most differentiatc.1

men and women's intercollegiate athletics today. Women participate

in intercollegiate athletics for the educational values therein.

Men's programs have long since lost this reason for existence,

except when the propriety of the placement of intercollegiate ath-

letics in collegiate institutions is questioned.

Before the current role of women in intercollegiate athletics

can be discussed, and understood, the history of the woman's role

should be reviewed to gain pe spective and insight.

College and universities, and their athletic programs, have

been said to be a mirror of societal attitudes and concerns. This

mirror, however, is a delayed-action mirror; an instant replay, so to

speak. What occurs in, __ an issue in, or are the values of the

macrosociety in turn becomes an issue, or is valued in the micro-

society of higher education, but several years afte- the event has

occurred in society at large.

Thus, when athletics first burst.Upon the college scene, it was

not surprising thzt it was a man's world. Women did not participate

in, or spectate at, sporting events because societal mores did not

permit such participation or observation for young ladies of proper

upbringing. A good young lady would not sully her reputation by

appearing at events :f such questionable value and of such a rowdy

nature as sports events. When women in the society outside the

college campus began to demand "emancipation," so did women on college
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campuses. Their entrance to the sports scene c__ e through the gate

of spectating at football games. Indeed, such numbe _ of women, both

students and public, attended games that such attendance became the

U thing to do socially.

Women's participation on college campuses in sports began at

all-woman schools. There was such a vocal public outcry against this

unladylike posture that the college women had to withdraw to secluded

playing fields. This withdrawal, however, did not_dampen any enthu-

siasm the women had for competition. Girls continued to compete

against other girls although public attitudes did not condone such

competition. Women athletes were viewed as somewhat less than real

women even then, although men athletes w--e revered as 'real" men.

Why didn't the participation of women in athletics on college

campuses appear to mi-ror what was going on in society? It actually

did. On college campuses, as well as in society, strong women,

persistent women, like Babe Diedreksen Zaharias, continue(1 to be

involved in and excel at athletics. But these women seldom gained

the acclaim given men. The subtle discrimination against women in

society existed, multiplied in its image, on the college campuses.

Women did not charge admission to spectate at their sporting events -

that would be "selling their bodies." Men participated in games -

women had "playdays." Men were given scholarShips and ever-increasing

budgets in support of intercollegiate athletic programs - women sold

candy and had bake s- es.

As society has changed its attitudes toward discrimina on
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against women in the last twenty years, with the force of law - The

Civil Rights Amendment, Executive Order 11246 and the Equal Pay Act

1963 - so has intercollegiate athletics changed with the force

of law - the Educational Amendments Adt of 1972, PL 92-318. Title IX

of the Educational Amendments Act expl citly states that no person

shall be excluded from, be denied the benefits, or be preclud d from

participation-in any educational activity carri d out by an institu-

tion which received funds from the federal government, on the basis of

sex. Contrary to what the Wall Street Jouriial stated in its editorial

on Title IX on February 26, 1974, this law applies to all educational

institutions which receive money from the federal government, re- a

gardless of- the use that is made of that money.

Guidelines are being drafted by the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare for this bill. Those guidelines, according to

the most recent statement from HEW, will be released the early part

of May. Such delay in the publications of guidelines is unprecedented.

HEW explains by Saying that this is such a touchy issue that they feel

it is important that the guidelines be all-encompassing. In reality,

it appears that HEW is more concerned about stepping on the toes of

the National Collegiate Athletic Association, which is lobbying in

great strength against the previously discussed guidelines.

Fairly reliable reports of.those guidelines mention the

following points as being covered by the guid lines:

Different standards for men and women for the offering of

scholarships and other financial a
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The setting of standards of b avior for athletes must be

agreed upon by the men's and women's regulatory groups.

Comparable toilet, locker and shower facilities must be pro-

vided for the different sexes, but these facilities may be separate.

If a college or university offers a sp.irt which participation

in is dominated by members of one sex, then a comparable team must

be offered that season for members of the opposite sex.

would seem to indicate that inte -collegiate athletic programs

as they are known today would cease to exist. Perhaps a much better

animal will evolve in the place of the eurren dinosaur.

It should be emphasized that, although the guidelines are

still being draf_ed, Title IX of the Educational Amendments Act of

1972 is now, and has been since June, 1972, law. Court cases under

this law have been filed in several courts. It could be expected

that=many more will be filed, for, if the preliminary research done

in this study is any indication, then essentially all colleges and

universities in the United States which are coeducational schools,

are in violation of federal law and could lose all their federal

funding.

What is the ell rent situation in intercollegiate athletics for

women, beside the fact that most programs are in violation of federal

law?

At the national level, there is a regulatory body, the

Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women, a spin-off of

the Division of Girls and Womens Sports of the American Association
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for Healt Physical Education and Recr ation AAHPER), an affiliate

of the National Education Association (NEA). AIAW began in 1971, and,

under th spectre of Title IX has attempted in the brief period

since its founding to catch up with the National Collegiate Athletic

Association and its myriad rules and regulations. The AIAW operates

under severe financial limitations - its budget is under S50 000,

less than the salary of the executive director of the NCAA alone.

AIM employs only one fulltime staff person and one assistant.

Admittedly, not much staff can be purchased for under 1$50,000,

especially when, out of that money, must come office expenses and

court costs.

The structure of AlAW is similar to that of the NCAA, before

the NCAA "separated" into three divisions. There are nine _ gions

within the AIAW the most;developed of which is D v sion One, the

east coast group. Under the auspices of the East Coast Athletic

Conference, a governing agency developed primarily for regulation

of men's athletics, Division One has the most complete schedules and

and championship competition. There are two levels of championship

competition within AIAW: junior college and all other schools. AIM

sponsors championships in: sports: volleyball, golf, tennis, swimming,

tracl and field, basketball, baseball, and recognizes at least seven

other sports in intercollegiate competition: gymnastics badminton,

lacrosse, field hockey, fencing, football, and socce_. There is no

distiiv-ion made between revenue and non-revenue producing spor _

nor any distinction between contact and non-contact sports.

-8-
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Until the latter part of 1973, women who accepted athletic

scholarships were precluded from participation in AIAW-sponsored

championships. Due to a lawsuit filed by two girls in Florida who

were prohibited from participating in the AIAW tennis championships

because they held athletic scholarships, the AIAW has re-structured

its position on scholarships. Many state organizat ons have not,

however, and still prohibit the offering of athletic scholarships to

women, and the collection of admissions at any women's intercollegiate

sporting event.

Under AIAW regulations, women may now accept financial aid

based on their athletic ability. ilowever, the regulations for

accepting or offering such financial aid have not yet been distributed

to member schools by the AIAW. AIAW is dragging its heels in this

area partly because there is a fear of lawsuits arising from the

difference between wo en's and men's regulations and partly because

most AIAW members oppose athletic financial aid for athletes, men

and women athletes alike.

position to this financial aid seems to be based on the

premise that, because so many excesses in the administration of aid

programs for men have occurred, that aid to women would also breed

excesses. The women argue that they want to protect the female

athlete from exploitation. Why women need more protection than men

is unclear. In loe_o_parentis is dead on most college campuses. Also

unclear is why women's financial aid would go the way that the men's

has gone. ,It would seem that, since men's and women's programs, under

-9-
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federal law, must be equal, that this would be an excellent oppor-

tunity for the women in intercollegiat- athletics to lead the men

out of the quagmire in which they have become bogged. This would be

an excellent opportunity for all rhe coaches and athletic directo:

who have been scr-aming that they would like to eliminate all the

excesses to which financial aid has gone to put their money whore

their mouths are.

Women athletes do not see the issue here in the same lipht as

their coaches. These girls are asking why, when male athlete- have

had their college-educations paid for, should women not receive the

same benefits. They see financial aid to athletes as the means by

which man> a young man has received a college education when he

could not otherwise afford one. They question why they have been

denied the advantage of intercoll-giate athletics. It is the woman

athlete who will be forcing attention on the issue of financial aid

for athletes, with the help of the Educational Amendments Act, for

the women coaches and administrators refuse to act without threat of

expensive lawsuits.

The financial aid question - to give or not to give - seems to

be one of the issues with which the majority of women in inter-

collegiate athletics can identify, and should be stud ed by a

national commission.

Closely related to the financial aid issue is the que: ion of

equitable financing for women's programs. It is no big secret

requiring intense researchl.to ferret out the facts that --omen's
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programs receive little, if any, money while men's programs receive

millions of dollars. One specific example should suffice: at the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign the women's inter-

collegiate athletic budget is $14,000 this year, up from $4,500
-

last year, while the men's intercollegiate athletic budget is in

excess of 2.3 million dollars. In a research article in the October,

1973i f the Journal of Health, Physical Educatio and_ _

Recreation, concerning the status of funding of women's inter-

collegiate athletics, it was reported that the mean amount expended

at 209 schools which a-e members of the AIAW fo_ omen's programs was

$8,900. The mean total amount budgeted at those same 209 schools for

men's programs was over $450,000. The same article reported thd

responses of the directors of women's intercollegiate programs to the

question of what would be an adequate level of financing for support

of a good, complete women's intercollegiate program. The mean amount

--which those people responded was $22,000. That is hardly enough to

pay the salary of one good coach! It may be that these people have

been on nickel and d me budgets for so long that $22,000 seems like a

huge amount to them.

An earlier section o. this total report lias delineated

plight of many men's athletic programs which are now operati-ng in the

red. Eaer the women into this scene, women vho are demanding that

they receive an amount equal to the men. And the women have,the

force of federal law behind them. This is a scene that te ifies

many directors of intercollegiate athletics, and has prompted some
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illogical responses from Walter Byers, fixecutive Director of the

National Collegiate Athletic Association. Mr. Byers has stated that

this equality of funding will lead to the destruction of inter-

collegiate athletics. What Mr. Byers means is that it will probably

lead to a change in the intercollegiate wo.2.1d, and in NCAA.

Whe will the money for women's program come? Fro- new

sources?: Not only is that"Unlikely, as there4s only so much money

in the pie to be divided among the athletic groups, but it also is

likely that it would be against the intent of the federal law to fund

women's programs differently than men's - from differint sources.

Does this mean that men's programs will be cut back to some reasonable

level?

Men argue that the fact that the athletic departments are in

financial trouble means that all sports except the revenue-producing

sports should be eliminated. This would effectively eliminate women's

sports before that area has had a chance to develop. There are two

major points here: because some sports are revenue-producing does not

mean that a program comprised of those alone would be legal; and no

one has given the women's program a fair opportunity to determine

which of the women's sports, if any, would be revenue-producing.

Before the financial problems of men's intercollegiate athletics

can he solved, the wo n's must be attended to. This is an area where

solution of the problem must be reached by men's and women's athletic

programs working together. Therefore, this issue is one which deserves

in-depth research by the national commission.
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Inequitable financing leads to ineqt table faciliti2s and

equipment. It has long been a fact of athletic life for women that

they have been considered second class citizens vhen facil*ties and

equipment were assig_ d. (One woman has stated that she wo.ld b

happy to be a second class citizen. It was being relegated to fi'_h

class status that bothers her ) This situation has arisen out of the

history of intercollegiate athletics. The men were there first, and

naturally got the best, giving what was left to the women. These

women had to fight to be permitted to use the playing fields and

tennis courts at times other than from 2:00-4:00 A.M. After all,

women should not be seen on the playing fields, or so it was thought

around the turn of the century. On some campuses varsity teams,

junior varsity teams, freshmen teams, men's intramurals and club

sports receive priority over the women's varsity teams in the use of

courts and_fields.

While the football teams spend $15,000 repairing and replacing

uniforms, the entire women's program passed around fifteen uniforms

from one team to another over the school year. If new uniforms were

desired, the girls sold cookies to make money, bought the uniformc out

of their own pockets, or received money out of the pocket of the coach,

who 4as underpaid already, and who also paid for travel expenses and

other "minor" things out of her own pocket.

This issue of inadequate pay and non-economic rewards for women

coach s is closely related to the issue of equitable finanr_

women's programs. Without Adequate financing, it is ineviT
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salaries will be inadequate and inevitable that competent people are

constrained from entering the coathing "profession." Indeed, many

women who could be competent coaches were, and still are, precluded

from coaching on an equal level with men because they are unable at

many universities to take for credit the coaching courses. Then,

when women apply for coaching positions they are eliminated from

consiaeration because they do not have the credent als; coaching4

courses. Since it through the avenue of coaching that adminis-

trators for athletic programs rise, women are axed out 'of adminis-

trative positions, too. Further, coaches for women's teams did the

coaching without release time, .e. , as an extracurricular activity.

Most women coaches are connected with the physical education depart-

ment, which is not the case of the men. Although this is sloWty

changing, the issue of release time for coaching or for administering

a women's intercollegiate program is still a big one. Therefore, the

question of equality for coaches should also be studied by the

national commission.

A bigger issue identified by the woman coach was the determina-

tion of what is equality on athletic teams. Should women play on men's

teams? Should men.play on women's teams? If this is so, it is feared

that this would mean, effectively, the elimination of women's progr-

Should there be coed teams, or would this merely mean men's teams with

an outstanding woman or two?

AIAW members favor separ-te-but-equal as the standard for team

membership. This they believe, would avoid the elimination of the
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women's program and provide equality. Ilowever, it may he against the

law. Separate-but-equal has been stricken down by the Supreme Court

in civil rights litigation. It would be reasonable,to cxrect the

s_--e decision under the Educational Amendments Act provisions.

Therefore, other alternatives, ;ke n assignmentof. difftre-

by weight or height should be researched.

The majority of issues which have been identified up to this

point are issues which concern the women's athletic establishment if

there is such a thing. Women athletes themselves appear concerned

with two issues: financial aid and the mystique 'of the woman athlete.

While male athletic stars are relegated to demi-god status on

college campuses, and in the press, women athletes are regarded with

contempt and ridicule. Their femininity is questioned; many women

athletes are suspected of homosexua ty (gotta watch out for those

girl jocks!) and have their sexual identities questioned. It takes

a strong girl to bear up under the attacks that are mounted against

her participation in athletics, from the time she is in kindergarten

(a tomboy) until she graduates from college. If a girl opts to play

on the lunch hour baseball team, she is stuck so far out in left

field that she cannot be found.' Her turn to bat seldom comes up

durin : the lunch hour. And if, by chance, _t does, she better be able

to hit the ball farther than any boy there, or he subjected to scorn

and ridicule. Is it any wonder, then, that not many girls go out for

intercollegiate athletics, after growing up in an environment like

this supportive one? This should illustrate that the figures which

-15-
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seem to support the point that not many girls are interested in inter-

collegiate athletics are misleading. Not many men would be interested

in athletic programs if they were the subject of scorn and ridicule

for their interest in them, or if the programs did not have adequate

moral and financial support.

If a girl does succeed in athletics, she will seldom see her

accomplishments mentioned in the press, locally or otherw: When

a man breaks an intercollegiate track record by a tenth of a second,

his name can be seenjn sports page headlines. When a woman swimmer

cut thirty (Yes, thirty) seconds from the 880 meter intercollegiate

freestyle swimmng record recently, her accomplishment was ment oned

in an articl- on the fifth page of the spor section. This only

serves to illustrate the relative emphasis that society places on

men's and women's intercollegiate programs. This does not necessarily

mean that women should receive more attention; it may imply that men

should receive less. Society -ay do young men a disfavor by extolling

their athletic accomplishments to the point of making these young men

superheroes. It is difficult to come down to earth when the next

-superhero takes over one's place in the heavens. Women, so far, have

been spared this kind of rude awakening. It may be time to spare the

men also.

It has been mentioned before that higher education is a

delayed-action mirror of societal concerns. One important issue to

the women in the macrosociety may have more _ pact upon the removal

of discriminatory practices, and discrimination against women,
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intercollegiate athletics than all the other concerns of the vomen's

athletic establishment. This will be so for no other reason than

that the establishment, .e., the members of AIAW, refuses to act.

Today's "women libbers" who are providinff the impetus for the

equal rights movement are also mothers. These wbmen, who may not

react to discrimination against themselves in athletics, react, non-

violently of course, but vocally, against-discrimination in athletic

opportunities for their daughters and sons. As one ex-athlete said

at an Illinois state legislative hear ng on women's intercollegiate

athletics, "I have been discriminated aginst in athletics OK - I am

old enough now that that no longer concerns me. But don't anyone try

to discriminate against my daughters. They deserve the same chance

my sons have

Since the hand that rocks the cradle rules the world, it is

said, then the handwriting may be on the wall for intercollegiate

athletics. These women are demanding that their children get what

they never got themselVes. That demand- with the power of the law,

and the pressure which can be placed on intercollegiate athletics by

this market of spectators, may be the deciding factor in the formul--

tion of policy regarding intercollegiate athletics.

This report has delineated several major and several minor

Issues related to the woman's role in intercollegiate athletics which

should be studied by a national commission: financing, coaching,

financial aid for athletes, determination of team membership, adminis-

tration of athletic programs, societal expectations and the educational
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value of intercollegiate athletics.

It is important that these issues not be studied in the

isolation of women's programs. In fact, these is ues are of such

import that it would be impossible to arrive at any solution to the

problems facing women in intercollegiate athletics without considering

how these issues fit into the total pictu e of men's and women's

intercollegiate athletics. It is hoped that a national commission

fi

w II study issues and recommend solutions which are for the good of

intercollegiate athletics, and higher education, and society, rather

than those which are for the good of women or men, alone. Women may

have come a long way, baby, to get where they are today in inter-

collegiate athletics; but they cannot go any further without concerted

effort by men and women to make progress which benefits all inter-

collegiate athletics.
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The Experience of Senior Colleges That Nave

continued Football

e general question that this appendix addresses itself to i

what has been the experience of tho'senior colleges and universities

which have discontinued a varsity intercollegiate football prog-

This question was divided into t%_o related parts- what %_ 'ere tIte

reasons for discontinuing football 1
and what the effects of the

discontinuation? Approximately one-fifth of the 151 senior colleges

that the National Collegiate Athletic Association lists (S e Attach-

ment One for this list) as having given up football since 1939 were

questioned.

The people consulted at tlese institutions were primarily athletic

directors and administration officials in charge of the athletic

partment (e.g:the vice-president in charge of student affairs or in

some cages the president of the college himself) but included admis-

sions direct() -s, financial aid directors, students, and faculty. The

inquiries aimed not at achieving data oriented results hut rather at

ascertaining common denominators in the experience of discontinuation.

I sought to identify the important questions reiated to discontinua-

tion and to render what appeared to be the prevalent answers to those

questions with an eye cast toward the relevancy of those answers to

To avoid the constant repetition of a long phrase and to forestall
confusion throughout the rest of this appendix, whenever the word
football is used without-modification, varsity intercollegiate
football is to be understood.
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t-le nationwide prOblems besetting intercollegiate athletics today.

Thus although the early 1950's is the heaviest era of discontinua-

tion, most schools that gave up football are located in the south and

mid-atlantic states, and a vast majority of all the schools have

enrollments of under 2_000 students and low-pro_ile prog

concent_ated 'on the larger schools and on those that most recently

had abandoned big-time or relatively big-time football.
2

I also

tried to make sure that all sections of the country were as equally

consulted as possible.

The original rationale for the general question underlying this

appendix exists in two particular observations and the questions that

arose from them. Since football, because of the publicity it receives

and because events like homecoming revolve around it, is acknowledged

as one of the primary magnets that attracts alumni interest and

support, wha, happens to alumni giving and general fund raising when

it is dlscontinued seemed like an obvious and vital question to ask.

since football has traditionally-been, and has been seen as,

both the kingpin and underpinning of intercollegiate athletic programs,

t seemed important to find out what happens to the rest of the ath-

letic program (both intercollegiate and intramural) when football is

discontinued.

These two particular questions generated so much response and

_
By relatively big-time A mean competing among the 145 schools the
NCAA now classifies as Division II football schools, e.g., The
Yankee Conference schools, Delaware, Eastern Michigan, Grambling,
Hawaii, Lehigh, etc.



raised so many other related questions that they became the major

sections of the appendix under the rubrics of (1) financial effects

and (2) effects on athletic program. The other section to deal with

effects goes under the title of educational environment. Such topics

as the effects on admissions, ethical and academic standards, and

school morale ate discussed there.

The second section of this appendix reveals the major circum-

stances that led to discontinuation. It is important to keep in mind

these factors when the effects are discussed, because the fact that

there were few negative effects seems mostly due to the circumstances

under which football departed. Almost invariably the net cost of

football was in the hundreds of thousands of dollars, the team was

losing more often than not on the gridiron, and football attracted

little student, alumni, or community support. In short, it was not a

healthy organism at these institutions and its death naturally caused

little lamentation.

Attachment One is the list of presently existing senior colleges

that have discontinued football since 1939. Attachment Two consists

of a brief description and analysis of the kinds of schools on the

list. A few points about the list, however, seem important to make

at the outset of this report rather than at its end.

The 151 senior colleges which have discontinued football include

a strikingly large number of independent big-time basketball powers as

well as a strikingly small total (ten) of publicly supported inst tu-

tions. One of the questions that a ose from these observations--Does

-3-
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the discontinuation of football have any effect on the basketball

program and, if SO, why?--is taken up in the s rtion on effects on

athletic programs.

There are undoubtedly many reasons that account for the small

number of public institutions on the list (five of the ten have

resumed football in fact). Among those offered were the fact that

tate legislators are freer with taxpayer money than private donors

are with theirs and the fact that there are few state schools with

huge financial deficits in football. The reason encountered most

often in the course of this inquiry, how ver, was that the tuition

part of athletic scholarships is waived by almost every state--N

York and Alaska were the only exceptions turned up in one survey.

Thus, since football is u ually discontinued because it costs too much

money, a tuition waiver prevents discontin ation in part because it

makes the cost at publicly supported colleges look considerably less

than it does at private ones.

Of the 151 institu ions that discontinued football, 29 resumed it

on a varsity level at a future date. Of those 29, six discontinued it

again. Resumption appears never to involve escalation and almost

invariably entails de-emphasis. The experience surrounding resump ion

is discussed under effects on athletic programs

One last introductory point is that it is difficult to assess or

predict trends from the l st of colleges that have discontinued foot-

ball. One point which can be made, however, is that there has been a

small but steady decline in- the number of schools playing big-time and

3
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relatively big-time football, particularly among private colleges.

The fact that the NCAA in their Newsletter of January 1, 1974, re-

veals that the number of varsity football-playing four-year colleges

has increased by fifteen in the last five years does not contradict

the previous assertion. The additions are low-profile Division III

programs at schools that previously had club football. Whereas the

number of intercollegiate varsity football programs appears to be

growing at the grass roots, low-profile level, the number of big-time

relatively big-time programs seems to be steadily declining.

II

The circumstance almost all colleges which abandoned football

shared was that their administration felt the net cost of football to

be prohibitive. Many schools were in the midst of financial crises

and were reevaluating all their programs and needs'. At others, not in

the throes of an -ediate monetary squeeze, the net cost of football

was thought to represent a severe financial problem by itself--one

whose consequences would be felt more particularly in the future.

Football was usually parted with reluctantly with the word

"prioritieS" surfacing more often than not when administrators ex-

plained its abandonment. At the schools that discontinued football it

was invariably looked on as just another service that the school pro-

vided for its students. Most office s felt that football was a

worthwhile service and program, but was costing too much without

providing enough for the needs of enough students. One not
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unrepresentative comment was, "Dollar for dollar we should be getting

more for our money." The "more" did not mean more academic programs,

instructors, or facilities. The more almost always meant increased

participation in and at athletic endeavors. This was one of the

many avenues most colleges took to make it clear that the discontinu-

ation of football was in no way a -tatement of tl- college's feeling

about athletic competition or athletics.

At schools with big-time and relatively big-t -e programs the

net cost of football (including the tuition part of scholarships and

grants-in-aid as well as the room, hoard and fees part and including

salaries of coach s) was put at 250 to 500 thousand dollars a year.

Th- lower range of these figures usually came from schools that gave

up football in the 1950's and early 1960's. Even the net cost of low-

profile progra s was most often said to be around 100 thousand dollars

a year.

At *st, but not all, schools two factors went hand in hand with

huge financial deficits--laek of interest and support from alumni the

public, and most especially from students (particularly in terms of

attendance) and a consistent recent record of losing on the field.

Although a multitude of factors was often cited by those consulted as

they explained the financial picture that led to discontinuing football

at their institution, these twolack of student interest and a losing

record--were seen most often as essential parts of the scenario.

A number of officials said that if there had been significant

student support for football, if they felt that football was fulfilling
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substantial needs and desires beyond those of the coaches and players

themselves, then it would have been continued even if that support

didn't reduce the cost substantially. The suspicion in most minds

was, of course, that the cost would have been reduced if students en

masse gave their support. At some institutions, in fact, the r_

lationship between discontinuation and student support was clear as

students were given the option of saving a football program iv voting

more student activities fees to it. Thus as the case stood, without

student, alumni, or community support, these officials said in echo

of one another that football made no sense at their institutions

because of its cost.

Moreover, a number of people po_nted out that the other (non-

financial) returns footbal_ with continually losing records, provided

also were negative ones. Only adverse publicity and responses seemed

to accrue. The criticism the football team's performance received at

some schools was extended often to the institution's general ability

to manage its affairs. The football team was equated with the uni-

versity and the team's performance was taken to be a significant

measure of how poorly the university as a whole was doing. This kind

of feedback naturally only intensified any thoughts toward the cessa-

tion of football.

The three interrelated conditions I have described--huge financial

deficits, lack of student support, and a consistent recent record of far

below SOO years on the gridiron--represent by far the most common set

of circumstances leading to the end of football. Before I go on to

-7-
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describe other sets of circumstances that occurred less frequently,

I should note that almost all the big-time programs that were -

continued contained the three conditions described above.

One more important condition was cited by big-time abandoners as

crucial to their deteriorating financial picture and hold on student,

alumni, and community interest--their location. Almost invariably

they said that they were in a situation that had become impossible to

prosper in. These former big-time football programs were either in a

large urban environment where'competition for the sports entertainment

dollar had become fierce or in a locale where other bi7-time programs

are plentiful and are much more successful.

It was the cost of football plus the fact of these locations

that primarily prevented any lingering thoughts about salvaging the

program by upgrading it. The additional money it would have taken to

make their discontinued big-time football program potentially competi-

tive at the level of the average Division I college was put at between

one and two million dollars a year. Officials emphasized that even

this additional investment could not insure success on the field or in

the box-office. The college had to be willing to face the probability

_f commiting around one and a half million dollars for a number of

yea, with little hope that even a winning big-t.i_e team, with eventu-

ally widespread student, community, anJ alumni suppor- would approach

a self-sustaining status. Thus visions of upgrading dissipated

quickly.

The second scenario involved a financial deficit as well and often
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one as substantial as those mentioned earlier. But here the football

team was reasonably competiiive (typically hovering at or slightly

below theS00 mark ) and there was felt to be considerable, although

never overwhelming, student interest and support. Even here, however,

the net cost of football Vas thought to be prohibitive for the number

of needs fulfilled.

Moreover at some of these institutions the con erence they were

in or the schools they had scheduled were committed to upgrading their

programs by, for instance, allocating more scholarships. Thus the

future held that keeping up with the competition meant that even more

money had to b't spent.

Officials at these schools felt that football had just priced

itself out of existence in terms of what else the s_ e money could

provide. The dissatisfactions with football were not as great as at

the schools in the first group discussed in this section. The ex-

pectations for it and psychological investment in it also didn't seem

as great because-these schools were willing and able to give it up

before it declined to the non-competitive, unsupported status it had

at the first group.'

Most of the schools in this second group were small schools with

relatively low-profile programs--at best the programs were at the

caliber of the average football school on the NCAA Division III list.

It is my feeling that concentration on big-time football in this survey

made it seem that the fIrst set of circumstances is the most common.

f a more representative survey of the schools that have discontinued
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football had been taken, i.e., including thecorrect proportion of

low-profile progr-- , I believe that this second set of circumstances--

financial deficits, comparatively as great as those suffered at bigger

schools sponsoring big-time programs, along with a mediocre but not

terrible football program--would have turned up at least as frequent-

ly .as the first set. Thus above all it seems that it ,wasHthe exor-

bitant cost of fielding a football team that caused its cessation at

every level.

At a few of the smaller colleges questioned, the sole reason for

abandoning football was the lack of bodies. A severe early campaign

had decimated the ranks and it had become impossible to play without

dangerously overburdening- the physical abilities of the remaining squad

members. At these schools usually a commitment was made to recruit

and enroll more football players and the schools resumed play in the

near future.

Firtally at one school the reason fur a one year discontinuation

was that the president of the university was appalled at the football

coach's illegal subsidy of his team members. This coach was in the

process of upgrading what had been a low-profile program at a school

with all.low-profile programs. Football, although notthe coach, was

brought back after a year's hiatus under changed condit_ons. The

program was d -emphasized--no longer were scholarships given, for

instance--and a new league of like-minded institutions was set up.

About twenty years later that league still seems to be operating

swimmingly.
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III

Once football was discontinued, the institutions took one of

two views on the money that had been expended on it. Either the

net cost of football was looked on as an eliminated debt or it was

looked onas money given to athletics. But when given specifically

to football the money was considered ill-used.

Most often the universities took the latter view although only

in part. That is, part of the net cost of football was seen as

eliminated debt and part of it as money that should go into the

athletic program but had been going in too great an amount to

provide enjoyment and services for too few.

Thus the demise of football was often the catalyst for across

the board improvements in the rest of the athletic program--both

intramural and intercollegiate. For instance, a number of university

administrators said that money that had gone into football was looked

upon as:the money that went into the building of major athletic

facilities like gymnasiums, swimming pools, and tennis courts. At

one university after discontinuation a part of the yearly net cost--

$250,000--went each year into a building fund for a new all-purpose

fieldhouse that would provide vitally needed facilities for a bur-

geoning intramural program as well as for a more emphasized varsity

intercollegiate basketball program Other financial windfalls to

athlLtics are discussed in the section on effects on athletic

programs.

All schools were greatly concerned about the effect the
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cessation of football would have on alumni giving. The exper" nce

of almost all schools was that it had no significant negative effect

and n some instances had considerable positive results. The

schools invariably were careful about explaining to alumni the

financial exigencies that caused them to give up football, and the

vast majority of the alumni were understanding. They responded to

the real present-day dire circumstances. Some, however, held out

for a nostalgic past, a hopeful future, or an impossible dream

represented by Notre Dame.

At a few schools a vocal minority expressed outrage and vowed

to cut off funds from the university. At these schools the feeling

was that the amount of money these alumni had been contributing was

negligible and that it had all gone to the football program anyway.

At.one school a huge critical outcry was raised by the alumni

and promises of abundant financial support were forthcoming. The

promised vein of gold turned out to be a mere capillary, however,

as the money raised was about one-twenty-fifth of the yeatly net

cost of football at that school. At some schools a few alumni tried

to get together to save football, but these efforts were short-

lived and futile in so far as their avowed purpose of attracting

widespread support for continuing or bringing back football went.

The sentiment at almost all schools was that most alumni, like

most students, were excited by and would give support to only an

existing successful big-time program--one that could play the

national top ten schools on fairly even terms. If that prospect was
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not in the offing then widespread support
. ould not be forthcoming.

Institutional loyalty in this area on the part of both students and

alunmi was thought to be a thing of the past.

So far the background of the alumnt-donating picture and two

aspects of it have been described--no significant alumni interest

or support for Maintaining the football program existed at the time

of its demise and thus not surprisingly no significant support was

excited by the discontinuation or was withheld after the discontinu-

aeon. In fac- at some schools the cessation of football was a

definite boon to general fund raising. This third aspect is perhaps

best illuminated by one fund raiser's echo of the statements of

other fund raisers when he said that a number of "hard headed busi-

ness types" felt that the school by discontinuing football was

finally getting "its prioritIes in the right place." And now that

these 'business types' knew that the school. "couldn't sink their

money ir that at-hole football" they gave liberally, the fund

raiser said.

Officials involved in.the fund raising process at some other

schools said that although they could not be sure of isolating the

many variables involved, they felt that some of the success of'

general fund -aising projects-that got underway at the same time

football was given up was attributable to its abandonment. Since,

as was noted earlier, football is usually discontinued at moments

of severe financial crisis at a university, it is not surprising

that the start of major fund raising drives often coincides with

-13-
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the discontinuation of football. Apparently also most colleges

felt that the cessation of football would not be a major deterr

to fund raising.

A number of administrators also brought up two other positive

financial effects that they felt may have had something to do with

the abandonment of a costly football program. In both cases they

anted it clearly understood that they had no direct evidence or

statements to back up their feelings, but nonetheless they sus-

pected that the fact of football's discontinuation had helped their

private institutions receive aid from the state and from private

foundations. These officials felt that the discontinuation of a

costly football program was often looked on by the state appropria-

tions officials and by foundations as a prime example of good

stewardship in the university or at least looked on as one example

among many of good stewardship.

IV

At many institutions the discontinuation of football results

in an attempt, often successful, to excel or maintain excellence in

another intercollegiate sport. Why this is so is one of the main

subjects of this section. One fairly obvious reason involves the

fact that football is looked on by many as the be-all and end-all

of intercollegiate programs. One institution which discontinued

its football program had for many years to issue assurances that it

had not dropped its entire intercollegiate program. Thus excellence
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somewhere on the intercollegiate sports spectun certainly helps to

ake sure that no one gets the impression that the institution_was

or is disinterested in intercollegiate competition (or athletic

excellence) because it dropped football.

Hence the decision to build up an intercollegiate sport seems

to be made as much for alumni and prospective students as it is for

present students. But if the windfall for intercollegiate athletics

appears to have past and future students uppermost in mind, the

windfall for intranurals is devoted to the needs and wishes of

present students. Administrators often say that the expanding of

intramural facilities and instructional staff is just a response to

avidly expressed student desires to participate in athletics. This

response, the officers continue, would have been forthcoming in any

event. If that is so, the discontinuation of football certai ly

seems in many cases to have accelerated the response and often to

have brdadened it as well.

This section is divided into four parts: basketball, the rest

of the intercollegiate progra intramurals, and the -xperience of

hose institutions that resumed football.

At most schools where_football is discontinued the

immediate effort either to make cer ain that an already existing

big-timeloasketball program Is maintained or built up even further

or to change a relatively low-prl_ile basketball program into a

big-ti_- one. Usually the bigger time the football program was, the

more emphasis placed on basketball after football's cessation. The
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hope is that the alumni can be assuaged about football's non-existence

by being able to say, "We may not have football, but look at our

basketball team."

Although a few schools gaze fondly and wistfully at the well-

known examples of a couple of Catholic schools who discontinued

football and whose basketball teams now support the rest of their

athletic programs and manage besides to contribute year in and year

out a $100,000 or so to general funds, most schools at best only

expect their basketball team to be self-supporting. Even if the

team is not self-sugporting--the vast mcjority are not--the cost of

big-time basketball is usually about one tenth of the cost of big-

time football. The average big-time basketball program seems to

have a net cost of between $20,000 and $60,000, with most programs

closer to the lower figure.

Big-time basketball then for about one-tenth of the cost of

football, and often less than that, is looked on by most of the

institutions that dropped football to provide what the deceased

football program was supposed to but couldn't, e g., an Inter-

collegiate team that can be competitive on a high level, national

publicity, a focus for student interest, and a rallying point for

alumni support. In the context of the last example it should be

noted that some univ rsities without football now arrange a

homecoming weekend around basketball.

The demise of football often results in a windfall for the

rest of the intercollegiate roster as well. Perhaps the most
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remarkable change occurred at one school where football was taking

85 per cent of the athletic budget. At that point the institution

had a relatively big-time football and four other intercol-

legiate te- that were low.-profile, were rarely winning at that

level, and were under-staffed and poorly participated in. With the

discontinuation of football_and the allocation of football costs to

intercollegiate and intramural activities, the school now has ten

well-stocked, well-attended, competitively successful intercollegiate

p grams.

The particular sport, besides basketball, of course, that seems

to reap the most benefit from football's cessation is soccer. Soccer

is seen as the fall sport that can at least in part substitute for

the spectator interestfootball arouses. Occasionally there is a

policy decision to recruit more heavily for soccer and occasionally

the enlarged publicity soccer rece ves by default in the fall seems

to cause more and better athletes to participate in it. Also even

at a small academically elite school, when football was given up the

athletic director to his own surprise found himself putting pressure

on the soccer team to perform better because they had the center

stage.

I mentioned earlier that what immediately impressed one about

the list of schools that had discontinued football was the large

number of big-time basketball powers on it. Not as obvious Is the

large number of schools on the list that are continually nationally

ranked in soccer.
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It should be noted also that at a few schools the demise of

football has perhaps hastened an emphasis on hockey. Hockey at

these schools is seen in the exalct same light that basketball is at

other schools that have dropped football.

Everywhere school officials talked about an overwhelming recent

increase in students' desires to participate in some kind of physical

activity. At many institutions the administration felt that by dis-

continuing football the college was making a choice between fulfill-

ing the general student limited interest in viewing football and

his or her growing enthusiasm for participating in all sports. Thus

these participatory wants affected and were affected by the departure

of football on many campuses.

On the one hand, the heavy, often round the clock use of existing

athletic facilities (8 A.M. to 2 A.M. for basketball courts, for

instance, was not uncommon), and the multitude of requests for new

programS and new facilities intensified some administrators' percep-

tions that football was getting too much of the college's "athletic"

dollar. At so e colleges the demands for and on participatory pro-

grams seems to have created the perception in the first place. It

should be noted in passing that women's striving for equality of

treatment seems to have played a large role in these perceptions.

In any event, the many and expanding demands for participatory

programs and facilities combined with what administrators saw as a

slacking student interest in viewing the college's football team

seems to have at least hastened the discontinuation of football on
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many campuses.

On the other hand, intramurals were affected by football even

without the allocation of some of the funds that football previously

received. At most colleges practice fields, equipment, locker rooms,

and other facilities became available. Often the football stadium

itself was eventually torn down and the site became playing fields

and courts if it was not needed as a parking lot.

The most significant way that the discontinuation of football

affected intramurals occurred, obviously, when administrators saw

intramurals as the natural recipient of funds previously expended

on football. As was noted earlier, the demise of football signaled

the start of thelbuilding of new facilities and the imp_ vement of

old ones to be used principally for intramural and recreational

endeavors.' Perhaps only a little less important was that the dis-_

continuation of football seemed on many campuses to allow the tti-

tudes or administrators to change toward intramurals.

The change of course, was primarily a matter of funds being

made available, but also seemed to occur because of the rationale

offered by most colleges for abandoning football. Since football

was discontinued in part because it didn't satisfy what were thought

to be the athletic interests of students, it seemed incumbent on its

discontinuers to cateT to whatever those interests were. Therefore

at a number of campuses no longer were intramurals solely a matter

of responding to vocal enough and widespread enough demands. The

abandonment of football heralded a time when diverse student athletIc
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and recreational interests were actively sought out and when new

programs and new instructors were hired as well as a time when

student demands did not have to be put off into the future.

As noted earlier twenty-nine of the 151 colleges that dropped

football resumed it. Also a number of the remaining colleges--a

guess would have to be around thirty--are now playing or have at

one time resumed an intercollegiate football program but on a club

level. Occasionally, as is remarked on below, that club program

becomes a varsity one.

The resumptions may be said to fall into three basic categories.

The first comprises those schools whose football discontinuation was

the product of short term problems, e.g., injuries or manpower

shortages or other troubles at the time of the Korean War. These

colleges, about half of the twenty-nine, resumed football as usual

when the problem disappeared. The "when" was almost always a year

or two 1,ater.

The second category consists of those colleges which felt that

their unsuccessful relatively big-time football program was overly

ambitious for a school of their size. The program was too costly in

terms of money and morality and had been engineered by ambitious

coaches. These schools thought that they could satisfy their con-

stituents by returning to a more modest football enterprise that

was in line with the rest of their intercollegiate sports programs.

The third, by far the most interesting, category and one that

occupies the remainder of this section, involves those colleges who
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had big-time or relatively big- e football teams arid who had and

have big-time basketball teams, whose discontinuations were the

product of long term problems, e.g., finances and lack of student

interest. The colleges in this last category, largely because of

their big-time athletic reputation, at the point of discontinuation

saw nO viable middle ground for their institution's football team

between big-time and non-existence. (rhe reasons involved in the

decision not to try to salvage the big-time program were discussed

earlier in the section on reasons for discontinuation.)

One ma,or consideration behind the all or nothing philosophy

was the thought that if student interest could not be aroused for a

big-time program against many traditional rivals, how was it going

to be aroused for a low-profile one against what were called "no-

name" schools. This consideration revealed the kind of institutional

ego that made the term "representative schedule" take on new meaning.

There were sporadic attempts made by students at most colleges

that dropped football to have the college reinstate it. All colleges

turned down these usually half-hearted suggestions by studen (and

occasionally by alumni still nostalgic for the past glories ) easily

and without causing any ripples. Varsity football continued to be

recognized as too expensive by all associated with these campuses.

Without going into the history of how club football became a

widespread, popular enterprise in the nineteen sixties, it is suf-

ficient for me to say that with its start in the early sixties stu-

dents had a better pitch to make to the administration. Alga any
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enthusiasm for football had a form to channel itself into which in

turn caused the enthusiasm to grow.

In this manner numerous football clubs were born. A group of

enthusiastic students, primarily those interested in playing, got

sufficiently widespread support from the rest of the students--rep-

resented often as the allotment of student activities fees to the

club--to convince the administration that they could run their own

program. The administration in response to this show of widespread

student interest would give its sanction and would also usually give

the club some minimal support like the use of facilities for free as

a token of its approval of the students' enterprise. The students

did do everything; they hired their own coaches, made up the sched-

ules, acquired equipment, and most importantly, got bodies to play.

Some alumni most with the hope that the club will lead to

bigger and better things in football at their alma ater) made

usually:modest contributions at the beginning despite the fact that

most colleges barred the active solicitation of alumni for fear it

would interfere with other fund raisini. In one unique instance an

alumnus gave $5,000, a gift that allowed that club to survive another

year. Invariably, however, after a few years, alumni contributions

became negligible; the mere fact of football existing at their alma

ters seems insufficient to win their support. Again, only a nigh

level of existence seems capable of winning widespread and sustained

support.

After an enthusiastic start that usually lasted.through a
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generation of students involved in that start, i.e., four years,

these club programs ran into financial trouble. Even if the team

was winning on the field a combination of circumstances, e.g., waning

student interest in what was no longer the new game in town, cross

country treks that were, if not fiscally sound, at least a glamorous

selling point to entice participants into a program that had one in-

gredient of the big-time, and irresponsibility that made cancellation

on the day before a game a regular occurrence, caused club tea:

get deeper and deeper in debt a debt the university quietly __su- d

for a while.

The while ended and the crucial question eventually at a number

of places where the club program went into considerable debt became--

was the university going to continue to suppo_t the program without

having control over what had usually come to be a mismanaged affair

generating bad publicity for the college? At most schools the an-

swer was to tell the club team that the debt the school had a sumed

to the club's creditors must be wiped out and so the club is sent

back to the other students asking for even more support from stk-ient

fees. The support is often denied. Also the impression gotten was

that most club teams still functioning lead a tenuous year to year

existence.

A few colleges answered the question by taking control of :he

program by placing it under athletic department auspices as a

varsity intercollegiate team. These universities see the activi--

as capable of providing a worthwhile, enjoyable experience for a
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number of interested students (participants and spectators ) at a

reasonable cost. Most colleges, however, see that kind of commit-

ment as starting the whole process,of too much money for too little

returns all over again. Moreover, the immediate cost, which most

administrators felt stood a good chance of growing in order to keep

up with an escalating competition, of twenty to forty thousand

dollars seemed to most officials still too much for what they saw

was gotten at other schools--a program that in the words of one

official was "neither fish nor fowl nor goed red herring."

Although a few hold out hope for their young and struggling

programs a few have already discontinued their resumptions. The

initial all or nothing suspicions seem well-founded. It appears to

be part cularly difficult to find an attractive low-profile level

to play football at and to get support for if you have a big-time

program in other sports.

V

The most significant thing about this section may be its

brevity. The brevity speaks for the general lack of concern about

the effect stopping football would have on the educational environ-

ment. Perhaps because almost no one associated the two readily, only

a few results were seen. Two substantial issues were raised about

b g-time football programs nonetheless in connection with this topic.

One had to do with morality and financial aid and the other with

football's effect on academic priorities.
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Before talking about the effect on morality and academic priori-

ties some mention should be made of the effect of discontinuation on

the football players themselves. What happened at most campuses in-

dicates the special group that football players thought themselves

to be in the educational community.

Every place I consulted said that they had honored their

scholarship comm tments to the football players for each of the

years the player had remaining at the school. Nonetheless the vast

majority of scholarship'players, those with and without professional

aspirations (athletic directors were surprised at the large number

with aspiratiOns), transferred if they thought they could play for

another institution. The bigger time the program the more football

players transferred to other institutions. In all discontinuation

cases the NCAA immediately ruled that the one year sit out rule for

transfers would be waived and almost invariab y coaches acted as a

clearing house for the players, getting them located at colleges,

mostly those on the last year's schedule, that they felt were in

need of the player's particular talents.

It also should be pointed out that the knowledge that the

schooli would honor their scholarships fully for their remaining

years did not lessen the players' sense of disappointment.and, in

many cases, anger at the school for what was felt to be a betrayal.

The players felt that the college had been less than responsible

with them, having recruited them for a program that the college was

unwilling to continue. At no college was the opposite reaction said
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to be at all widespread. No one, for instance, said that players

felt glad because the discontinuation plus the retention of scholar-

ships would allow them to concentrate on their studies.

The issue of morality overlapped with financial aid problems

in three ways that were brought to my attention. All three, although

not confined to football, made many school off cials feel good about

the discontinuation of football, simply because it usually involved

more examples than all the other intercollegiate sports combined.

In the first case the question of providing athletes with more

scholarship money than their family needs warranted seemed unfair to

many. "Did an athlete contr'bute more to the school necessarily

than a non-athlete?" was the query made bitterly by one financial

aid director particularly upset at having to squeeze the resources

f so many middle class families whose students were not athletes.

Another perhaps more immoral practice that football particularly

exacerbated was the enrollment of minority players in non-athletic

mino ity scholarship programs. This was done to make the cost of

football appear less. Another effect it had, of course, was to

usurp a source of funds that minority non-athletes had available to

them.

The third problem is also one that is aggravated by football

particularly. There are always those athletes on scholarship that

become disinterested in athletics and decide to quit. Losing teams

naturally make even more quit. At schools that try not to make a

distinction between athletic and academic scholarships but do give
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scholarships to athletes, the financial aid officer usually ends up

as the referee between an irate coach and a recalcitrant athlete.

He reminds the former of the changing times and the latter of his

responsibilities and of what got him into the institution in the

first place and then curses the situation that makes one class of

students special.

Not only were some financial aid office s happy to see football

discontinued, but a number of other administrators were pleased.

They were pleased because of the corrosive effects they saw football

having on values. Again, the antipathy seems attributable mostly to

the numbers involved with football since most of the same adminis-

trators were content to house a big-time basketball program. Some

said that without football, without the focus on winning games on

Saturday, it was much easier to keep academic work the high priority

on campus. Moreover, the running of a "protective stable" for out-

standing athletes and the academic compromises that that inevitably

involved also helped skew value patterns in a bad way. In short,

then the pleasure taken in football's abandonment resided principally

in the fact that the average student was no longer confronted by a

highly visible group of special students with special, difficult to

justify, privileges.

When admissions were inqu red about officers said that, as with

many other events in this report, there were a number of variables

involved and it was difficult to isolate the effect of discontinuing

football. Almost all said, however, that the only not ceable effect
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was rhat no football players now applied. Almost all also seemed

sure that giving up football had no other effect either negatively

or positively on admissions.
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At achment Presently Existing Senior Colleges That Have Discontinued_

Football Since 1939.

Legend: R--Resumed, if year is unknown then single question mark follows.
D.A.--Discontinued Again, Second Discontinuation is also noted by

name of college in brackets next to the appropriate year.

1939--Depaul
1940--Birmingham Southern

Chicago; R--1969
Long Island University
Loyola of South
St. Joseph's, Pa.

1941--St. Mary's, Tex.
1942--American U.

Gonzaga
King, Tenn.
La Salle
Mercer
Providence
St. Anselm's
St. Mary's, Mich.
Spring Hill

1943--Creighton
Manhattan
Regis

1947--Lawrence Tech
1948--Centenary

Lambuth
OgletWorpe

1949--Alliance
Cumberland

1950--Canisius
Huntington
Oklahoma City
Portland
Rio Grande
Rollins
St. Louis
Steubenville

1951--Arkansas College
Atlantic Christian
Assumption
Catholic U.
CCNY
Corpus Christi, R--1954

D.A.--1967
Detroit Tech
Duquesne

_

195 --East Texas Baptist
Gannon
Georgetown, D.C.; R--1970
Glassboro State; R--1964
Hartwick
High Point
Lemoyne
Lycoming; R--1954
Milligan
Mount St. Mary's
McKendree
Navada at Reno; R--1952
New England; R--7, D.A. 1973
Niagara
St. Mary's, Calif.; R--7
Southwestern, Tenn.; R--1952
Southwestern, Tex.
Tillotson (now Huston-Tillotson)
Tusculum
William Penn; R--1953
Washington College
West Virginia Wesleyan; R--1953

1952--Aquinas
Clarkson
Erskine
Loyola, Calif.
Rider
St. Bonaventure
St. Martin's
Samuel Huston (now Huston-

Tillotson)
San Francisco; R--1959, D.A --1972
Shaw; R--1953

19 --Aurora
Bethel, Tenn.
Cedarville
Davis and Elkins; R--1955,

D.A.--1972
Georgetown, Ky.; R-.-1955
New York University
Santa Clara; R--1959
Union, Tenn.
Westmar; R--1954
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1954Adelphi; Rca. 1969,
D.A.--1972

Case Tech; R--1955
Quincy
St. Francis, Pa.
St. Michael's, Vt.
Washington and Lee; -1955
York

1955--Fordham; R--1970
St. Mary's, Minn.

1956--Brooklyn College; R--ca. 1969
Hendrix; R--1957, D.A.--1961
William Carey

1957--Lewis College
Morris Harvey
Stetson

1960--Brandeis
Leland
Loras
St. Ambrose
Xavier, La.

1961--Denver
Hawaii; R--1962
(Hendrix)
Lincoln
Marquette
Paul Quinn
Scranton
Texas College
Tougaloo

1962Azusa;(now Azusa-Paci c

(Davis and Elkins)
Pepperdine
So. California College
U. of San Diego; R--1972
Westminster, Utah; R--1965

1963Hardin-Simmons
St. Benedict's
St. Vincent's, Pa.

1964--King's, Pa.
Paine

1965--Claflin
Detroit
Dillard
L.A. Pacific (now Azusa-Pacific

R--

Philander Smith
Rust

1966--St. Augustine's

1967--Benedict
(Corpus Christi)
George Washington U.
Jarvis Christian
College of Ozarks

1968--Edward Waters
1969--Allen

Univ. of Cal. at San Diego
Louisiana College
George Fox
Wiley
Western Reserve now Case-Western

1971--Bradley
SUNY at Buffalo
Lake Forest; R--1972
Univ. of Cal-. at Santa Barbara

1972--(Adelphi)
Haverford
New Mexico Highlands; R--1974
Northern Montana
Northwood
(San Francisco)
Sonoma State

1973DreXel
(New England College)
Xavier, Ohio

1974Samford U.
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--nt Two: Notes on the Geographical Distribution and on the
Sizes of the Colleges on the Discontinuation List.

The 151 colleges are distributed geographically in the following

manner: 4% are in NCAA District I (New England); 25% in District II

(Mid-Atl: tic States);-26% in District III (The South); 14% in

District IV (Mid-Eastern States); 6% in District V (rhe Mid-Western

States); 10% in District VI (The Southwest); 3% in District VII (The

Rocky MOuntains ); and 12% in District VIII, (The Far West).

36% of the colleges have enrollments of under 1,000. 31% have

between 1,001 and 2,000 students. 17% have enrollments between

2,100-4,000. 10% have 4,001-6,500 students. 6% have enrollments

of over 6,500. All but one of the publicly supported schools are

in the last two categories. The church-related colleges fall most

frequently among the smaller schools, while the independent colleges

are the ones dispersed most evenly on the spectrum.

In!District III, the section of the country which has the highest

percentage of discontinuations, the schools are predcminantly small.

60% have enrollments of under 1,000 and 95% have fewer than 2,000

students. Moreover, approximately half of the southern schools are

black, church affiliated colleges. No southern or southwestern

college with a big-time or relatively big-time program has, to my

knowledge, dropped that program with the exception of one small

publicly supported southwestern school which has announced that its

program was wildly over-ambitious for its size.

The other sections of the country, however, all contain schools
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that have dropped big-ti e and relatively big-time programs.

District II and District IV contain by far the most institutions

that have done so and thus were the Districts most consulted in

this report.
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